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AN A-Z OF ORIENTATIONS
IDENTIFIED WITHIN THE NOVELS OF
IRIS MURDOCH

by

Carol Sommer

“Loving is an orientation, a direction of energy,
not just a state of mind.”

Iris Murdoch
Metaphysics as a Guide to Morals
1992

A black ring was closing upon her field of vision. A black
wall rose up in front of her. A blackness surrounded her. A
blind stupid idea of consolation, dying but refusing to perish,
was her chief torment: the idea of being consoled by Ludwig
for all this suffering. A certainty of his absolute truthfulness
with her had been a steady consolation. A cloud of tiredness
and depression came down and covered her like a bell. A
cold dark shadow fell across Paula. A completely new sensation of jealousy shook her whole body in successive shudders of pain. A confusion of feelings silenced her. A dark
confusion rose to cover her. A darkness entered into her like
a swarm of bees. A desire to get quickly out of the room
took her as far as the door. A destructive demon of despair
seemed to leap out of her own mouth. A different suffering,
waiting its hour, would surely follow. A dull stale sadness
came over her. A familiar feeling of depression, fear and
thrill came to her from her father like an odour. A feeling of
extreme tiredness came over her, and with it the nausea was
renewed. A few hours ago she had felt free and she had
come back to Imber of her own free will, performing a real
action. A few minutes later, after he had disappeared, and just
before Brian came, Gabriel put down her paper, penetrated
by a terrible pang of conscience. A few tears came and then
the gasping once more. A few tears overflowed from her
eyes. A fou rire had got hold of her. A ghost scene from the
past breathed upon her. A great heat came out of Duncan’s
body, so that Tamar, pressed against it, felt almost scorched. A
great many different things had to fit together, had to, for her,
for Tamar, for her salvation from despair and degradation and
death. A great sword pierced Sefton’s heart. A grief which
came from the profound deep which the coming of the
brothers had opened within her was mixed with a hard elation which was the echo of the look which she had seen in

Stefan’s eyes as she entered; and with it all, as an almost physical sensation, went that numb paralysis which is the deliberate dulling of thought by itself. A habit of docility and never
answering back had not been too hard to acquire. A handy
thing to be, he said, a good catalyst. A happiness concerned
with Matthew floated Mavis upward like a rising tide. A
high whining sound came out of her, seeming not to issue
from her mouth but to emerge from her whole head. A
hurricane had passed removing purpose and future and significant emotion. A kind of unnerving background to such
questions had been assembling itself for some time. A Lisa in
India would have become a divinity. A Lisa sitting in Danby’s car with an arm outstretched along the back of the seat,
as Diana had last seen her, was fallen indeed. A little time
passed and the pain at her heart became more extreme. A lot
of fear disappeared from her existence and she felt generally
better. A loud sob escaped from her like a live thing bursting
from her breast. A lurid light of unhappiness and fear shone
onto everything. A memory came of something in French,
some unplaced piece of poetry, perhaps not even heard correctly. A moment later she had a vision of Hannah’s face,
swept and pale from recent tears, but wearing the peaceful
ecstatic look of someone saved from a shipwreck. A more
immediate and agonising torment, one which confused the
reckoning up of her sins and which had led her to shake and
pour out the bottle of sleeping pills, was the notion, indeed
the knowledge, that she had only to send the briefest word,
give the slightest signal, to Harry to reinstate the whole
splendour of their love in a new situation of freedom. A
mother might feel like this, she thought. A new buoyancy
took her down the stairs. A pain which was certainly jealousy goaded her on. A preparation for flight, for siege, a
form of hunger-strike, a form of suicide? A privilege she had

claimed for herself, could she deny it to him, to go when and
how he pleased? A prophetic flash of understanding burnt
her with a terrible warmth. A prophetic sense of being
caught in deeper and deeper awful muddle made her suddenly gasp with pain. A quick storm of tears blurred her eyes
and she turned abruptly away. A rapacious desire for action,
for sensation, had been put into her by Violet. A saint might
do it, but she could not. A self-protective cunning made her
deliberately calmer. A sense of impotent outrage and fear
and anguish came in the dream. A sense of the cruelty and
injustice of it all was strong in her but vague. A sense of the
unreality, the sheer artificiality, of individual existence had
begun to possess her. A sick fear rose up in her throat. A
sleepless night together with anxieties about the, it now
seemed to her, colossal enterprise on which she had so rashly embarked had reduced Dora to a distracted state. A spirit
spoke into Rosa’s ear and told her to spring up now before
it was too late and run away quickly down the steps. A spirit took possession of her which was sardonic, sarcastic, narrow. A strange nostalgic pain woke within her for a moment.
A strange piercing sensation like sexual desire had sent a
spear through her entrails. A strange regular metallic sound
was coming down out of the sky. A strong latent sense of
guilt about her hasty marriage was now released and raged
within her. A sudden sense of freedom made her feel light
and unconfined as a dancing shadow. A tear rolled down her
cheek. A tempest was raging inside the head of Sylvia Wicks.
A thrill of terror and excitement went through her, a premonition of the act before she consciously knew what the act
would be. A train passes beneath and jolts everything in the
house a millimetre or two and jolts Pattie’s heart with a little
reminder of death. A vague sense of social inferiority, an
uneasy lack of savoir faire, was normal to her. A variety of

confused aches and pains drummed in her heart. A vase of
withered Dutch irises had stood in the hall for several days
and the task of throwing away the flowers and emptying out
the water had been monumentally too difficult for Harriet.
A violent flush burnt in her neck and blazed in her face. A
whiteness rolled through her head and she dropped the photograph on the floor. A whole part of my life is torn away.
A world of sturdy convention plus a firm sense of duty, together with her fantastic luck, had kept her moving along
without any real consciousness of her ‘mind’ at all. A younger Charlotte would have analysed and considered and taken
flight. About David, Emily had no worries at all. About
Julius she thought in a different way. About Morgan Hilda
felt a sickness too deep to be identified as misery or anger.
About other things she could only try not to be too terribly
wretched. About Peter she scarcely thought at all. About
that Pearl felt fairly certain; and she did not believe that John
Robert was likely to set off for London or the airport in the
middle of the night. About the Count Anne felt deep awful
pain but, although she continued to speculate, her speculations did not disturb her present plans and motives. About
the occasions when she had been got to bed she felt guilt
and remorse. About the other things she had gradually, as
part of other changes in her reviving heart, begun to feel
better, though not yet without fear of relapse. About the
swan, Moy was suffering from shock. About the unspeakable
treachery neither her head nor her conscience was entirely
clear. About this, of course, she said nothing. About Tim’s
state of mind she endeavoured not to think, and indeed it
was obscure to her. About what was to come she reflected
not at all. Above all, she must not be discovered. Above any
pain except that of guilt one can hope to climb by seeing
what is above, by seeing that there is something above. Ac-

ceptable pain is on the inside of love. Actually all that was
more likely to make her stay! Adam seemed to be deliberately playing upon her tortured sensibilities. Adelaide began
to scream. Adelaide began to sob. Adelaide dissolved into
tears. Adelaide found it difficult in fact to recall the specific
issues upon which he had crossed her, but she retained a
vague sense of not being sufficiently considered. Adelaide
had always been troubled by having such an aristocratic
sounding name. Adelaide had anticipated pains and difficulties in her married life, and her anticipations were fulfilled.
Adelaide had not realised beforehand how very much she
would enjoy being in bed with Will and how greatly this
enjoyment would lighten the way for both of them. Adelaide knew that she was becoming more irritable and nervy.
Adelaide lived in a perpetual state of anxiety in a world of
important signs the exact bearing of which constantly eluded her. Adelaide sat on the edge of her bed crying. Adelaide
shook her head slowly from side to side and tears began to
course down her cheeks. Adelaide simply did not know
what she felt. Adelaide sometimes felt the assumption, nebulous, pervasive, profound. Adelaide stopped being frightened of Will finding out about Danby, though she still had
occasional moments of panic. Adelaide’s tears dropped into
the open drawer, making damp spots on the pink and blue
jumble of her underwear. Adolescent girls attract ghosts.
Adrian would be very sympathetic, very rational, very kind,
but he would soon want her to go away, to go home. Adult
life parted them and at their rarer meetings they had had
increasingly less to say to each other, though something of
the old closeness still remained. Aflame with guilt, she
looked round the clear brilliantly coloured scene. After a
long time her weeping ceased and she sat on her bed, twisting her wet handkerchief about and staring ahead of her

blankly. After a minute it swam away, leaving her trembling.
After a paralysis of misery and fear Midge’s mind flew about
like a bird seeking freedom. After a while she began to cry.
After all I am sincere. After all she had faced the wife. After
all she had needed, she had relied upon, Tamar’s presence.
After all she had not lost him, he was not dead, he needed
her now more than he had ever needed her. After all she
loved Mitzi, though it was with a fake dream love. After all
there was no salvation, no one to call the lapsed soul or weep
in the evening dew. After all these years I am absolutely
without defence, I can be broken in an instant. After all
things had not turned out too badly. After all, and after her
own fashion, she would fight. After all, and at last, she had
become utterly private. After all, as he was pre-eminently a
happy-making man she had only to convince him about
where her happiness lay. After all, as she firmly told herself,
she was a soldier’s daughter and a soldier’s sister. After all, he
had loved Aleph. After all, he had never lived with her; and
painful as it would undoubtedly be she had now to recognize more fully than ever before that he lived elsewhere, that
he had a real house with a genuine wife and son in it. After
all, it was nothing but a senseless pause. After all, she had
come back to him, and although their reunion was far from
successful the calculations that had led to it remained solid.
After all, these were her very own London pictures which
she could see again any time she wished. After Blaise had
gone Emily McHugh sat very still for a long time, sitting
motionless in her chair and staring at Harriet’s roses, while
the sun moved in the room. After Clement had gone Louise
went upstairs to her bedroom and looked into her mirror at
her staring eyes, her eyes wide with terror and remorse,
about to fill with tears. After dinner she went for a short
walk in the blue warm London evening through streets lined

with enormous plane trees, smiling at passers-by and dogs.
After Franca had drunk a little she became conscious of falling into some sort of disarray. After George’s visit her heart
was all scratched and scarred and vibrating all over with a
mixture of joy and pain and fear. After he went away she
cried for a long time. After her first frenzy of love for Mischa
had given place to an emotion more mixed with puzzlement
and curiosity, this aspect of the matter became for Nina more
and more a source of distress. After so much misery and so
many disappointments and so many people letting me down,
I at last discover the one person who could really help me
– and he has to go and make himself impossible. After so
much of cleverness, so much of subtlety, so much of the insolence of reason, comes that at last which must be dumbly
faced. After so much pain and violence his very inaccessibility was consoling. After that day Rosa was completely at a
loss. After that she began, staring down through a haze of
tears, running hot water into the sink and dabbing the dirty
plates with a mop. After that they embraced and Midge
cried a lot and Thomas cried a little. After that, in her dream,
she had terribly regretted letting it go out alone into the
streets of London, and had run out trying to find it, running
to and fro through all the nearby streets in vain. After the
débâcle in South Carolina, as one day after another was lived
through somehow, the need for Hilda began gradually to
reassert itself, the old magnetism made itself felt in the deepest places of her heart. After the destruction of the hat, it is
true, they had gone to bed. After the first day she did not
look out of the window, she looked at things in the room,
only intermittently at her book. After the lights within it
was very dark, and the night was enormous and silent with
an intensity which for a moment made her pause in awe.
After the love-making Tamar’s state of mind, which had been

clear and single, even a kind of peace of mind, became a dark
battlefield of incompatible emotions. After the quarrel which
preceded her departure Nan had had a small twinge of conscience. After their long conversation in the garden she had
felt upset, but so connected with Monty that she had been
unable not to imagine that all would be well between them.
After these first encounters they would probably hardly meet
at all. After thinking about it for a while however this thought
resolved itself into pure pain and puzzled her no more. After
this however she had felt a kind of odd special compunction
about the Count. After two days however the loneliness and
all sorts of physical fears which invaded her weakened organism had reduced her to such a state of panicky misery that
she was quite incapable of thinking at all. Again she had the
feeling that he was not looking at her, that he was looking
past her or through her. Again very near a fog horn sounded
and Muriel felt the same emotion of which she could not say
whether it was fear or love. Against all those she had offended and could scarcely be forgiven. Ah, that was bad enough.
Alarm made her heart rise and race. Alarm overtook her too
at the thought of meeting Paul again in such strange surroundings. Alcohol can open the dark gates of the unconscious and through this orifice there flooded upon Lily, in
the name of Saint Catherine, a phantom host of memories of
her Catholic mother, who had been much given to imploring the aid of various helpful saints. Alex could feel them
vibrating. Alex could not imagine her life without Ruby, if
Ruby were simply to go away. Alex felt disgust at the idea of
Ruby’s big sweaty body curled up inside the car. Alex felt
frightened. Alex felt suddenly that she might burst into tears,
weep bitterly like a child in front of her eldest son. Alex felt
uneasy, happy. Alex felt, for a moment, intensely childishly
let down. Alex had a recurring dream in which she looked

out of the window of Belmont in the early dawn and found
the garden, which had become immense, with a lake and a
view of distant trees, full of strange people moving about
purposively. Alex had a strange terrible black feeling which
she understood as the realization that nothing of equal significance now separated her from her own death. Alex had
always collected things, but now it was as if they were gradually turning against her. Alex had wanted to cry out angrily to Ruby, but had found herself strangely and ominously
unable to. Alex looked, feeling the pain of her love for him.
Alex put a hand on her heart. Alex resisted a desire to cry
out that no rent was required. Alex thought with relief, oh
yes, that’s all it is! Alex thought, he’s different, he’s the same
yet different. Alex told nobody about these irrational insubstantial fears which were perhaps nothing more, though indeed nothing less, than the general shadow of her death.
Alex was silent, calling up old allies, rage and hate, to blunt
her grief and dry her tears. Alex was surprised at her sensations, yet she apprehended too that she had been in an emotional state for some time now, as if expecting something to
happen. Alex wished she had accepted the cup of tea. Alex
would resist it to her last breath. Alex, looking down into the
silent abandoned foggy room, felt terrible fear. Alex’s heart
swelled and contracted, warming her whole body with a
rush of consciousness. Alex’s quickening of the world about
her was neurotic and corrupted, the final distortion of those
artistic impulses with which she had so irresolutely played.
Alex’s unease about George’s arrival blended with a baneful
memory of a dream which she had had last night. Alice’s
face was wet with tears. Alison’s wide trusting blue eyes were
filling with tears. All Guy’s wise good words were also compatible with his not really wanting her to marry anybody. All
her face, as she rubbed it, seemed to be wet with tears. All

her life she would, with differences, be re-enacting that story.
All her old fears of Crimond were alert, that he would somehow damage Gerard, that the book itself would damage him,
at the very least because he would be made unhappy by envious regrets. All I have to do is to walk out of that door. All
my energy, all my youth, went to Guy, as if Guy invented my
youth. All my moods have been modes of consciousness of
him. All precious domestic rituals were alienated now. All
purpose, all sovereignty over her own fate, all ‘pure cognition’, the fierce clarity of just anger, all was gone. All right,
she loved him, he gave her delight; yet she was no longer
tangled into him or bound round him in such a way that his
every movement could cause her agony. All she saw was the
huge inconceivable intolerable fact. All that was left was fatalism and a special taste in the bitterness of truth. All that
was necessary was that she should resolutely confront him,
talk to him with reason and kindness, talk if necessary on and
on and on. All the crumbly shabby darkness was gone. All
the ferocious necessitous energy was gone from her. All the
same the situation depressed Mary, and she was vaguely
afraid of Pierce being driven by Barbara into the commission
of some sort of outrageous excess. All the same, and she realised this as soon as she was able to tell herself that it was
over, something remained, and perhaps, Rose told herself
with an odd mixture of sadness and pleasure, would always
remain. All the same, she waited with increasing nervousness
for his promised summons, and when it came, and when she
stood at last outside his door, she found herself trembling like
a young girl. All the same, the presence of the crucifix upset
her, and she found something strangely disagreeable in the
thought that Nina believed in God. All the time, as she
packed and dressed and dealt with her face, she was shuddering and trembling, her lower jaw moving compulsively, a

faint growling in her throat. All these became an extension
of her existence as they were an extension of his and in this
common being, as in a vulnerable extended body, she secretly mingled with her son. All these people now depended
upon her. All these things were somehow images of death.
All these thoughts made up a poisonous witches’ brew in
Gertrude’s mind. All these thoughts were painful, fearful, remorseful. All these thoughts were so familiar to Anne from
sleepless nights that they were before her like a physical
place, a labyrinth with paths, a city with streets. All these
thoughts were superficial, false, unreal, hideous dreams which
segregated her from the ghastly reality of what had happened
to her, what she had done, and now forever after would have
to live with. All this Franca, with a jolt of her heart, took in
as she rose instinctively, respectfully, to her feet. All this is
mad, she thought, mad. All this she had somehow prophetically experienced at that wonderful moment in the little
registry office when Blaise had at last slipped the longed-for
wedding ring onto her finger, and Pinn and Maurice had
kissed her and called her ‘Mrs Gavender’, and she had
thought, Blaise and I are married. All this threatened unbearable mental pain. All this time Tamar carried around
with her the horrors which had, in Father McAlister’s words,
‘driven her into the arms of the Almighty’: the dead child,
her faithlessness to Duncan, her cruelty to Jean, the shock of
Jenkin’s death in which she had felt so mysteriously involved,
her awful relationship with her mother. All this while the
John Robert whom Alex, during the brief time of her insane
remorse, had so intensely imagined, lay dormant within her:
an imprint, a little live ghost, an abiding private double of a
man who no longer concerned her. All those years of love
and trust should have made her at least wait, at least keep
quiet. All was known, lies were over. All will be well. Al-

most at once, however, certain other and quite irrational
feelings came to plague her. Almost blindly she considered
it. Almost with joy she felt herself able to take up that challenge. Already a number of times she had walked away, determined not to look back, and had looked back. Already he
belonged to the past, to a time outside time, to a place she
had visited in a dream. Already her mind was back in the
cage. Already it was like remembering the remote past,
something tender and sad and utterly cut off. Already she
felt more herself. Already they seemed to her as remote as
figures painted in a book of hours. Already too Harriet was
beginning to change her mind about ‘publicity’. Already,
however, this impression was changing. Also a total lack of
concealment would, Harriet felt, help her in that necessary
process of ‘swallowing’ Emily McHugh. Also Elizabeth had
become untouchable. (Also like Odysseus on that occasion,
she thought as she walked along.) Also of course she had to
draw a decent veil over her absolute satisfaction at the demise of Harriet. Also she could not imagine, after meeting
Emily, how any man, let alone wise decent Blaise, could prefer such a woman to herself. Also she wanted, just now, a
reassurance, the reassurance of Eugene’s presence in the
house. Also, by some twist of thought which made it worse
still, Moy found herself connecting the poor diminished
wounded ‘pet’ dragon with her little hamster Colin, who had
run off one day and been killed by a cat. Also, David was
something which she wanted to show to Emily. Also, perhaps she too much feared the anguish of an open field and
the horror there of defeat. Also: had she perhaps hurt the
swan? Although Adelaide had received, where Will was concerned, the same revelation of masculine total selfishness as
she had received about Danby, she still thought of him as
somehow noble and distinguished. Although he visited her

rarely, she had to be at all times available, and the iron discretion which Mischa, without explicitly enjoying, imposed
upon her by his personality made it impossible for her to
open her heart to anyone. Although she had not actually
prostrated herself, her face must have looked unusually ecstatic, and the tears were in fact starting into her eyes. Although she had told no one about her own crucial role in
that drama, she could not help feeling that someone or
something would punish her for it – perhaps fate, perhaps
Crimond. Although she kept Alison so firmly, as in some
austere yet not malevolent discipline, at a distance, she could
not hate her, even felt a companionable pity observing the
discomfort and guilt which proud Alison could not altogether dissemble. Although she so much looked forward, she
wished it was over and she was going home. Although she
wanted Stella to come, Gabriel felt afraid with a tremor
which vibrated in harmony with the guilty thrill inspired by
the steaming water. Although their conversation was slow in
tempo, almost as in the days when they fell asleep over the
Princesse de Clèves, she felt she was fencing with Hannah, or
rather building up with her, very delicately, some sort of precarious edifice; something dangerous yet essential, something
within which, however crazy, they would have to take shelter
in the future. Always at the last moment and without apparent reason there would come the twist, the assertion of power, the hint of a complexity that was beyond her, the sense of
being, after all that had passed between them, a pawn in
Mischa’s game – and with that twist the structure of tenderness and of delight, ever so little shifted, would suddenly
seem to her an altogether different thing. Always before she
had been a kind of person meeting a kind of person. Am I
calculating, she wondered, can I calculate? Am I censorious,
Anne wondered. Am I collapsing now, will I need help, will

I, I, have to confess that I can no longer manage my life? Am
I mad ? Am I only now beginning to mourn when I have a
safe place in which to mourn? Am I still Carel’s mistress?
Pattie asked herself, and she answered yes. Am I the same
person, what has become of me? Amidst all this wreckage
she was upheld by an intense loving pity for her husband and
by a stiffness of her own, the absolute need for courage.
Among all these numerous (for there were certainly others)
variations of outcome, some involving prolonged uncertainty and agonising waiting, Franca had not dared to dwell
upon the one she so desperately hoped for in any detail.
Among her sombre and terrible thoughts a contemptible
pang of jealousy kept distracting her. Among so many troubles she selected one: Bellamy’s cottage used to solve all summer holiday problems. An age passed and she expelled it. An
apparition rose before her, a stifling darkness which buzzed
in the corner of the room like a tower of bees. An enormous
elongated Eric, all face and head, moved slowly under steam
through a calm resistless sea. An equally brief smile might
appear at departure, not arrival. An extraordinary wave of
being which she had never experienced before overwhelmed
her, even as she sat, a disintegration of her body, so painful, so
weird, like a sudden electric shock. An image which came to
her then and upon which she reflected afterwards was that of
being down inside a sinking ship in the dark and having to
keep her head and concentrate on finding a way out. An
intense physical feeling of anxiety had taken possession of
her as she was looking at Giorgione’s picture of Saint Anthony and Saint George. An ironical remark by Lucas, if not a
reproof, might elicit a faint smile. And a second later, quite
suddenly, she knew that she was going to do what Alice Lejour had done. And after Miss Fox there had been the swan,
and that too was a portent. And after that – how terribly, to

stir her, Maisie had discerned it – her great secret rage would
slowly be transformed into a small secret hatred, whose miserable attrition would diminish Franca, shrink her, until she
became a very small animal, scarcely visible as it scuttled here
and there in the house. And after that they talked for hours.
And all her old illusions, were they not lies too? And all that
time, Franca contained in her breast a storm of anguish and
violence so terrible that she had at times, when she was alone
and longing to ‘break down’, to clutch her breast with a
fierce answering force to keep the black horror from spurting forth. And all the time she was sitting perfectly still with
the engine running, watching the road ahead which seemed
to be shuddering and heaving and boiling up in atoms of
dark. And all the time the line of force which bound her to
her husband stretched and vibrated so that her heart in secret
haemorrhage, gushed blood. And all the way home she kept
remembering every detail of the scene as if it were something
potent with the most terrible menace, but she could not
bring herself to understand either what had happened or
what it was that she feared. And all the while, behind that
fatalism and this distress, there grew in Rosa a more profound uneasiness. And all this time, in the outer world, she
stirred no finger and blinked no eyelid. And already she saw
it ahead of her, how it would be. And although he could not
be her judge, he could, she felt, at least if necessary be her
executioner. And although she did not explain it properly to
Pearl, the dérèglement of Hattie’s senses was increased by
something quite unexpected which filled her with a terrible
sick nostalgia before she could even make out what it was.
And an awful pain of remorse began to grow inside her. And
Anne cried out in her heart to her living Christ, ‘Oh Sir, your
yoke is heavy and your burden is intolerable.’ And Anne, dear
dear Anne, had truly sorrowed in Gertrude’s sorrow, had truly

cared for her and tended her. And as Harriet stood there
motionless with fear, it was as if a wind blew through the
house, as if an airy shape passed through, passed by, and Harriet felt cold, cold. And as Marian looked at Denis’s humped
shoulder and at the streaks of black hair upon his neck she
thought: I am not Hannah’s equal, for I am connected with
her through him. And as now she had rushed towards Cato
because of his letter, just so compulsively and so blindly had
she fled from the college, back to Laxlinden simply and solely to see Henry again, to be with him and to worship him
with her love. And as she estimated the complex strength of
Hugh’s motives she thought with a passing wail of despair for
herself: he will surely sell the picture. And as she lay there it
seemed that something odd was happening to time, and it
was as if her whole life up to now were a sort of present
moment which had just gone by, and the present moment in
which she now lay, as in a great cup, was of equal length. And
as she stopped she moaned in an agony of pity for herself.
And as the familiar place had slipped forward into another
time, so Charlotte herself had changed. And as Tim had said,
mythological, amazing. And between herself and her lover
the old fierce strong electric current had been renewed and
flowed once more filling her brimful with knowledge and
with truth. And Diana listened with tears streaming down
her face. And Diane thought, oh if only life was ordinary for
me and I could look at people and be with them, and a tear
came into each eye. And did not secrecy still lend to Emily
a certain mysterious power? And Emily recognized the need
and respected it: which indeed was easy enough for her to
do. And Emily, as she sat in the bright transformed Hood
House kitchen and gazed vague and wide-eyed with love
and with cunning understanding pity at her husband, had
another reason for feeling that she must spoil herself a little

and keep all horrors far away. And even now, while she was
still so ill with it all, she had tasted it a little, witnessing the
joy of Thomas and Meredith. And even the other day I got
pleasure out of going to see that poor old wreck my foster-mother and showing off in front of her! And everything
will be good and simple and open and innocent again. And
for a second Pattie’s body feels all feathery and light. And for
the first time in her life she had the unnerving sense that she
could not predict either her actions or her feelings. And
from these two stilled centres, as between two pale and
clouded stars, there arched for her a great silent dome of
resignation. And Gerard – perhaps even now she had already
lost him, or lost, it was more just to say, her illusion of something more, something closer and more precious, which he
had yet to give her. And Gerda had played mother. And
Gertrude did not too often cry. And Gertrude felt the pain
of her loss now as a purer cleaner pain, like a cleaned and
disinfected wound. And Gertrude is moved, yes, she is
moved, she is blushing. And Gertrude was thinking, have I
run to a haven because my grief would otherwise have been
too great? And Harriet recalled with anguish that wonderful
calm self-possession which had seemed so invincible and
would never now come again. And Harriet would somehow
run things and be unfailingly kind and play the older woman
and help Emily, and help Luca, and Emily would be submissive and grateful and would gradually stop feeling guilty
and.... And he had exalted her somehow, made her feel that
she loved him with the best of herself. And he is so grownup now, with his clever conscious eyes, and how intelligently
he and Thomas have worked together to entangle me in
their love and, it seems incredible to think of it in that way,
their gratitude. And he let me go on loving him and he must
have been glad that I loved him. And he looked at her with

his radiant bland mad face, in which, at that moment, Alex
saw the reflection of her own. And he must never know.
And he usually brought some new gadget, sometimes she
could not even guess what it was. And he wants to have a
bonfire and then he always gets excited and looks stupid.
And he will bless me sincerely and think I am good and tell
Emily I am ‘wonderful’ and they will laugh together about
me. And he will visit me and grovel and accuse himself and
speak slightingly of Emily and indulge his emotions and his
guilt and return to her feeling stronger and cleaner. And he
would look into her eyes, as he had done on the last occasion, and tell her in that grave sincere voice that he had no
mistress. And Henry’s apparent forgiveness had seemed the
guarantee of ultimate safety. And Henry’s strength was mustered against her with, she increasingly felt, a kind of virulence which was poisoning her own soul with resentment.
And her mind flew back to the summer balls of her girlhood
when, in a totally vanished world, she had danced all night in
the arms of agile lieutenants. And her wish that she and
Pearl might stay forever in the never-never land of her own
arrested youth, which time was sweeping on toward the rapids of absolute change. And here was her sign. And how
extremely easy it was! And how little she really knew him.
And how lucky I am to be able to love without muddle,
without fear, in absolute freedom. And how odd it was to be
able at such a time to feel pleasure in the touch of Julius’s
hand, to feel deeply comforted by that warm strong grip and
those velvet eyes, to feel flattered that Julius might tell her
about himself so that she would know more about Julius
than Rupert did. And I am going not to wear that agony.
And I am here, she thought, and they are there. And I feel
now it’s like any other not-knowing – we may be dead tomorrow or maimed or mad, but today is true and real and to

be lived well in the clear light and the fresh air. And I misled
Stuart because I said I no longer loved Harry and that Stuart
had killed my love for Harry when what he had really killed
or maimed was my desire for sex. And I mustn’t have him
here so close to me in this little room, it’s torture. And I shall
be alone. And I was mad about him at the start, and then I
cooled down and he was simply the most important person
in the world, and then just now I’ve become mad again, I’ve
fallen in love again because – because of Gull and because of
marriage and the marriage bond and that sense of an irrevocable change. And I will not allow any more parties after this
one. And I won’t come back. And I would rather die,
thought Nina, I would rather die. And I’m not dead. And if
Franca never spoke, never admitted for a second or by an
eyelid’s flutter, the things that were in her heart, would it still
be the case that Jack had not won? And if I had refused what
was then possible I would have unmade myself and been
taken to hell by a black serpent. And if I were to start screaming now it would be too late. And if it is so small, thought
Anne, beginning thus a sentence which she was never able
confidently to finish. And if she was brave enough to undertake this dangerous, this heavy task was it not because in the
end she trusted in his wisdom and not in her own? And if
so, had it caused it in a good way or in a bad way? And if we
are sometimes accused of sins of which we are innocent, are
there not also other sins of which we are guilty and of which
the world knows nothing? And in a moment Alex was saying to herself: how could he not ! And in a natural response
to the gentle strong pressure of his need she went on playing
her part. And in any case, as she kept telling herself, it was all
probably a misunderstanding, there was surely nothing to it.
And in just this sense Mrs Mount was perhaps right to say
that he did not love her enough. And in order to do this she

felt that she had to go back, to revive and refresh those dull
old memories and those dull old pains. And in some way,
whatever his identity, she asked his pardon for the violent
preoccupations and fierce desires which carried her continually away from a calm and humble attention. And in that
moment she saw Monty, no longer as a refuge, but as a
haunted, doomed person, filthy with his own ghosts. And in
that moment something which had been a little artificial and
forced sprang suddenly to life and her heart was stirred within her and inclined to Edgar. And in the instant her quick
imagination had seen it changed, the garden radiant with
flowers, the Long Room decked and carpeted, the house
filled and warmed and peopled, made into a home for Michael and Catherine and for their children. And in those
flames she writhed. And indeed as she stood there in the
moonlight, looking at the quiet water, she felt as if by the
sheer force of her will she could make the great bell rise.
And indeed have I a mission, why do I think I have been sent
back into the world! And it had ended in this insanity, which
must have broken Danby’s love for her for ever. And it now
seemed to her that she had always known that it was a place
to which she would go. And it occurred to her as she caressed the wall that she must have rehearsed these things, just
as she had done now, when she was deciding to marry him.
And it seemed to her as the days went by and Bruno became
weaker and less rational, that she had come to participate in
his death, that she was experiencing it too. And it seemed to
her that to confide in Tallis would be disloyal to Hilda. And
it was a curious thought that perhaps her own censorious
coldness at that moment had somehow given strength to the
Count’s plea to Tim to return, or at least to separate himself
from Daisy. And it was all so clear. And it was indeed as if a
new self had come to her so that in her out-going toward

Eugene she was complete and there was none of her that was
elsewhere. And just in that gesture of pulling back the curtains she felt relief. And look what time has done for me.
And Marian apprehended with prophetic terror the quality
of the new spiral. And Marian saw something which was
almost cunning in the golden firelit eyes: cunning, or caution, or perhaps the look with which someone offers a secret
hint in a precarious situation. And Mary apprehended herself as a thin dark woman, a mother, a representative somehow of the past, of Pierce’s past, confronting him as if she
were already a ghost. And meanwhile Emily McHugh was
singing as she put away the new sheets and pillow cases into
the airing cupboard. And Midge could see that her decision
had been made. And Midge had a picture of black pellets
emerging from her mouth and being changed into white
sweetmeats, white bread, white moths, doves. And Midge in
the dream would think, and I can, I am young and free, I am
not married to anybody. And Morgan blamed herself for not
having rejected this dangerous frivolity at the very beginning. And my God, he was easy on the nerves. And no one
will even know. And no one will know, she thought. And
not to look into his eyes. And now a separate and quite peculiar torment was making itself felt. And now all the little
tissues and tendrils of her recovery had been clawed away.
And now as her tears flowed she felt, mingled with the liveness of her body, a pure sensation which she had not in many
many years experienced, the sensation of intense fierce undiluted happiness. And now he was gone, and that precious
moment would never come to her again. And now in her
deep heart an even sharper pain was stirring, a pain which
would stay with her always. And now in the livid light before the storm she could see Blaise very clearly too. And
now it had all been made to look so dreadful. And now it

was as if Franca really did not want it to end, so absorbed was
she into Jack, his familiar presence and his being, his need for
her comfort. And now it was she who felt the guilt. And
now it’s all over and I shall grow old. And now on her return, at that electrical moment of resuming contact, he might
especially resent her belonging to another and somehow
sense in her that luxurious belongingness. And now she had
made a secret link between them, an invisible bond like a
rope the other end of which she could occasionally feel
George sardonically, maliciously, ever so gently, twitching.
And now she had run away from him. And now she had run
into an emptiness more final than any words of rejection.
And now she stood, as it were, in Hannah’s place and it was
perhaps on her that the axe would fall. And now she was
condemned to be divided forever from the world of simple
innocent things, thoughtless affections and free happy laughter and dogs passing by in the street. And now she was very
nearly old. And now some hideous mean pride which she
hated but which was profoundly a part of her as well. And
now there were to be handsome young men to whom she
would open the door and for whom she would be invisible
and old. And now, she thought, I have done the most foolish
thing of all, in becoming so attached to someone who is
dying. And now, she thought, sitting drinking her tea and
rumpling the beautiful counterpane, I am in London and, so
strangely, I have a task which will for the time put off further
choices. And now, with a swift dart of memory, she thought
she could recall how even in the moment of hearing that
Dick was dead, fallen from a cliff face in the Cairngorms, she
had instinctively closed herself against pain, instinctively
peered ahead into a time when she would be someone else
who could be conscious of this loss without anguish. And
o’er his bones when they are bare the wind shall blow forev-

er more. And of course Thomas understands that too. And
oh poor Louie, poor poor Louie. And oh, my whole way of
life doesn’t make sense any more, my time, my day, is all gone
wild. And passion tormented her, she could not have expected or imagined such a violent revival of physical passion.
And Pearl began to cry. And perhaps they are. And places
where she might have run for help, George, Rozanov, were
the most haunted of all. And poor Tamar, and that child.
And precisely because it was a totally blocked path (Tamar
saw this later) she, immured, enchanted, gave herself up to
the new sensation as to a delightful purifying painful fate.
And she began to cry, weeping tears for the sorrows of the
world, for Tamar and for the lost children, and for her own
inability to love and be loved. And she closed her eyes. And
she continued her silent vigil, watching over Peter with an
intense silent tenderness. And she cried out with pain, alone
there in the dusky comfortless room. And she felt a ray
which pierced her breast and brought tears to her eyes, making her gasp with an unfamiliar yet somehow remembered
emotion composed of joy and melancholy and solitude and
space. And she felt that in this resolution life was on her side.
And she felt with a sadness that she had lost him, not because
he did not want her, but because she did not any more want
him. And she had brought him an illness of the spirit almost
innocently, carrying it like a germ to a remote island. And
she had contrived to believe in it, even when Blaise had
cooled, when they had begun to quarrel, when they had left
off doing their ‘things’. And she had fought for him too,
when suddenly, in a flash of lightning, she saw, and was then
afraid that it was too late. And she had utterly failed, she had
been curt, almost rude. And she looked at her life and
seemed to understand it and to grieve over it as if it were
already over, although she did not clearly formulate the idea

that she was about to be killed. And she noticed in herself,
like the slow growth of an innocent indifferent plant, a renewed impulse towards worship and towards some kind of
prayer. And she pictured herself sitting in bars and night
clubs, ordering the most expensive drinks, a solitary welldressed mysterious woman. And she reached out into the
void towards what she knew was now a figment of her own
distressed and tormented mind. And she recalled dimly and
with puzzlement some quotation which said that the devil
was the spirit which was always saying no. And she remembered an Annunciation by Tintoretto in which the Virgin sits
in a wrecked skeleton stable into which the Holy Ghost has
entered as a tempestuous destructive force. And she remembered Anne, naked Anne with the cross round her neck, entering the sea like a damned soul. And she said in her heart
to Guy, you told me to be happy, but you see I can’t be. And
she saw his quizzical laughing face framed in the dark curling
hair, and his dark glowing eyes looking at her, and she wished
for physical desire to distract her from her misery and terror,
but it would not come. And she saw the ivy leaves and the
puckered door knob, and the tear in the pocket of Bruno’s
old dressing gown with a clarity and a closeness which she
had never experienced before. And she shivered with a dazzled joy. And she shuddered at the thought of her return
now into her own solitude. And she smiled, for of course it
wasn’t just for Meredith that she had thrown away that of
whose charm and beauty she dared not think, it was for
Thomas. And she still did not, in the most fundamental
terms, know what she was up to. And she thought about
Colin and the black-footed ferret. And she thought all these
thoughts together with a full and gloomy realization that
perhaps all that awaited her ‘over there’ was muddle and confusion and messy nasty moral failure. And she thought of the

grey rock far way, lonely in the night and the day, the sun and
the storm. And she thought that perhaps later on she would
see her mad love for Peter as only one incident in some large
pattern of change. And she thought, he’s the same, yet he is
mad. And she thought, how handsome the Count has become. And she thought, I am back in the hell of the personal, the very place I ran away from to God, back in the rotten
criminal mess I got myself out of when I thought I would
seek and find innocence and stay with it forever. And she
thought, if Henry had looked like Sandy I could never have
left him. And she thought, it is impossible to make any final
peace with the dead, unless indifference and oblivion be
peace. And she thought, oh my dear Guy, my dear heart, my
love. And she thought, of course it is not a part, it is not
something false, I am that, I am what he sees, as well as that
other thing, that mad desperate desiring crying thing. And
she thought, somehow or other all will be well. And she
thought, why am I surprised? And she trembled now, seeing
the Mercedes. And she turned over groaning on to her face.
And she was beginning to realise how little Miles really reflected about her, how little he tried in his imagination to
body forth the real being of his wife. And she was homeless
and free. And she was not alone, Tim was there like some
extraordinary accident. And she was prudent and she was
afraid. And she was, with that enlargement of one’s sympathy for others which one’s own happiness can bring, genuinely glad for him and for Alice. And she wept for herself
and for the loneliness to come. And she wished that she had
a child, and that that child was Bran. And she wondered now
how she could go on existing through the successive moments of her life. And she would be a waif too, unless she
drew back, unless she somehow solved the absolutely insoluble problem. And she would learn to know Tim and to love

him because he was Gertrude’s husband. And she would
never forgive him. And so she was seeking innocence. And
somehow too I killed him, not just by the telephone call, but
because I failed to kill Crimond on the Roman Road. And
soon poor Pearl was finding tears of her own to shed. And
suddenly she thought, surely such a being could easily destroy himself, and tears rose in her eyes. And that comes
back. And that turned out to be a disaster too. And that was
how I betrayed Harry. And the distance between them
seemed to grow as he fed his hope and, for all her resolves,
she could not stifle hers. And the faces of passersby glowed
with an uncanny clarity, as if her specious present had been
lengthened out to allow of contemplation within the space
of a second. And the Indian gods would come to her too,
indeed they were already with her, the beautiful powerful
ones whom she knew so well, whose feet she kissed. And the
joy that had gone from her might never return. And the
memory of the lost one remained as a guarantee of her husband’s fidelity. And the words ‘peace, peace, peace’ came to
her, as if they were (but could they be?) part of an old prayer,
perhaps a prayer which her mother had uttered over her before she could speak. And the world was a sad enough place
without her little nastiness to Mr Secombe-Hughes who was
guilty of nothing worse than writing a five hundred line
poem about her in Welsh. And then she thought of the room
in her dream. And then she thought, but I am falling in love!
And then she would ask herself – and why should I break it?
And then something else had happened which was senseless
and ill-omened and weird. And then when he had so wonderfully protected her from Blaise, protected her from herself, from her own stupid slavish tenderness, staying with her
as she had asked him to do in the presence of her husband,
Harriet felt certain that he had done so out of some sort of

love or caring for her. And then, if it comes to that, so have
I. And there he is now, he has finished his mowing and is
putting up a badminton net. And there is Thomas weeding
the border. And there remained still, like a sentence held up
in front of her face, the implacable hostility of the two girls.
And there they would be, all three of them, as the years went
by, the two guilty and the one guiltless. And there was, she
thought, a further bonus, which arose from Tim’s own perfect selfishness. And this feeling had never really gone away,
and she knew of it now as it revived and warmed her in the
very central crisis of ‘the situation’. And this fierce water
mingled in her vision with the deadly racing water of the
canal and the bloated twisting corpse of the dog which had
suddenly spurred her grief. And this had to be, not only
because of the relentless journeying ship, but because of the
unredeemed past buried alive in its demoniac silence. And
this thought was sometimes a sort of consolation. And this
uncertainty blended with her other doubts to make her relations with Nina, though cordial, always a little uneasy. And
this was not really because all those dear old plates now belonged to Gracie, but because it was suddenly clear that life
was extremely short. And this, instead of being a cry of despair, turned out to be a song of hope and delight. And
Thomas...didn’t she love him? And Thomas says they haven’t discussed it, and I believe him, they haven’t exchanged a
word. And to which she must run as if to her beloved. And
was it she, whom everybody liked and petted, who was soon
to cause such grief, such scandal and such chaos? And was
there not a sort of fate about it all. And what an intense
heavenly blue the sea is, not a dark blue at all, but like a cauldron of light. And what could he say to her except what he
had said, what could he do for her except smile at her in the
old way? And what did she want to tell, what could she say?

And what of Aleph, how does she stand, my dear sister whom
I have loved forever with such an innocent and guileless
love? And what offended her in memory about her own
conduct, was not so much that she had actually gone to bed
with Eric but that she had half-lied to Richard about it and
that she had played a mean scurrying part and become involved in a situation which she did not understand and could
not control. And what was most terrible to Gertrude, the
little rituals of tenderness were gone from their lives. And
what was there to remember? And when I was talking to
Thomas I knew that I loved him and had always loved him
and my not-loving-him had been a necessary fake. And
when it was known that poor Fanny was dying she had again
vaguely, and a little guiltily, expected that, somehow or other,
she would now ‘inherit’ Hugh. And when she had said, surprising herself, ‘I will not have a Roman priest in this house’
she had meant ‘in my house’. And when she held up the
tame docile little beast before her face and looked at his gentle eyes she felt sure that he was happy with her and loved
her. And when she was this far along Midge was already
imagining how Stuart might be her friend, perhaps laugh at
her, and by then – he wasn’t God after all. And when that
time came he would simply go away and not trouble them
any more. And whether she will be free or destroyed I shall
probably never know; and that is as it should be. And with a
discreet tenderness whose exercise was anguish to her, had
made it easy for him to find the relief of speaking. And with
a vague prophetic shudder, she felt a little as governments or
as princes feel who, to placate opinion or to clarify their
position, act with ostentatious tolerance towards some opposition group who, if they then misbehave, can be more firmly dealt with with impunity. And with Denis’s words she had
an eerie sense of it all beginning again, the whole tangled

business: the violence, the prison house, the guilt. And with
lameness and obscurity there was also the loss of youth. And
with surprise, fear and joy she noted now the extent to
which, after all, she still had a heart. And with the tears, half
with despair, she felt ebb away the hard free person that she
had momentarily been. And with these came afflictions
which were quite new to her, debilitating crippling jealousy
and resentment, anger, even hatred. And with this she came
back to the fruitless task of asking herself whether after all
she had done the right thing. And with this thought Diana
had come, over the last few days, to realise that for all the
excellence of her marriage she was not by any means entirely happy. And would he not aid her now? And would not
lesser goods corrupt her shaken soul? And would she, unless
driven to it, ever have come to ask herself this question? And
yes, thought Anne, somehow I suppose I will be, with her, or
near her. And yet – and this was a further twist of anguish
– Tamar could not detest Duncan, she loved Duncan, and
recalled with awful clarity that exalted feeling of pure virtuous suffering which she had experienced so little a while ago
when she had felt herself so easily, so sweetly, falling in love
with Duncan, when she had felt a pure selfless love which
was to be a secret forever. And yet at the same time I am free,
I can stay here, I can run back into the wood. And yet how
much she had been led, to begin with, by a sense that, for
him, she could be. And yet how was it? And yet I feel so far
away from him, so far away from everybody. And yet I had
to, I had proved to myself that there was no other way to
move, it was what I wanted more than anything to do. And
yet in escaping she had made yet another obstacle between
them of a quite new kind. And yet it was totally impossible.
And yet it was true too that nothing could be the same again.
And yet she was also something old, ghost-haunted, touched

with sadness, touched with doom. And yet she wished that
she could respond to Gertrude’s idea. And yet why not?
And yet, and yet, she was not old. And yet, some other nearby thought-self was saying, how can I be happy now, when
everything is going very soon to be dissolved into pieces and
made as if it had never been. And yet, was it despair? And,
as if in substance the very same, the old thoughts came
crowding to her. And, as it seemed to Diana, almost at once
started treating her as if she were their mother. And, evidently, the long affair had not unmade her home and her
family. And, she thought, I’ll kill their babies, I’ll drown them
all in the bath. And, with a pain which brought her some
consolation, she set about what she felt to be her absolute
duty. Anger, contempt, remorse kept her rigid. Angrily she
rubbed the tears from her eyes, she had no right to tears here.
Ann began to be tormented by a terrible sense of urgency.
Ann felt an affinity with them, as if she too were an old dusty
object off which from time to time pieces of vague woolly
substance fell. Ann felt herself near to panic. Ann felt in her
friend a positive yearning for violence: a yearning which
could scarcely have been satisfied by the gentle and rational
Swann. Ann felt she must get out of the room or suffocate.
Ann felt within herself the blissful stir of a selfish will. Ann
had never really had the conception of doing what she wanted. Ann had not at all thought out what she wanted to say
to him, but she felt relief as at an imminent confession. Ann
realized that she felt cold too. Ann shivered. Ann was breathless. Ann was by now dreadfully in love with Felix. Ann was
shaken. Ann was silent, and it seemed afterwards that she had
passed a vast time in reflection. Ann was silent. Ann’s arms
encircled Miranda and Joey; and as her own tears began to
flow and as the bright multi-coloured head came to rest
against her shoulder she felt herself with despair suddenly

weakened, loosened, unbolted by her old love for Randall.
Ann’s mind was out of her control. Anna, who had many
strange thoughts, wondered if she might somehow capture
Jackson and take him away with her to Ireland. Anne began
to cry. Anne breathed quietly, praying blankly, feeling an
immense tired quiet like a cloud rising up out of her. Anne
Cavidge was rational and strong. Anne closed the door behind him and leaned against it. Anne could do it in two, she
had only to cross the space (three feet, as she talked to him
now) which divided them and everything in the universe
would be different. Anne could hardly walk. Anne could
not control her love, though she crushed down her hunger
and her hope and clearly formed in her mind the prediction
that sooner or later Peter would marry Gertrude. Anne
could not see Gertrude at all, except as a blur in the corner
of her eye. Anne could see as in a glass, how happy she
would have been to be here with Gertrude if only her heart
were not in the process of being broken. Anne could see in
Peter’s face, could read clearly in his mind, the counterpart of
her own scrupulous calculation. Anne did her part, day by
day, hour by hour, in helping to complete Gertrude’s disillusion. Anne did not know. Anne did not now feel it her duty
to search further. Anne felt a shock like a blow, then a hot
flame and flash of emotion. Anne felt a surge of emotion
which almost made her gasp. Anne felt an extreme awful
shock before she quite knew what it was that she had perceived or thought. Anne felt it now against the hard cold
surface of the stone: the stone in whose small compass her
Visitor had made her to see the Universe, everything that is.
Anne felt now that she too could pray so in her utmost need,
calling upon the name of the non-existent God. Anne felt
private and grim. Anne felt such a rush of love, she even
made a slight movement as if to grasp his hand. Anne felt

sudden pity, and at the same time a sense of something formidable in this shabby unkempt figure. Anne felt suddenly
sad. Anne felt very afraid and yet filled with a thrilling passionate joyful feeling that passed through her like an electric
current while making her absolutely still. Anne gave a groan
and closed her eyes for a moment. Anne grasped, like someone at last grasping a vast theorem, Peter’s absolute charm.
Anne had been surprised by the fierceness of Gertrude’s
grief and its duration. Anne had been too absorbed in her
own hopes; and earlier when she had visited Daisy she had
been too high-mindedly concerned with organizing the defeat of those hopes to have any thought to spare for catastrophes which her selfless masochistic morality might be bringing about in Daisy’s life. Anne had come to her in a time of
dereliction for them both. Anne had for him a priestly function which she could not prevent herself from constantly
fulfilling, being for him just as he wanted her, although this
instinctive service seemed now to estrange and separate her
more and more from the Peter whom she loved and wanted.
Anne had lost her convent ‘family’, had lost her God. Anne
had thought she loved Peter to all the limits of her being.
Anne knew how terribly close, for human beings, all things
spiritual lie to the deep fires of the demonic. Anne lay upon
her bed, sometimes weeping, sometimes laughing, with the
unexpectedness of the rescue. Anne liked to watch him, to
see his back and his pale limp hair shifting in the wind. Anne
looked at the thin hairy arms and longed to stroke them very
gently. Anne looked into the mirror, looked into her narrow
blue-green eyes and prayed: oh let it be well, let me see, let
me see. Anne pictured her first arrival at Ebury Street and
how, mixed with her sympathy and concern, she had felt
suddenly safe, pleased with her warm well-appointed bedroom and with her sense of being in the right place. Anne

said to herself, what do my thoughts matter, what do their
details matter, what does it matter whether Jesus Christ redeemed the world or not, it doesn’t matter, our minds can’t
grasp such things, it’s all too obscure, too vague, the whole
matrix shifts and we shift with it. Anne sat quiet in the
mornings and the evenings. Anne suddenly did not know
what to do with herself. Anne suddenly laughed, and Gertrude very nearly laughed too. Anne thought, Gertrude
keeps telling me I’m free, but what does it mean? Anne
thought, I can say anything to this man. Anne thought, I left
the convent so as to be homeless. Anne touched the tears
with her hand and turned. Anne tried to think of it as a
problem, something which could at least be reached by reason, measured by reason’s outstretched hand. Anne was
blushing again and felt a slight impulse to cry. Anne was
confused by speculation which often seemed to her positively diabolical. Anne was following the Count as a hunter
follows his prey, as a disciple follows his half-crazed master, as
a child follows its parent, as a policeman follows a wanted
criminal, as a tracker follows a traveller who is lost in the
bush. Anne was more stunned, more dazed, more dazzled
than she had at all conveyed to her friend. Anne was now in
a sudden wild frenzy to get into the sea. Anne was sadly
strangely touched and her heart stirred within her. Anne was
so necessary. Anne was suddenly alert, electric with precision. Anne was suddenly frightened and felt her face flushing. Anne was suddenly so persuaded of another, a supernatural presence, that she actually stood up with the intention
of going into the kitchen to see if he were there again. Anne
was sure that that folly at least she could avoid. Anne was
thinking: I must go into retreat soon. Anne was wrapped in
her terrible secret. Anne, seeing the last seconds of the encounter, thought to herself, the Count is in love, how odd,

how improper! Anne, sitting in her chilly hotel room,
thought these thoughts quietly, then had leapt up in a sudden
frenzy. Anne’s eyes filled with tears. Anne’s eyes shone, her
face blazed with private joy, and she laughed in her heart her
shuddering cosmic laugh. Anne’s head buzzed with angry
crazy unhappy thoughts, and she found herself banging the
plates about in miserable exasperation. Anne’s migraine was
better, but now she pretended illness. Anne’s monstrous love
would have shocked the Count and perhaps impaired whatever happiness he might now achieve as Gertrude’s cavaliere
servente. Annette began to sob hysterically. Annette believed in the telephone. Annette felt always that she was
travelling at a speed which was not her own. Annette felt
her mind narrowing to a tiny focus. Annette felt suddenly in
danger. Annette felt suddenly that she was alone upon the
beach. Annette felt that she had been driven in a small circle,
and that now all her possibilities of movement were exhausted. Annette had a mystical feeling about her clothes. Annette had never hated anyone in this way before and took
pride in the emotion, which she felt to be a sign of maturity.
Annette hated the notion that things should ever be complete and that she should have to live on what she had. Annette was completely dazed. Annette was in a daze of beatitude. Annette was no longer present. Anointed with
perspiration she lifted her face to the blazing presence of the
sun and continued inaudibly to laugh. Another age and
upon the very brink of unconsciousness she inhaled again.
Another form of distress came to her aid, a new hurtful hypothesis: perhaps during her absence Duncan had had many
love affairs. Another thought, a rather sad and bitter thought,
came to her. Anthea Eastcote thought, I must be frank with
Hector Gaines and I must give up Joey Tanner. Anthea had
returned to York full of the problem of Joey Tanner whom

she vainly loved. Anthea took his hand and tears came into
her eyes. Any action which it is possible for me to perform
is evil. Any idea of God’s purpose in my life must henceforth
be just that. Any stone she touched she had to keep. Any
unpleasant happening tapped a deep base of nightmare. Anything, anything might have broken that long long chain of
causes that brought him and that motor car together in that
moment of time. Anyway Gull is real and I really love him,
so I suppose that’s a good start. Anyway she’ll hate me later
on because she broke down like this. Anyway, she thought,
this time next year I shall probably be dead. Anyway, what
business is it of mine? Anyway, why kill it at all? Appalled by
the effect of his revelation upon John Robert himself, she
could not measure the enormity of it or decide how best to
calm him or to express the pity which she felt. Are other
people’s lives like mine – always so near to the edge of something infinitely touching, awfully moving and significant and
sort of deep – Can it be God? Are there strange huge dreams
perhaps at the end in such a slumber? Are they out of his old
Scottish-Jewish mind, full of monsters? Arrived in Denver,
and after her relief at finding Hattie so harmless, Pearl was
suddenly filled with power. As a counterpart to this, she
maintained a somewhat morbid interest in Ann’s husband,
over whose excesses there was a certain licking of the lips. As
Anne walked on across the lawn she became aware of something very strange. As Carel was endowed for her with an
ineradicable grace she could not see his antics as other than
somehow natural. As Diane shuddered with this sudden intuition she wondered, does he know who I am? As Dora
heard her name her eyes closed, and her face wrinkled up in
pain. As Emily, the tears jerked away, was leaving, Harriet on
a sudden impulse had asked her to come over for a drink on
Saturday about six. As feelings she could still re-enact and

reinhabit them. As Felix inclined his head and began to
move on in the direction of the door she realized with anguish that he was going to go without kissing her. As for the
future, there might be bitter tears, but she felt that whatever
the suffering she had fought the battle of it already. As Franca watched her she moved her left hand, which had been
clenched upon her breast, and opened her fingers, spreading
them wide in a spiky gesture. As he beckoned her to follow
him, she felt a violent thrill like an electric shock. As he
went away Gabriel felt constrained to leap up and run after
him. As her gaze wandered about the room, lighting without consolation on this or that familiar object, she wondered
what she could do which would be extreme enough to give
expression to the way she felt. As her hands interlocked
across his back she sighed deeply, gazing up at the ceiling
which the slanting golden sunlight of the evening had made
shadowy and dappled and deep, and the gold filled her eyes
which seemed to grow larger and larger like great lakes brim
full of peace. As her thoughts now conjured up the reality of
Paul and as her imagination played at last upon the fact that
he had really existed all through this strange interval, and had
continued his life, thinking about her and judging her, her
heart sank utterly. As if I had anything to show off really! As
if to allay the fear, the loneliness which the fox’s cry had
carried to her out of the dark, she began to feel and welcome
the love-pain, the hideous desire, the longing for Gerard
which came to her sometimes, which she had felt so intensely when she stood at the window of Levquist’s room at the
dance and saw the tower bathed in light. As it is – Jack thinks
I’m too quiet, dreamy, drifting away, not noticing things. As
it seemed, if she were not to die of her love she had to poison
it; and even, over its death agonies, to exult. As it was he
could not compel her at a distance. As it was it was spent,

spent, as she had not even fought for what she had too late
come to regard as her rights. As it was she could now be
useful to Dorina with a full heart. As it was, she felt that a
great weight had been taken off her mind, and that she had
been liberated into a new space of peace and freedom, which
was also a serene surrender to fate. As it was, there was an
extra spice of fear and admiration. As Marian looked down
the lines of the rain confused her eyes, so that she could not
at first make out whether something which seemed to be
happening below were not just some trick of the grey uncertain light. As Marian opened out the long fretted sheet of
possibilities she apprehended Hannah as hopelessly, catastrophically, beset by enemies, caught. As Morgan surveyed
her life and the deep interlocking of her past and her present
she felt in all her being which still ached from the shock of
Hilda’s letter a kind of bitter confidence and a sense of being
at last in the truth. As Moy felt a personal obligation to any
stone which she picked up, or even noticed, after guiltily
discarding some with a murmur of apology, she felt obliged
to pocket some of the senseless stones. As Nina was incapable of opposing any will of her own to Mischa should he
wish to define her position further in any way that he pleased,
she simply agreed; nor was she at that time at all distressed at
the thought that she was falling yet farther into Mischa’s
power. As Paula looked at him, listening to his precise highpitched voice so familiarly explaining something, expounding something, she felt a shudder pass through her which she
recognised a second later as physical desire. As Rosa felt his
weight upon her, all the will was drained out of her body. As
Rosa sat wondering about this, she was tortured by her lack
of knowledge. As Rose, in the kitchen, found the tin with
the chocolate biscuits, she reflected that what was enlivening
her in this argument with her old friend was physical desire,

the debate was, for her, sex, her urgent agonising wish to be
in bed with him transformed into repartee, as he said into
mockery, just that, and not the future of civilisation! As she
began to accelerate Jean felt a sudden surge of energy, something very intense, perhaps fear, perhaps joy, perhaps, in the
depths of her body, a prolonged sexual thrill. As she continued to watch him he began to blush. As she did so, and her
mirrored lips moved to meet her, a memory came. As she
did so, looking down, she saw within the front of her dress
her breasts pressing together like twin birds, and she thought,
I am a treasure waiting to be found. As she did so she
thought, there’s time yet. As she did this she was pierced by
the thought: he will find someone else, and I shall have such
a terrible long pain of jealousy. As she drove along she began
to cry. As she felt a desire to scream there was a strange
sound in the room. As she felt this she began, with the automatic swiftness of thought, to rewrite in her mind the letter
of – what was it – apology, retrieval, reconciliation, which
she had written to Crimond when he had just left the house
on that amazing day after his proposal of marriage. As she
gazed at him now she felt a strange mixture of emotions. As
she gazed benignly at Alison eating ginger cake, she had a
sudden very clear vision of the dead babies floating in the
bath. As she got up to go to Muriel there was a kind of relief
in it as if to talk to her would be almost a consolation. As she
had stood at attention behind her ‘young mistress’ at the
door of the house she had felt, in her apron uniform, invisible. As she had told Monty, it was wonderful to be able to
give what was so much desired, to someone who was so
much loved. As she heard the chink of ice cubes and smelt
the aroma of the lemons which Noel was slicing with a sharp
knife Dora spread out her arms. As she imagined giving it to
him and then losing herself in a storm of tears she felt at last

in every aching cell of her body how utterly wretched she
was. As she knelt upright now, pressing her whole body
against the shaft, she felt an agony of shame, impossibility,
achievement, joy. As she moved away now towards the door
she nursed the pain that was with her always. As she neared
the house and her knees were as water she began to ask herself again (for she had gone over it in detail many times during the last weeks) whether in spite of her intuitions she
might be entirely wrong about Crimond, and have been
wrong all along? As she packed, her tears fell steadily over
her hands and into the suit-case. As she passed Gerald, Marian flinched and dropped her eyes. As she ran along wideeyed and wild-eyed she expected and soon heard Blaise in
pursuit. As she read tears began to stream down her face. As
she relaxed she had a vivid almost hallucinatory image of
Ducane’s face, together with a physical convulsion like an
electric shock. As she released his hand she began to cry. As
she resisted it with her hands and rolled her head about, trying to breathe, the sky above her through the dome of grass
was lurid and brilliant and dark. As she resolved upon this
she felt her heart swell again with the imperative need to
love, and she sighed deeply. As she rocked and swayed, like
one beguiling a child or a physical pain, she looked back
across the room above the colonnade of dresses murmuring
now in the warm breeze from the window. As she said to
herself, my Alistair, she felt a stirring of something, a sort of
sad impersonal love. As she sat day after day holding Bruno’s
gaunt blotched hand in her own she puzzled over the pain
and what it was and where it was, whether in her or in Bruno. As she sat down on the bed the great thunder-tears began to roll again. As she sat there staring ahead with wide
open amazed eyes, conscious of Harry’s profile in the dark
car and of his jerky angry movements as he drove, she

breathed deeply and meditated upon what was so indubitably going on. As she saw her dishevelled head in the half
light she started quite quietly to cry again. As she stood at
attention and awaited his instructions she longed to seize his
hand and cover it with kisses. As she stood in the middle of
one of the aisles, watching the ghostly figures move, a gale of
fear came up out of her soul as if she had been transported
to hell. As she stood there looking at the blood upon her
arm her eyes slowly filled with tears. As she stood there Nan
felt, for the first time since she had found out that something
was wrong, overwhelmed with sheer misery. As she stood
there, her back against the fence, chilled and soaked by the
rain, she felt that she had suddenly been dragged into some
awful nightmare: she had been driven out of her own house.
As she swam back she felt, like an unexpected blow, a sudden
lassitude. As she uttered the helpless word quiet tears came
into her eyes. As she uttered the words she felt, shapeless and
awkward is what I am. As she waited, the concept of her
death, which had been so felicitously dissolved in the ecstasy
of her hope, floated free and took on a grimmer form. As
she was unused to judging others with precision or analysing
them in her thoughts she could neither satisfy Paul nor defend herself. As she watched the rain falling on the wrecked
garden and on the dull grass slope and on the gleaming
streaming black cliffs and on the sullen iron-grey sea, Marian
felt a shock of despair, a shock of mortality, as if Death were
passing close before her face and, not yet ready to take her,
had blown a chill breath into her mouth. As she went she
shuddered with a superstitious uncanny feeling which was
also a kind of pleasure of aloneness. As she went, her breast
was filled to bursting with a vague expectancy of bliss, the
force of which, rising in her sometimes almost intolerably,
made her catch her breath and close her eyes. As she wrote

her second explanatory letter she felt, as she covered the pages, that the nightmare thing was really being unravelled. As
soon as Annette touched her she felt an enormous power
inhabiting her limbs. As soon as Franca saw Ludens’s thin
figure, his beaming face, his crazy smile, his evident delight at
seeing her, she almost wailed with relief. As soon as I saw
that ahead of me, as soon as I had settled down to loving
Gull, I realised how terribly much and differently I loved
someone else. As soon as her knees lost contact with the
floor she began to feel different, more vulnerable and terrified. As soon as her mother entered the room Tamar went
out, as a light goes out. As soon as it became clear to her that
the loss of the brothers could be avoided – and this was clear
as soon as she realised their collusion – the sharp pain left her
and was succeeded by a cloudy fatalism in which disgust and
despair lay uneasily asleep. As soon as Moy had touched the
stone she felt her body become warm and agile, she could
run and keep running, the stone seemed weightless, she followed Anax. As soon as she had felt the priest’s hand holding
her ever so firmly tears had gathered in her eyes. As soon as
she had seen it it disappeared. As soon as she knew that Carel would not marry her she began at once to feel more guilty.
As soon as she realised that this was so, all Lily’s old silly love
for him came flooding back, tinted now with all those vain
illusions and the bitter memory of how happy and proud she
had felt walking with Crimond across the grass toward the
dancing. As soon as she was on the train she felt, in spite of
her fears about her reception, the lifting of a weight. As Stella put it once, she was ‘in blood so stepped, returning were as
tedious as go o’er’. As tears again came into her eyes she saw,
gazing down at the carpet, a very small black thing moving.
As tears gathered in Gertrude’s eyes and as she looked away
across the room towards the door, a ghost of a feeling visited

her, a shadow sensation out of the past, a little mislaid mental
cluster which still hung somewhere there amid the furniture
in its accustomed place: she thought, surely it will be all
right, I shall tell Guy about it, he will help me, he will know
what to do. As the big Mercedes sizzled quietly through the
empty well-lighted streets over the frosty snow Louise began
to cry again. As the crying ceased, it was replaced by a low
and regular wailing sound which came from her lips, without her will, in a rhythmical cadence. As the day went on she
had come to see her mother as remote, a ship moving slowly
away. As the days passed and Henry was silent she felt pain,
then relief. As the days went by, Franca cherished and nourished and developed her suffering, unable to envisage any
change or any plan – any machine into which so much relentless force might be fed. As the huge endless day went on,
Marian felt less of the horror and more of a sick sadness of a
more selfish kind, her own sense of a total deprivation of
Hannah; and it was a part of this pain that she said to herself:
I did not love her enough, I did not see her enough. As the
room got darker, the atom-fringed hole in the centre of her
vision seemed to get brighter. As the wife, retained, triumphant, I can appeal to nobody, least of all to myself. As there
was no proper cause for the frenzy Jessica could not quite
believe that the frenzy was real. As things were, she felt that
she would never manage to live with Paul until she could
treat with him, in some sense, as an equal; and she had no
taste for trying to improve her status by becoming precipitately and in her present state of mind the mother of his
children. As time passed and she moved restlessly, sometimes
talking to herself aloud, she became quietly aware that she
was waiting for something, she was waiting for something
with a deep tense excited expectation. As time passed Louise
dreaded this next letter; and dreaded that there might be no

letter. As with a small child now perhaps consciousness had
become an end in itself. As yet her conscience, lost somewhere in the uproar of her feelings, had made no pronouncement. As, for a day or two, his cheerfulness continued, there
was a quiet new ‘sense of being on holiday’, and Jean allowed
all sorts of ordinary happy thoughts, which she had carefully
and dutifully inhibited, to come out of their seclusion and
throng gaily in her head. At a certain moment perhaps she
had not been able to bear the break with Randall, ignoring
the dreadful fact that it had already taken place; and the flood
of feeling which had perhaps been fatal to Felix seemed to
her indubitably more like some unrealistic haze of sentiment
than like the heavenly love desiderated by Douglas Swann.
At any moment still, indeed forever, Carel could take her
into his bed if he wished. At any rate I’ve seen him, she
thought. At any rate, she realized that ‘the hated wife’ was
now over and done with and some quite different problem
had come into being. At certain moments she was prepared
to let go and allow herself to be carried by a stronger force;
and if she later demanded of herself an account of these surrenders there was usually a selection of labels ready made to
bring the violence of the spirit under some clinical and domestic heading. At first it had seemed the ideal that they
should all live in the open: only this, it seemed, would really
confirm and make perfect Blaise’s return to the truth; and
this had seemed at first practically the paramount thing. At
first she had been Mitzi’s plaything, her little property. At
first she had embraced his monastic ‘rule’ as one in hopes of
heavenly joy. At first she had felt like one who had successfully committed a crime. At first she thought that Nigel’s
presence in the house would make her life impossible, but
she had got used to it, though it still upset and frightened
her. At hopeful moments (early in the day), she thought that

she might, for Hattie’s sake, be tolerated. At intervals she
framed words, holding them concealed in her mouth like
sacred charms. At intervals she grimaced quickly and screwed
up her eyes as at a spasm of pain. At intervals she smoothed
out her face with her hands and put on a smile and then let
it vanish. At last she purchased a cup of tea and sat down in
a daze of misery. At last she went into her bedroom and lay
down. At last, obeying that conception of fatality which
served her instead of a moral sense, she left him. At last, out
of his silence and her recurrent tears, the real talk, the awful
talk, began to arise, and everything that had most terrified
Hattie in her intense thinking and her stiff alert lying began
to come about. At last, sobbing and groaning, she stood still,
and then gradually became silent, wet-eyed, wet-mouthed,
staring blankly before her. At least he came to her in her
dreams. At least her ability to think seemed to have come
back to her. At least she could surprise him. At least she
knew that she must now seek solitude, innocence and the
silence of being totally uninteresting. At least she told herself
that she was undecided, although the comparative steadiness
in which she endured the interval which she had imposed
upon them both sometimes suggested to her that she must
have decided in his favour, that she must by now, without
noticing it, have crossed the line. At least, she could remember events and pieces of her own conduct which were only
explicable on the assumption that she had been in love with
Eric. At less hopeful moments she got such meagre comfort
as she could from reflecting that John Robert had in any
case, and without her foolish words, already decided, or
feigned to himself, that Pearl was ‘corrupt’, ‘no fit person’ and
so on. At moments she came near to thinking that just this
useless dragging suffering of her son made the whole idea of
living with Kate into a mistake. At moments she suspected

that once she had spoken of the matter, however remotely,
with Miranda she would be awakened to the fact that she
had indeed crossed the line; and then she saw Miranda in a
benevolent light, as a helper, as someone who would bring
her to a bright new consciousness of herself. At moments
when she felt, as she later occasionally felt, that she was giving up a great deal for Danby, it was a consolation to think
that at least she had gained something permanent. At once
she began to feel a bit different. At one point she groaned.
At one time, even lately, she had thought that she could bear
it, turning it all into pure love. At other times, and for no
special reason, it was all dust and ashes. At other times, particularly after she had been present, silently, at one or two
discussions of Mischa’s character, she imagined that perhaps
he was keeping her in reserve to play a part in some plot or
conspiracy which had not yet matured, which might not
mature for years. At such moments she thought of her
mother. At such times she felt how stupid she was, she overheard her own remarks as those of a stupid woman, uneducated, insensitive, unable to say the right thing. At that contact Adelaide had felt an automatic jealous shock, and more
consciously a disgust at the failure in Will of something upon
which she especially relied, his dignity: or perhaps simply his
self-confidence, his peculiar pride, that which more than anything else made him the same person as the boy she had
known. At that moment she could have killed Annette, tearing her in two like a putty figure. At that moment she suddenly remembered the apparition of the intruding boy. At
that moment the sun came out, the garden was lighted up
behind her, and a ray of sunlight fell on her shoulder. At that
moment, with a sudden switch in her vision, Mildred saw
the other aspect: and if the first picture had made her gasp,
this second gestalt left her positively winded. At the clinic,

weeping not yet screaming, she had been given sleeping pills
and had slept and dreamed of the child, who would now be
in every dream, a sinister revengeful accuser turning all rest
into nightmare. At the end of a long time she managed to sit
up and put her feet down on the ground. At the end of three
days she could endure it no longer. At the first trial I am
broken. At the idea of seeing him again she felt nausea, a
kind of sick fright. At the news which she had just heard she
felt a horrified surprise, a curious sort of relief, and a more
obscure pain, compounded perhaps of pity and of some terror, as if something within herself were menaced with destruction. At the same moment, by some connected miracle,
the strength which had flowed into her when she had received Ducane’s lying letter was increased a hundredfold, and
in that quiet sleepy pub a new demon came into existence,
the demon of a ferociously determined jealous woman. At
the same time she felt his presence, his closeness to her in the
room, as that of a large uncontrolled animal. At the same
time she found herself thinking, after this we’ll drive across
France. At the same time, Harriet knew that the shock wave
had not yet really come. At the same time, Lily could not
help feeling a little cock-a-hoop, it was a feather in her cap,
she felt an access of power. At the same time, once the trust
was given, she became invisible, she received only instructions, never encouragement or praise. At the same time, she
uttered, half aloud, the word ‘death’. At the thought of Stella comforting George, forgiving him, holding him in her
saving arms, Gabriel felt nothing but pain, and she knew that
it was a wicked pain. At the thought that she had known of
her condition for twenty minutes and was already wondering about her recovery, tears brimmed over Mary’s closed
eyes and mingled with the sweat on her shining face and
dripped down into the warm grass. At the very most, all that

was involved was some moment of infatuation, something
which even by now was over, dissolved into the air. At these
points of contact Mary held an authority which nobody
challenged. At these times of evasion it seemed that Ruby
was more at home in Belmont than Alex was, and Alex
turned to Ruby as to a monumental security. At this early
period she recalled with bitter tears the time when she had
felt innocent and was proud and pleased to be called an angel, and a ‘good girl’ who would always ‘do people good’. At
this moment Charlotte was lying inside on the bed in a deep
coma. At this Rosa had been not at all surprised and only a
little disappointed. At times – and Franca was aware of this
as a dangerous weakness – she felt a slight momentary urge
to ‘talk’ to Alison, to give that tiny fatal signal for which Alison was, sometimes so urgently, so breathlessly, waiting. At
this time of the morning Tim would be out painting, so she
could have had solitude to think back at home, but she preferred to sit by her bicycle in the road. At times Anne longed
to destroy this imprisoning image, to cast it down violently
at his feet and trample on it. At times it seemed like a dream,
something done in unconsciousness; and in certain moments
of half-sleep she thought that perhaps it was just a fantasy in
her mind and that she had imagined it all. At times she felt
that he was waiting for her to understand something, to see
some need which he would never speak of, and which she
was simply failing to see. At times the old horrors still seemed
like unassimilable matter, stones, darts, the poisoned heads of
broken arrows. At Victoria when she could not find a hotel
she had felt total panic. At what had happened she felt intense horror mingled with excitement. Austin’s love for herself she never doubted. Automatically she took off her dress
and then remembered that it was morning not evening.
Awake at night she fancied that she could hear a child crying.

Awful dread and misery rose up in her heart. Awful grief
and fear hovered somewhere near to her, hanging in the still
atmosphere like a faintly restless black balloon which she
would touch lightly with her hand and push gently further
away. Awful things are just starting. Back again in the old
suffering. Back at the flat, in the frightfulness of the old solitude, Stephanie had spent days of anguish, uncertain once
again about what she really wanted. Back in her bedroom
her own tears flowed once more. Be patient, Thomas had
said to her, be quiet, do not be made unhappy by your unhappiness. Because he wanted to cut out Manfred, to divert
her from that terrible choice, the choice of his rival! Because
he was harmless and kind he remained available and free,
outside the mess of her misery. Because of him, so many of
the silly little rituals of a happy marriage were put in question. Because of their perfection she could not bring herself
to say so. Because she had begun to disapprove of his drunkenness, and his chamber of Horrors or because she was just
tired of him, or that she had realised that Elizabeth Loxon
could look after him just as well? Before Blaise’s return Harriet had remained submerged in a confused agony in the
midst of which she simply held onto him. Before he came
she imagined his coming a hundred times. Before her own
interests had come with such violence upon the scene she
had seen things clearly. Being in love with Randall in this
way was something entirely painful and with a brutality of its
own, as if such a love could not but hurt its object. Being the
sweetest person in the world did not prevent her from being
steely truthful and clear in the head. Being without hope,
she wished that the matter could be hurried on to a conclusion. Besides she did not want to, she had given her life to
George, thoughtlessly, stupidly, but just as tenderly and devotedly as if he had been her dear husband. Besides, even

when I was a young girl I didn’t really think about that.
Besides, in the vicissitudes of family life, a little extra secret
power might come in handy sometimes; and as her grandmother had told her, power depends on silence. Besides,
Jessica had already suffered her crisis of death and rebirth
when John had ceased to be her lover. Besides, she wanted
to see Peter turn to her, seek her of his own accord. Better
not to think. Better to commit murder. Better, as well as
easier, to leave it all behind like a house fallen down, destroyed utterly in a conflagration, wrecked by a bomb. Beyond her declaration of love she could not see. Bitter tears
were gathering but she controlled them, breathing deeply
and swallowing. Bitterness rose in her throat. Blaise always
thought of me as part of him, and I was part of him. Blaise
did not need to tell her that Harriet’s power was broken.
Blaise had another family. Blaise had been as it were politely handed back to her by Harriet, an authorized object inevitably and however reluctantly at any rate with kindness and
composure to be shared: shared much as before except that
the long deception was over. Blaise had come back of course,
everything was going along, not exactly ‘as usual’, but, under
the dreadful new dispensation, with what should have been
a fairly steadying degree of usualness, except that Harriet
now knew that something awful would happen, was perhaps
already happening. Blaise had repented and had returned,
even long before she ever knew of Emily McHugh’s existence, and Harriet need ask for nothing more. Blaise looked
suddenly alien and mean, and her love for him shuddered
with pain. Blaise needs me terribly, he needs my forgiveness
to perfect his happiness with Emily. Blaise used to bring her
books once. Blaise was ‘going through a phase’. Blaise was
saying something. Blaise will come and I must be able to say
something to him. Blaise would go on lying to Harriet

about how he did not care for Emily and never made love to
her, just as no doubt he was lying to Emily about how he did
not care for Harriet. Blaise would never never tell Harriet
everything. Blaise would think it was one of her ‘night fears’,
and he always thought that her fears meant something when
in fact they meant nothing. Blaise, Monty, Edgar, Magnus, all
gone, and now David too had rejected her. Blaise’s duplicity
would remain, a little familiar haze upon the scene, comforting though also of course depressing. Blaise’s second letter
brought instant despair and sheer agonizing amazement to
Harriet. Blood was thicker than water. Blushing violently,
Dora stared ahead of her. Breathing deeply she turned round,
leaning back against the sill and smiling her faint smile.
Briefly put, Emily realized that she could not hate Harriet.
Brilliant strong Anne Cavidge. But a little while ago when
she had seen Ruby talking to George she had felt her servant
as an alien power. But after all a mother is forever. But after
annoying Paul with a number of mistakes, she purchased one
or two safe expensive outfits, which she thought extremely
dull, and then stopped buying clothes altogether. But after
Geoffrey she had found her everyday life so empty and her
daily bread so bitter that the old half-understood desire for
something quite else had grown into the frenzy which had
spurred her away and which she had so much welcomed and
admired. But after Miss Fox everything was different, and it
now occurred to Moy that she had been living for years
upon a kind of happy confidence which had no foundation
except her own childish energy and the loving praises of her
mother and sisters. But Alex felt menaced as if she were suddenly diminishing in Ruby’s eyes. But all she could feel was
the hollow misery of her irrevocably transformed marriage.
But all the while she had been secretly vibrating with a dark
excitement which she had known to be unhealthy and pos-

sibly evil. But all was dead now. But already Anne could see
before her the absolute necessity of pursuing the matter, of
sifting it, of finding out the truth – the truth which could be
her ruin. But already the words were becoming empty, like
a vain plea. But also she felt the deep, perverse need to work
against her own interests, to purify herself by exerting no
influence (prompted by who could know what deep motive)
to make her friend do what would, or would conceivably or
perhaps or somehow or sometime, benefit Anne. But Anne
created, as if with her outstretched hands, a space for them,
an interim wherein they did not have to consider either
strategy or tactics. But Annette liked to think of herself as a
waif. But any love may be prompted by some chance felicity. But as it was? But as she became, if she became, more
involved in his work, more necessary, she would increasingly
disappoint her newly discovered family, who were kind
enough to need her, would be bound to neglect them and
hurt their feelings by being seen to be the property of Gerard.
But as she looked, clear-eyed now, she felt, infinitely stronger
than any doubt, her intention to take Richard back. But as
she rehearsed the intensity of her passion she thought that he
must, when the time came, respond. But as they grew up her
love was, she knew, very slightly touched by envy, later jealousy. But as time went on, she discovered that it was not so
easy as she had imagined to grow into being Paul’s wife. But
at the same time a new spirit awoke in her, a completely new
understanding of what scholarship and learning meant. But
at this point she did feel frightened. But by then she had
come to love Bruno, to love him with a blank unanxious
hopeless love. But can I hold him to it? But can love be love
of a dark nothing? But caution returned to her like the renewed pressure of a cold hand, and she did not change her
plan. But consent to his absence seemed now more than

ever to be a duty. But could she, in the presence of this,
think? But Danby’s quiet lazy comportment, his preoccupied
smiles and unaccountable defections, although she ought by
now to have been used to them, were read in trembling as
one might try to read one’s death sentence in a foreign language. But deep in her heart she was pleased all the same to
have this unexpected access of strength, although the source
of it was so extremely disagreeable. But did her long legs
please him any more or was he merely annoyed that she
should dress in this juvenile way and led to notice, what he
had never noticed before, the bulkiness of her knees? But did
this change in Stuart’s image which was also, was it not, a
self-preserving flight from death, leave her as she was before,
however for the moment separated and appalled, still Harry’s
mistress? But early marriage, combined with the fact that
Blaise never took her vocation seriously, had led her to lay
aside her brush. But Emily felt that really he was frightened
of finding out that Luca was in some way abnormal. But
Emily was not going to destroy her heart with these questions. But even Stadium Street was already a mystery to her:
and the two largest portents in her life, Danby and Will, were
almost entirely mysterious and terrifying. But everything
needed changing, they were the wrong people, it was all a
charade, or rather two charades, since each of them was performing alone. But for the moment the circuit seemed to be
switched off. But for this other proximity there was no remedy; and this inspired in Rosa such a fear of any proximity as
to console her for her increasing solitude. But from now on
all speech between them would have to be invented. But
from now on he is Mavis’s. But Gerard had not telephoned,
and when she telephoned him he had been cold and brief,
not able to see her. But gradually he would let her approach.
But had it really been unhappiness? But had love been right?

But had not Pearl made a similar mistake, missed a turning,
taken a road that led not higher up, but into a low mean
small life? But had she no pity for her cousin? But had she
not always wanted just that, to be the property of Gerard?
But Harriet was not a flirt and had no gift for badinage. But
he thinks he was a fool not to have guessed, and I hate to
think of that. But he was gradually discovering that without
Jessica his life was empty. But he was invisible to her. But he
would have found out later. But he’s a psychologist. But he’s
so broken and rattling about, he’s half demented with not
knowing what to do, and I can’t help him here, I can’t even
afford to pity him. But her chance for what? But her feelings of sympathy, her desire to help and heal, were intensified, she thought about him more and could recognise stirrings of a sexual nature. But her heart was hurting her with
its violence. But her image of talking to Eugene was of being held very closely and tightly in Eugene’s arms. But her
life as a student now seemed to Jessica to have been substanceless, seeming in retrospect like a rather casual drunken
party. But her need was deeper than this. But her own
egoism was tougher now. But her relationship with Tallis,
and this was something she had noticed about it much earlier, was in some way temporarily strange. But her wish that
somehow he could know remained as a point of pain, and
she guarded her curious knowledge of him like the emblem
of a forbidden religion. But here she felt an instant power to
do magic, to make all beautiful, all in order, to do at least this
thing for Duncan for whom she was feeling such intense
pity. But herein too she drew comfort from Anne herself.
But how can I be purified? But how different that madness
seemed now when it was expressed as love for her. But how
he must have suffered, with his kind truthful nature, tied to a
woman whom he no longer loved and lying to one whom

he loved. But how little it was, in an instant it could be lost
forever. But how much I love him and have always loved
him and will always love him. But how now could she escape? But how well did she remember the past? But I can’t
exist just through Anne forever, it wouldn’t be fair to her.
But I am fat now, she thinks at the next instant, I am a fat girl
now. But I did it so tactlessly, like a sort of inquisitive official.
(But I don’t like children, thought Rose!) But I hated myself
and the muddle of it all so much, I let Richard go just because I wanted to be left alone. But I have to survive, Anne
said to herself, and survive on my own terms. But I know
now that I can leap over the barrier, I can come close to
Willy and hustle him just by a sort of animal cheerfulness,
just by a sort of very simple love. But I must be away for a
while and converse with my other self. But I must do something, thought Rose, who had risen now and was walking up
and down, to still the pain. But I saw that thing, their love.
But I see now that the end is something farther, higher, more
utterly frightful. But I should have done better, I didn’t look
after her properly; and where is she now, has she killed herself? But I was too successful in making it look like something just devised for my benefit! But I wasn’t anything real
or hard in the middle, I had no structure, or if I had I wasn’t
conscious of it and I didn’t use it. But I won’t let it be. But
I won’t. But I, what have I done? But I’m all confused. But
– if she passed she would die? But if she quitted the scene, if
she went, utterly went, she would be the preserver of love:
his love, hers, Lisa’s. But if they had gone, she thought, then
all the energy, all the pride, all the sense of self would have
been on the side of survival. But in the part of her mind that
dealt with real day to day things this simple act seemed impossible, and it was almost a luxury to give herself over to
fears of all kinds. But in the very length of the argument

would lie the makings of the lasting sentimental friendship
which Diana felt she now so very much wanted and needed
to have with Danby. But in the wind-racked house Gertrude felt unable to read Jane Austen. But in what way? But
in this moment, and it was its last moment, it belonged to
her. But inside the box? But instead she hurled her arms
about his neck and seemed to cling to him with the whole
of her wet body. But it both shocked her and hurt her that
she should be regarded as one of them. But it did not follow
that they could ever be happy together, and happiness was so
much the point. But it had not occurred to her to feel exactly unhappy. But it has happened – and it’s impossible, it’s
deadly, it must simply be stopped and killed, I must drown
these thoughts. But it isn’t that, he has changed, like in suffering, like a sea-change, that is in Shakespeare isn’t it, his
skin is different, darker and more glowing, when he went
away it was for another incarnation, he belongs with people
who go on and on living, perhaps it is Tibet or somewhere
else, how old is he, a hundred years, a thousand years, they
come like guardian angels, they are guardian angels, now he
is talking to me in a strange language, yet I understand, I
reach out my hand and touch his hand, and his hand is burning. But it looked unreal, flimsy, utterly unlike the terrible
force which she now felt rising up underneath her heart.
But it somehow remained that she, she Charlotte Ledgard,
had been cheated out of her life and survived now as a mere
shadow. But it was as if she said to him across that space: I
love you, put up with me, its just me, I have to go on living
and making decisions without you, and I expect I shall do all
sorts of things which you think are stupid, but that’s how it
is. But it was for a long time impossible for Morgan, as she
lingered on miserably in America, to think of seeing Hilda or
of writing to her frankly. But it was impossible for her to

face the world. But it was more than that. But it was more
than this, deeper, more metaphysically awful. But it was not
inevitable that she should see so few people. But it was not
just that. But it was part of her theory that these had run
their course and that, however oddly George might in the
interim behave, he would before long, and harmlessly, return
to her to be ‘saved’. But it wasn’t just idle pride, it was deeper. But it would not be Randall or Felix that she would
forget but only herself, only what she had done and what it
meant. But Jessica had never developed the faculty of colouring and structuring her surroundings into a moral habitation, the faculty which is sometimes called moral sense.
But John’s depression, his tendency to be ‘horrid’, affected
her intimately. But lately she had been compelled to see it,
to see the strength and a little to understand the nature of
that hatred. But life changes, and how will I be, and how will
this be a part of my mission, for it must be only a part? But
Louise’s heart had been broken and had not mended. But
love cannot always find out a way. But loving Hattie – that’s
terrible – and now – But mainly she just lived. But Marian
continued to sob, even to scream, as she put on her clothes
and looked about for her coat and her handbag. But Midge
also dreamt about Jesse. But Midge, in attempting so to see
it, did not consider it as a place where there were for her any
stepping stones, any possibility of reconstruction, renovation,
explanation, acts of healing. But more than that she had
needed to get rid of an obsessive image. But more than that.
But most of her time and energy and thought and feeling
was devoted to love affairs, to an extent which she felt bound
to conceal even from her women friends. But Mrs Carberry
wept out of a broken heart to see Ronald so happy and to
know what his life would be. But Muriel was drawn irresistibly now by some concentrated siren ray and she felt awed

and afraid as one who faints outside a sibyl’s cave. But my
Aleph mask will fade and become transparent and dissolve
away. But my wants are huge, my desires are rapacious, I
want love, I want the splendour and violence of love, and I
want it now, I want someone of my own. But Nina, looking
out with a glazed expression, knew at that moment only the
darkness of her own heart. But no, death, absence, utter absence was worse, the thing she had not imagined. But no,
sexual desire had not vanished, it had only changed. But no,
she thought, it’s not like that. But nothing here was simple
and obvious, and almost any move was fearful. But nothing
like that had ever happened to her, this, like herself, her altered self, was entirely new. But nothing was less possible.
But now as Emily walked a sensation of pure bliss rose in her,
rising from the warm paving stones, passing through her thin
sandals up through her trembling knees.… But now George
was just something hanging in the corner of a spider’s web.
But now had she not, just as she was telling herself that she
commanded the game, in fact lost her freedom? But now
her tears dried because so many terrible emotions and speculations demanded her attention. But now in a moment she
saw it all as illusion. But now it had happened, quickly and
with a weird ease, and there had been no explosion, no cataclysmic universal collapse. But now it is impossible. But
now it seemed as if all the old fantasies and illusions were
back as if they had never been away. But now it seemed that
she was not in control after all, nobody was in control, that
she was a victim, that they were all victims. But now it was
as if she was being required to abandon what had been
‘achieved’, and to start all over again. But now it was suddenly more beautiful to her, more intensely coloured and
more absolutely here, under a sky which had resumed its
blue. But now permitted hope brought its message to every

part and her love swelled and multiplied, celebrated and sang
out in wild joy. But now she began to feel, with a mixture
of distress and pleasure, that it was possible that Tim Burke
was the tiniest bit in love with her. But now she began to see
everything else as well. But now she felt real grief — which
her husband had caused. But now she herself, her mind and
her heart, was composed entirely of lies, the anger and the
hate were everywhere, and worse, the calculation, the conspiracy, the dreams of revenge. But now she was positively
brought to the ground by it. But now suddenly it felt as if
she were hugging a dead puppy. But now suddenly there
was no more courage, no more purpose, only this shuddering and a mute scream lodged in her throat. But now that
the bedraggled little train which had brought her from Greytown Junction had coughed away among the rocks, leaving
her in this silence a spectacle for these men, she felt helpless
and almost frightened. But now that there was time it was
time with a difference, as if it had been spoilt or crossed out
or used by somebody else before it reached her. But now
that this had happened could it be explained? But now the
house gaped and rattled with it. But now that what she had
wanted was here she was allowing herself to be wilfully absent. But now there was something else in it after all. But
now, a slight shift in the particles which determine events
and she could be far away, with Harry, in the south of France,
sitting in a café and looking at the sea, or on an island in
Greece, or in an exquisite white Italian city perched on a
hilltop. But now, driven by this fit of solipsistic melancholy
one degree more desperate, she felt the need of an act: and it
seemed that there was only one act which she could perform, to take the train to London. But now, quite suddenly
and unexpectedly, she and the house were strangers. But of
course I’m mad. But of course it’s all happened naturally,

maybe they haven’t exchanged a word, they both just love
me perfectly! But of course that was a ridiculous idea. But
oh not yet, not yet, while there could still be reconciliation
and scrambled eggs and late night whisky and the shutters to
be closed and Pyrrhus’s bed to be made. But oh, the human
weakness, the desire for the comforter, the frail crying wish
that it had all never happened at all and things were as they
once were. But one must do something about the past. But
Pearl’s predicament was even worse than that. But perhaps
Dorina was not being just irrational and neurotic. But perhaps she was wrong? But really it is my fault. But she admired even more what came later: how, after she had ceased
wanting to blot him entirely from her mind, to make him
not to be, they had found that they could after all talk good
sense and kindness to each other. But she also knew that she
was not mad. But she could not be an outcast with Tim, a
wanderer, a vagabond. But she could not change her knowledge of the blankness of the future into any sort of hope, or
really conceive of the future at all except as a series of nightmarish rat-run extensions of her present vileness. But she
could not feign this. But she could not interest herself in
what she saw or quite believe in it. But she could not now
control her love. But she could not recall exactly where she
had found it, and anyway Bellamy was selling his cottage and
she would never go there again. But she could not speak.
But she could not speak. But she did not know what Denis
was, and this ignorance cast a darkness back upon herself
which made her quiver with reality. But she did not on reflection really think that the argument would end in bed.
But she did not pursue that line of thought, she was far too
happy to speculate about the misfortunes of others. But she
did not really feel free or like a person who decides things.
But she did not think it would end or see how it could end.

But she did not yet dare to stretch out towards him the hand
that would change the world. But she experienced the moment to moment perfection of their converse with the pleasure which might be associated with a successful love affair;
and the partner who created the confidence and set the tempo was Luca. But she felt her physical longing for Tim as
something detached and strange, as a sort of emanation, a
second body, her longing for his thin red-haired hands and
his smooth sweet skin and his kisses that solved all problems
and answered all questions. But she felt perfectly clear-headed about the whole matter, and desperately longing to get
back to Pearl. But she felt that she had to see him or she
would die. But she felt too, with a sort of relaxed despair,
how in these two relationships she was not yet changed. But
she felt towards it rather as one who is leaving a theatre after
some tragic play, worn, torn, yet rejoiced and set free with a
new appetite for the difficult world. But she felt with equal
intensity, though entirely without clarity, the imposition of a
veto. But she felt, in relation to Anne, oddly and miserably
ashamed of herself. But she had also noticed Willy, and although she was scarcely aware of this, simply being forced to
see something in the world other than John Ducane had
done her good. But she had always felt, with him, solitary.
But she had been simply unable to conceive of Elizabeth’s
silence as a deliberate masquerade, as the initiation of a policy, as part of some terrible revenge. But she had dismissed it.
But she had felt, ever since the cuckoo woke her from a short
sleep soon after four, an uneasiness, a sense of jarring. But
she had forever been emptied of love for him and of the
ability to help him. But she had given up priests long ago, as
her mother had. But she had never really succeeded. But
she had no hidden identity. But she had not anticipated how
deep the instinct would go, or how violent it would be, to

grieve, so that she could have wailed and cried, that Henry
was alive while Sandy was dead. But she had not been destined to receive the hoped-for absolution. But she had not
felt the alienation, and it was as if by never recognizing it she
had annihilated it. But she had thought of her new life and
her new solitude as a sort of simple austerity, and perhaps in
her heart she had really seen herself as God’s spy, a secret
anchoress hidden in the world. But she had to pretend to be
happy for Henry’s sake, because she was grateful to him, because she was going to receive after all, beyond her hopes,
the best of him, and the effort brought her in fact some sort
of genuine joy. But she herself felt as if her pity had been, as
it were, purified by gratitude. But she kept icily still, scarcely breathing. But she knew also that she was not mad. But
she knew in her heart that she was not George’s mistress.
But she knew that this state too was surely ephemeral; and
the image came to her of Jack and Alison, as tall as trees, or
like the monstrous pictures of dictators carried in public
processions, coming relentlessly towards her. But she knew
now that she did, and that she loved him in a quite special
way which she had thought to be impossible to her forever.
But she knew that this was just a reassuring fiction. But she
knew with a premonition of deeper fear that she was defeated. But she knew, as she moaned and rubbed her forehead
upon the cold window pane, that she had taken upon herself
a blood guilt which would make its own reckoning. But she
knew, even now, that it was a harmless dream object which
would fade with the years, and that she had received a freedom which only he could give her. But she led perforce, and
with every wry reservation, a sort of dedicated life. But she
let herself be comforted by them, and felt that the tears were
really for Alistair which she was weeping now. But she must
not think that. But she received yet another impression from

the letter which was in a curious way invigorating, and this
was the clear impression that Ducane was lying. But she
remained circumspect and wary in her dealings with him
and fell into playing the part of a sort of nagging sister. But
she repented alone, could do nothing with her repentance,
and it was in vain that she murmured, Didn’t my Lord deliver Daniel, so why not every man? But she said it, she knew
even then, not because she abhorred evil, but because she too
much feared it. But she saw now that the end was something
farther, higher, and more utterly frightful. But she soon became convinced, though what exactly the evidence was for
this she would have been at a loss to say, that she was playing
in the strange economy of Mischa Fox’s existence, some
quite precise part – though what that part was she would
perhaps never know. But she soon realized she had no other
life to escape into. But she spoke of this to no one. But she
thought nothing clearly about the matter and could not define either what she feared or what she intended to do. But
she thought too, whatever happens she won’t come back, not
like that. But she was a good swimmer and fierce violent
instincts would simply prevent her, nor could she imagine
thus some slow death. But she was also distressed, even
frightened, by the loss of contact with innumerable entities
whose relationship with her she had taken for granted. But
she was aware enough to know that the sheer awfulness of
the situation had an impetus of its own which was beyond
her will and beyond the will of others too. But she was even
more frightened of something else, of an isolation, a paralysis
of the will, the metamorphosis of the world into something
small and sleepy and enclosed, the interior of an egg. But she
was haunted now by a vision of a slim dark-haired boy about
whom she could not decide whether he was Nigel or whether he was Will as he used to be. But she was in control of

herself, and as she suddenly realized with an absolutely new
feeling of energy, she was simply in control. But she was not
on the outside. But she was not yet powerless; not quite yet.
But she was sitting with her eyelids drooping, her head fallen
to her breast, her lips parted, covered with froth. But she was
still beautiful. But she was too conventional a person not to
feel painfully guilty and embarrassed at her situation. But
she was, and had always been, desperately in love with Harvey. But since she had been alone in the house with Miranda there had been a tension, an excessive mutual consciousness, a hostile magnetism. But since she had gone to the
factory nothing had happened to her at all. But since she
had, with a gay casualness which was not at the time quite
misleading, summed up these ideas for the benefit of her
husband, she had been startled by the growth of a much
more positive need. But since she was lazy, and had in any
case shown few signs of talent, she was also relieved. But
some mechanism of her universe made Carel’s fault invisible.
But some stronger power made her stay. But somehow I
know that if this was a trick, it worked through love, and if I
ever have any magic it will only work through love, and I’ll
be that kind of witch. But something would have survived
the wreck. But something, the undeniable past itself, could
not be destroyed. But still she could think about him constantly, and much more than she ever admitted to Hilda,
without feeling any need to act. But still, half in secret from
herself, she developed the idea that Crimond was somehow
keeping her on, not for herself of course, but as a tool, a possible line of communication. But such awakenings were terrible, when nightmares could escape into daylight rooms and
the emptiness of the house invited hauntings. But such criticisms as she found herself obscurely tending to make of Annette’s deportment had never yet been formulated, and she

had not troubled to ask herself whether they were just and
reasonable or not perhaps the expression of a sort of envy of
a younger and in some ways luckier woman such as Rosa
knew herself to be well capable of feeling. But such meetings were possible only on his assumption, only endurable
for her because of a double-think whereby Harry was not
yet lost. But suppose she were thus to change before his eyes
and he were to recoil in horror, disgust – pity? But supposing Diana were to run away, and leave them to each other?
But supposing…. But surely all that love and joy had been
something real? But Tamar doubted her patience and wanted very much to write a long emotional letter to Jean. But
that had been, as she had then suspected and now knew, a
device, a dream. But that image was already fading. But that
time was hard even to imagine now. But that was foolish.
But that was only out of his modesty, out of a feckless futureless aspect of him which she could not help loving too. But
that was what she would now have to work out. But that way
pity lay and dangerous and tender tears. But that way
thoughts must not go, it was too late, it was too complicated,
the time for mysteries and new beginnings and unpredictable adventures was over, their task now was simply to make
each other happy. But that would be merely to add absurdity to pain. But that’s something we can’t know. But the
book was finished, and were they not already perfectly happy,
was not this, what she was doing now as an instrument of
Crimond’s will, perfect happiness? But the dark image descending had already brought into view its illuminated
counterpart. But the dazed feeling of unreality continued.
But the discovery of his frailty, even his ordinariness, only
made her love him all the more. But the distant thought of
it gave a special fragrance to the infrequent occasions on
which, always in the company of her husband, Nan permit-

ted herself to see the Irishman. But the figure she had just
seen was disturbing, like a portent, menacing almost. But the
garden was separate and clear, another kind of dream place,
lit by a cool grey sun by day and night. But the great dark
void of the house gaped behind her and she could not bring
herself to leave her daughter’s room. But the huge caged
power of the personality, still dreadfully alive, stirred in its
prison. But the idea of Rupert secretly giving Morgan money for clothes was somehow appalling. But the insane panic
had left her. But the little element of fear was no longer
delicious. But the little letter, when she read it through, was
as she had wanted it to be, perfectly clear. But the love itself
she could not really remember. But the need to be relieved
of the fear that he might, took form as a most intense longing, a lover’s longing, for his presence and for the simple assurance that he still trusted her. But the next instant, as he
came up to her, all was anxiety and fear. But the old one was
certainly cracked. But the pension, that meant independence, equality. But the pain of their results, the pain of loss,
was overwhelming and with a dreadful separate quality of its
own. But the pain was terrible. But the pictures were something real outside herself, which spoke to her kindly and yet
in sovereign tones, something superior and good whose
presence destroyed the dreary trance-like solipsism of her
earlier mood. But the place had some power too which took
her breath away. But the plan of escape, gradually growing in
her mind, gave her strength; and now, with the terror of her
nightmare still upon her, she said to herself, I can bear it no
longer. But the quaint idea did occur to her that she might
simply go on and on perfecting her role, delighting simply in
her ability to deceive, and never, till the end, making any use
of her deception. But the real devils had come now. But the
reality, the incarnation, was at once more impressive and in

some way more endearing, more forgivable, in the sense in
which dictators are so often forgiven, even loved, by those
they tread upon. But the rest of her mind was concerned
furtively with other things. But the sense of relief and liberation prophesied by Lily had not come about. But the sound
she made was like a dream sound, a soft voiceless croak, and
he continued to recede, walking rapidly. But the sound
throbbed in her ears like the ceaseless cooing of a dove
which said, ‘I love you, I love you, I love you.’ But the start
was so exciting, so confusing, no statement could possibly
have been made, it was all an unutterably brilliant present,
there was no future, the present was the future, how could
they have reflected and planned? But the thought of all the
help which she had accepted rose up to accuse her – and,
more than this, she was too profoundly terrified to try to
explain something which sounded so like sheer disloyalty.
But the thought of Gerard not minding what she did or
where she was, touched her with deadly cold as if one of
Lily’s ghosts had brushed past her. But the thought remained
vague. But the thought was empty. But the tone of this
letter was something new; and Jessica was almost glad of it,
since to detect him in a lie, even to know that he was lying,
seemed to endow her with a certain power. But the weakness which attracted the terrors made her also unable to decide or move. But the world of the chambermaid and the
cyclist and the little strange hotel continued to exist, haunting and puzzling her with a dream of something slow and
quiet from which she was forever shut away. But their mutual affection did not stop her from being, nearly all the time,
brutalized by unhappiness into a condition which resembled
mental deficiency. But then all my love is private, as if it were
a secret. But then she had never hitherto met a woman like
Mitzi. But then that was part of how she had failed and

made him fail too. But then there was Patrick, the wounded
dying Patrick, suddenly given to her, as if he had been thrust
into her arms. But then these were constantly available. But
then with an inward jerk which was half sickening she realized that she had already left the region where one pays one’s
bills. But then, and somehow moving within her like the
first tiny symptom of a serious illness or a vast physical
change, she felt once again anxiety, conscience. But then, for
how long, for years, for all her life, would she tell him on her
death-bed? But there was a dreariness, a hollowness. But
there was also another, and better, she felt, component. But
there was no relief: only a blank misery of loss shot through
with the most terrible jealousy. But there was no spirit left
for mending plates. But there was so much evidence. But
there was upon her a fiercer and more awful imperative, issuing from the depths of her prescient and frightened soul.
But these scenes, which happened rarely, though recently
rather more often perhaps, hurt her deeply, although she
knew that they were simply signs of tiredness and strain. But
they could not converse with her. But they had had no real
knowledge of each other. But they were all darkened now
by what Hannah had done, and because Hannah was no
longer innocent she could no longer save them. But they
were not the things which she was really thinking. But they
would not be put away. But they would scarcely believe that
she had gone for good. But they’ll never get me out! But
this cloud between us will pass. But this deception is absolutely hateful. But this is outside the machine. But this one
seemed to her, especially in her present state of shock, something more absolutely amazing. But this path, some while
after it became real to her as a sense of direction, began to fill
Anne with strange doubts, doubts which were however not
directly connected with her ‘defection’. But this present

alienation was new and was another matter. But this sadness
too was a part of her happiness. But this was an idle dream,
as she knew now by the contrast between these imaginings
and the sharp unmistakable pain of a real possibility. But this
was just a mechanical thought, the kind of thought that came
every day. But this was nonsense, she was not going to commit suicide, how could she if it was nearly Christmas and she
must buy presents for the children - for both of them. But
this would be the real business which one human being has
with another. But to be at his mercy was at that moment her
most profound desire. But to find herself still, however partially and however obscurely, fascinated by the idea of Mischa was alarming, not so much because this fascination might
ever come definitively to tempt her, as because of the endless
variety of torments which such a situation could promise.
But today both fantasy and reality were darkened by the
blackness of her mood. But was not battle-scarred Stella
‘more real’? But was not the future now simply the long grey
time of the extinction of love? But was not the idea of ‘void’
itself an illusion, something ‘romantic’ as Guy might say? But
was she not herself now a gaoler? But was that not also setting herself free? But was that not just the trouble? But was
this not something fruitless or even bad? But what a tonic it
would be for her – and what a slap in the face for Imber!
But what about her own secrets? But what an ugly graceless
mess it all was, and what a doom was upon her. But what
built the house and made it topless as the towers of Ilion,
what constructed the hollow golden universe all ringing
with joy, was Carel’s sweet affection, his quick touch upon
her arm as he spoke to her, his finger tracing out the bones
of her neck, his tug at her hair, his clap to her behind, his
strong grip sometimes upon her wrist, his playful flick at her
cheek. But what could she say when she was there, what

reason could she give, her appearance could only seem like a
total surrender, and supposing he rejected her. But what did
he see, what did he touch? But what does it matter anymore? But what had made her leap away in anguish from
Tom’s stupid, thoughtless jest was a deep and wretched desire
that something like that might be true, that Stella might
somehow be dead, even if this meant that George would go
to prison for life. But what had occurred to Emily after the
liberating bang of Edgar’s outcry, as she sat on the floor and
unsympathetically watched Blaise stroking the damaged eye,
was that none of these things had really got to happen at all,
since she could prevent them. But what has really happened
to them I shall never know. But what impressed her more
was the idea that she had unloaded some sort of fatal evil
onto Jenkin. But what is it? But what is this game, this inevitable necessary move, is it a search for truth or a cunning
manoeuvre? But what she felt at Imber bit deeper, in a way
which she at times resented. But what she had felt then had
really been: and must she be loved by him as well? But what
she had to do with now was consciousness, and she was profoundly and terribly aware of a change in the structure of her
world, as if the crystals were forming with a difference. But
what she saw was enough, and she watched and suffered.
But what struck her now was how unchanged it all was, and
the absence, it was there: that special form of Guy dead
which belonged in the flat and now appeared again, claiming
its tribute of a grief renewed. But what these so-natural
changes did, and out of their fullness and their sweetness,
bring to her at last for her pain, was a profound urgent notion, felt increasingly as a duty, that she must now move away
to some other place. But what was the future? But what was
the principle? But what was the real world, and had she not,
she herself, irreparably deformed and corrupted her world

by this awful lying charade? But what were her true feelings? But what would be would be. But what? But when all
that power seemed no longer necessary, when Blaise cut the
channel through which, for so many years, as he almost unconsciously made use of it, it had fed him, Harriet felt utterly deprived of her central certainties and no longer at all
knew how to think about what she ought to do. But whenever she tried to order her thoughts there rose huge and
scarlet before her the Randall-demon, her new and terrible
relation to her husband; and she knew that before she could
move towards a decision that ghost must be somehow laid.
But where to? But where was she going? But whether it
was warning her out of the sea or inviting her into it she
could not decide. But whom? But why should not Elizabeth be shaken, shaken out of that menacing drowsiness?
But with a kind of professional detachment she knew that
the violence of it would not last, even though the pain would
never go. But with the hardening of her resolution to make
something of Willy had come a sense of having somehow
shirked the past, of having too cravenly put it away. But
would he want to share her bed? But would not Moy get
over it, she was only a child after all. But would she be able
to find her way? But would she go away? But would she
have endured a Jack on whom she had forced her will, who
would sadly, perhaps resentfully, have given up what he desired in order to please his possessive wife? But would this
detached state last, and was it anyway a good thing or a bad
thing? But, also, her heart turned over for him, it shifted and
burned. But, for whatever reason, the misery she now silently endured was more intense than any she had known. But,
in this quarter, her sense of duty did not torment and puzzle
her. But, oh, suppose it had gone! But, oh, what pain, a secret pain that will be with me forever. But, she thought,

supposing it is death, supposing it is really death he wants,
and that we shall mingle with each other in death and become a legend? By day she wandered about the house, tidying things and cleaning things and moving things about. By
it the old love was acted on and changed, and this, she felt,
was good. By now he will have digested my arrogant words
and decided to hate me. By now however Midge had begun
to see what a terrible situation she was in. By other means
she was his mistress still. By six o’clock in the evening she
had reduced herself to a condition of mental turmoil such as
she never remembered having experienced before. By the
time Tuesday came, fear of seeing Paul again overwhelmed
all other emotions. By what act have I betrayed myself? By
wrestling with Scottow she would make her way into the
story. Calling out to Rupert she plunged ahead into the
darkness and the square dim-lighted window of the cottage
grew smaller and smaller behind her. Cambridge had been
for Anne a carnival, a maelstrom, a festival of popularity and
personality and sex. Can anyone who has once had it really
give up the concept of God? Can I build walls against the
seas of sadness and resentment and jealousy or must I be their
victim after all? Can I change all this for Willy’s sake? Can I
lose him, after so many years? Can I really be an anchoress
in the world, and what ever does it mean? Can I stand this
degree of pain, Muriel asked herself so specifically that it almost seemed she had said the words aloud. Can it be true?
Can love, in its last extremity, create its object? Can one love
them there in the great ranks of the dead? Can one simply, in
the name of truth or good, carrying it like a banner, deny the
existence of such a fierce awful tumult? Can our acts be stolen from us? Can Rupert and I, in the end, attempt to go on
as before? Can this be right and good? Can this be right and
true, the truth of a life, of my life? Can this be right, is this

love – or is love really over? Can we, with our souls so harrowed, find peace now, she wondered, is it all real, our house,
Duncan sitting there so calm and beautiful, so like a lion, just
as he used to be. Carel had riveted them together, each to be
the damnation of the other until the end of the world. Carel looked beautiful to Pattie, softened and young. Carel took
her into his possession with a beautiful naturalness and tamed
her by touch and kindness as one might tame an animal.
Carel was her whole destiny. Carel who had once danced
with her, danced alone now to the Swan music, a shadowy
figure moving in the darkness of his room, whose door for
some protection he usually left a little open; but she felt sure
that he danced for her, that her was her, dancing. Carel’s divine hands created her in her turn a goddess, a dark swaying
being whose body glowed with a purple sheen, glorious as
Parvati at the approach of Shiva. Caught in the machine.
Certain subjects the instincts of their affections made taboo.
Certain sweet and touching things had to be avoided. Certain things had got to be said between them before they
could look each other again in the face and go on to build
some how-much-altered relationship. Certainly it would be
foolish now to do anything irrevocable in a hurry, and perhaps discretion was for the present the wisest course; and
Emily was not the sort of woman Harriet would ever have
wanted to be friends with, or even be acquainted with, of her
own free wish. Certainly the thing had been long preparing;
and for all the madness of the present moment, she knew
that it existed not as something crazy or trivial, but as a deep
belonging of her whole personality. Certainly what she
ought to do was to try to explain the whole thing to Eugene.
Certainly where clothes were concerned she abhorred completion, and however big her wardrobe, and it was already
colossal, it would have been torture to her to have to make

do with what was there. Certainty was so much better than
doubt, and with certainty would come power, the power to
hurt and astonish, the power to create again, however perversely, a bond of living emotion. Challenged by a rather
peculiar situation, she took charge of it. Changes were taking place, there was no doubt, within the haze. Charlotte
became increasingly conscious of the charm of her large
handsome honest artless companion. Charlotte felt no alarm.
Charlotte forced back the tears, but could not speak. Charlotte had not yet recovered and still saw with the awful eye
of vision. Charlotte had seen Mavis and Matthew together,
laughing in a certain sort of way, and Charlotte had become
stiff. Charlotte knew perfectly well too that these vistas were
not only fruitless but quite possibly false. Charlotte looked
at it all and laughed. Charlotte looked into the deep glowing
shaft with the invisible end. Charlotte opened her eyes.
Charlotte made herself stiff, controlling sudden choking
emotion. Charlotte shed defeated tears, and her tears were
already like those of married people who love each other,
cannot stand each other, and know that they can never now
have any other destiny. Charlotte stared at death and it
seemed very close to her, it had quietly come closer, it spoke
to her in the ticking of the clocks, Charlotte’s own death, her
very own. Charlotte thought about her own death and how
she had survived it and now lived in limbo. Charlotte too
was in the secret of Mavis’s vague look. Charlotte turned her
back to the room and closed her eyes. Charlotte was no use
to anybody any more. Charlotte wondered, can I rebuild my
life even now and be an independent person walking on the
face of the earth, set free from people’s pity? Chaste Paula,
cool Paula, bluestocking Paula, had found in her husband’s
deviously lecherous nature a garden of undreamt delights.
Chiefly she felt that, as in a sudden slip or subsidence, she had

become a different person: a worse person, a desperate person, but powerful and free. Clara suddenly steered the car in
to the side of the road, stopped it, and burst into tears. Clara
thought, I am putting on a silly sort of manner, I always do
when Char is there, she sort of makes me. Clement came less
often, and when he came she talked less. Colette covered her
mouth. Colette sat quiet on the bed, both her hands holding
her throat. Colette was for the moment almost entirely concerned with a sort of physical struggle with herself, as someone might be who was determined not to drown or fall.
Compared with her bond with Hilda, these matters of men,
of lovers and husbands, seemed utterly flimsy. Concerning
how far he was aware of it or how he might feel about it she
did not reflect, it was not her business. Concerning this, she
waited, she cultivated still the metaphysics of waiting. Confronted by a policeman on the doorstep, Gabriel was instantly certain that either Adam or Brian was dead. Contemplating the inevitability, whose nature she scarcely understood,
of their superiority over her, and the impossibility of ever
getting even with them, Dora was beginning to regret that
she had come back. Could a fact hurt so intricately? Could
Hattie be brainwashed, made to believe that Pearl had betrayed Rozanov’s plans, had plotted with George McCaffrey,
had deceived Hattie and was altogether a different person
from the one she seemed to be? Could Hattie be thus led to
think that it was time to give up a childish fancy for her old
nursemaid? Could her father simply make her do what he
wished? Could I live so, Gertrude wondered, if Anne were to
leave me? Could it be that this picture was all wrong? Could
it have changed in time and did she then believe that it
would? Could joy be sought elsewhere save at that true
source? Could not the Stuart drama be regarded as a pointer
to the truth and realism of – acknowledging Harry and mar-

rying him, thus ending the evasions and the lies? Could one
forever be so virtuously in love that one expected nothing
and did not even know of jealousy? Could she deceive the
Count, let him hope vainly, building up dreams, which every
smile of hers would add to? Could she do that? Could she
endure it, the long vigil of death made visible? Could she
ever sufficiently explain her conception here of a world redeemed? Could she have spoken to Jack so ‘sincerely’ had she
not in some secret part believed what she said? Could she
live in a hotel, sit in a bleak bedroom, take her meals alone in
the dining room? Could she live now by the ontological
proof alone? Could she live on in the house in Chelsea as a
gay divorcee with a famous salon? Could she make that sacrifice for Harry, to destroy her home, her marriage? Could
she not indeed at any time reach out her hand and take Harvey from me? Could she now live on a hatred for Pat and
Gideon, which she did not yet feel, but might have to develop as a source of power? Could she own such a thing? Could
she see more clearly now or less clearly? Could she, would
she, at this last hour, do so? Could such a love end? Could
that be so? Could this be a charade, some sort of frightening
or humiliating force – or the real thing? ‘Courage,’ Muriel
said to herself again, and then wondered if she had said the
word aloud. Crimond had only just mentioned the wheelchairs, but Jean’s mind had already set up a picture, as if she
had been brooding upon it for years, of herself and Crimond
slowly moving about in a large room, passing each other like
mindless insects as they laboriously propelled their chairs by
turning the wheels with their hands. Crimond said nothing
more, he waited, watching her while she gasped, shook her
head to and fro and opened and closed her eyes. Crimond’s
face, Crimond’s hand, Crimond’s glasses, a tumbler of water,
the kilt which had somehow made its way downstairs, were

all composed into a sort of vividly illuminated wheel which
was slowly turning in front of her. Crying frenziedly in her
own room, hatred for Muriel seemed to exist as something
separate, growing by itself, a great blank plant rising up beside her. Custom would console her, it would and it should.
Customary activities such as ‘doing the flowers’ had simply
lapsed. Danby and Lisa, with their solicitous concern about
her and their submissive politeness, were as lost to her as if
they were dead. Danby was far more final than India. David
must ‘accept’ Emily because David must accept Luca. Days
seemed of immense length and their simple pattern already
seemed to her monstrous, as if the monotony were inherent
and not cumulative. Dear me, thought Franca, then perhaps
I might be in danger of actually becoming as saintly as I
seem! Death could come; but I won’t die of that, she thought.
Death could not change her now more than she was already
changed. Death happens, love happens, and all human life is
compact of accident and chance. Death was everywhere, its
rays were falling upon herself and upon those she loved and
upon the whole earth. Death, which defeats the earthly Eros,
had made her vulnerable and mad. Death’s real disciples
know that there is no face we can turn towards death. Deep
in her heart, however, although she had not admitted it to
anyone, she had hoped that she would get to know some of
her workmates; she had even hoped that, somehow or other,
she might be able to help them. Defeated and discredited
certainly, and also ashamed. Denis was real to her, mysterious,
awkward, unfamiliar, infinitely to be learnt, but real. Desire
for Harry, for his embrace, most of all simply for the blessed
relief and happiness for his presence, burnt in her now, making her rise again for another tour of her room. Despair had
shot her down so quickly there had not even been a struggle.
Destiny, solitude, grief, the sea. Detail, detail, detail, keep

everything small and separate. Diana caught her breath and
almost staggered. Diana felt here, as she had felt on her few
visits to Lisa’s East End haunts, upset, embarrassed, and
alarmed. Diana felt herself growing older and one day when
she looked in the glass she saw that she resembled somebody.
Diana felt infinitely sorry for Lisa, mediating her compassion
through her sense of the utter alienness of her sister, through
her sense of her own temperamental luck. Diana felt that she
had emerged at last into a vast place of loneliness. Diana felt
the tears rising into her own eyes, and she drew her free hand
back to mop them. Diana had a very positive conception of
her role as a woman. Diana had been shocked and sickened
by the dreary little room and its awful occupant. Diana had
fully taken in the scale of it, as with her first violent shock of
horror she realised that the unthinkable had happened and
that her life was utterly changed. Diana had her own strict
routine, her own invented personal formalities. Diana had
kept, during all her awful preoccupations, the idea of Danby
in reserve. Diana let the tears flow for a while. Diana put her
hand to her face. Diana smiled, and her smile had tenderness
for both men. Diana was devoted to her sister and enjoyed
both admiring and patronising her, and had always been
helped and supported by Lisa’s return of unquestioning love.
Diana was glad that Miles liked Lisa; and after Lisa’s illness it
had seemed natural for the married pair to ask her, for the
time at any rate, to make her home with them. Diana was
not sure how or why she was on the dancing floor with
Danby. Diana went straight out into the street to escape from
the awful impression of that pathetic length of flesh, and
while she was flirting more or less mechanically with the
handsome dark-haired painter lad, her thoughts had already
reverted to Danby. Diana wondered what it meant. Diana
would have enjoyed an eighteenth-century country house

life of peaceful ennui and formal tedium and lengthy leisured visiting. Diana, when she had first taken it on herself
to visit Bruno regularly, had come to find a certain sweetness
in her renewed relationship with Danby. Diane began to feel
that she was a wise woman performing an important public
service. Diane could not be glad since she could not respond
and these mysterious tokens increased her sense of isolation.
Diane felt close to tears. Diane had been beautiful when she
was young, and had experienced the claims upon the world
which beautiful women feel, especially if they are poor. Diane had noted the name of the hotel and used to meditate
upon it as on an amorous mantra. Diane learnt a new language, a new kind of banter, which was their usual mode of
communication, and it was in teaching her this that George
might reasonably have claimed that he had ‘awakened her
intelligence’. Diane looked up at him anxiously, her brief joy
still smouldering, fear and panic again at hand. Diane obeyed,
putting her hands to her throat. Diane sank to her knees and
closed her eyes. Diane sat down rather unsteadily on the
chaise longue and poured herself out another glass of wine.
Diane suddenly opened her eyes and the tears seemed to
disappear as if abruptly withdrawn into their source. Diane
thought, George is so alone, he has made himself alone. Diane wanted to cry, but she knew that George hated tears.
Diane, it must be admitted, knew how to keep her head
down. Diane, still overwrought by the emotions attendant
upon receiving the sacrament, began to cry. Did all human
things disappear so quickly and so completely, leaving onyx
necklaces and tallboys in cold possession of the centuries?
Did Anax know about it, did he fear it? Did he feel this, had
he uttered that dread word once, and then seeing her wince
never repeated it? Did he imagine that she would somehow
reduce his value if he permitted friendship on these terms?

Did he really not want to be visited? Did he still, or did it
merely annoy him now, she wondered. Did he think she
would boast about a ‘relationship’? Did he want to test himself by an ordeal he would be liberated by surviving? Did I
stay in the truth? thought Franca. Did it matter how much
of the indictment was true, and what indeed was the indictment? Did it matter so much, what was and was not superstition? Did it not after all make, in terms of the mad world
they had been living in, a kind of sense? Did love really come
upon one like this? Did she enjoy the fear? Did she feel
excited now at the prospect of his visit? Did she like beards?
Did she mind if he was Chinese? Did she not sometimes,
darkly, fear that in spite of everything George would kill her
in the end? Did she really believe in the new God and the
new Christ? Did she regard Muriel as a spy, a traitor who had
for a long time watched and suspected and schemed? Did
she still wish, as she often had wished, that she had met Harry first, never married Thomas, that it had all been different?
Did she want David to go into the army? Did she want
Henry to pursue her, and would it not be terrible if he did
not? Did she want her choice to have long hair or short hair?
Did she want to believe that Gerard would calm down and
lose interest and that all that ardour, that great intent, would
come to nothing after all? Did she want to? Did the stones
who were picked up by humans and taken into their houses
mind, did they dislike being inside a house, dry, gathering
dust, missing the open air, the rain, perhaps the company of
other stones? Did they connect? Did they somehow sense
the leprosy within and feel confident that they could take
the world-resentment out of those fine eyes? Did this travailing look express entreaty, question, fear, anger, surprise, grief?
Did we not bring about his death, she thought, we who
loved him so much, by our negligence, by certain particular

careless acts – and they, the others, the gainers, by their perhaps unconscious prayers? Did we not do it just by talking
about it? Did we somehow unconsciously know that Aleph
was leaving, did we feel her going, her absence, and how
everything would now be different? Didn’t Saint Francis
make a pact with the Wolf of Gubbio? Dimly she learnt one
of the most important of all lessons, how art can console.
Disgust at what had happened might work in George as a
sudden irresistible urge to ‘finish it off ’, and by this wellknown method to destroy himself. Distress had to be eased,
tears dried, and she could do it, and the performance of these
duties was patently more important than the indulgence of
her jealousy or of her shocked disappointment in her husband. Do I have to go this way into the enchanter’s palace?
Do I have to know that ultimate why or how before I am
not in danger? Do I imagine that somehow the accident
came about because of something in Crimond’s unconscious
mind, because of his resentment against me? Do I not remember how relieved I was, so soon after, that I had not sent
that reckless compromising letter, a letter which, however
little it said, would have brought Crimond back to me with
every expectation? Do I really believe that I shall give over
my life, the whole of my life, which is only just now really
beginning to another person? Do not wonder what he is
doing now in the kitchen. Does she want me to...to kiss
her...? Don’t they know, thought Violet, that I’m not an ordinary person, that I’m dangerous, that I’ll end by burning
the house down? Dora began to shake. Dora blushed violently. Dora blushed with mingled indignation and embarrassment. Dora closed her eyes and remembered her fear.
Dora could feel her bristles rising with alarm and indignation. Dora decided to refuse the money but accepted it.
Dora did not approve of her behaviour. Dora felt a tremor

of excitement. Dora felt a twinge of displeasure. Dora felt
almost tearful. Dora felt an immediate twinge of displeasure.
Dora felt herself becoming red with alarm. Dora felt restless
and dejected. Dora felt she would never forgive her for the
handkerchief incident. Dora felt stiff and unspeakably hungry and miserable in a blank exhausted way. Dora felt stifled
and suddenly frightened and began to retreat towards the
door. Dora felt that strange misgiving once more at the sight.
Dora felt the blood rushing to her face. Dora felt the need
to show him that she could still act independently. Dora
fetched the things from Knightsbridge, with a fast-beating
heart as she opened the door of the flat and saw the familiar
accusing scene, florid and unchanged, except for the dust
and the smell of absence. Dora froze. Dora glowed with
delight. Dora got up abruptly and stumbled in the direction
of the corridor. Dora Greenfield left her husband because
she was afraid of him. Dora had a powerful imagination, at
least in what concerned herself. Dora had now watched for
so long that she felt herself invisible. Dora had submitted to
his love without enthusiasm, and after it she felt tired and
unreal. Dora had the odd feeling that all this was inside her
head. Dora held her breath. Dora however was alarmed at
the thought of children. Dora jumped. Dora knew from
experience that nothing put Paul in a good humour so
quickly as being able to show her something. Dora looked
anxiously about her, wondering if anyone had noticed her
transports. Dora looked at her with an admiration and a
pleasure which were not untempered by the knowledge that
this splendid piece was so soon to be withdrawn definitively
from circulation. Dora looked with astonishment at the person that confronted her. Dora missed London. Dora realized obscurely that in telling her the story he had released in
himself the desire for her which had been quiescent before.

Dora rearranged her skirt and clapped her hand over her
mouth. Dora refused to contemplate them. Dora remembered that she had forgotten to smile back. Dora shivered.
Dora shook her head violently. Dora shook herself and tried
to look at the scene. Dora still found her, in some undefined
way, a little menacing. Dora stood beside it in the darkness
breathing hard. Dora stopped listening because a dreadful
thought had struck her. Dora suffered from guilt, and with
guilt came fear. Dora suffered this pressure for a while. Dora
turned back to the front and gave a gasp of surprise. Dora
was always moved by the pictures. Dora was delighted. Dora
was not sure if the pressure was meant as a threat or as a reassurance. Dora was not unused to feeling inferior. Dora was
still very young, though she vaguely thought of herself as
past her prime. Dora wondered if she was ill. Dora, suffocating with nervousness, felt the blood glowing in her face.
Dora, though insufficiently reflective to suffer from strong
inferiority feelings, had never valued herself highly. Dora,
who felt no doubts either about Toby’s story or about the
identity of the object, was suddenly filled with the uneasy
elation of one to whom great power has been given which
he does not yet know how to use. Dora, who had been
moved by her own letter, felt that not enough was being
made of the occasion. Dora, who had so lately discovered in
herself a talent for happiness, was the more dismayed to find
that she could be happy neither with her husband nor without him. Dora’s cup was running over. Dora’s heart began
to beat violently as she stared down and she checked an exclamation. Dorina feels she ought to kill them quickly by
stepping on them but she cannot. Dorina held her head.
Dorina knew that many of her thoughts about her situation
were ridiculous. Dorina put her hand to neck and sank
down on the grass. Dorina sat down and began to cry silent-

ly into her hands. Dorina sat surrounded by her judges. Dorina walked innocent and blind over the remnants of her
predecessor. Dorina was in tears. Dorina was sitting motionless now and still crying with large tears which she did
not wipe but allowed to fall down on to the bosom of her
dress which they had stained a darker green. Dorina’s departure had released her into some sort of vast beyond. Dorina’s
presence at Valmorana provoked incomprehensible electrical
storms. Dreamily, alone at Quitterne with her husband and
her son, segregated in an absolute interval, she tried not to
worry about that, or about what she would do, but simply to
indulge and protect and strengthen her awareness of Stuart.
Dreams of acquiring Blaise by means of revelation had certainly come to seem more and more empty, about equivalent
to the visions of Harriet being run over or dying of cancer
which had solaced the early days of Emily’s unhappy liaison.
Drowned, drowned, drowned, her dulling consciousness repeated. Drugged she slept, then woke to the renewed horror. Ducane had been right when he said that she had settled
down to feeling inferior to Willy. Dulled, drugged, by a false
promise, and because she had been unable to face the dreadful pain of her dilemma, the pain of indecision, she had not
had the courage required to wait and to think, she had killed
Duncan’s child, his only child, the child he had wanted and
yearned for all his life. During that time, when she thought
of the interview, she filled in the details of her own powerful
and vigorous attack. During the first two or three hours after his departure Adelaide had been crying too frenziedly
into her pillow to be at all conscious of her surroundings.
During the interim Franca felt as if she had been metamorphosed, every atom of her body cleansed and energised, her
blood drained away and replaced by some pure beatifying
liquid; she had been translated to a plane of being where

everything was extremely brilliant and clarified, clearer than
the clearest air, brighter than the brightest colours, vibrating
with a supernatural energy. During the spellbound days with
Matthew she had of course thought about Austin all the
time, but Matthew’s presence had so completely banished
fear that she had seemed to see her husband conjured up as
a heavenly apparition, bathed in a radiance of compassion
and understanding. During the wild years she had woken
every morning to some guilty problem. During this period
between them, that is on her side, a vast absolutely secret
structure of unspoken emotion and repressed joy and fear
had come into being. During this period Mary suffered
acute physical pains of jealousy. Each day just had to be got
through somehow. Each day luxuriously she put off the full
realization of her felicity. Each human being swims within a
sea of faint suggestive imagery. Each person doubtless has a
sort of form or structure or schema (only that would not
have been Harriet’s word) into which his consciousness lazily stretches itself out when uncoerced, and which is, however unglittering and inglorious, his happiness. Earlier, standing inside the Cathedral, she had felt a strange pure grief
which brought tears to her eyes, as if some huge looming
total impression were submerging her and removing her
identity. Edgar seemed to have come close to her in some
hitherto unknown way, by some route which she did not
know existed. Edward had said Stuart was something external, something bumped into. Edward had said, doesn’t that
leave you with the real things? Edward, who had been suffering so terribly himself (this fact only occurred to Midge
later) appeared here on the side of the ordinary world where
absolute choices between life and death did not take place,
where reason, gentleness, compassion, compromise brought
about viable ways of life. Edward’s question had stirred

Midge and agitated her deeply. Elation and despair had so
fiercely ebbed and flowed in her during the last month; she
realized now how naïve it had been to envisage her journey’s
end as the beginning of some sort of happiness. Elizabeth
and Carel had discussed her, conferred about her and coldly
decided her fate. Elizabeth especially, indulged and spoilt by
Carel, seemed to Pattie a living insult to her own menial
blackness. Elizabeth had for so long played the gay child, the
sunshine of the house. Elizabeth seemed to live on so many
different levels, in so many different dimensions. Elizabeth
was a secret thing whose dignity and separateness was a peril. Elizabeth was taboo. Emily did not even now imagine
that Blaise had sexual relations with his wife because, though
Harriet was neither ugly nor ancient, she was so absolutely
‘not his style’. Emily felt in these days that she had become
something huge, as if her stunted and deprived nature had
suddenly grown, expanding upwards and outwards so as to
contain what had formerly contained it. Emily felt like a
martyr who, at one moment being chewed by lions, is at the
next in the presence of God being congratulated on her performance. Emily gasped. Emily had burnt the elephant not
because Harriet had given it to the child, nor even (which
Blaise had not noticed) because there was a tiny smear of
Harriet’s blood upon it, but simply because the sight of it
suggested the reality of Luca so dreadfully: the possibility of
deciding to go and see him, the obscure idea of his ultimate
return. Emily had had to believe in that; sometimes there
had seemed to be nothing else in her life. Emily had lately
begun to develop an agonizing fear that Blaise might abandon her for a younger woman. Emily had never felt herself
less of an agent. Emily had never lived so richly and vividly
inside herself in her whole life. Emily had once imagined
herself as a poule de luxe. Emily had probably inherited it.

Emily looked for a moment at Harriet’s tears. Emily McHugh
kneeling close by, not touching him, surveyed Blaise with a
look which was strangely cold and bright. Emily never
looked at them now. Emily put her head down on the table,
she took the tablecloth between her teeth, she began to utter
muted screams. Emily put the brooch down and began unsteadily to pour coffee into her cup, not looking at him.
Emily ran desperately, exultantly. Emily ran faster. Emily
reckoned that these little brutalities, these attempts to trivialize the horror of it, would be good for him somehow, would
make him feel that life simply had to stagger on without
becoming a nightmare. Emily rose, and still biting her hand
left the room, closing the door quietly behind her. Emily
suddenly laughed, a barking aggressive laugh, not mirthful
and difficult to stop. Emily used to cook elaborately for
Blaise. Emily walked along, gazing ahead down the dark
road, aflame and yet immensely cool, immensely strong, immensely light. Emily was becoming less of a formal trial and
an abstract challenge and more of a very particular young
woman with a characteristic vocabulary and a characteristic
voice. Emily was glad of the coolness. Emily was magnificent. Emily was rigid. Emily wept long and long over him,
but consented to have him taken away to a special institute
for mentally disturbed children. Emily, stowing away the linen, was singing like a bird out of a warm sense of renewed
life, physical well-being, sunshine, sex. Emily, who had been
holding a glass of sherry in a trembling hand, hurled the glass
down violently into the fireplace. Emily, whose face had
been first pale, then red, burst into sudden loud sobs. Entirely without other occupation, she filled her time with household tasks and enjoyments. Equality? Eric could make me
do things, that was what was so dreadful. Eric had seemed to
her, after Richard’s mixture of intellectualism and sophisti-

cated sensuality, so solid and natural. Eric slowly, slowly moving towards her like a big black fly crawling over the surface
of the round world. Eric, not now to be controlled or managed, must, with whatever outcome, be totally endured.
Even a prostrate Rupert had over her a kind of authority to
which her whole nature could calmly respond. Even as she
stammered to say how it was she was accusing herself. Even
as she was moving the chair and rising to her feet she was
able to measure the intensity of her attention to Bruno by
the sudden violence of her misery at remembering about
Miles and Lisa. Even before John Robert spoke the first
words confessing that he was ‘in love’, Hattie had begun to
understand what he was telling her. Even Blaise did not really imagine that. Even for her dear father she had had no
voice really and his love had given her no lasting formation.
Even Guy alienated, suffering, had been a place of comfort
to which she could come, for all the pain. Even her teeth
tended to chatter, but perhaps that was only at first. Even if
he was kind to her now he must regard her as a mad person.
Even if there was a rumour, no one will believe it if I go
about as usual. Even language had become strange, estranged.
Even little piles of dust and screwed up paper drifted into
corners seemed to claim and deserve her attention. Even
more than what had gone before, this drawing of them together against her altered the whole world. Even now she
did not understand it. Even now whenever she saw picture
postcards for sale in London she felt, in a stale sad way, the
old impulse which was a kind of act of love. Even the threat,
the hint, of absolute hate could chill the blood. Even now, as
I walk along beside this blue sea covered with sugary light I
see it all through a veil of anxiety. Even Paul, she thought,
only existed now as someone she dreamt about; or else as a
vague external menace never really encountered and under-

stood. Even solitary drinking, which now occupied more of
her time, was not a relief, more like a method of suicide.
Even the existence of that letter in Crimond’s hands would
have bound me to him in some sort of terrified servitude as
if he were to blackmail me with it. Even the idea of Blaise
becoming a doctor seemed again disputable, though Harriet
had felt combatively eager to expound it to Emily. Even the
past was changed. Even the phrase ‘kept woman’ could console her a bit. Even the slight toothache which she had had
all day wandered ownerless in the room like an irritating
unobtrusive insect. Even the threat, the hint, of absolute hate
could chill the blood. Even this might alter things. Even to
say this was to say something too abstract. Even when Rupert was absent this magnetism filled the house, a web upon
which Hilda’s spirit rested, upon which it travelled. Even,
she remembered, Paul this morning had been subjective.
Eventually Rosa set out alone, and as she walked the tears fell
down in a slow stream, steadily and endlessly as winter rain.
Ever since Austin’s arrival she had lived in a state of vague,
often acute, sexual excitement. Ever since she had learnt that
Tallis knew of her presence and had met Julius she had felt
an agonizing almost humiliating need to see her husband.
Ever since the moment when she had started away ‘like an
otter’ from the watery presence, and the so-forbidden touch,
of Tom McCaffrey, Diane had been in a state near to madness. Every day she rescued the snail or slug or worm from
the pavement where it might be stepped on, the spider from
the bath where it was imprisoned, the tiniest almost invisible
creatures who were in some wrong place where they might
starve or be crushed. Every way I lose. Every woman thinks
of herself as a healer. Everyone is sorry for me. Everyone
seemed to have become very tall and elongated. Everyone
was against her, everyone criticized her and attacked her.

Everyone, she imagined, was covertly observing her to see if
she was cheerful, to see if she was settling down again with
her husband. Everything about her looked unreal and appalling, the laughter and the music came to her in gusts like
little blows, making her blink and frown. Everything is coming apart, it’s coming unsewn. Everything now could be an
exercise of her love, including the simple worldly satisfactions which were for her a part of the innocence bestowed
by marriage. Everything that I have done lately has been a
disaster, thought Morgan, and yet each thing when it came
along seemed absolutely natural. Everything that is necessary is here, there is nothing left outside, and I have to act, I
have to move. Everything was different now right back to
the start. Everything was entirely as usual, and yet utterly
alienated, as if what one had taken to be someone’s house
had turned out to be an antique shop. Everything was getting monstrously larger and hazier at the same time.
Everything was now subjective. Everything was so dreadful
that I stopped thinking. Everything will be alright, thought
Rosa, everything will be alright. Everything would have
been different - and it is all my fault. Evidently not. Evil,
that too was part of the white blankness of the future. Exactly why Harriet had fled was now, in her weakness and her
tiredness, obscure to her. Except for one, except for one.
Except for one. Except that I won’t be alone. Extreme continuing unhappiness often consoles itself with images of
death which may in a sense be idle, but which can play a
vital part in consolation and also in the continuance of illusion. Faced with their glowing eyes, their love, their concern, their welcome, she felt weak and almost excluded as if
the flat no longer belonged to her. Falling in love: to be so
utterly in the power of someone else, all one’s freedom, all
one’s reality, stolen away into another place and controlled

by another person. Falling. Falling. Fear licked her like an
agonizing flame. Feeling she might be going to cry, she
closed her eyes hard against the tears. Feeling sorry for Emily had helped Harriet a lot. Feelings very like the torments
of an unrequited love made her blush and tremble. Felicity
began to feel nervous and a bit frightened. Felicity had a
horror of knowing the future. Felicity had realized at an
early age that she must be psychic. Felicity knew that witches were provided with these so that they could be sucked by
their familiars; and although she was not altogether attracted
by the idea of furnishing this sort of hospitality to some being from the other world she was pleased to discover that she
was undoubtedly gifted in this special way and she waited
with interest for further manifestations. Felix had attempted
to give her, and she had attempted to give herself, the sense
of there being plenty of time. First ecstasy, then misery, then
cynicism. Flowers and clothes were for Midge, although she
‘busied herself ’ with them, contemplative matters, they
slowed the pace of the world toward a point of absolute repose. Following her instinctive desire to create order out of
disorder she put the chairs back in their places, including the
ones which had come in out of the hall. For a moment Dora
could not think what it was. For a moment Franca thought
that something obscene and horrible was about to happen.
For a moment it looked as if Hattie were going to hurl herself upon him, leaping on to his lap like a kitten. For a moment she could not think what to do. For a moment she
could see nothing. For a moment she felt that she had made
a mistake, a faux pas. For a moment she had felt as if her old
servant were about to strike her. For a second Anne saw a
gentle beautiful prison face encased in white. For a second
Dora felt happy that she had done at least one thing to please
him. For a second Muriel visualized some extraordinary

change which might come over her cousin as soon as the
door was shut upon her. For a second she thought it was
George. For a short time she had loved Crimond, her love,
like a laser beam, had reached right into him, finding, however blindly, the real Crimond, the lovable Crimond, who
therefore must exist. For a short while, before her own reflections, together with John’s curious postcard, had begun
to frighten her, she had even felt a sort of exhilaration about
Willy. For a situation where she was not needed she had no
heroism. For a time she even kept a suitcase packed for the
advent of this impetuous admirer. For a time, and although
his visits were entirely irregular and whimsical, their ease
together was such that Diane had dreams of a ‘real life’ somehow to be realized with George. For all these gestures she
had really extinguished herself in his presence, wanting simply to let him be. For amid all her sense of a world devastated and defiled Harriet did not for a second doubt Blaise’s
love for her. For an instant she apprehended him there, pale,
awkward, strong, with his two large palms seeming to enclose her body. For an instant she felt the terrible weight of
a God depending upon her will. For an instant she saw him
as she had seen him at the very first, before he had seen her,
just before someone had introduced him to her, just before
he had danced with her, his thick blondish heavy hair ‘long
enough to tuck in behind his ears’, his narrow slightly curved
nose, his look as of a picture of some commander, perhaps a
Doge of Venice. For an instant, but only for an instant, she
believed that he knew and intended all. For Blaise, for his
relief, for his transparent cunning, she felt a kind of tender
pity which was quite a new emotion. For Harriet had seen
the guilt and the shame which Emily had so greatly wanted
to hide from her; and all these things had been for Harriet a
sort of searing consolation. For her own sake as well as Eliz-

abeth’s there must be raised voices, shouting, opening of
windows, and tramp of feet. For her too the house, the garden, had become utterly changed, a prison, a desolation. For
her too the return of consciousness was hateful. For him she
had no exterior. For him, with him, yes. For now that nothing separated them everything separated them. For she knew
very well that great as was the sum of her love and of his love
at this moment, any such scene would increase it a hundredfold. For she now more and more saw that the really important and central person was Luca. For sleep, she took sleeping pills. For the fact was that, keeping pace demonically
with her love for Felix, there had developed in her a dark
new passion for Randall. For the first moment Anne felt
shock and distress at the image of her which had escaped
somehow and was wandering abroad, bandied about over
the drinking glasses. For the first time in her life Emily
McHugh looked at her future and saw it stretch out before
her like a golden land. For the first time in her life Stella was
feeling really ill and tired. For the first time she felt a little
frightened of him. For the first time since her confession
began her voice faltered a little towards tears. For the intense
anxious sense of herself with which she was now suddenly
invested she was quite untrained. For the last few minutes
however she had been in a kind of trance which sometimes
came to her when she lay on her back. For the moment she
could not bear the sight of Rupert. For the present her own
state of mental activity so much gratified her that she felt that
if Hugh would only acquiesce she had love enough for both.
For the rest, she understood very well indeed the things that
hurt her, and on the whole she now accepted them. For the
secret which she still carried with her was that even now
nothing in the world prevented her from going back to Harry. For the terrible pain had gone, utterly gone, and her body

and her soul were limp with the bliss of its departing. For
the time, it was like the strange awful breathing of a body
kept alive by doctors after the brain is dead. For this moment, I must have no heart strings and no heart. For truth,
all must be false. For Violet too had her fantasies, her own
version of an imperfect and frustrated love. Foxes have holes,
but the Son of Man hath not where to lay his head. Frame
no general picture. Franca became aware that tears were
coursing down her face. Franca began to cry, pressing her
wet mouth and eyes against his jacket. Franca closed her eyes
for a moment and put a hand over her mouth as if to postpone speech. Franca could feel the increase of tension in the
room. Franca decided not to speculate about the future, but
to enjoy for the present her unexpected access of calm benevolence; and she felt too that her liberation, however brief,
into the land of unpossessive generosity, had been occasioned
not only by Marcus, but by Maisie Tether, by her discovery
that, even now, she could make a friend. Franca did not attempt to wipe away the tears, she let them roll down and
drip onto the front of the apron which she was wearing over
her brown dress. Franca disciplined her thoughts. Franca felt
an extraordinary desire to laugh. Franca felt giddy, was she
supposed to go now? Franca felt her body jolt, her breasts
dilate with the warm startled rush of love which she felt even
after a short absence from him. Franca felt sad in Italy, especially when she saw young girls walking in the evening.
Franca had at times allowed herself to be charmed by ‘absolute love’ as by an innocent gentle entity, perhaps an angel,
but appearing more often as a kind sweet animal, like a
graceful gazelle. Franca had discovered evil in her soul, and
was appalled. Franca had indeed had those fantasies, and
continued to have them, of how she would kill her husband,
smashing his head with a hammer, plunging a carving knife

into his side, drugging him with sleeping pills and suffocating him. Franca had never contemplated suicide, but now
the idea presented itself. Franca had now perfected a method of smiling at everyone, but never catching anyone’s eye.
Franca had sat, her body faintly shuddering as if it were very
close to, or indeed was, a silently pulsating machine. Franca
had seen Jack, and saw him still, as innocent, the only child
of loving parents, blessed with a happy temperament, unfailing good humour, gentleness and tenderness, someone always forgiven. Franca looked at him, at his face directed
upon her burning with will and authority and love; and she
saw all at once his sweet happy youthful beauty and the intelligent loving calculation with which he now beseeched
and commanded her. Franca now sitting back relaxed upon
the bed, leaning upon pillows which she had pulled towards
her and holding her snake of hair in one hand, watching
Ludens in his torment of surprise, felt herself filling up with
a new life, a new power: power over her future, over this man
for whom she felt, even as she witnessed his strange distress,
an increase of love. (Franca reflected upon this image which
had come to her spontaneously.) Franca remembered this
moment very vividly later, as if it were a ‘still’ of particular
historical significance, marking perhaps the turning-point
between one clearly labelled era and its successor. Franca
rose to her feet and moved away behind her chair, holding
onto the back of it. Franca rose to her feet. Franca sat down
in one of the low plump chairs and began to cry. Franca
starved, she became sick with misery, but she survived, she
had to, her love (and what else had she in the world?) forced
her to. Franca then did a strange thing, quite unpremeditated. Franca thought of ‘the girls’ as part of Jack’s dream of
himself, a dream that had a place in reality but was not quite
part of it. Franca thought, Oh God, who’s in charge, am I?

Franca thought she would die of grief. Franca told herself, I
am getting a grip on it again, I must say just the right things,
produce just the right words, it’s all far more complicated
than I thought, there’s a whole other dimension, a whole
other game to be played out. Franca turned, bracing herself
against the old unthinking uninformed wave of pleasure
which, urging her towards him, almost lifted her off her feet.
Franca was amazed at her sudden power to develop vivid
visual images of her mental states, a power which she had
never exercised before, and which she thought of, not without satisfaction, as being perhaps a symptom of incipient
madness. Franca was immediately struck by Marcus’s appearance. Franca was not appalled or remorseful; on the other
hand, the symbolic rebellion had brought her no relief.
Franca, although her mind was full of pain and almost any
mental movement was anguish, could not help having some
vague mechanical sense, funded by nameless memories, of
being on holiday. Franca, amazed herself at the coolness
which had come to her, wondered for a moment if it was, if
she had. Franca, giving her death a sideways look, was conscious of this too. Franca, looking at him, felt the old familiar rush of feeling as if her body advanced and entered his
body. Franca, overtaken by the tenderness of her desire,
which made her certain now of every movement, certain of
her power, enclosed him in her arms, kissing his cheek, then
his lips. Franca, overwhelmed, blinded, felt faint and sat
down, then hurried out into the sunshine. Franca, with her
almost black hair and her almost black dress, felt occluded,
invisible, as if she were wearing a shadoor. Franca’s Italian
ancestors, so long dormant, arose in her so violently that her
eyes flashed and she felt her long heavy hair lifting as if it
wanted to stand up on end. Franca’s tall glistening machine,
still intact and in charge in spite of her having become a

running spark, inducted these new, obvious, problems with a
certain satisfaction. Free? From her education in art she had
acquired no positive central bent or ability, nor even any
knowledge of the history of painting, but rather a sort of
craving for immediate and ephemeral ‘artistic activity’. From
now on I shall educate myself. From now on my life will
become defiled, it cannot be otherwise. From others she
could expect nothing but scorn, but he would be able to
discern the grain of truth in her confused and darkened ‘new
being’. From that engagement Jean had been able to escape
into endless oscillating speculation about what Crimond really intended. From the moment when, after his own declaration, she had realized with a shocked surprise that she was
ready to fall in love, the descent of her mind into love had
taken place with the power of an avalanche. From there it
was only a little way to the notion that possibly Bill was still
embracing and kissing her. From this it had all begun. From
this moment on she began to be afraid of him. From this
point she could see her sudden passion not as false, not as a
‘psychological device’, but as an impersonal happening
which was not quite what it had seemed, but something to
be reflected on, worked on, compatible with other things.
From this vagueness later certainties would come perhaps
without too much pain. Fumbling for her handkerchief she
couldn’t stop the tears. Fundamentally, Nan grasped the situation at this time as a drama, and one which she was able to
fashion to her own pattern. Gabriel banished from her mind
rapid mental movies of Adam drowned, his limp body lifted
from the water, et cetera. Gabriel had been very upset, and
then to Brian’s surprise very angry, about Brian’s suggestion
that she had deliberately displayed her breasts to George at
the seaside. Gabriel had strange thoughts about George.
Gabriel herself often cried. Gabriel imagined him astride

upon the sharp jagged fence and covered her eyes, not knowing what to do. Gabriel knew that a certain kind of self-satisfaction was essential to her and she was determined not to
become a discontented woman. Gabriel McCaffrey loved
that silence, whose healing waves lapped in a slow solemn
rhythm against her scratched and smarting soul. Gabriel never failed to feel a curious visceral excitement when she came
to the Institute, even though she did so nearly every day.
Gabriel retired to the window and looked out, concealing
sudden tears. Gabriel started to cry. Gabriel thought, dear,
dear William, how much I love him, yes, I must stop being so
feeble and silly, and I must not think those mean spiteful
thoughts about Stella, and I must think differently about
George, but how? Gabriel was already regretting what now
seemed her imprudent impulse, which she had not mentioned to Brian. Gabriel was aware of her grievances without being obsessed by them. Gabriel was of course aware of
Brian’s admiration for Stella, and it caused her a very small
local pain, but there was nothing dark or ill in her sense of
this connection, and she too would have liked an ordinary
happy family life wherein Stella would come to supper and
talk and play bridge while Gabriel made sandwiches in the
kitchen and listened to them all laughing. Gabriel was
touched by this memory. Gabriel was weary of crying and sat
with her wet mouth open and her face disfigured, staring out
to sea. Gabriel, disturbed by mixed emotions, made an impatient gesture with her hand. Gasping already with breathlessness and fear she began to run along the left hand curve of
the Boltons. Gasping and sobbing for breath she got to her
feet and as if still blind and yet seeing began to run as fast as
she could along the level floor of the cutting. George looked
older and almost strange to her in a way she could not measure. Gerald could have had anything he wished of her in that

dark room. Gerald might be untamable, unattainable, taboo;
yet he was still for her the centre from which the furies came.
Gerald towered in her imagination: it was as if he were indeed a black man, a colossal Moor. Gerda did not like her
attitudes or her underwear. Gerda felt now that if Henry
simply, as he might, gave her back her home and went away,
if he simply left her here forever and went back to America,
she would run mad. Gerda found herself constantly uttering
Sandy’s name to John Forbes, as if continually testing to see
how easy it was now to speak of him and how much the pain
had changed. Gerda had hoped, since she was resolved that
he must marry, for an orderly respectable daughter-in-law,
someone a little on the dull side. Gerda had looked at her
letters of condolence and seen a heap of bones. Gerda had
promptly despaired of using Stephanie to persuade Henry
not to sell the house. Gerda had set herself apart and was
now an exile in her own home. Gerda had thought: if he had
really cared about me he would have seen to it that I went to
bed instead of leaving me here. Gerda moved slowly back to
the table and sat down. Gerda recalled with detached amazement how she had once secretly hoped to tame returning
Henry, to train him to love her, to be some shadowy feeble
inadequate consolation for her loss. Gerda tried to follow,
but felt an iron bar across her breast. Gerda, ageing, realized
that there were things in the world which she would never
understand, and how Sandy could have cuddled that girl was
certainly one of them. Gerda, glancing into the driving mirror, could see nothing because her eyes were full of tears.
Gertrude became breathless and had to sit up, gasping and
panting. Gertrude could measure now how much Guy’s
family was not really her family. Gertrude could not read.
Gertrude cried quietly, leaning over, her tears dropping on to
his hand, on to the sheet, on to the floor. Gertrude did not

particularly want to be alone with Manfred, of whom in an
odd way she felt a little shy, but she found, after they had set
off, the company of Mrs Mount rather irksome. Gertrude
drank the whisky and called upon her reason, with quiet
deliberation as one might call a servant. Gertrude felt a little
glad that she could so easily make him be happy. Gertrude
felt as if she were suddenly ageing. Gertrude felt giddy for a
moment. Gertrude felt how provisional, how precarious it
all was. Gertrude felt, in her detached separated way which
made her like a spy able to divide her mind, calm and loving.
Gertrude felt, with the quick shock of his emotion, her own.
Gertrude flushed. Gertrude had already worked this out for
herself. Gertrude had always assumed in her heart that if ever
she summoned the Count he would turn up, whatever else
he might have to cancel in order to do so. Gertrude had
become possessed, as if a cloud-demon had swept her up, by
a terrible pity for Guy. Gertrude had been amazed by the
frightful jealousy which she had felt when Anne had talked
so long and so ardently with Guy on the previous evening.
Gertrude had been shaken by Anne’s reaction, by her attack
on Tim, by her ‘marry somebody good’. Gertrude had
changed her world and everything in it was different, not
only shown in a different light, but different in its cells, in its
atoms, in its deep core. Gertrude had not forgotten Guy’s
words about Peter, but she had not, during the first mourning time, reflected on them. Gertrude had put off saying this
clearly to Anne, though she had hinted it. Gertrude had
thought this yet had not thought it. Gertrude is all right for
now, she is surrounded by family, by friends, by suitors, I shall
not be missed. Gertrude laughed. Gertrude looked with
surprise at her hand which lay like a small captive animal in
Tim’s firm grasp. Gertrude now clearly felt that she had obtruded her sorrow. Gertrude now thought, oh if only things

were different, if only they were, how glad I should be to see
Anne, to get Anne back, to introduce her to Guy, how happy
I should be, it would be a sort of triumph, a sort of renewal,
the return of Anne from the dead. Gertrude read with a sad
quiet feeling of revisiting another period of her life and its
forgotten pleasures. Gertrude sat down and let the sudden
violent tears spurt from her eyes and drench the front of her
dress. Gertrude seemed to be struggling to say something.
Gertrude thought of Anne’s religion as a prison from which
she had emerged, an obsessive delusion of which she had
been cured. Gertrude thought to herself, Anne has been encouraging the Count to love me. Gertrude thought, I expect it’s the wine, but I suddenly feel that everything is going
to be all right. Gertrude thought, I shall cry in a minute.
Gertrude thought, I won’t say more for the moment Gertrude thought, I’m at the edge, I’m over the edge. Gertrude
thought, it was so terribly sad, Guy and my mother just missing each other like that. Gertrude thought, poor Anne, she
has wasted her years, she has given away her youth for nothing. Gertrude thrust this useless question from her. Gertrude too thought, why did I say all those things, I didn’t
even think them, it was a sort of mechanical tirade. Gertrude
unbuttoned her dress and tore at it. Gertrude was almost
ready to say to herself: I have tested the craving and it has
survived so why not have what I want? Gertrude was also
suffering from an ailment which had never acutely troubled
her before, jealousy. Gertrude was now audibly sobbing.
Gertrude was physically, totally, enamoured. Gertrude was
radiant. Gertrude was thinking I want Anne to stay with me
forever, I can’t live without her now. Gertrude was thinking,
I love him so much, but what can I say? Gertrude was thinking: dear, dear Count, how he stares and trembles. Gertrude
was thinking: how clumsy and stupid I was with Tim. Ger-

trude was touched, appalled. Gertrude was visited by a very
precise desire to comfort Tim by touching his cheek, by
stroking his rough glowing cheek very gently. Gertrude, always the princess, had to have whatever she wanted; and was
it not proper that she should, as she herself had said, being
secure in marriage, proceed to love everybody and be beautifully loved in return? Gertrude, her tears abating, pictured
that dear head, the thin pale silvery furry head, the narrow
clever blue-green eyes. Gertrude, paralysed with terror, had
seen and understood her friend’s dilemma. Gertrude’s eyes
flashed with anger, with exasperation, with her old eternal
will to have her own way. Gertrude’s idea of giving up the
world would be a little house in Chelsea. Gertrude’s mind
dodged this way and that like a poor hunted hare. Gertrude’s
state of mind was in fact much more complex than Anne
imagined, for Gertrude was now obsessed not only with Tim
but with Guy. Gertrude’s tears were flowing now. Get help,
she thought, get help. Giving up smoking had been harder.
God how people can deceive each other! God, how I want
to smash it all sometimes, she thought, and rush at him
screaming. God, how like Richard this is, thought Paula, and
a painful shaft of something, tenderness perhaps, memory,
pierced through her. God, how restless I feel, she thought, I
can’t rest, all my limbs have that creeping restless ache. God,
I am going mad. God, I’m a hollow thing. Gracie knew of
the leaves, of the pencil-thin peak and of the void beyond,
but she gazed at the trunk of the tree, at its perfect smoothness and roundness and she felt a shudder of urgency pin her
to the earth as if an arrow from directly above her had passed
through her body and her feet and pierced the earth below
with a long thin electrical thrill. Gracie’s eyes closed and she
existed floating in the midst of a warm pink sphere, lying
limp and boneless, her body light and extended and droop-

ing like a plucked tossed flower. Gradually she had felt her
whole body change, first dreadfully chilled, then slowly
warmed, by the rays which came from behind. Gradually she
was able to frame more sensible plans for her immediate existence. Gradually the conception that he was interested in
another woman began to reach not only her mind but her
emotions. Gradually the lurid glow faded, her usual attachments regained their power, above all the agonising, tormenting sense of a possibility, a possible move, began to leave
her; and she was able to be thankful that she had not found
Crimond in the street when she ran down after him, had not
written him a compromising letter whose existence would
have disturbed her ever after. Gradually the notion that Bill
had actually embraced and kissed this girl, certainly more
than once, became a reality to Nan. Great gusts of fiery emotion blew upon Mitzi as if she had opened the door of a
furnace. Great love is inseparable from joy, but further
thought brought to her an equal portion of pain. Great waves
of pain assailed her heart and she gasped and put a hand to
her breast. Grief returns like the rain, like the night. Guilt
and remorse had trapped her during those years. Guilt
wrenched and griped in Pattie’s bowels and she felt herself
blush, a black blush, as if all the blackness in her blood had
risen to accuse her. Guy had defended her from that fear, as
he had defended her from all fears. Guy was gone, and her
heart questing for solace discovered only void. Guy was suddenly present to her, all present, with his whole tenderness,
his whole love, his real being. Guy would have understood
about her devil, her monster. Guy’s ‘formative influence’ in
their married love was discreetly admitted to Gertrude,
while at the same time she announced herself as a woman
not easily dominated. Had all that gilded panoply really departed, the cherubim and the seraphim and the Most High

seated in the midst, a focus of unimaginable light? Had Diana now reached an age where there had to be, at last, one
novelty after another? Had Gertrude encouraged Anne to
envisage a shared life, herself and Gertrude living together,
growing old together? Had Harriet made the screams, the
vile abuse, the whole degrading horror of such a rivalry impossible? Had he expected this of her? Had her grief
changed? Had her long play-acting, which she thought of as
a blazing furnace of wickedness, simply cut her off from the
reality of her love and from the torture which it had undergone? Had it always been there, that evil? Had not her delays and her falsehoods themselves been evidences that she
did not love him enough? Had Rupert really been satisfied
with his marriage? Had she a future? Had she and Danby
been to bed together? Had she and Randall ever ‘fitted’?
Had she been convincing? Had she blushed earlier? Had
she come then to mourn, but also in a sense to clear Guy
away, not to have to fear these further confrontations with
his relics? Had she deceived him? Had she deserved this
awful rejoinder from Hilda and the horror of seeing Hilda’s
pain? Had she done right to give Hannah this last thing, the
freedom to make her life over in her own way into her own
property? Had she ever loved George? Had she ever really
believed in Spain? Had she expected with death, some relief? Had she forgotten him, how could she have forgotten
him? Had she gone out of her mind with grief and rushed
for solace to a wild fantasy? Had she hoped something from
Henry’s coming, some hitherto unconceived of kind of consolation? Had she imagined that awful sound? Had she
married Tallis as an act of defiance against Hilda and was her
marriage nothing but an incident in the long drama of her
relations with her sister? Had she not always known that
Thomas was better, stronger, more lovable, more interesting?

Had she not come to believe in magic? Had she not escaped
from that? Had she overdone it? Had she really been to all
those places? Had she really screamed? Had she really tried
then – or had she simply kept the thing intact, hidden away
like a virus or embryo, preserved alive in some mysterious jar
in some secret cupboard? Had she simply forgotten that
hope? Had she that extra power, that grace, to help him in
his extremity? Had she then wanted Anne to live behind
bars and pray for her? Had she thrown away the essential,
kept the inessential, given herself over to an ineluctable corruption? Had she, because the pain was too great, attempted
to blot Guy out, and had she thus made a vacancy in her soul
into which Tim had come? Had she, by coveting him, by
seizing him, done him a harm for which he would detest
her? Had something very nearly happened? Had Stuart
permanently killed her love for Harry? Had the child, she
wondered for a moment, been really an apparition, a visitor
strayed over the border from another world? Had the dangerous proximity, the being of Stuart, fatally damaged her
love for Harry, that beautiful mutual desire which she had
cherished so, which had filled her consciousness and glorified her body and dictated her meticulously organised timetable for nearly two years? Had the long years of their
friendship suffered a metamorphosis so that even their childhood was changed? Had the poor swan been hurt, had she
damaged one of its feet? Had the wide world been nothing
but sea shores and drink and sun? Had there been some
terrible, some grotesque, mistake? Had they been wasted,
those years, had she spent them inventing a false Christianity
and a false Christ? Had they ever really warmed her at all?
Had those years ‘inside’ really made her invisible? Half lying
upon the bed, half undressed, her face distorted, she seemed
like a wounded animal in her moaning repetitions. Half

sadly she reflected that in him it was, it must be, the desire,
how exquisitely fearful at the last, to gain possession of what
he had so long worshipped. Hannah rose, and anger and
resentment inhabited her whole person. Hannah shuddered,
perhaps at the word. Hannah was a provoker of dreams, her
many shadows fell round about her in the fantasies of others;
and the plan of the rescue, which had seemed the product of
plainest sense and reason, was already beginning to look a
little crazed. Hannah was imprisoned now in the small centre, in the very heart of things; and perhaps it was there that
Peter would keep her shut up now, imprisoned in that room
for ever. Hannah was sitting with her head thrown right
forward in her lap. Hannah would need her, would ask for
her, no more, and there was some justice in this. Hannah’s
great act of destruction had indeed transformed the world.
Happiness has no part in what drove me out and must drive
me on. Happiness was no part of her plan. Harriet cherished these intense yet shadowy almost pointless visitations.
Harriet did not expect him to rush to her side, she did not
even want it. Harriet exclaimed and immediately fell on her
knees, holding out her arms. Harriet felt as if she might cry.
Harriet felt exhausted. Harriet felt giddy and exposed as if
very quietly, as in a silent film run in slow motion, the house
had been hit by a bomb leaving her sitting amid wreckage.
Harriet felt that she had heard the whole truth, and Blaise’s
obvious sincerity and relief in telling it had brought a kind of
comfort. Harriet felt that unmistakable possessive yearning,
a yearning whose great strength would now have to be a
secret even from Blaise. Harriet felt, with tender anxiety, his
dependence upon her. Harriet felt: a little while ago I would
have been so rapturously happy that he wanted to go to Italy with me! Harriet gulped and began to shudder a little, but
quieted herself. Harriet had been impressed by the fact that

she could meet her husband’s mistress without any approach
to jealous fury. Harriet had been very anxious for that and
Emily was equally so, though the prospect sickened her.
Harriet had lived through universes of feeling since the moment, years ago it seemed now, when she had received
Blaise’s second letter. Harriet had more than this motive for
weeping. Harriet had never been in the habit of scrutinizing
her states of mind. Harriet had no impersonal abstract world,
except perhaps the world of pictures, and that seemed to
come to her as pure ‘experience’, not anything she could
possibly talk about. Harriet had not wept. Harriet had of
course, from the start of the new time, wanted and required
to believe Blaise’s assertions about the deadness of his present
relation with Emily. Harriet had, as it were, reconnoitred
David with the greatest care, trying to find some way of
reaching him. Harriet hastily wiped away the now inevitable
tears. Harriet jumped up and ran down stairs through the
wrecked house. Harriet knew very well what she could and
could not dare. Harriet listened carefully and then with cold
incredulous horror recognized that unique inimitable sound.
Harriet loved Monty, not of course in a ‘sexy’ way, but in the
way that she loved almost anybody whom she got a chance
to love, and perhaps a little bit especially because he always
seemed to her so clever and yet so lost. Harriet needed to do
everything that she could to make Emily real. Harriet needed to swallow Emily whole, know the worst and be certain
that she could survive it. Harriet now knew that she had, she
felt brimming over and faint with it. Harriet preferred not
to think about that. Harriet restrained the impulse to hug
him violently in her arms. Harriet rose and, almost carefully,
as if to encompass something huge, put her arms around him
and laid her head to rest upon his shoulder and felt his hands
gripping her, gripping her dress, almost tearing it. Harriet

sat down at her desk and relaxed into a melancholy idleness.
Harriet sighed. Harriet steadied herself. Harriet stood alone
in her dusky lamp-lit bedroom, petrified with terror. Harriet stopped abruptly upon the paved terrace and great fear
invaded her heart. Harriet was a little older than her husband and she felt the age gap in these moments of contemplation. Harriet was crying. Harriet was determined to stay
upright now in the gunfire. Harriet was happy. Harriet
wept now with a physical relief at being decently able to
weep instead of having to be polite, and as an indication to
whom it might concern that for the present she had had
enough. Harriet would have liked to embrace the jacket,
now at this very moment, and bury her face in it, only she
had learnt long ago to modify her transports in the company
of either of her two men, let alone in the company of both.
Harriet yearned to touch him, to embrace him, but two cold
dignities kept them stiffly apart. Harriet, breathing rapidly,
but in control of herself, was staring at her husband. Harriet,
drunk with her own survival, was drinking nothing. Harriet,
still gazing, frowned with pain. Harriet, who had been staring at him with flowing tears, gave a cry, covering her face.
Harriet, who had by now schooled herself to wait until
twelve, was sitting stiffly like a prisoner who has been pinioned in some tormenting way and who sits still, wondering
just how bad the pain is. Harriet’s amazing exhilaration,
there was no other word for it, had swept away all the old
barriers of her nervousness, his coldness. Harriet’s attempt,
which so much amazed her male spectators, to ‘welcome’
Emily was not entirely dictated by that spirit of goodness of
which she had spoken to Luca. Harriet’s handsome wellbred face loomed large in the room, shimmering through a
haze of controlled emotion. Harriet’s marriage vows had
indeed prepared her to travail for her husband, and she had

always been ready to. Harriet’s mind touched the possibility
but instantly shied from it: was it conceivable that her husband was preparing to bolt? Harriet’s own realism, her sort
of strong spiritual domestic economy, demanded a complete
acceptance of the new scene and a detailed vision of it. Harriet’s serious huge-eyed mask had changed. Harriet’s woman’s heart yearned towards the mystery of the sad solitary
man. Harry too, like Stuart, was a dream, something that
couldn’t be, and had she not known this all along? Harry
was... Harry’s letter must now be destroyed. Hattie at once
realized that something had changed, that some emotional
statement was about to come out. Hattie began to laugh, a
sort of wild groaning laugh, tossing her silky hair all round
her face. Hattie disliked having her hair washed, but it excited her. Hattie flushed crimson. Hattie had been appalled by
the crowded and so public scene in the women’s changing-rooms, with so many women of all shapes and sizes with
practically nothing (sometimes nothing) on, taking showers
and standing about and chattering to each other. Hattie had
had a nasty dream last night which still lingered in her head.
Hattie had never been very happy at Denver, but this piercing reminder came with a whiff of a far-off home, a lost
home, a lost childhood. Hattie had no identity and nothing
as creative as a crisis. Hattie had pictured something much
more dignified and discreet and private, and how, in her
black costume, she would issue quietly to the water and slip
noiselessly in. Hattie has no conception of my relationship
to her, and will easily begin to feel it to be unreal and to
belong to the past. Hattie looked at him with horror. Hattie
missed her father agonizingly and wept longer than anyone
thought at all proper. Hattie ran out into the hall and stood
at the foot of the stairs, her face covered with a net of tears
like a veil. Hattie relaxed, rubbing her eyes and falling into a

dejected stoop. Hattie shuddered and moaned. Hattie sprang
up. Hattie stared at him; she rose and then she screamed.
Hattie stared at the huge face of the philosopher which
seemed suddenly like a relief model of something else, a
whole country perhaps. Hattie suffered extreme grief and
shock at her grandfather’s sudden death. Hattie thrust a clean
handkerchief into her knickers, and emerged substanceless as
a seed into the brown spaces of the landing and the stairs
which she was destined to dream about for the rest of her
life. Hattie was at the end, the very last soft inaudible breath,
of her childhood. Hattie was crying quietly. Hattie was sitting very still, her two hands flat upon the table, as she had
sat before, just before he revealed his secret. Hattie would
remember with blushes the sweet silly words she had uttered
tonight. Hattie, in secret tears, had been hurt and puzzled.
Hattie, so infinitely and emptily ready for the world, was still,
unless Pearl possessed her, unpossessed. Hattie’s fear at being
looked at was prophetically just. Have I come to the end of
being a busy active sensible woman, and am now to become
a useless whining spiteful old hag? Have I really changed at
all, can people change? Have I really stopped loving Crimond? Have I this power, she wondered. Have they quarrelled, Harriet wondered with a moment of wicked hope.
Having decided this, she prolonged her reflections, luxuriated in them up to the neck as in the hot water of the ‘stew’.
He alone of all her vague friends had held an important
place in her heart. He always uses such bad language when
he’s been with Magnus, she thought. He and she remained,
Stella felt, above and apart from anything which George
might do with a whore. He asked for time and I gave him
time. He belonged to her and in her, this was loving him, for
better or worse she was Randall. He bulked beside them,
impenetrable and ineluctably present. He can be bad to me

and it makes no difference, he knows that. He can save me.
He can sort of smell it, she thought. He can’t go away from
me now, it’s impossible, it’s a fantastic mistake. He cannot
confront what he has done. He could be my uncle. He
could give her nothing in return except pain. He could have
had Charlotte’s love for nothing. He could scan her in this
way for a long time, frowning slightly, and this always frightened her. He did more, he protected me so carefully at every
point where I might have felt shame or resentment at having
to tell such things to anybody. He did not pretend to the
disrupting violence of absolutes. He doesn’t desire me, she
said to herself, at the moment he doesn’t desire me. He expected too much of me, she thought. He filled her with
feelings of softness and despair. He gives himself so much to
Magnus, he comes back drained. He had absolute power
over her status and her being. He had always been beside
her, always at hand. He had become untouchable; and Harriet, with her long habit of touching, was suddenly in a dilemma, in an anguish. He had become, as if further to confuse her, dauntingly good-looking in this last year. He had
been a wonderful foreigner in her life. He had been removed
from her, imprisoned inside that awful new regime which
she could not and did not attempt to imagine. He had been
tender and sweet with this woman, laughed with her, had
little private rituals of domesticity. He had broken things off
because he felt too guilty to be happy. He had charmed her,
he charmed her still. He had deceived her. He had even
begged her pardon and kissed her hand. He had given his
love to another woman, he had broken the completeness of
the world, and darkness was staining all the intricate channels
of what had once seemed so perfect. He had gone away too
quickly and she had been so cravenly glad of this. He had
intuited her status as ‘anchoress in the world’; and he took

her now evident concern for him as natural in one so selfless.
He had kept her, surely, for himself. He had made conscientious efforts to reduce their love into a friendship, but he
could not stop thinking about her. He had never been really cruel to her, though he had stormed at her often, he had
wept at her, he had accused her of destroying him. He had
never quite, for her, belonged to the ordinary human scene,
and although he was a stranger to her and the strangest thing
that she knew, he was so intimately a part of her own consciousness that she was almost surprised that he was visible to
other people. He had not really wanted her to marry the
Count. He had put her into some pretty uncomfortable rigs
in his time. He had said often enough that their love was
impossible – yet he had loved her in and through that impossibility. He had said, surely she would understand such a
thing. He had simply not wanted her to marry Manfred. He
had spoken to her with the voice of truth, he had exorcised
her fears, he had helped her to love her husband better, so it
had seemed. He had taken a mistress and she, his wife, had
known nothing of it. He had talked about her old age, but
what did that mean? He had utterly pierced her with that
agony of protective tenderness, with his quite peculiar unleavableness. He had wanted protection, but she was danger.
He had warned her not to meddle; why had she not listened?
He had, after all, not wanted her to collapse, to return to
Blaise on any terms. He had, he said, wanted to see her courage. He had, more precisely, said live near each other, live
next door or share a house, separate flats no doubt, not in
each other’s pockets. He had, she thought, no excesses except the great one, and what that was she could not name.
He has a duty to her and to the child. He has forgotten that
we were ever lovers. He has such a divine temperament. He
has suddenly come to see me as in the way. He has taken me

instead of Aleph. He haunted her and drew her. He is so
absurdly generous to people who need him. He is utterly
with me now, he is utterly mine. He knows when to press,
to hold on with a grip of iron, and when to relax, to make
light and air, to withdraw to a great distance so that he is
only a tiny figure the size of a matchbox. He lied. He looked
to Dora at that moment the very image of freedom. He
loved her, simply, truthfully, and offered her a life of innocence. He made me tell them, yet at once they were turned
into something else, as if as soon as they were told, as soon as
they came out of my mouth, they were metamorphosed
from black into white. He means it now, she thought. He
meant Meredith and Thomas. He might simply not know
what to do with her. He might, on seeing her, become, for
an instant, mad with rage because of the car accident, which
had been her fault, because she had needled him into a frenzy, because she had survived. He must be awaited here with
closed lips, no single word uttered, no confession made, no
assistance asked. He must have missed her terribly. He must
know how interested, how anxious, she must be about his
reactions to the book. He must not, he will not. He must
wish sometimes that he had a witty intellectual wife. He
needed her love, her extra love. He needs Hood House and
a pretence that it can go on and on as before. He needs me
for his happiness. He no longer loves her. He offered her
too, and she had felt it, smelt it, this morning, happiness. He
really had so few claims and expectations, perhaps too few.
He redeemed for her the idea of man. He repelled her physically, and she was one of those women who could only care
deeply for what she wanted to touch. He retained, and
would probably use, when that reckoning came, a vast capacity to hurt her, and when she thought of this she trembled.
He said I’d put it all onto Stuart, like an ass’s head. He said

in a little while I ought to write him a kind letter. He said,
leave the rest to me. He seemed not to see her, but she knew
that he fed upon her presence, and this feeding gave her deep
joy. He seemed to represent that world of thoughtless affections and free happy laughter and dogs passing by in the
street from which she felt herself to be totally separated. He
smells different, sort of sour. He spoke in a very cool analytical tone which made Emily tremble with desire. He still
seemed to her at times like a sprite, a fairy thing, a lost vagrant spiritual being. He surrounded her with anxious possessive jealous tenderness, but in obedience to what he professed to think were her wishes he did not come to see her.
He thinks only of himself. He too would be waiting, waiting
and watching and hoping. He turned her into a joke as he
turned almost everything into a joke, and it hurt her. He
used once to like to come and discover her in her bath. He
wandered about outside her prison like a fierce protective
wolf. He wanted kindness and really I gave him none. He
wants me to make him perfectly happy, and how can I not?
He was a being who did not tolerate nightmare. He was a
bereaved man, she could not come near him yet. He was a
hopeless puritan who could not have a love affair without
feeling guilty. He was a man utterly inaccessible to herself.
He was a passionate and poetic suitor, and something exotic
in him touched Dora’s imagination, starved throughout her
meagre education, and unsatisfied still amid the rather childish and provincial gaieties of her student life. He was as wild
to her as an unfamiliar animal that has briefly let itself be
caressed. He was crazy. He was gone and would make himself a stranger to her forever. He was no longer there – and
she was standing alone in the most terrible storm of her own
emotions. He was particularly tender and loving to Franca,
so much so that there were instants when she could not help

dreaming that nothing had changed; then she would return
to the hopeless darkness and evil of her own heart. He was
ready to fall in love - and if he had known - he must have
loved her - if he had known how much she loved him. He
was really gambling, for him a gamble was a religious rite, an
exorcism, he wanted to end our love, or end our lives, and
left it to the gods to decide how. He was right, they were
perfectly suited to each other. He was so difficult. He was
the sole recipient of her tenderness, the only one for whom
she was still a soft and nestling creature; and with this softness
she combined, as she grew older, a fierce loyalty and a desire
to protect him whenever, as it increasingly seemed to occur,
he was in any way ‘in danger’. He was there, he was wise, and
the idea of thus ‘involving’ him was at once consoling. He
was to stay forever as her courtier, within the light of her
countenance. He was too large to be included in her
thoughts. He was what mattered, and in this mattering she
could almost forget about Emily McHugh. He was, perhaps,
too much a part of herself to be, at that time, either a support
or a menace. He will beg to be let off and not to be punished. He will pester me for a token pardon and then he will
treat me as he used to treat Emily, only it will be easier because I am so much less aggressive and Hood House is there.
He will relent. He will speak kindly, gently, trying to make
me feel that his love for me is something real. He will, when
the time comes, hold me entirely, or else I will automatically
be thrust away into empty space. He won’t be loyal, he’ll
mess it about somehow, and will I be able to stand it if he
does? He would always be nervous of her, watching for a
recurrence of that awful fury. He would be cured and come
home and they would all live together happily ever after. He
would be sorry. He would cherish her, he would love her!
He would have waited like a dog. He would never forgive

her because of that sacrifice. He would protect her against
the dead. He would write her a long letter about it in his
pedantic official style, full of careful explanations of his state
of mind, asking if after all the pain he had caused her she still
loved him enough to be willing to become his wife. He’s all
I’ve got, she thought. He’s jealous, the pet, the angel, thought
Emily McHugh. He’s not thinking about me. He’s so thin,
she thought; and she thought suddenly, that’s what it’s going
to be like, in the future. He’s still worried about Octavian
but he’ll soon see that all is well, that all is perfectly well, and
then he’ll settle down to be happy too. Heaven knew what
she had landed herself in with Denis. Help, she asked, help.
Hence the extraordinary (to him) confession which she had
just uttered. Henry had landed himself with a wife who
would lie in bed till noon. Henry never understood me, she
thought, he was always in such a hurry and making jokes, he
was never patient with me, never moving at my speed, never
really with me at all. Henry was all that she had got and she
could not and would not lose him. Henry was an accident,
a mistake. Her abandonment of hope was impressively rapid
and complete. Her aching tooth, which had been grumbling, suddenly set a sharp throbbing pain down into her
lower jaw. Her amiable mouth closed into a hard line, her
eyes became steely, even her hair seemed to stiffen. Her anger was against herself, for her frivolity and her blindness.
Her appalled and frightened imagination could not now inhabit the alternative. Her appalled heart, her appalled body,
submitted utterly. Her arms hung down heavily at her sides,
something about her own attitude and the white dress made
her feel helpless, like a sacrificial victim. Her arms no longer
moved effortlessly, they were puny and aching, and her naked
body was coated with a profound cold. Her attachment to
him was something warm and organic and formless and in-

finitely comforting, though at moments too it caused her a
sort of shame, almost a sort of disgust. Her attention was almost completely absorbed by the pressure of Danby’s cheek
upon her own and by the light, firm, sensitive guiding movements of Danby’s right hand upon her back. Her big genteel
attractions must be for him inert. Her blue eyes blazed with
life and purpose. Her blue eyes narrowed as she breathed her
shock, standing in the shadow of the big man who had leapt
up. Her body felt alive and light. Her body felt heavy and
stiff and old. Her body felt so weak, so beaten, and somehow
entangled into the interior of the car limply like a dead
snake. Her body gave way again and she sat down abruptly
with legs outstretched, leaning back against the longer grass.
Her body lacked the authority of its beauty and wore a little
shame, the shame of what is usually hidden from the air and
which greets it a little self-consciously. Her body leaned
towards him, she was falling, falling. Her body seemed to be
weighted and pinned to the sloping bank by a potentiated
force of gravity. Her body, which had been large and vague
and flabby, like a jellyfish afloat in warm water, was now
shrivelled and hard and small. Her bosom heaved, her wet
mouth opened, her wide eyes stared. Her captors were her
husband and her son. Her certainty and promptness about
leaving Hood House had seemed later to be a sort of pointless pique. Her chief grievance, apart from Brian’s selfishness
to which she quietly gave in, forgiving though not forgetting, was that she had never studied anything and at the age
of thirty-four knew nothing. Her childhood Catholicism,
distilled by utter loss of faith and now sweetened by disillusion with the world, awaited her in those musty dusky rooms
where long black skirts rustled and distant doors closed quietly. Her condition then, as she saw it afterwards, was the sort
of suspended shock which enables a soldier whose arm has

been blown off to walk, talk sensibly, even crack jokes, before
quite suddenly falling dead. Her courage failed, and she began to swim to and fro parallel to the shore, unable to decide
to attempt the ordeal of return. Her days were dreadful now.
Her desire became deep and quiet and solemn as if something from the bog, something not hostile but very old, were
hovering over them, presiding over the rite. Her desire to go
out was gone. Her desperate need of him now made this
temperate but deep affection turn into a frenzy. Her desperate word spoken, she was now again cool, stern, frightful.
Her destiny bore her stiffly up, a stronger force than sentiment or guilt. Her destiny was already made. Her diffused
tender agitation had not the relentless finality of her older
loves. Her disowned rejected love needed another object.
Her dress was buttoned awry. Her encounter with Denis, for
all its surprisingness and oddness, had so much of the feeling
of coming into real life. Her eyebrows shot up in an effort
of communication. Her eyes filled with tears. Her eyes filled
with tears. Her eyes scarcely blinked, her breathing seemed
suspended, it was as if the life had been withdrawn from her
leaving an effigy of wax. Her eyes seemed to be paralysed,
fixed upon a corner of the dresser where a tangle of string
was trailing over the edge, but her voice seemed to be steady.
Her eyes were big and dazed. Her eyes were open, her face
serene, her lips slightly parted in a faint quizzical smile. Her
eyes were red, her lips were moist, but Gertrude spoke sternly and coolly. Her eyes were slightly red. Her eyes were
vague with fright. Her eyes widened again and she sighed
hugely, touching her breast and rolling her head. Her face
began to wrinkle up and she covered it with her hand. Her
face did not change at all. Her face felt raw with weeping.
Her face had no significance now except seen-by-John, her
body no meaning except touched-by-John. Her face radiat-

ed the sort of wild gleaming glaring joy which now illuminated the face of the dog. Her face was calm and benign,
always in company, and usually alone too, for she was aware
that to play such a part properly allowed of no rest periods,
no weak moments of unmasking. Her face was glowing and
she put up one hand to hide it. Her face was red, her eyes
bloodshot, her mouth wet. Her face was tense and flushed.
Her face with Duncan had been stern and calm, the face of
what had to be. Her face, which had been pinched in behind
a narrow mask, was relaxed and shining. Her failure with
Theo hurt her vanity. Her father had made her feel like a
queen. Her father was dead, but she still visited her elderly
mother in the house where she had been brought up, and she
was kind to the old lady, but could not help contemplating
with satisfaction the gap between her mother’s life and her
own. Her father was right, George was a vast mistake, but he
was her mistake, and in that her was all her vanity and all her
love, jumbled together into something mysterious and valuable. Her feeling for George was like that, feeling very very
sorry for him, feeling oh so much protective possessive pitylove, a sort of desperate sorry-for affection. Her feelings
about Danby had changed without rendering her any the
less slavishly in love. Her feelings about George were part of
her silliness, part of the stupid feeble sensibility which made
her encourage Adam’s funny soft porous attitude to the
world, and be hurt by it at the same time. Her feet could not
run to reach him, the innocence of their converse had been
a fake. Her feet seemed curled and cramped into balls which
would not flatten to meet the floor. Her first movement had
had a sort of abstract purity about it. Her first reaction had
been one of sheer terror. Her fists were clenched and she felt
as if she were made of pliant steel, she felt hard and flexible
and young. Her future. Her good was her own, her evil was

her own. Her great deception, that cruel triumphant power
by which she held her husband trapped and blinded, was
held in tension between the constant possibility of a devastating revelation, and the equal prospect of an indefinitely
continued impersonation of a kind of moral perfection. Her
greatest certainty was Danby, and what kind of certainty was
that? Her grief absorbed her, as if she were holding close
against her breast a great basin into which her life was draining away. Her hand covered her mouth. Her hand had begun to tremble. Her hand nearly failed her and turned traitor as she reached the letter out to the pillar box – and
imagined Harry opening it, and what different letter she
might have written. Her hand shook so much that she almost dropped it. Her hand was at her neck again, fiddling
with her collar. Her hand went to her mouth. Her hands
clawed the air. Her hands flew to her throat, pulling at the
buttons of her dress as if she might faint. Her happiness was
so terribly haunted by fears, images of loss, terrible images,
mad images. Her haste was slow because her heart was beating violently and her mouth was open and she was panting
with emotion and felt as if she might soon faint or at least
have to sit down. Her head ached. Her head burrowed into
the front of his jacket as in tones of frantic endearment she
uttered his name over and over again. Her head drooped, her
mouth drooped. Her head fell down into deep grass and she
fought for breath. Her head felt huge and full of points of
electricity, little shocks of intense pain. Her head seemed like
a heavy fruit about to fall from the bough. Her head was
growing and growing until it enclosed the whole world.
Her head was spinning but the nausea was gone. Her head
was spinning. Her heart accelerated and she put her hand to
her throat. Her heart beat painfully. Her heart began to beat
in pain and pleasure at the thought of seeing Paul. Her heart

heaved within her as if it were some huge thing which she
had swallowed and wished to regurgitate. Her heart was
beating hard. Her heart was beating only very gently and
lazily. Her heart was beating painfully. Her heart was beating very hard. Her heart was pounding violently but her
vision seemed to have returned and the awful light was gone.
Her heart which now hugged its little world in a small space,
curled up as in a womb, would soon be enlarged to welcome
many, perhaps very many, new loves. Her hot body went
limp and she lay down flat. Her house was destroyed indeed.
Her huge love demanded life, and to have it more abundantly. Her idea that he had wanted to confess something to her
now seemed like a piece of romanticism. Her ideas remained
separate and refused to crystallize into a policy. Her identification with the fish was instantaneous. Her images of those
she loved, her image of herself, seemed lurid, inflated and
blurred. Her imagination could not beforehand frame the
moment of meeting. Her imagination had rested intermittently upon perfunctory pictures: the two cars would become one car, there would be nothing on the road except a
compact box of metal. Her imagination was becoming morbid. Her imagination, reeling still at the notion that Paul had
actually existed during the months of their separation, now
came to grips with the idea that he had not existed alone.
Her immediate thought was, it’s him, he feels just as I do, that
we must meet again. Her impression of him as solitary could
be entirely accidental and fallacious. Her instant thought
was: Rupert. Her integrity took the form of a contempt for
the fixed, the permanent, the solid, in general ‘the old’, a
contempt which, as she grew older herself, became a sort of
deep fear. Her intense joy at being in his presence flickered
through the matrix of her dullness, her stupidity, her inability to say anything which was not tedious. Her intermittent,

feeble and vain efforts to reconcile her foes by flattery and
humility only led her to dislike them more. Her intimacy
with Humphrey lacked warmth, her intimacy with Felix,
owing to his peculiar muteness, lacked detail. Her intimacy
with the person closest to her, Hunter, inspired in her at
times a certain horror. Her joy in Eugene’s love, her joy in
her own renewed power to love, had remained with her in
purity throughout the day. Her joy was less as, on reflection,
she saw at once that the purpose of the expedition must be
exactly what it turned out to be, and that she was being used
at last, as she had long wanted to be, only now it did not feel
so consoling, as a tool lying to hand. Her legs gave way and
she sat down with a whimper. Her life became simple, with
the simplicity hardly of beauty or goodness but of a monochromatic tedium. Her life had been wrecked by a momentary absurdity which it should be possible to delete. Her life
had passed her by, not really lived, not really hers. Her life
seemed to be at an end. Her life was Austin’s and he would
take it from her in his own ripening of time. Her life was in
disorder. Her life was on the change. Her limbs trembled
with lightness like a leaf touched by the breeze. Her limbs
were relaxed, strengthless, flattened as if by the passage of a
vast silent wind. Her lips were parted, indeed her mouth was
slightly open, not breathless but as if with a kind of rapacity.
Her lips, her jaw were trembling, her hands shaking, she
breathed with audible shudderings. Her love affair with Eric
- it had been very brief - now seemed to her something so
unutterably mean and unworthy that she could not, even
when she tried hard to discipline herself to do so, recognise
herself as a protagonist. Her love and her pity for him merged
into a swift dizzy physical joy of self-giving as she felt herself
strongly enclosed by his arms, his faintly rough cheek scraping hers and his large hot hand laid upon her throat. Her

love connived at what she now took to be inevitable. Her
love for Austin had been set free into the world. Her love for
Geoffrey had not been her first love, but it had had the violence of a first occasion together with a depth and a detail
which come from commerce with the judgement. Her love
for Geoffrey, who so utterly belonged to her accustomed
world, being indeed one of its sovereigns, had seemed at first
a justification of that world and of her own usual persona
which under his influence had so positively glowed. Her
love for Guy invaded her, it raced through her veins like a
fierce drug, she was sick with this hopeless love. Her love for
her family, always a diminishing consolation, was invaded by
pain, as by the scalding water which people imagined was
going to flow through all the pipes of the Institute. Her love
for him existed too, crushed into that tiny radioactive capsule, tumour, gem or speck of poison. Her love for him had
grown so fast, love can grow fast. Her love for John was so
intense at that moment it was like being burnt alive. Her
love for Lucas, for of course she loved him dearly, was something close, ancillary, but separate. Her love for men had always been somehow neurotic and unfulfilled, and this had
been true even of her love for her husband. Her love for the
monster raged in her heart, and the more she rehearsed his
sins the more she loved him: she loved him, protectively, tenderly, forgivingly with an absolute self-breaking sweetness as
if she had made him up or he were her child. Her love had
been resolute and purposive. Her love must surely change
his world, would change it, in the end, completely. Her love
only existed in this awful interim between dark and dark.
Her love spoke thus, but it too was rambling and lost in the
dark. Her main motive had been simply her love for Jack, her
desire to believe him, not to question him, not to cause him
any pain, but to accept as fundamental that he must be happy.

Her majestic Gertrude and that petty man? Her married
bliss had been bliss indeed. Her memories of the night were
confused and dreadful, like drunken memories. Her mind
had never felt more like a computer, a computer conscious
of time limits and of possible deep mechanical faults. Her
mind scrabbled in a jolting jigsaw hurly-burly, trying to conceptualize the present, to connect it to some sort of past,
even to make out who she was. Her mind seemed again to
have altered radically since that strength. Her mind was not
calm, but as she gazed she felt her body lithe and still about
her. Her misery was waiting for her in the house. Her mission to ‘save’ George scarcely now extended beyond such
improving remarks, which pathetically hinted at a complicit
superiority. Her morality lacked coherent motives. Her
morning prayer on waking, her prayer that eased that nightly load of horror, became something vaguer and more formal. Her mother by comparison was a shapeless directionless mass, full of guilt and confused attachments, still
hopelessly married. Her mother first gained individuality
and personality as her rival; and to the prosecution of that
rivalry Miranda dedicated herself with ferocious efficiency.
Her mother had wanted to kill her, lack of money not lack
of will had brought Tamar into the world. Her mother’s
white dress had mingled with green leaves and faded. Her
mouth flew open. Her mouth open now, gasping, finding
her hand ready on the switch, she flashed her own lights in
reply. Her mouth opened in a grin of pain and rage, tears
like thunder-drops rained from her eyes. Her mouth opened
mumbling but she could find no words. Her mouth opened.
Her mouth seemed filled with bitterness and pain. Her
mouth, she remembered afterwards, had stayed slightly open
throughout the short interview. Her murderous dreams had
then seemed to her the hallucinations of a soul mad with

grief. Her name in the convent had been different, she had
begun to forget who Anne Cavidge was. Her neck above the
high mauve collar was as red as that of some strange bird, her
face was red and seemed swelled with emotion, though there
was no sign of tears, rather a sort of tremulous uncertain
excitement. Her need to see Tim, once the notion had occurred to her, was extreme. Her nerves were calmed by the
dear man’s own insouciance and ease, an ease which she did
not see as frivolity but rather as a kind of sincerity. Her nervousness returned. Her normal existence had not demanded,
had even excluded, reflection. Her nose began to twitch.
Her only positive feeling was a sense of her own innocence.
Her only way back to the world was through her husband.
Her own appetite for Felix, with a rejuvenating sharpness
and authority, made her feel herself a proper enough object.
Her own failure, after their momentous discussion, to communicate, at all with her daughter left this massacre as something barbarous, fearful and unexplained. Her own guilt
struck her and she hid her face and lowered her head to her
knees. Her own heart was beating hugely, like some big
thing breathing in the house. Her own motives for self-deception were strong and for the first time visible to her. Her
pale milky-blue eyes shone with tears and anger. Her parents
had done that. Her perception of the comicality of Miles in
this situation had been one of the things which had helped
Diana herself to bear it. Her plans appeared suddenly small
and clear and inevitable. Her plans for the future, in so far as
they existed, were exclusively connected with the moment
when she would return this garment to Mischa. Her poor
hand, it didn’t want to die. Her position was hopeless, however ingenious she was there was no move she could make.
Her powerful loving nature could not rest idle. Her prayer
continued, not a ‘let me out’, but a deep insistent ‘let me in’.

Her real life, her real problems, were at Imber; and since,
somewhere, something good existed, it might be that her
problems would be solved after all. Her relief at hearing
Norah’s voice was so intense that she could hardly speak at
first. Her resentment against Miles, against Lisa, against Danby had utterly gone away. Her resource for survival was an
adjustment which she came to recognise as an increase in her
love for Jack. Her sad foolish marriage was over. Her smile
trembled under a magisterial restraint, checking perhaps
some terrible disgraceful helpless laughter. Her sense of being, through her new indifference to him, Danby’s equal, had
removed all sense of grievance. Her sense of direction and
distance seemed to have been destroyed. Her sense of her
own vileness, together with her chronic resentment, made
any attempt at human society increasingly difficult. Her silly
early loves, before Blaise came, had never required decisions
of her, had never even puzzled her really. Her song came to
an end. Her strange love for absent Guy had not diminished,
it had even perhaps increased, but it was purged of much of
the painful anxiety and bitter speculation which had made it
earlier almost like a hostile calculating love, a love relation in
which he was angry and she resentfully compliant. Her
swansong would be made of words smashed into nonsense
against a cracked world, exploding with it into the chaos
upon which everything rested and out of which it was made.
Her tears abated. Her tears ceased abruptly. Her tears fell on
the drooping folds of the cassock. Her tears were abating,
but she gave panting sobbing breaths, like little cries. Her
tears, which she did not attempt to wipe away, flowed quietly down to her chin and dripped onto her corduroy jacket.
Her teeth captured the fullness of her lower lip, her nose
wrinkled, her eyes narrowed and filled with tears. Her teeth
were suddenly chattering with cold and fear. Her thought

ended with the breaking of the barrier. Her thoughts and
images enclosed her head in a field of forces which literally
rendered the world invisible. Her thoughts were moving extremely slowly. Her throat was hurting, something hurt deep
inside her, she felt sick. Her time consisted of seeing him,
waiting, and seeing him again, of presence, absence, presence.
Her tongue was stiffened and her eyes were hazy. Her two
companions seemed no longer reassuring but dreadfully alien and even sinister. Her unbroken pride had separated her
from Gertrude, her vanity had nearly drowned her in Cumbria, could not at least some vestige of professional smartness
have prompted her not to lose this trick? Her universe had
altered and was altering. Her vanity had awakened, she could
feel it twist and turn and peer about. Her vision became
troubled. Her voice broke and she turned back to the cabinet and wrenched out another drawer. Her voice sounded
harsh and raucous in the room, breaking through some tissue
of murmurous noise which she became aware of as the Pathetic Symphony still whispering on. Her voice sounded
sharp and grating, and she felt, already, almost ready to weep
with annoyance. Her voice trailed away into a wail, and she
sobbed without restraint into the handkerchief. Her voice
was a little quavering but she was well in control. Her voice
was quiet but suddenly weak and thin. Her voice, her face
had changed as if she had actually been taken over by an evil
spirit. Her wandering feet roused echoes which she had never heard before. Her watch told her it was morning, after
seven o’clock. Her whole body felt battered. Her whole
body felt in tatters of wretchedness. Her whole body seemed
to have been wrenched. Her whole life had compelled her.
Her will was his. Her words sounded like some hollow echo
of a final doom. Her work could then remain perfectly complete, unmarred by the unpredictable results of its emergence

into the public world. Her youth was not only blackened
and blasted, it was over. Here a blunder, any blunder, might
involve, for her, pain, regret, remorse. Here at least there was
a new place of love. Here however Rose’s deep base of sanity eventually prevailed, her strong moral sense joined with
her sense of self-preservation, and she judged this picture of
the matter to be not only a crazy, but an evil fantasy. Here
she checked her reflections, since whatever that future might
prove to be it did not seem to contain her. Here she needed
Elizabeth’s help, needed an utterance which, however obscure, might bring what had occurred back into an inhabited
world and make it, however appalling, a human task to deal
with. Here too, she felt, she was being organized. Here was
her very soul upon record, stamped and filed; a soul without
a nationality, a soul without a home. Here was someone
who seemed even more miserable than herself. Here was
something which her consciousness could not wretchedly
devour, and by making it part of her fantasy make it worthless. Here was the machine in which she belonged. Here
was the stuff she was made of and running away could make
no difference. Here were the aeroplane tickets, like authentic messages from fate, and in default of other ideas about
what to do she had simply obeyed them. Herein Ruby appeared as a defence, not before recognized as such, against
gathering forces. Hers was a sometimes sad but always smiling happiness. Hideous pity filled her and a sudden rising
sense of guilt. Hilda burst into tears. Hilda felt this as physical illness, as pain. Hilda fought for control of her face and
her voice. Hilda found that she had risen. Hilda fumbled for
her handkerchief and gave herself up to sobbing. Hilda gave
a little cry and buried her face in her very small wet handkerchief. Hilda had imagined herself staring at the sea and
receiving from its indifferent immensity some old grey wea-

ry sort of wisdom. Hilda imagined ferocious animals, gipsies,
murderers, and beings from beyond the bounds of the human world whose presence she even more indubitably felt as
they detached themselves quietly from the heather and crept
slowly towards the cottage. Hilda sprang up with a little
shriek of fear before she realized that it was the telephone.
Hilda thought, I must do something to stop myself from
getting panic-stricken. Hilda tried to master the tears. Hilda, destroyer and preserver. His absence at least remained
significant to her, but it was an utter absence of help, an absence of recourse. His absence had not so much mattered,
had not so much been felt, before. His absolute pallor, his
gentle mien, his straight floppy colourless hair, and those sad
pale blue eyes made her heart turn over and over. His bearded face shocked her. His cheerful way of asking for an affair
had exhilarated her. His cry ‘it’s mad, it’s daft, it must be
false!’ about her love for Stuart had startled her like the war
cry of a new force. His departure was so sudden, the transition from presence to absence so fast, that Morgan was quite
stunned. His dreadful face floated before her glorified, the
mask of a lion, terrible and noble. His face haunted her. His
gloom cheered her up, as the gloom of others often quite
automatically cheers. His head, his face had a particular puzzled vulnerable touchingness when he was naked, he looked
so different then, and she pitied him with a deep possessive
erotic pity and took refuge in the seekingness of his fierce
embrace where she rested in an unexpected strength. His
literary success and fame had crowned her life. His love for
her was still there waiting, like a great warm house, a spacious beautiful sunny landscape. His love had touched her,
had pleased her, lately had comforted her. His love-making
had been remote, like something that she imagined, like a
half-waking fantasy, and not at all like an encounter with

another real human being. His movements made her feel
tired and full of foreboding. His physical appearance affected
her with tremors. His physical youthfulness repelled her and
she found his pertness and his affected cynicism unattractive.
His presence subjugated her whole being with a dark swoop,
with a pounce of automatic unconscious power. His presence was always a slight shock to her. His pride would have
prevented any more real communication. His puritanical
shyness and reserve shook her with passion. His real presence
glowed to her, striking her heart again, and she felt both
afraid and glad to see him. His single eye stared and his
mouth was straight with a grimness more moving to Emily
than any tender smile. His sudden departure, his absence,
came to her as a strange shock. His sweetness, his absurdity,
his pure strength, his absolute devotion, were present in
every detail to all her thoughts, and he was sovereign over
her misery. His tears of gratitude startled Muriel and made
her momentarily very happy. His tormented nerves had
wrought upon her nerves, and it was the sudden burden of
her own nebulous and uncertain anguish which had made
her rise from the table. His trembling voice, the pleading
movements of his hands, the painful ring of his ardent words,
the glare of his light eyes, conveyed to her the dreadful importance of what was happening between them; and she did
shudder, and she did want to run, but she felt also a most
intense pity and a weird excitement, together with a shocked
dismay at the spectacle of the man she had feared and revered
reduced to a sort of babbling beggar in her presence. His
trivial questions were an appeal, for conversation, for human
contact, for a smile, for a look. His very presence, his big,
intelligent, rational, familiar sort of face, the splendid ease of
their pupil-teacher relation, all this made what had seemed
nightmarishly difficult and obscure suddenly, for her, crystal-

lize; and she had seen with an appalling clarity what ought to
be done. His will arched over Dora like a canopy. His words,
which in him were good words, were at her side of the picture temptation, almost corruption. Hold on, she said to herself, hold on. Hold on, she said, hold on, soldier’s daughter,
soldier’s sister, think. Holding the letter in her hand she
bowed her head down to her knees. Home and duty and
pity had prevented more than a rather cursory sense of herself. Hope itself, in the garb of life or death, had hitherto
sufficed. Hope, gone mad, screamed like a tornado, tormented love to make love mad too. Hot raging tears filled her
eyes. Hot tears blinded her eyes. Hot tears of rage and fearful misery spilled to her cheeks and fell onto her bosom.
How absolute and absorbing that confrontation would be
she had not foreseen. How accidental everything was, and
how spirit was scattered everywhere, beautiful, and awful.
How agonizingly she felt it as a disgrace. How alien and
remote they seemed, as if only now they too had died. How
alike they are! How Anne had enjoyed that walk indulging
a pure sweet egoistic joy which entirely precluded, for the
moment, any sympathy with her companion’s pain. How
awfully strange it all is now, as if I can suddenly see everything
in my life, it’s not quite in focus but it’s very vivid, and I can
sit here with folded hands and look at my life. How big, how
deeply comforting, he seemed, in that capacious dark leather
gloom. How can he not know what is streaming through
my head all the time? How can he reject me! How can I
endure so much misery, she thought, without dying of it.
How can I even think of such a fate, Franca asked herself.
How can I make sense, how can something like this happen
so quickly? How can one live properly when the beginnings
of one’s actions seem so inevitable and justified while the
ends are so completely unpredictable and unexpected? How

can perfect happiness be so near to two people and not draw
them to it like a magnet? How could Eric ever forgive her
for that defeat? How could he assess her like this because of
something which had happened in the past? How could he
have chosen a new colour for the door without me? How
could he have come to say such a thing, to upset her so, to
hurt her so! How could he so unfeelingly, so brutally, have
put her in a situation where she was forced to behave as she
had just behaved! How could her dreamy converse with
Rupert have occasioned, have caused, this terrible violence?
How could her resentment ever have an end? How could I
live if Gerard knew? How could it be so? How could Mavis
see? How could one resist such a lover, how could one have
resisted him? How could she deal with a day without a strict
routine? How could she decide this awful thing when she
was stricken and sick herself, sick with the presence of death,
the death that was in Carel, which was slowly taking him
away, and which she could check if she would by a cry?
How could she drop such poison into his ears; and how
could she take even that risk of anyone ever knowing? How
could she explain? How could she have become so blindly
attached to what she could so suddenly and so completely
lose? How could she have done it to Meredith: the choices
of which to hurt, the painful embarrassed visits, the car driven mutely from the door, each parent unable to talk about
his life with the other; the silent loneliness and the terrible
cultivation of indifference and withdrawal. How could she
have thought her naïve? How could she kill her lover? How
could she leave me, she thought again and again, how could
she, when I needed her and loved her so much? How could
she not still love Harry, how could he not be her absolute?
How could she simply let them get away with it? How
could she think that when she had in fact entrammelled her-

self in terrible evil bonds, luxuriating even in her bondage?
How could she, and yet how could she not? How could so
much time have passed, had they all been in a trance? How
could that be? How could that be? How could the house not
be wrecked, her home not shattered? How could they prove
such a thing? How delicate and yet how steely had been the
bonds of her servitude. How did it all come, oh so gradually, to change? How did she know that this something in her
heart, in her mind, where nothing lived but these almost
senseless words, was love at all? How did she know what
little living creatures, and even things, wanted her to do?
How did these two things connect? How do I know that?
How does evil begin in a life, how can it begin? How does
one know? How easy it had been to mislead him, as he produced his apologetic arguments and justifications. How exciting the world was after all and full of various possibilities.
How extraordinary flowers are, she thought. How had it
started? How had she managed to survive those deaths?
How had the day gone so quickly? How had this fear got in?
How had this, which they, in their unconcealed satisfaction,
made to seem so natural, come about, and how had she, at
every step, aided and abetted their triumphant progress?
How handsome he looks today, she thought, perhaps he can
put on handsomeness when he wants to! How has it all happened, she wondered, because it has happened. How he
would fuss about it being a girl! How idiotic of her to have
encouraged Rupert so. How impeccably, she felt, she must
have behaved all these years, so many of them now, to be
thinking of her behaviour tonight as such an outrageous display of emotion! How impure her judgement had been at
that moment, how little sympathy she had really felt for the
banished ‘scapegoat’. How informative, how exciting, how
funny, how terribly sentimental, how full of moral judge-

ments! How is it possible, thought Adelaide, to go on crying
for such a long time, one would think that the supply would
run out. How it conjured him up, with his sweetness, his
beauty, the authority of his love, his absolute charm. How
like Richard it all is, she thought, so intellectual, so sensual.
How little I have expected this overthrow, this sudden awful
presence of the god. How little light there was for Moy to
work in. How little she knew about this being with whom
she felt now so connected. How little that brightly coloured
world had ever entered into her being. How long would it
take her to recover? How long? How lovely it is, thought
Kate, to be able to fall in love with one’s old friends. How
many hours per day of thinking about the beloved counts as
being in love? How mechanically she had reacted. How
much could love and duty show her here? How much could
that fading mind still perceive? How much I would have
feared that Gerard might find out that, however briefly, even
for seconds, I had felt like that. How much joy his happiness,
his amazed humble sense of his luck, had given her once.
How much smaller he seems in reality. How muddled and
strange emotion is, thought Anne. How mysterious religious
people were. How narrow, how artificial, it now seemed, her
own ‘specialization’, which had somehow given her the illusion of being virtuous. How near the human soul must be
to nothingness if it can be so tossed. How odd to pray looking into a mirror. How pride supports me, thought Anne,
how unbroken it is. How quickly can the part lose its authority, what is its authority? How quickly, without Guy, she
had reverted to the natural level. How rarely she thought in
detail about those loved ones now, though a certain consciousness of them, especially of her father, travelled always
with her. How she and Miles argued! How she had been
able to sense that deep cold she did not later know, and could

not recall any definite change in Julius’s behaviour. How she
would detest their charity as the days went by, how she
would loathe their kindness, their tactful sympathy, their gifts
of flowers! How small Tim looked compared with Manfred,
how red and agitated. How soon she might fill up that void
with all sorts of rubbish! How strange it was that when almost all the other functions of the body had dwindled and
fallen away into the hand of nature the eyes had not surrendered their mysterious power to manufacture tears. How
strange to think how nearly I am not here. How strange, she
thought that I never saw it in this way before. How strangely she and Lisa had now changed places. How stupid I am,
she thought. How terribly real and present Julius’s voice
made London seem. How terrifyingly particular the name
was. How they had laughed, and then suddenly become silent. How unhappy it must be. How unlike this it really was.
How utterly mysterious the world is! How very alike they
are, Muriel thought for the first time in her life. How very
much I depend on people, she thought, looking at Monty’s
profile. How very much, after all, she existed; she, Dora, and
no one should destroy her. How was such an enormity to be
thought about at all, how was it to be survived, what was the
worst of it? How will it be? How wonderful colour is, how
I should like to swim in the colour of that sea, and go down
and down a revolving blue shaft into a vortex of pure brightness where there isn’t even colour any more but just bliss.
How wonderful everything is and Octavian isn’t the least bit
hurt about John, I know he isn’t, not the least little bit, it
doesn’t worry him at all. How wonderful love is, the most
wonderful thing in the whole world. How would it be?
How would it be? How would Luca return? How young he
still was. How, she wondered, could someone be so unhappy,
so tortured by grief, and still not be mad, and still be alive.

How, when this was happening, did she have to be annoyed
by another woman! However her bond with her son was
profound and old and even across the estrangement they
could still look at each other, there were momentary looks
when she pleaded and he frowned, when she knew that their
souls touched. However it frightened Moy and she kept it
secret. However she so knew that this was impossible that
she could not so interpret the evidence, could not, in this
light, even see it. However that might be, everything would
be different for her now, and her end was in darkness. However that might be, Jack himself was huge, substantial, and
crammed with being, the most real thing she knew. However used Mrs McGrath was in her spirit to taking her clothes
off, her body was yet a trifle less forward. However, Alex
never received an answer to her question, not because Ruby
was ashamed to give it (though the matter did trouble her)
but because at that moment Ruby’s poor head was entirely
filled up with something else. However, her curiosity about
him, which did she but know it was a little spark of virtue in
her, had by now been completely quenched by her guilt and
indecision about John. However, it was not so. However,
reinterpreting the past, Anne now saw this little pang as the
first symptom of the terrible illness, the first onset of the
terrible pain, that now entirely occupied and composed her
heart and darkened her heaven with a lurid cloud. However,
she was both consoled and touched. However, she was just
beginning to inhabit herself again when Austin went off into
a daze about Dorina. However, the period of jealous love,
though not exactly over, had suffered change. However,
when Franca found herself so suddenly, for two days and in
such a new way, alone in the house, her vast restless self-awareness, her life energy, set her off in a fresh direction. Human
speech and casual co-presence then knit up wounds and fis-

sures which were perhaps plain only to Mary’s own irritated
and restless sensibility, constantly recreating an approximation to harmony of which perhaps again only she was fully
aware. Human speech sounded so petty, so unforgivably stupid, after that great void. ‘Husband’: a great word, a dream
word. Hypnotized by the tree, Harriet found that she could
not take herself away. Hysteria had now taken hold of Muriel. I already feel much more independent with him. I am
a danger to myself and others. I am a deeply selfish person,
she told herself sometimes, and so I shall never be great, not
like men are great, or touched by greatness. I am a girl upon
the land, I am a silky in the sea. I am a silly woman, thought
Gabriel, and Brian blames me for losing Stella, as if I had
made a mistake, as if I had opened the door and let her run
out! I am a wretch, she thought, I am luckier than almost
anyone in the world but I have always made myself discontented by an obsession which I ought long ago to have controlled or banished. I am acting a part. I am all wound, all
loss, though I smile. I am alone. I am becoming so cruel and
frightened with him. I am defeated by life. I am dissolved
by fear and violence into a timeless peace. I am distracted
from myself. I am driven to it! she kept saying to herself, I
am driven to it! I am free, thought Marian, as she watched
him out of the room, we are free. I am glad that he loves me.
I am going mad, she thought, I am in some sort of silent
raging grief of which I shall die, everything has gone. I am
here in a rowing boat on the Serpentine. I am humbled by
this to the point of annihilation. I am imagining it all, she
thought. I am learning nothing here, she thought. I am like
the little maimed dragon of Carpaccio - except that the
dragon was innocent. I am losing myself, I am in a state of
warfare, of confusions and compromises and base dissension
and deceit. I am lost, thought Rosa, but without yet know-

ing what she meant by this. I am mad, thought Rose. I am
mad. I am mad. I am making a complete ass of myself,
thought Mary, and it’s getting worse too. I am middle-aged,
thought Diana, looking round the ballroom at the dreamy
couples who were so far from young. I am naturally an anxious person, she thought, stupidly, wickedly anxious. I am
not Hattie’s mother or her sister or even her second cousin.
I am not the good person I used to think that I was. I am on
a golden chain, thought Midge. I am so absorbingly sorry
for myself I can’t even enact being sorry for Clara. I am
speaking to him and he is speaking to me, he has the stigmata, he was beaten like Christ was beaten, he is damaged, like
the Fisher King in disguise, he is afraid of being caught up
with by those who know his shame, and how he was found
in a cardboard box in the rushes beside the river. I am stiffened by it, it is my last shred of virtue not to be seen to break
down. I am still alive. I am utterly maimed. I belong with
these people. I can break the spell which I know I am in
some way weaving myself. I can even check my tears. I can
feel the sun. I can make the tree cease to glow and shimmer,
make my flesh cease from trembling, unbind my eyes and
disavow this vision. I can now contemplate my experience,
my discovery, of how total pure love can be, in all its atoms,
converted into total pure hate. I can rely upon myself and
others will be right to rely upon me. I can revive Hood
House and turn on the heaters and pack up Blaise’s clothes
if he wants them and be there to be visited. I can save him.
I can still tell him, I can hear that explanation he said he
could make. I can’t discuss or comment, it isn’t possible, I
had much better go away, only I can’t do that either. I can’t
even conceive it myself, and what would the others say? I
can’t go on without seeing him. I can’t help tormenting him
and making him wretched. I can’t marry so soon after Guy’s

death, it’s unthinkable. I can’t risk my life here. I can’t see
my feeling for Thomas any more, it’s become dark and in the
dark it’s diminishing, like a little animal left somewhere to
die and you come every day and hope that it’s dead and it’s
still twitching and it’s still breathing, and oh I mustn’t think
about it like that. I cannot help being glad. I cannot reach
anybody. I cannot remember putting it on, but here it is. I
cheated Thomas really, I told him everything except one
thing, not a particular thing, not like a fact, but I kept something back like a precious jewel, I stole one thing from the
casket when I handed it over. I could easily do it, thought
Anne. I could frighten this poor lady out of her wits, I could
reduce her to cringing tears in a second, but it would be too
easy and I’d hate it afterwards. I could have learnt French at
any rate, or something. I could have learnt the things Hattie
was learning, or some of them. I could have made him bust
things up then, thought Emily. I could have married Gerard
if I’d really tried. I could have said I’d see him again. I could
have sought for help and found it in other places. I could
help Mrs Mount. I could help Sylvia. I could help the
Count. I could not tell Eugene about Carel, she thought, he
would shrink from me in horror if he knew. I could run
into the wood and be sick, I could go mad and wander away
among the trees and sit down somewhere. I could sit in this
house forever and nobody would come to me. I couldn’t
comfort Stella, she is so hard and silent and superior. I dared
her, thought Gertrude, it is my fault. I deceived my husband,
Midge thought, and now I have betrayed my lover. I did not
ask Hilda one single searching question. I did the only right
thing, though I did it so ungraciously and badly. I didn’t
know it would be like this. I didn’t see that the door was
open. I didn’t use my luck when I could to get up, to get
out. I do not have to give an account of myself to them. (I

do, don’t I?) I don’t think so, but I don’t know, I can’t know.
I don’t understand anything any more. I don’t want power, I
cast it away. I didn’t have to reject him like that, to drive him
away, to be so rude. I drove him away and now I’ve lost him
and the light and joy of life, an innocent good happiness
which I might have achieved, has gone away with him forever. I even went to the British Museum and stood before the
great image of Shiva, and saw him nod his head! I feel cold
and sick, I feel faint. I feel so giddy, so disjointed, so disconnected, as if my limbs have been taken off and put on the
wrong way round. I feel so tired, I want so much to go
home and to sleep. I felt that this was a barrier between us.
I frightened him, poor boy. I gave away his secret, I cursed
her. I had better go, thought Diane, I’ve been away for long
enough, perhaps he’ll come – Oh, if only I could go to the
cinema like ordinary people do. I handed him over to Thomas, tied hand and foot, gagged and helpless, I did not look at
his beseeching eyes. I had to go to him, I had to try. I have
no role here, no magic power to transform what might happen, no authority to touch his soul. I hate everybody, she
thought, and I hate them not because they are bad or spiteful
or because they ignore me or even because they pity me. I
hate masks, I hate dressing up, this whole house is vibrating
like a taut string. I hate men, she thought. I hate the way he
leans down so deliberately and then puts the weeds in a neat
heap with all the roots together, he’s so meticulous. I hate
them in a pure way because they are fortunate and have what
I have not, and there is no human being so wretched that my
hatred, like the divine mercy, cannot find its way to him. I
hate them. I have a new life now under the sign of happiness. I have allowed myself to be trapped by morality. I have
been taken back into history. I have escaped a terrible punishment, and one which I deserved. I have evaded the

stretched-out hand of death, and I cannot think it was wrong
to do so. I have found out what he is like, he would make
me pity him, he would make it a matter of rescue. I have got
to deal with this, she told herself, I have got to be strong, this
is catastrophe such as I knew must sometime come. I have
heard it and now nothing will ever be the same again. I have
never been deified by love. I have never been recognized as
myself. I have never believed in remorse and repentance. I
have never had such terrible deep thoughts - and must I now
forever live with such thoughts? I have no money and no
job and no Austin. I have no place, no rights, thought Anne.
I have no source of energy, no growth of being, to enable me
to live this hateful role of the wife to whom they have together planned to sacrifice their great love. I have not
achieved myself, thought Mitzi, and I cannot now. I have not
known who I am, she thought. I have power over him but I
can’t use it. I have put a pretty dress on. I have surrendered
my life to him and if he takes it, well, and if he spares it, well.
I have taken the step. I have to do this. I have used my power, I have said exactly what I had to say, and what had to be
said. I haven’t been properly alone since those long walks
just after I came out of the convent. I haven’t solved Julius.
I just hate men. I just have that sort of temperament, she said
to herself, the result of a cheerful orderly childhood and a
good upbringing and a quiet way of life. I just meant - I
must protect her - we can’t have all that mummery here - we
can’t have a priest mumbling over her and scattering holy
water - it’s a matter of dignity - I just must not give way to
these vague emotional storms of self-pity. I just want an assurance from him, she thought, something to live on, to take
away pains like these. I know now that I shall survive. I
know what Blaise is like. I lived in others and through others, I didn’t live in myself. I love him and I’ll keep him, she

thought. I love him, I love him, but it’s no use. I love Jack.
I love Peter, Peter pities Tim, I start imagining Tim - oh how
I wish all the secrecy and muddle could be swept away and
that all hearts could be opened and cleansed. I married
George out of vanity, and I have stayed with him out of vanity. I might faint, thought Paula. I might have saved him if
only I had been near him from the start - perhaps then he
would not have built up that terrible hatred of Clement - oh
God, if only - then I would have saved Peter - and saved
Aleph. I must act a part, play a scene, to preserve myself, I’ve
got to. I must be alone, I can’t stand company, even Gertrude’s. I must be alone, she thought, with no plan and no
vision, homeless and invisible, a wanderer, a no one. I must
be changed, thought Dorina, into some awful effigy of myself, something like the things which I spawn here in my
bedroom. I must be completely relaxed, she thought. I must
be faithful to my real world, to my dear tired old world. I
must be hated and despised. I must be loving to him in a free
unanxious sort of way, even ready to make use of him to
procure my own happiness! I must be rational, she thought,
I must be rational. I must be strong, Harriet said to herself,
this is the catastrophe, and I must be strong. I must convince
him, I must make him see. I must cut off, cut away, and become another person. I must decide, I will decide, I have
decided. I must deny everything, Muriel said to herself,
scarcely knowing what she meant. I must deny everything.
I must do something, but what must I do? I must find a way
of thinking about it. I must give them both up. I must give
them up, thought Pearl, as she stood on the green mossy path
and looked through the trees at the April sun on the lawn
beyond. I must go away. I must go onward with my Christ,
if I still have a Christ. I must go through this like a machine.
I must have been assuming that without me Richard would

be demoralised, broken down, done for. I must have been
assuming that without me there it would be all cobwebs and
desolation. I must have been changing though, and becoming, though I didn’t know it, what I am now. I must have hurt
his feelings. I must have no will, no purpose, I must simply
undergo him. I must have wounded him deeply, I could not
conceal my surprise, which he must have interpreted as repulsion. I must keep sane and calm, Hilda said to herself. I
must learn to pray in my new way, I must learn what it
means. I must make a great blank where he is, make him into
a zombie in my mind, then it won’t hurt so. I must not be
afraid now, but oh the pain, the pain of it all. I must not
become this other person, this cowardly overthrown defeated person. I must not weep now. I must pull out, she
thought: it was like the ending of an affair, giving somebody
up. I must see him again, she thought, I must see him today.
I must see him as a puppet. I must see him now, tonight, I
must see him. I must simply recover, people do recover. I
must stop mourning and yearning. I must stop this thing, I
must not go back to Harvey, I must tell him that I cannot
come to him, that I must draw back, that we must be apart
forever. I must talk to David, I must get some comfort from
him, we shall have to comfort each other, both now and in
the future. I must talk to Eugene, Muriel said to herself. I
must think it all out beforehand, she thought, and I must be
in control. I must think. I must touch him, but how. I must
untie myself from Thomas, undo myself, quietly patiently
thoroughly untie every little bond, cut every little vein. I
mustn’t let him get too sluggish or take me too much for
granted just because we’re married. I mustn’t start thinking
and worrying about this. I need and must have his help. I
never stopped loving Duncan – and now there is our house
and I shall see my father again. I never tried to see what it

was like for Richard either. I never understood what happened, Paula thought. I only half existed. I ought not to
have accepted that withdrawal. I ought to be locked up, I
must lock myself up. I ought to cry. I ought to have approached him and held onto him, after all I had learnt to
admire him, and to love him, Teddy’s friend, Clement’s
brother - I ought at least to have tried to show him how
fond I was of him, how much I cared, how much we all
cared, how much he belonged to us, I should have tended
him, visited him, made him come to Clifton - but I was selfishly concerned with my own grief and then later on it was
somehow too late, I neglected him and mislaid him, through
a puny lack of nerve, and I became afraid of him. I ought to
have been grateful. I ought to have done so anyway out of
compassion. I ought to have fought Richard then with my
intelligence. I ought to show some genuine emotion now, I
feel sick enough. I pity him, she thought, that’s what I must
tell myself ever after. I pretend, I pretend. I ran after you but
you had gone. I really must stop, but how? I run, I run, I am
gathered to your heart. I see now that I ran away in order to
punish them. I seem hard to him. I shall always love Guy
and mourn for him and miss him and feel pain, and the question and the burden of it will travel with me for the rest of
my life. I shall be a dead person walking about. I shall become bitter and defeated and dim, and I shall never really
paint, I am a freak, a crippled animal, something to be put
down, put to sleep, put out of its misery. I shall be in pain
forever, thinking of what he must think of me. I shall come
back to her of course. I shall come to it, I am coming to it,
I am thinking exactly what he wants me to think, and the
only escape from this is a kind of violence of which I am not
capable. I shall die without him, thought Gertrude, not suicide, but I shall just have no more life. I shall enter the

School of Life. I shall go to a luxurious mental home and
have electric shocks at Gideon’s expense. I shall look back
and see how easy and how painless it would have been now
to break a bond which will by then have become a chain. I
should have forced him. I should have screamed at the start
– whenever the start could now be said to be. I shouldn’t
have let him make love to me in that horrible studio. I sold
him for gain. I still love Stuart, but it’s a quiet subjective sort
of love, I don’t want to shoot myself and fall at his feet. I
suppose he understands, but I can’t even think how to ask. I
suppose I shall go on caring about him, little as he deserves
it. I suppose it’s my fault, thought Gertrude, but the idea of
fault doesn’t really apply. I suppose that is his kind of cleverness, or is it wisdom, I don’t know, the cleverness for which
I love him. I suppose that is what they call being young in
heart. I suppose that’s what happens when people confess to
a priest. I think being good is just a matter of temperament
in the end. I think I was too obsessed with the idea that he
should talk to me about the past, she thought, about what it
was like there. I think I’m happy, she thought, but am I real?
I think she will stay, she must stay. I thought of going to him,
but I kept putting it off, and Clement discouraged me. I
thought those dreadful fantasies I had of killing Jack were the
extremity, the end. I told it all to Thomas as if it were the
story of a catastrophe, a bondage from which I had escaped
(but I did feel I was escaping, I did feel free), something awful which had happened to me and which he was to sympathise with, and he did sympathise. I tried to break a cup and
I couldn’t. I wandered away into oh such strange and awful
places about which I shall never tell anyone. I want to do
something, she thought, like break something or jump into a
river or out of the window, it’s like wanting to brush something off, like a purification. I was afraid to move on with

him into the horrors of history. I was in love, thought Midge,
I was mad, but I was in love. I was married. I was meant for
Sandy really. I was right, thought Dora, triumphantly. I was
so certain that with you and me our so strange, so nebulous,
and yet so powerful something could be managed so that we
had all fun and no pain. I was so glad just to be travelling and
using money and feeling like someone in an advertisement.
I was so haughty, so awful, so vulgarly conceited, talking of
his insulting me by saying he loved me. I was sympathetic
and understanding and kind. I was the Aleph yet not Aleph
that could be desired. I went to Guy like Anne went to the
convent. I will go to him now, she thought, and I will tell
him everything. I will lay my head against him. I will make
him and he will have to. I will not be an object of disapproval and ultimately of pity to the married pair. I will not be
their slave. I wish he hadn’t known, she thought. I wonder
if I should give Guy’s philosophy books to the Count? I
won’t fuss him or press him. I won’t see him, I’ll just drop it
in. I won’t stay here to have my contemptible revenge on
Jack, to see his surprise when I drop the mask. I would become weak and spiteful and demoralized and crazed with
humiliation. I would do it with secret resentment and hatred. I would have felt less bitter. I would have had to send
him away a second time, and how painful and significant that
second parting would have been for both of us. I would
have wanted to show them and to show the world how well
I could survive. I would writhe like a half-killed worm and
would have no way of thinking about myself. I’d have
grieved forever thinking how perhaps, after all, he might
have needed me and wanted me, and I’d been afraid to try.
I’d work so hard for him, I’d give him my whole life and
being with such joy. I’ll be looking after their babies – including Jack’s. I’ll help Tim more. I’ll just leave him to

himself a little and attend to something else. I’ll just vanish
and live alone in a cottage beside the sea until I go quietly
mad and drown myself. I’ll kill Jack and myself after. I’ll see
my friends, I’ll gather them about me, that’s how I’ll live
from now on forever, with my friends. I’ll stay on the left
and he will simply pass me by, or he’ll come at me and then
swerve away. I’ll stay there and make their lives a misery. I’ll
write a careful letter and suggest that we have another talk
soon, I’ll say I was sorry I was so rude, and I didn’t mean to
be, I’ll say.... I’m a witch, I’m a witch! thought Lily – grandma did say it was hereditary! I’m alone, she thought. I’m
frenzied, I’m desperate. I’m in mourning, and I am in
mourning, there’s a whole me that doesn’t know of anything
else. I’m like someone in a story who is given a fairy wish,
and wastes it asking for a pretty dress or a cake. I’m losing
my nerve, thought Rose, I’m losing my courage, I’m losing
my people. I’m no good, she thought. I’m not eighteen.
I’m not just crying about that, thought Gabriel, though I am
crying about that. I’m sure I would have helped him to find
himself. I’m the one who’ll be left alone on the stage. I’m
weak, of course I haven’t forgotten how to swim, but I’m
weak, my limbs are strengthless. I’ve cried so much lately, it’ll
damage my eyes, she thought, it’ll alter my appearance permanently. I’ve got to be that person, I’ve got to wear my
loyalty to Guy, my unending love for Guy, in the midst of
this new reality, and it is a reality and I didn’t choose it or
seek it, it happened. I’ve got to come close to him, I’ve got
to do something or my heart will burst. I’ve got to touch
him. I’ve got to put up with it, and I don’t like it. I’ve got
to win, thought Emily, but not by violence, that would be
too easy. I’ve just been lucky, and I enjoyed the luck in a
stupid selfish way and didn’t use it. I’ve lost him, my love, my
playboy. I’ve lost him, thought Rose. I’ve managed to stay

upright. I’ve never been able to think so clearly in my life
before. I’ve never been able to think such extreme thoughts
in my life before. I’ve never had gaiety of my own, thought
Mary. I’ve never really thought about...Meredith’s unhappiness...Harry always said it would be all right. I’ve suddenly
told a lot of lies, I’m involved in a whole lying situation, yet
what was the alternative, and I suppose it’s sensible to go off
with them at once, but it’s so awful and I won’t have a chance
to speak to Tim again, and we simply mustn’t make a mistake.
Ideas like that were an illness too. If a woman had been in
Ducane’s bed some sign would certainly have been left behind, some token from the transcendent region of Ducane’s
love life, some glittering fragment of that Jessica-excluding
super-world upon which her imagination had by now so
finely worked. If anything were to happen – it could only
go wrong – and that would break me, it would break some
integrity, some dignity, some pride, something by which I
live. If Blaise had become blind would she not have read to
him, condemned to a wheelchair, would she not have pushed
it? If Duncan had not seduced Tamar Jenkin would be still
alive. If ever one was sent to another I was sent to her. If
ever she were thus to savage Jack with an anger as strong as
her (by him) imagined love she would, after her brief wicked
joy, be tortured to death by remorse and regret and the impossibility of undoing what she had done. If Felix married
Ann she would kill herself; and indeed the terrible interim,
the new situation, with its promise of such interesting developments, which had been initiated by her father’s departure
seemed equally likely to torture her into desperation. If he
had only seized her when he came in, if he had kissed her, if
he had as much as touched her, or if he had at the end simply
shouted her down, she felt she must have submitted. If Henry were to say, all right, then we will live at the Hall, would

not this be the best thing, the thing which by her flight she
had attempted to bring about? If I could only believe a little
more in happiness I could control Willy, I could save Willy.
If I could think clearly now, she wondered, about what I did
then could I do us all some good? If I don’t go now, thought
Charlotte, I shall have lost a chance which I shall eternally
regret and yearn after. If I had I might have tried to stop him
from going away. If I had not left Duncan he would not have
seduced Tamar. If I had stayed it would have been impossible
not to fall into a role of acquiescence. If I had threatened to
break with him, he would have done anything. If I had written at once, she thought, I could have got him back, I could
at least have erased that dreadful impression. If I hadn’t gone
to him on my last day of freedom I would have regretted it
ever after. If I leave Thomas I might have to fight for Meredith. If I lose my concentration, if I lose my grip, my command, now, I shall fall into despair and humiliation and drivelling insanity. If I pass the test I die, if I fail it he leaves me.
If I stay with Gertrude I shall have a home forever. If I stay
with Thomas I can be friends with Stuart, but not if I go to
Harry. If I were a priest and if I had even a little faith left, I
would let myself die of being torn apart rather than destroy
the cool innocent icon which is perhaps a unique consolation to him in his present travail. If I were forced to be their
victim I could not do it with clear eyes and a humble loving
mind. If I were to cross his path at the last moment, she
thought, he would hit the side of the car, there would be an
accident. If I were to go round to his house now, which is
what I want to do more than anything in the world, I am
capable of falling into his arms, or at his feet. If it was a plot
it was one with which she had herself long cooperated. If it
were not, Muriel feared, without altogether understanding
her fear, that she might find herself somehow at last irrepara-

bly shut in with Elizabeth and Carel. If one loves what is so
frail and mortal, if one loves and holds on, like a terrier holding on, must not one’s love become changed? If one syllable
had passed her lips, if one gesture had escaped her, it would
have changed the world, as Gertrude had said it could in
seconds be utterly changed. If only he had stayed with her
all the time as a lover should, she would never have had these
terrible doubts. If only he would be quiet with her, stop
somewhere and be quiet and let her experience that presence. If only I could care just a little less. If only I could
know, if he could only tell me. If only I had called him back,
or tapped on the window, or said just one more sentence to
him, or gone with him, as I might have done if we hadn’t
been quarrelling. If only I had hated Hattie, as I thought I
might. If only Lily had not been there, Lily with her money
and her worldly wisdom and her false enticing consolations.
If only Moy were not in love with him. If only only only,
she reflected for the thousandth time, she had forced him to
leave his fat cow wife then, nine years ago, when he was utterly mad about her, when he was her slave. If only she could
become unknown, become nothing. If only she could believe now, as she believed before, even hours ago, that they,
she and Gerard, had really finished with Crimond, that he
would become a name of someone who had published a
book which no one read or noticed. If only she could believe that there was something which would pass, pass away,
like the publication date of the book itself. If only she could
breathe more deeply. If only she could experience that sense
of eternity in the present about which Gerard sometimes
talked. If only she could find the words to bring it all back
to simplicity and truth. If only she could get through to the
exchange. If only she could resort to that at will, like a shot
of morphia. If only she could see Hilda, hold her quietly by

the hand and explain. If only she could think. If only she
could unavoidably break down; but no, she was strong and
would not break down. If only she could, quite simply, see
that as the solution. If only she had let him know, then she
could more easily have borne his not preferring her. If only
she had stopped Jack in his tracks, at least made scenes, made
a fuss, however mildly accused him, on the occasion of the
first girl! If only she were feathery-light and could float
along with the soles of her feet just touching the little humpy
centres of the daisies. If only Tallis had that much more authority, that much more dignity and stature, she could have
put her head on his knees. If only the love had a way, a space,
a place, a mode of entry, some kind of blessed simplicity. If
only there hadn’t been two of them! If only there were
somewhere else towards which she could look. If only they
had gone away, thought Diana, I could have survived. If permitted she would have bowed to touch his feet. If Peter were
now to realize her condition and, ever so kindly, to reject her
she would run mad. If she awoke in black misery, as she always did, she had the inductive powers to know that when
she had got up she would probably enjoy a cup of tea. If she
burst out, as she used to do, with any wild and impetuous
speech, about the children for instance, she felt that she
would embarrass him, even annoy him. If she could but keep
this visitation pure and whole some greatness would come
to be, if she could but cover this precarious space and lay her
hands upon the tree she would be filled with angelic power,
the world would be filled with it. If she could even come to
see Henry as a task, that might give a little sense to the world.
If she could have done so she would have taken him away,
would even now take him away, to some other place where
no one knew the old George, where he was not surrounded
by people who licked their lips and thought they understood

him better than his wife did. If she could find a cell where
she could live as an anchoress in the world and retain her
innocence, would that too be ‘imaginary’? If she could only
die and he became a god. If she could only hold him in her
arms and all be well again. If she could only pull the hotel
down on top of her, leap into a roaring fire, blow herself up
with a bomb. If she could only stop Crimond from saying
the extraordinary things with which he was wearing down
her sanity. If she could touch Eugene, if she could utter a
single word to him about her situation, she would be automatically set free from them. If she cries I cry. If she did not
get out now she would be condemned to mediocrity, assenting to be diminished. If she failed he would leave her. If she
had been a priest would she, inspired by some idea of obedience, have stayed inside? If she had been a shrewder woman,
and if she had been less afraid of him, for she remained afraid
of him, even though he behaved so quietly with her, she
might have tried to prompt the redemptive process and encourage him to leave his wife by threatening a withdrawal of
her favours at a time when he was most addicted to them. If
she had known George was coming she would have changed.
If she had not told him of the dance he would not have manifested himself in that kilt, radiant with godlike power. If she
had offended Tallis she had offended him years ago, years
before she knew him, years before either of them was born.
If she had only not for that instant tried him with the words
of denial everything might have been different. If she lost
now could she reanimate those shadows and fantasies which
had composed her idea of freedom? If she spoke, if once
there were the least word, the least crack or fissure, upon
which tears and screams could follow, she would have lost
her one advantage, her source of ordinary viable life, and
would be utterly undone and destroyed. If she took another

step now in the direction of Felix she was lost. If she took
him on at all it must be eternally and absolutely. If she was
now to go back to Austin it must be as a slave without will,
and if Austin loved Mitzi too then this also must be endured.
If she went to stay with somebody she would be incapable of
pretending, and there was no friend to whom she wanted to
talk about the carnage which had taken place in her life. If
she were to cease believing that.... If she wished Jack dead,
she must wish herself dead too. If that blackness were to
come rushing down her body would twist and tilt and she
would fall head first down into a dark shaft. If that happens
I am dead, consoles, and also dulls the edge of speculation
and even of conscience. If the gods are to reward us we must
be there to be rewarded – unless this is now our reward to
live the last moments of our lives in this way. If there had
been a fire between them she would have leapt into it. If
there had been no Tim, would she have loved the Count? If
there is anything to be found I can only find it alone. If there
was pain she and Rupert must bear it. If there were any
exhilaration in being in hell it would be of this kind. If there
were no Luca, Blaise would have a very different set of duties
now, and in respect of Emily possibly none. If they were to
start existing ‘in the open’ it was important to see where
Blaise lived. If this burden could only slip off her, if some
merciful gravity could only release her from it. If we are
alone he will pity me, she thought. Impossible de trop plier
les genoux. In a second she saw that she had been wrong
throughout. In a second the telephone had been transformed
from a natural means of communication, an extension of
herself, into a grotesque senseless object, useless and even
sinister. In a second the world changed. In a little while
Eugene would be back and would be holding her in his arms
and making her think and feel and become a whole human

being again. In a special way, she wept over a change, which
she tried to resist but could not, in her estimate of her husband. In a sudden gust of possessive emotion, about which
she felt secretive and almost guilty, Gabriel felt that she must
see the waif and establish a special relation with her before
she became the property of everybody. In a very abstract
way she knew that something unexpected could happen
even to her, scarcely something pleasant, but at least something different. In a way she knew that ‘all this was nonsense’,
and although it frightened her, it did not frighten her very
much because of a kind of complicit frisson which these
experiences brought with them. In a way that almost frightened her, Harriet was conscious of having given her heart.
In a way, in retrospect, the curious scene (the things they had
said!) had been like a secret liberating ritual of some scandalous sort, a shedding of blood, like a magic rite involving the
beheading of a cock. In all her imagination of what she
might suffer for Carel she had not conceived of this. In
America she had never felt like a servant. In an agonizing
flash of memory the events of the night came back to her. In
an instant she was asleep, tumbling slowly over and over
through a deep darkening air of pure joy. In Anne’s case the
change was the other way round; she was destined to become wingless and weak and small. In any case communication with Rupert had now become unimaginable. In any
case Pattie knew that what frightened Carel did not belong
to the material world even in the sense in which pink elephants did. In any case, the notion of proximity had come
up as a matter of convenience, of having one’s research assistant close at hand! In bed she felt agonizingly incomplete,
and by day a searcher. In fact Franca had been, before she
found Jack’s letter upon the kitchen table, dimly aware of a
‘light elsewhere’. In fact Paula had, by the time their mar-

riage ended, almost succeeded in convincing her husband
that she hated his lies about his adventures more than she
hated the adventures themselves. (In fact Pearl’s indiscretion
affected her own life and the lives of others more profoundly than she ever knew, since the shock of her unspeakable
knowledge of it provided John Robert with an extra, perhaps decisive, motive for telling his love to Hattie.) In fact
she found that she was reading it, and felt almost interested
in it as when one rereads a well-known text, finding it different. In fact she had told nobody about her ingenious plan
and felt rather shyly secretive about it. In fact the change
from reserve to speech had come with an ease which she
took to herself for comfort. In fact, although it was not tonight that Violet would kill herself, she was nearer to the
edge than Gideon surmised. In fact, Rosa could decide
nothing because of a profound and disquieting vagueness in
her conception of the whole situation. In fact, she realized
now, she had always been afraid of those rocks, of that silent
empty countryside. In fact, she thought a lot about him,
especially in the evenings when she was alone in the drawing
room at Kempsford Gardens, and his image brought her a
kind of happiness. In her agitation all difficulties seemed
equally charged with menace. In her avoidance of any word,
any gesture which might cause them to weep, Gertrude felt
that she must seem to him always cold, as if she just heartily
wished it was all over; and there were times when she did
wish it was all over and that his suffering had ceased, cleaned
away by death. In her heart she said, live without me, breathe
without me. In her heart, Annette felt towards Nina a mixture of possessiveness, nervousness, and contempt. In her
own state of shock it had simply not occurred to her to ask:
what will they do? In her reflections on the matter Morgan
was cheered by finding that there was really no conceivable

alternative to the course which she was taking. In her search
for the key to Willy’s interior castle she speculated often
about the quality of his solitude. In her situation, that of a
successfully married woman, unhappiness of that sort would
have been merely neurotic. In her, it was more like superstition, or some sad overflow of wasted love. In his presence
she felt a paralysing mixture of exhilaration and embarrassment which made her both coy and effusive. In later life she
feared burglars, tramps, gipsies, violent intruders. In moments
of self-examination, which for Marian came frequently, she
had asked herself whether her desire for a more settled and
confident social world were not mere snobbery, and had felt
uncertain of the answer. In order to withstand him she had
to weave her own web about his room, proliferate, as it were,
her own presence to contain his. In past days someone like
her would have found refuge in a nunnery. In relation to
Will the feeling of terror was not entirely unpleasant, and of
course she had known Will such a long time. In some dreams,
when the pale horseman passed her by, he turned towards
her and was Stuart. In spite of Hood House, in spite of Harriet and David, in spite of Blaiseless days and nights past and
to come, she owned Blaise in a way that no one else ever
could. In spite of such indulgences there was something
abstract in her desire, and this too, half apprehending it, she
treasured. In such a tragedy why run anywhere? In that
instant she realised the whole shocking weirdness of what
was going on. In that instant she saw him close, mysterious,
other than herself, full to the brim of his own particular history. In the country which she had entered now gin and
French was free. In the days of her fame, when she had been
a feather-weight bird-swift six-foot-one Etruscan goddess
she had imagined that she had become a different person. In
the deep heart of her which they themselves had laid open

Rosa resented this; and as the days passed she began to fear
them. In the end (this obscure conception had become important to Pearl of late) John Robert would turn to her,
perhaps as a last resort. In the end perhaps, for her, not
knowing was better than knowing. In the end she had nobody but Blaise. In the innumerable hours of reflection
which Lily had of course devoted to the matter, she had
turned over the idea that she ‘meant something’ to Crimond
because of a presumed connection with Jean. In the midst of
her fear and anger she could not help feeling a stirring of
curiosity. In the midst of one of the seedier parts of London
she almost succeeded in conjuring it up. In the order of such
consolations, flowers came first, clothes second. In the picture as she now saw it there was only Bill; it was a matter of
managing him. In the stillness she found that her heart was
beating violently. In the sunlight and the snow some madness had come, some sudden amazing freedom. In the time
since she had moved downstairs, and Alison had moved in
upstairs, she had meditated much, almost as a detached spectator, upon the comparative stability of her incompatible
moods, whereby she was, as it were, becalmed. In the torpor
of the afternoon the remembered road had the slightly menacing and elusive familiarity of a place in a dream when one
thinks: I have been here, yet where is it and what is going to
happen? In their presence she was always breathless, as one
in a new and beautiful country, full of an inexplicable rapture
and never very far from tears. In there his absence was terrible. In these days Danby quietly filled her mind in a way
that she was determined not to find alarming. In these days
Muriel felt in an almost physical way the altering proportions of her relationship with Elizabeth. In these days tears
lived there, like hot slimy creatures in a hole. In thinking
them capable of running away she had made a judgement

which seemed to bear not so much upon the honesty of either as upon the intense and terrible thing which was their
love. In this case, however, the demon of unreason did not
come to her wearing a psychological disguise but bearing
the name of a friend. In this darkness everyone was dangerous; and Marian felt it all round about her, the accumulated
vicious savagery of the house, ready to rush through again
when any weak point should be found. In this darkness
Henry gave no light, he was just a young girl’s silly empty
dream. In this holy community she would play the witch.
In this light the loss of Crimond could seem almost like
something mechanical, an inevitable happening, now past,
which had not radically altered the flow of her life. In this
mood she attached herself for support to certain memories,
Crimond’s repeated assertion that their love was ‘impossible’,
and, which seemed to her particularly significant, his cry,
upon the Roman Road, of ‘take your chance!’ Well, her
chance had been his chance too, and she believed what he
said. In this recess Franca sat breathing quietly, taking the air
in by her nostrils and expelling it by her mouth. In this she
paused and rested. In this stillness she recalled how once she
had so much loved sleep, half sleep, lying with Jack beside
her, relaxing into sleep. In those few days she thought about
him more intensely than she had ever done since she had
first been in love with him. In which he must help me. Incapable of consistency or calculation she moved frankly and
apologetically from one policy to another and back again. In
your will is my tranquillity. Incoherent with sobbing she
grasped Hunter by the shoulder. Indecision and the sheer
multiplication of possibilities racked Morgan. Indeed as she
lay pinned to the ground, looking up at the blotched sunlight moving upon the lined form of the acacia tree, she felt
that she had never experienced it before. Indeed in some

terrible inescapable way she was Carel. Indeed it was not
until Miles told her that at least she ought to be pleased by
this definitive removal of her rival that this aspect of the matter occurred to her at all. Indeed it was one of the things
which had attracted her to him. Indeed she felt that she
would never recover. Indeed she had frightened herself. Indeed she was afraid to plan or picture a different future of
any kind. Indeed such looks, anywhere, had been rare in her
life. Indeed they were, she sometimes felt, on holiday together. Indeed Tim had expected it. Indeed, if she could she
would have slowed the process down, so delightful did she
find it. Indeed, she was glad of his friendship with Aleph
since it removed him from other temptations, reserved him,
she now so often felt, for her. Indeed, what made Harriet, as
she sat paralysed, waiting for the luggage to arrive from the
aeroplane, feel now most desperate of all was the slow automatic realization that running away had altered nothing. Innocence and clarity had left her. Innocence, the lack of any
power to hurt, even to touch, the innocence of an invisible
strengthless spectator! Innocent: was that the important
thing? Insane hopes still survived in scattered parts of her
being, and there were terrible encounters with little separated minds which did not yet know that all was lost. Instead
of opening out into wealth and freedom and renown her life
had become ever narrower until now it had dwindled to a
point. Instead of this, in the very act of shutting the door
upon the departing couple, she became intensely aware of
the house, as if she had now become the house. Instead there
was a more august and terrible pain than she had ever known
before. Instead, I was sorry for him. Instinctively her broad
calm face became even calmer. Intelligent warm-hearted
Gertrude had magicked him into happiness. Into the web of
her being which was interwoven with Carel no alien thing

could penetrate, it was too dense, too thick, too dark in there.
Into this hall of meditation, however, as into a space prepared, Clement was now entering. Into what was she, Emily,
being charmed or changed? Is it all a hallucination? Hilda
wondered. Is it all my fault or his fault or Tamar’s fault, or is
it fate, whatever that means? Is it all ultimately a matter of
instinct? Is it fruitless to think about the past and build up
coherent pictures of how one’s life went wrong? Is it that
Julius set me free and this is the first manifestation of my
freedom? Is the dark night beginning? Is there any prayer or
place of gaze still left which is not a mere enchantment? Is
this a dream? Is this a myth, is it all a myth? Is this idea not a
blind consolation? Is this madness of being in love just a
symptom of a breakdown which has been coming upon me
for a long time? Is this not the most pointless of all loves? Is
this the beginning of the darkness? Isn’t it strange that I feel
so young, as if I were always at the beginning of things. It all
depended on him, and when he understood he could not
fail. It all happened a long time ago. It all now seemed a terrible mistake. It also reminded Rose of something, some
kind of theatre, some time, perhaps many times, when she
had seen illumined buildings at night and heard superhuman
voices, such as the one which she now instinctively expected
to hear, telling her in slow ringing tones some picturesque
piece of history or legend. It appeared to be intact, even, as
she oddly thought it, cleaned up, unmasked, peeled. It began
to please Lily to think of herself in this respect as a ‘sleeper’,
somebody stored away for possible future use. It brought to
Morgan quite automatically a breath of peace, though she
told herself at the next moment: all is changed. It buzzed. It
came suddenly out of the blue, suddenly like a storm wind.
It came to her as a real possibility that she might lose her
husband. It came to her how very melancholy she looked;

and Dora, her imagination abruptly set in motion, wondered
for a moment whether Catherine could possibly really want
to be a nun. It came to her that she might have been left
behind, that everyone might have gone away and left her
there alone. It came with some reminder of youth, of the
south. It can be done. It can come to me after all. It can’t
all have gone, she thought, gone away, vanished into nothing.
It can’t go on, she told herself. It could all be explained after
all and Hilda would see that it was certainly not Morgan’s
fault. It could not be done. It could not be like this, it could
not be. It could not just be her own weakness which made
the land seem to recede? It could only have this demonic
issue. It did at those moments seem possible that the sudden
violence might produce, not the vanishing of the dream and
the reassuring appearance of the ordinary good world, but
some shapes yet more Gothic and grotesque. It did indeed
seem like a concentration camp to her, a condition of horror
which could not have been anticipated and which the imagination could not conceive of enduring, and which yet was
endured, there being no alternative. It did not matter. It did
not occur to her that she might be pitied, she did not think
of herself as a wronged or defeated woman. It did not occur
to her to console herself by taking a heroic stance; her situation was without choice, her course the only possible one. It
did not occur to her to speak. It did not occur to her to walk
straight on and greet him. It did not occur to her to wonder
if Paul might change, or indeed to hope from him anything
at all. It did not take her long to realize that what she was
waiting for was Gerald Scottow’s visit. It does make a difference. It doesn’t just cease to be. It felt like a loss of innocence; and there were times when she weakly yearned for
she knew not what reunion with simple innocent things,
with thoughtless affections and free happy laughter and dogs

passing by in the street. It filled her with gloom and irritation and a frightened little homesickness. It gave her a feeling she had not had since she had been a little child with her
mother. It gave her no relief. It goes on existing and affecting the present, and in new and different ways, as if in some
other dimension it too were growing. It had all seemed necessary. It had also become even plainer to her, and she felt
this as a sign of her own continued rationality, that as a companion and as a person Rupert suited and matched her more
than any man she had ever met. It had been a bold moment
when she had cut the skirt to make it shorter. It had been a
sort of relief to Jessica to feel a clear and definite jealousy. It
had been a terrible portent, a warning arrow. It had been a
very bitter revelation. It had been given for what she had too
late realized were not even her principles. It had been her
skiing instructor at Davos. It had been indeed some sense of
the ‘purity’ of that force which had led her so readily to conceive of him as an instrument. It had been just a vague yearning, an ideal, something like what she felt when she came out
of the cinema. It had been like a mystical vision into the
heart of reality, as if one were to be promised the secret of the
universe and then, with all the sense of significance and finality fully preserved, to be shown a few mouldering chicken
bones lying in a dark corner covered with dust and filth. It
had been no momentary magic of the salmon pool. It had
been too beautiful before. It had been too long and too
much and she had made a stone of her heart and she would
never be able to justify herself, and never be able to explain.
It had caused such a shock and such pain that her instinct
had been to destroy what had hurt her so. It had contained
her firmly like a shell with every cranny filled. It had flowed
on to her, it was perhaps what most of all throughout the day
had crazed her. It had given her such joy. It had happened

some time ago and it was going on happening. It had happened, Midge later realised, in the car coming back from
Seegard, when she had so much felt that she did not want to
touch Harry, must not touch him. It had just been suddenly
clear that the encounter was over and both of them wanted
to escape. It had never occurred to Diane that wide apart
eyes looked mad. It had not been issued before, though Marian had felt in the unnerving quality of the older woman’s
attention to her some hint of a significant encounter to
come. It had not been real absence. It had not occurred to
her that there might be this simple explanation of Carel’s
reluctance to let anyone visit Elizabeth. It had not occurred
to her to fear a rejection, but now her heart beat with a
strange alarm. It had not passed, and she had learnt to live
with it, and it had become no easier as she grew older. It had
occurred to her that she had despaired too soon. It had only
seemed possible because it was really out of the question,
something not really imagined, a fantasy coexisting with a
reality which excluded it. It had really been quite difficult. It
had seemed like a matter of principle. It had seemed more
exciting, more romantic and somehow less alarming to come
at her own pace. It had seemed so alive. It had seemed to her
then, in a confused way, that some reality which had always
eluded her was suddenly within reach, she could stretch out
and touch it, the real thing at last, not the dream. It had
seemed, dreamily, possible to go to America. It had such a
false ring that Marian could not lift her head to help the
words. It had taken Diana herself some time to see and to
believe what was there in front of her face. It had the air of
a rescue; and there was a place too for this romance in the
economy of her nature. It is a nightmare, no it is a catastrophe. It is a conspiracy, they are cornering me with love! It
is another way of saying, to me that cannot happen. It is as

if we are dealing with everything, making it safe and ordinary, and then setting it aside. It is certainly what Blaise
needs and wants. It is just a dream of mine, a fear-dream, and
that will dissolve and fade away. It is odd, thought Gracie. It
is over, she thought, banishing these sad images, it is finished.
It is some sort of magic spell she thought, and if I make any
mistake something dreadful will happen. It is the end of an
era. It is this web of pressures, currents and suggestions,
something often so much less definite than pictures, which
ties our fugitive present to our past and future, composing
the globe of consciousness. It is to do with the present moment and the necessity of it and how it’s all complete, all
here, all in him. It is too late, and pride will not now surrender its captive. It is unjust, it is so unjust, was her thought. It
isn’t my business to knit up Willy’s past, to integrate it into a
present I can share with him. It isn’t that I’m lazy, but I have
the soul of a servant and it didn’t occur to me. It just needed
a little sorting out. It kept Anne safe somehow, and now her
escape had changed the order of the world. It looked for a
moment as if she had been physically struck. It looked like
the heavens spread out in glory, totally unrolled before the
face of God, countless, limitless, eternally beautiful, the universe in majesty proclaiming the presence and the goodness
of its Creator. It looked to her the same, and yet different. It
lounged rather before her like a lovely animal, it quietly
purred and displayed itself. It made her feel old. It made her
frightened; and because she suspected at times that it was
simply her resentment and her jealousy run mad, she tried
not to indulge it. It may be impossible to do this anyway. It
may be that they had so thoroughly, working it out over the
years in those long long conversations, made themselves
brother and sister. It menaced her at night with smells of
smoke and fears of fire. It might be a mistake to seem too

eager. It might be said that, recognising a choice between
becoming a demon and becoming a saint she had chosen the
latter. It moved her terribly. It must be a mistake, Blaise had
made a mistake. It must be all a nightmare, just a bad dream,
it can’t be true. It must be simple, she said to herself, it must
be simple. It now seemed to her that she had loved Monty
for a long time. It now seemed to her that this had been all
wrong, that this was the very policy which produced, for
both of them, the frustrating melancholy which she had taken to be his defence against her. It occurred to Gertrude
now, so strangely, that she had somehow rested in her resignation to Anne’s withdrawal from life. It occurred to her
that here at last was something real and something perfect. It
occurred to her that in preparation for what was to come she
was trying to give up her love for Peter as she had given up
smoking before it was time for her to enter the convent. It
occurred to Morgan that she did not then, and scarcely even
later, connect her immediate sense of guilt with Tallis personally. It occurred to Muriel that what made the whole
régime seem simple and ordinary was Elizabeth’s own attitude to it, her cooperation, her even gay cooperation, in
what, with another twist, might have seemed an imprisonment. It occurred to Muriel to notice, and she noticed it
grimly, that during all her recent pain she had never for a
moment considered leaving a world which had become so
appalling. It often recurred. It only remained to complete
the process. It relieved her heart to tell him that she loved
him and that she had lived all these years in the thought of
him, the lack of him, in the hopeless hope of him. It remained between them as a holy, or unholy, secret, though
what exactly it meant, or might portend, neither of them
would have explained. It remained opaque, as disturbing and
impenetrable as a message in a foreign tongue suddenly

flashed upon a wall. It remained that her marriage to Paul
was a fact, and one of the few facts that remained in her disordered existence quite certain. It reminded Franca of some
old happiness; and she thought I haven’t been really happy
since that very first day when he said there was someone else
but I wasn’t to worry. It reminded her of something, which
perhaps she had seen in a picture or in a dream. It scarcely
mattered whether she did or not. It seemed a hundred years
since she had talked of married love with Douglas and he
had advised her to hold Randall in her loving net. It seemed
for a moment as if she were going to attack him. It seemed
hardly worth while getting dressed. It seemed idiotic to cross
to France and search, but she felt almost ready to do so out
of the sheer need to do something. It seemed madness to
make this gratuitous unheralded excursion which could end
with some new and more awful humiliation by which she
would be scarred forever. It seemed to Diana that Danby and
her sister were scarcely sane. It seemed to have been not only
killed but removed even from the lighted caravan of her accepted and remembered life by the shock of that awful scene.
It seemed to her now that she had weakly withdrawn her
total love from Guy as he became cut off, abstracted, unkind,
untender, doomed. It seemed to her now that, for all his curious solitary gaiety, she had always seen him as a soul in hell.
It seemed to her suddenly like a little shrine. It seemed to
her that he had never looked at her since. It seemed to her
that Paul was urging her to grow up, and yet had left her no
space to grow up into. It seemed to her that they came more
often now. It seemed to Muriel that she too was uttering a
soft sibilant noise. It seemed to Pattie now impossible that
Carel should not know of her relations with Eugene, should
not know everything that went on inside her mind. It sets
me in the midst of some new truth which I have yet to rec-

ognize. It sometimes seemed that her love had always been
the same, always equally great in sum, only at a certain time
it had been set on fire. It sounded too mad. It startled Muriel to find herself, as she now regarded the drowsing entranced head, seeing something different, something even a
little alarming. It suddenly seemed a new and horrible pain
that Miranda, here, should have any misconceptions. It took
her a moment to see that there was no one there. It used to
delight her that the art students all called Paul ‘Sir’; now it
seemed upsetting. It was a consolation to think here of Gertrude and of what Anne had come to view as Gertrude’s
rights in the matter. It was a day later that she began to be
afraid. It was a deep true love which could only envisage
permanence as its outcome. It was a frame within which she
and Ruby moved about on their separate paths. It was a
jerking pain, more like being on the rack. It was a kind of
masterpiece, one of the cleverest, most complete, things she’d
ever done. It was a kind of mutual haunting. It was a long
story, the old story, Diane preferred not to remember how it
went. It was a love immured, sealed up. It was a matter of
pride; and she felt obscurely that if she started now to be
afraid of the sea she would make some crack or fissure in her
being through which other and worse fears might come. It
was a moment before she could command her voice, but
when it came it was calm and clear. It was a moment of revelation, when deep feelings, which have seemed leaden and
immovable, suddenly begin to skip like the mountains of the
psalmist, and intellect, like a flash of lightning, reveals a completely new configuration. It was a moment which made a
new bond between them. It was a painful vision. It was a
profound reverential passion. It was a relief just to talk, like
the consolation of prayer. It was a self-authenticating experience, as he used to say; was it not unfair to call it a dream?

It was a shock but Charlotte felt curiously detached and less
upset than she would have expected. It was a sickening yet
pleasant feeling. It was a strange and significant move in a
game the nature of which Muriel herself only half understood and which it now seemed to her that she had been
playing for some time. It was a strange beautiful thought. It
was a stricter clearer more invigorating sense of truth which
was love. It was a surprise idea. It was a time of destiny, not
a time of decision. It was a tiny kernel in the midst of all this
misery, tiny and almost pretty like the ridiculous enamelled
spoons. It was a transfiguration of Richard’s sensuality, Richard’s lechery, and she took it to her with a quick gasp of
surprise even as she took Richard. It was a turn of the screw
of which she could never have dreamt herself capable. It was
absurd. It was all a novelty and somehow a felicitous one. It
was all chance or else the opposite, something arranged by
God. It was all false and sickening and ultimately frightening. It was all in her own mind, something she was doing to
herself. It was all one. It was all so absurdly simple, she could
not imagine why she had not thought of it long ago. It was
all so extremely unexpected. It was all unworthy, horrible,
muddled, nasty to look back upon. It was almost as if she
could, if she wished, destroy Alex. It was almost as if she
were acting. It was already dead. It was also because Mitzi
was going through a long crisis in her relationship to her
body. It was also of course a source of fear, since the power
of this remote being over her was terrifying. It was an empty gesture. It was as if a veil had been taken from something
whose form had long been familiar to her. It was as if at that
anticipation, her deepest faculties swooned. It was as if Blaise
had suffered some disaster, had been maimed or disfigured or
subjected to some awful menace, and only Harriet’s thoughts,
only her unremitting attention, could save him. It was as if

Dorina’s shade had deliberately withdrawn so as to cause her
less pain. It was as if Emma made her exist more, and cast
upon her, out of her own more vivid personality, a certain
light and colour. It was as if from each thing some veil had
fallen and they glowed at her: now we are yours. It was as if
he bored me, except that it wasn’t boredom. It was as if he
too had been thinking and thinking, approaching her in his
thought, and their two thoughts had brought them, at just
the right moment, together. It was as if he wanted to break
her down. It was as if her body had some secret ease of
which her mind knew nothing. It was as if her consciousness
had eaten up its surroundings. It was as if her face were new
every day, inspected with anxiety in case it might be found
to be disfigured in some way, pockmarked, scarred. It was as
if her mind were drunk, reeling about, lurching to and fro in
crazy sudden movements which made her physically sick. It
was as if her own spirit had imprinted itself upon him as they
embraced and now looked back at her wide-eyed. It was as
if its old indifference, now that Randall’s protection was removed, had begun to reveal itself as something more sinister.
It was as if Jack had driven her, herded her into this enlightenment, and a terrible pleasure had come to her aid. It was
as if love or terror or something were trying to thrust itself
through into her mind. It was as if one were the infernal
mirror image of the other; and at times when she woke from
a troubled sleep, not sure which of the two she had been
dreaming of, she almost felt the loves to be interdependent.
It was as if out of some depth, adorned with the significance
of the past, each thing came up into a frame which was
placed ready for it just the moment before: a carved gatepost, an oval of stained glass in a front door, a sweep of clematis against a trellised wall, clammy dark green moss upon a
red tiled path, a lamp post with a lonely look upon a circle

of pavement. It was as if saying these things had in itself set
something off. It was as if she ‘loved’ Emily. It was as if she
didn’t really know him, enough, any more. It was as if she
had fallen in love with the Count! It was as if she had for
some time been under an authority the nature of which she
had not understood, though she had had an inkling of it in
the moment almost of violence when she had thrown her
coat about the wet cold naked man. It was as if she had
known Tallis for a very long time, as if he were something
which was diffused and general in her life. It was as if she
had passed through a screen into some more primitive and
lovely world, as if she were millennia away in the past or in
the future in some paradise of undimmed experience and
unblurred vision. It was as if she had spread out all that evil
filth before him and as he took it up and took it upon himself, she had made him vulnerable to some force, perhaps
wicked, perhaps simply retributive, which had struck him
instead of her. It was as if she had walked through the looking-glass. It was as if she wanted to ‘show herself ’ in her
widowhood to Guy’s people. It was as if she were attending
to him ardently but blankly. It was as if she were being, as she
lay, lifted off the ground, surrounded by a vibrating chord of
atoms. It was as if she were looking for a substitute, a symbol
of her secret, which she could soothe her soul by communicating, without giving away what it was a symbol of. It was
as if she were perpetually haunted and mocked by a music of
happiness which came from some inaccessible elsewhere. It
was as if something had physically pushed her from him. It
was as if something were closing in for the kill. It was as if
Stuart had already been given to her, as a subject to be
thought through, in its entirety. It was as if the climax was
come of perhaps years of preparation: and suddenly all the
force of those years was to be felt in the pull which drew her

in spite of herself towards him. It was as if the inside proliferated, breeding all sorts of new dark uninhabited rooms. It
was as if the mesh of their tenderness must not be made too
fine if they were to avoid agony. It was as if the natural
world, from which she had been exiled for so long, had come
back to her, posing like a dancer and holding out its hands.
It was as if the sound was really clamouring about her like an
electric storm and she had screamed into it. It was as if the
whole hideous mess represented by Tallis had been in an
instant potentiated by the appalling power of the resuscitation, in as it seemed to her an even more violent form, of her
love for Julius. It was as if the years had rolled away and she
was once again involved in the old coil: what was Mischa up
to, what did Mischa really think, what did Mischa expect of
her, what was she to do about Mischa? It was as if there was
nothing left in her life up to now with which she could either rest or work. It was as if things appeared and disappeared, dematerialized with malicious whimsy. It was as if
this were something beyond personality, a cosmic chemical
change wherein he was a pure force and she was a pure substance. It was as if what she had done was plotted on different and incongruous maps, which made it seem to her
sometimes that different lines or levels of conduct must have
coexisted, and sometimes that what she had really done was
some yet other indiscernible thing. It was as if whatever god
she had invoked when she decided, in what her friends
pointed out to be such a deplorably destructive and negative
mood, upon this course of action had indeed taken her at her
word. It was at this point that her dream changed into a veridical vision. It was because of these things that there was a
mystery which had never been revealed. It was blackness
again, ravaged, smashed, crushed, pulverised blackness, like
the night after the earthquake, only the dark was silent, there

were no voices, no one was there, only herself, her vast awful
smashed up self. It was certainly falling. It was certainly true
in her case, and how terrifying it was. It was connected with
her general sense of shame, her loss of moral dignity, her
unwonted loss of face. It was difficult to credit, even to remember, those states of mind. It was easy to refuse, while at
the same time one was in no way cheated of a compliment.
It was Eric, not Richard, whom she might have now the
power to help, and she must save her wits from crazy fear by
thinking on the problem of how to do it. It was exhilarating
though not altogether pleasant. It was for her own torment
only and not for his salvation. It was from here that she returned to her own Christ, to gain the respite of his blank
white foggy calm. It was Hannah’s authority which had
moved her, her sense, in the pathetic scene of her final imprisonment, of Hannah’s sovereignty, of her royal right to
dispose of herself as she would. It was hard to believe that
soon she would be leaving it forever. It was hard to picture
the outside of the house from the inside. It was hard to realize that other people could see it too. It was hard to think
about. It was he who had first made her really look at it, and
it had become the symbol of their courtship, a symbol which
Paula had endorsed the more since she found it in a way alien to her. It was her sense of destiny which carried them
both along. It was here that defeat must be acknowledged
and shame overcome. It was herself she must keep a hold on.
It was impossible for her to do so. It was impossible not to
adore them, it was impossible not to be pleased to own them.
It was impossible to explain to Mitzi why all this was a mistake, a fantasy, an illusion, why it could never never work. It
was impossible, entirely impossible, for her to go near him
now. It was in fact her only role and one which had absorbed her since she left school. It was in her case, she felt,

surely quite different. It was in this closeness that Pattie apprehended at last something like a great fear in Carel, a fear
which afflicted her with terror and a kind of nausea. It was
inconceivable to ask. It was indeed an enactment of the image she had so recently conjured up of the huge figures carried triumphantly upon the placards. It was indeed dreadfully like being in love. It was indeed like being in the presence
of a native god, in which one does not believe but which can
terrify one all the same. It was indeed this diffidence, together with some curious fumbling lack of assurance, Mrs CreanSmith’s own variant of the prevalent unease, which made so
far the barrier between them. It was indeed, as Tim had said,
extreme. It was inevitable that Paul should bully her and that
she should vacillate between submitting through fear and
resisting through resentment. It was just a nightmare after all.
It was just a stone. It was just that Dora had then estimated,
with a devastating exactness which was usually alien to her,
how much of sheer contempt there was in Paul’s love; and
always would be, she reflected, since she had few illusions
about her ability to change herself. It was just that she could
make no vision of herself back in London with Paul. It was
just that the thought generated, out of her little local solitude, a vast cosmic solitude. It was just what he would dislike
most that she had so thrust against him. It was large enough
for love. It was later, when Pearl felt calm and secure enough
to observe Rozanov, herself unobserved (and since she was
‘invisible’ she had many such chances) that the terrible ailment began. It was like a dream, indeed she had often dreamt
it. It was like a duty, she quaked and shook with it. It was
like a great lump which she kept turning over but in which
she could discern no significant shape. It was like a momentous second encounter with someone whom she had met
only once and who had suddenly and impetuously kissed her

on parting. It was like looking into a mirror. It was like lying alive in one’s coffin, inhabiting a rigid dried contorted
frame and looking about with one’s eyes. It was like saying
swear words in a foreign language. It was like the humming
of a song causing an aeroplane crash. It was like the moment
after the host has been lifted, when the silence of adoration
is quietly broken. It was like the moment in the fairy tale
when one must answer the riddle or die. It was like waiting
for a natural function, like waiting for a sneeze, pleasurable.
It was morally unthinkable that he should abandon a long-established mistress with a small son. It was more like being
enslaved in a situation where this was just something that
happened to people and they took it for granted as a matter
of fate and made the best of it. It was natural to fall in love
with Julius, it was natural to feel sentimental pity for Rupert.
It was nearly gone, it was gone; and now as she sat rigid, like
a stone goddess, and as she felt herself to be there, empty of
thoughts and feelings, she experienced a kind of triumph. It
was no use trying to explain. It was not (and she had asked
herself this question too) just a profane love, the sudden lust
of a lonely older woman for a younger man. It was not a dull
fright. It was not a life-giving leap into freedom. It was not
any more the old image of freedom which could move her
now. It was not as simple or as fast as that; though there was,
she knew, a lightness in the future which had been absent
from her life for two years. It was not exactly being in love,
Lily did not presume thus to entitle her obsession with Crimond. It was not exactly happiness, it was not exactly an
enchantment, rather a sense of detachment, which Franca
was eager to test against the return, announced by telegram,
of Jack and Alison. It was not exactly that Muriel thought
about him all the time. It was not exactly that she was ‘broken’, but she seemed different, as if by some great loop or

shift she had joined some other phase of her being. It was
not for a while clear whether anyone was really talking or
not or whether the murmur was all inside her head. It was
not just that at her age, at Felix’s age, it was senseless to talk
of waiting for years. It was not just that she needed help and
comfort, somebody literally to hold her hand. It was not just
the voice of common sense, it was the voice of love. It was
not likely that he was angry with her; she had just become a
nuisance and anything that she did, any claim that she made
on his attention, was an irritant. It was not snobbishness to
prefer the austerity of that truth and whatever hope it held,
not of happiness, but of some final bitter wit. It was not that
she felt that she now carried Guy in her or with her or ‘lived’
him. It was not that she had any thought of not returning
with Paul. It was not that she had from this derived some
decisive command of duty which she now saw, because her
poor heart was elsewhere, as an empty form. It was not that
she intended anything at all. It was not that she now judiciously cast her husband off. It was not the beginning of the
war, it was its end. It was not the sort of thing she came out
with usually. It was not true. It was nothing. It was now like
something she had read about in the newspapers, terrible
things which gangsters or terrorists did to their victims. It
was now possible to lie to Hannah. It was odd how tamely
these names now came into their conversation. It was of the
glacier at Chamonix and it brought with it a sudden physical
sensation of sun and snow and racing on skis. It was only to
Muriel herself that the plan appeared like a violent action,
like the sudden breaking of a mirror. It was only very lately,
only perhaps when she had received Louis’ horrible letter,
that she had fully realized how much her love for Austin cut
her off from other people, as if she were being gradually
cornered by a relentlessness of which he was the almost un-

conscious agent. It was only when he was putting the bag
into the car that Moy was stricken by the sense of having
committed a crime. It was only within the last two days,
however, that Nan had really become aware of this aloofness
of the world. It was part of the play-acting which was not
play-acting which she put on for John Robert. It was partly
that she was, in retrospect, so flattered, and so touched, by his
suggestion. It was perfectly possible. It was possible to see
‘the event’ in a different light, not losing faith in it, but receiving in relation to it, more space, more play. It was profitless now to ask whether the bond that tied her to them was
love. It was psychologically necessary to Harriet to feel that
she had played a good, even an absurdly good, part. It was
quite unlike her old romantic love for the young Randall, or
her steady married love for her husband. It was rather that
the world remained, whole, ordinary and relentlessly to be
lived in. It was really beginning now, her life without Guy.
It was sad, too, so sad. It was scarcely a coherent thought and
it was gone in a moment. It was she who had done the thing
that mattered. It was she who had then made conditions,
demands for ‘security’, and in a turbulent manner most likely to make him tactfully withdraw. It was sheer stupid vanity. It was simply a matter of holding on, letting them both
feel the absoluteness of her love and trust, and waiting for
them to become open to her again. It was simply that she
needed to do something, to perform some action in the real
world, and to charm herself for a moment out of the world
of thoughts and ghosts. It was simply that the idea of confronting Eric was an idea of such pure and awful pain that
she could not in any way manipulate it in her thought. It
was so clean, so strong, so perfect, a needle at its work. It was
so important to think quiet loving thoughts about people in
idle moments, especially perhaps about the dead, who being

substanceless so desperately need our thoughts. It was some
time after that she first began to feel irked by her condition.
It was something between herself and Bill. It was something
compulsory, a task, a duty, and it took her away from Kempsford Gardens where Miles sat smiling his entranced and private smile. It was still necessary to Annette to know people’s
ages exactly, in order to place them in relation to herself. It
was still too dangerously early to go to bed. It was strange,
like after an examination when suddenly books that have
been a part of daily life are set aside for ever. It was suddenly plain to Franca that she must get it over. It was surely
impossible that she could have stopped loving Harry, of
course she loved him, but was it now different? It was that
he could no longer, in the mirror of her being now so alarmingly brightened, properly reflect himself. It was that Louis
was a part of the ordinary world, through him she could still
glimpse ordinary things, ordinary streets, ordinary conversations, laughter. It was the air balloon with blue and yellow
stripes which she had seen once before, and she felt an impulse of pleasure, remembering how unhappy she had been
then. It was the connection with Guy that troubled Gertrude, and troubled her deeply, and not only because of
something dark and awful which was a grief now contaminated by guilt. It was the end. It was the kind of thing
which she flattered herself she could control. It was the
money, thought Pearl, I spent those precious years just being
pleased that I had money! It was the sheer beauty of love
which at such times she apprehended and at such times felt
herself to have criminally betrayed; and what she had denied
would not let her rest, coming to her as a sort of golden aura
about her memories of Felix. It was the time after Tamar’s
reappearance that convinced Violet that her daughter had
gone mad, and not quietly mad but raving mad. It was the

time, the logical time, for pearl to let go, indeed to be forced
to let go. It was the women she was afraid of. It was this
demon, which, in the past time, had defeated her, and from
which she had in the end had the strength to flee. It was
thus, in these terms, in this expectant state of being that
Tamar had allowed herself to look forward to this evening. It
was then that she allowed the memory of how they had lain
together in the armchair to come back fully to her consciousness. It was time for something noisy and unexpected,
for something a little unpredictable and entirely new. It was
too heavy. It was too late now to have his children. It was
true that as she entrapped him she was entrapping herself. It
was true that she had for years ‘adored’ Hugh, and that if she
had not had a gentle contempt for Fanny she would have
been ‘the tiniest bit jealous’. It was true that she had never
forgotten the occasion of the kiss, and that she had, for a
considerable time after that, suffered. It was true that she had
sometimes imagined leaving him, had pictured a redeemed
Pattie leading a humble life of service. It was true that what
had occasioned her indiscretion was Gerard’s own suggestion
that they should share a house, his use of these words which
evoked what, in her modest way, she had always hoped for!
It was what had made her sleepy and what had made Muriel
feel of late that she was stifling, that she was herself a captive.
It was, amidst all the hurly burly of Rupert’s passions and her
own aroused feelings, the calmness and steadiness of this response which most of all made her feel confident of the
rightness of her decision to go on seeing him. It was, in a
way, his death, its true beginning, his death to her, the breaking of the bond of consciousness. It was, she thought, almost
as if she were falling in love. It was. It wasn’t a monstrous
suggestion. It wasn’t such an all-or-nothing business. It will
all be sealed away. It will grow worse. It will stay perfect, safe

in the past. It won’t have been spoilt by quarrels and hate
and by the stupid vulgarity of people who would despise it.
It would all end in nothing. It would be something invigorating, exciting. It would be, at the very least, unfair to Rupert not to attempt to make this unexpected proximity into
something psychologically and morally workable. It would
begin. It would end in a muddle which would merely reveal
her as, after all, irrevocably and slavishly attached to Miles. It
would have been better to be their victim. It’s a life sentence
to silence – after all marriage is a life sentence, my marriage
is anyway, whatever his may be. It’s all a mistake, she thought,
I’ll have to explain. It’s all over. It’s as if Crimond devoured
part of me which will never grow again. It’s as if I have
nothing to do now, Thomas and Meredith will do it all. It’s
as if my mind has suddenly broken through into a new area,
a space, a vast capacity which I never dreamt I had. It’s like
a concentration camp, she thought. It’s like kissing the
housemaid, thought Franca, as she felt his big animal presence. It’s like some great atomic charge, we are each other.
It’s not what I meant. It’s odd because I love the pictures and
I love Monty, but it is so different. It’s so private, she thought.
It’s some kind of vile filthy ghost thing. It’s the pool of tears,
she said to herself, but not to Duncan. It’s the same old trouble, she thought, it’s the same old endless illness. It’s true,
thought Anne; and a feeling of the horribleness and dangerousness of life overcame her like a sudden nausea. Its immediate effect upon her was of disappointment. Its touch was
hateful to her, like the taste of food after a death. Jack did
not want children and Franca soon felt that, for her, it was
simply too late. Jack had once suggested that she should
have a dog, to be her dog, not his. Jack had said no lies
equalled all was well; had she herself now become a liar?
Jack had said, and said again and again, that all would be well

provided no one told lies. Jack was enough of a child, a third
person between them would have caused friction and jealousy, and by now Franca had enough trouble with ‘the girls’.
Jack’s letter, with its hideous ruthless finality, had banished
that gracious thing and probably killed it. Jack’s voice, his
will, made her realise what an extraordinary and wonderful
refuge she had found with Maisie, and how precarious this
shelter was. Jealously she missed him, with anger and frenzy
and bitter spiteful rage, and about this she could speak to no
one. Jean began to scream, she screamed into the roaring of
the engine. Jean breathed for a while. Jean cried, Rose
cried. Jean did not allow herself to brood upon that utterly
impenetrably mysterious scene, something which, although
she believed Crimond’s account of the accident, remained a
mystery. Jean did not look at Crimond, was indeed incapable of looking at anything in particular, since the room, the
dull pale window, the lamp, the door, the bed with an old
wrinkled rug beside it, the target, the white paper on which
Crimond had been writing, Crimond’s face, Crimond’s
hand, Crimond’s glasses, a tumbler of water, the kilt which
had somehow made its way downstairs, were all composed
into a sort of vividly illuminated wheel which was slowly
turning in front of her. Jean had kept her own desire for a
child as a secret sorrow. Jean has stopped loving me. Jean
screamed. Jean thought to herself, if Tamar hadn’t come
round to tell me about Duncan and the child I would never
have thought of searching Duncan’s desk, and telephoned
Jenkin and sent him to Crimond. Jean was exhausted, frightened, worn out by an intensity of love, his love, her love,
which sometimes seemed something so final that she found
herself thinking, somehow or other we are done for. Jenkin’s
death had broken some link, killed some last illusion – or
one of the last illusions. Jerked into motion, Marian fol-

lowed. Jesse as a sea beast, covered in prickles and fur, like a
sea lion, like a walrus, like a whale. Jesse coming to her,
young again, and saying, I love you, marry me. Jessica began
to scream. Jessica did not yet believe that he would leave her.
Jessica felt herself so powerless and so harmless in her relation to John that she could not conceive that she was rapidly
becoming as hateful to him as a boa-constrictor clutching
him about the neck. Jessica had no very clear intention in
her pilgrimage. Jessica had thought herself in love on a number of occasions but in fact her attention had been very
much more concentrated upon not having a baby. Jessica sat
down on the floor and concentrated her attention upon not
dying. Jessica was not far from thinking that a taste so catholic must be guilty of insincerity. Jessica was thinking, I can’t
bear this pain, he must take this pain away from me. Jessica,
amid all her other preoccupations, had been impressed in a
quite factual way by her failure to find anything at all of a
suggestive nature in John’s bedroom: not a pin, not a smell,
no cosmetics, no contraceptives, nothing. Jessica, who had
composed her plan of action carefully beforehand, now felt
so giddy with emotion that she had to sit down on a chair.
Jessica’s disguised longing for a place of absolute rest, the
longing which had been running out through her feverishly
active finger tips, found a magisterial and innocent satisfaction in John. Jessica’s eyes slowly filled with tears. Jessica’s
refusal to compromise with ‘the fixed’, which was for her the
analogue of, which perhaps indeed was, pureness of heart,
and which had once made her feel so spiritually superior,
had become, by the time she encountered John Ducane,
something about which, although she was just as dogmatic,
she was a good deal less confident. Jessica’s rolling eye lighted upon the bed and jealousy pulled her together like a
mouthful of brandy. Jesus Christ came to Anne Cavidge in a

vision. Joan stood up and began trying to pull her tight-fitting dress off. Joan was lonely, she was beautiful, she loved
him. John did not really know his own heart. John was a
conscientious man who did no doubt worry about her welfare and it was on principle and as a matter of duty that he
had suggested to her such a far off date on a postcard. Julius
is in me. Julius remained large and omnipresent in her consciousness and somehow mysteriously involved in her new
feelings. Julius’s reaction had thrilled her with alarm and joy.
Just as she was preparing to apply the pearly pink lipstick to
her swollen lips two great tears rolled down making two
deep long furrows over the smoothly powdered curve of her
cheeks. Just breathe quietly, deeply. Just for a moment all
these things were proclaiming a secret truth, that they were
tough, old, cold, and practically immortal. Just get through
the scene, don’t let her win points. Just lately this communication had failed. Just so compulsively and so blindly had she
fled back to see him again, to be with him and to worship
him with her love. Just stay and help them to be happy. Just
the pleasure of looking at him so unrestrainedly was considerable. Kate laughed aloud. Kate reflected rather ruefully
that she thought she knew very well what it was that caused
this momentary disharmony. Kate was in that state of elation
when speech becomes a mere natural burbling, like bird song
or the chatter of a stream. Kate was thinking how wonderfully cool the water goes on feeling upon my ankles, a marvellous feeling of something cool caressing something warm,
like those puddings where there’s a hot cake hidden inside a
mound of ice cream. Kate, eternally and unreflectively happy herself, made Mary want happiness and startled her, by a
sort of electrical contact, into the hope of it. Kate, who was
on very affectionate terms with a number of men, preferred
for humane reasons to keep her friends in ignorance of each

other. Keep cool and polite, get her out, then you can scream
the place down. Keep everything small and separate and
manageable. Keeping Tamar prisoner had been far more important to Violet than she had ever realised. Kiki St Loy sat
down on a chair and consulted with her still heaving bosom
about whether or not she should cry. La Belle Dame sans
Merci. Large tears came from her eyes and moved slowly
down her cheeks. Large tears welled suddenly from her eyes
and coursed conspicuously down her cheeks. Last night she
had dreamt of a cat with a terrible deformed head. Lately a
new and poisonous growth had developed in Stella’s mind:
jealousy. Lately Louise had decided to give up wearing
make-up altogether, but had not yet acted upon the decision.
Later Danby’s proximity was a torment. Later his telephone
did not answer, and she imagined him there frowning, letting
it ring, knowing it was her. Later it all looked different again.
Later on escape might be much harder or even impossible.
Later on the structure of falsehood was already there and it
seemed at every moment impossible to tell Thomas, and
equally impossible not to intend to tell him. Later on, over
the gin bottle, she thought, perhaps I will go to their place,
to that flat. Later she regretted that she had allowed herself
to become embarrassed and had left him too quickly. Later
she suspected Sandy of being homosexual. Later she would
wonder why she had been so nervous. Later still, appalling
misery brought her back to the Sacred Heart door, godless
but desperate. Later the narrowness of her life irked her and
although her love for George did not diminish, she had less
hope of salvation. Later there would be far more to destroy,
more ties to cut, more pain to cause, less of life remaining in
which to become, however meanly and modestly, something
else. Later, however, she was cheered by news of Austin’s
troubles and woke every morning to a small glow which was

the knowledge that Austin was unhappy. Later, in that other
time, she felt that she would cry forever. Later, remembering, Moy had been overcome by the notion that the rock
and the stone, who had stood there alone together on the
grassy hillside, for centuries, for millennia, were now pining
for each other. Later, she knew, she would accuse herself of
having said things, not unforgivable, for she knew they were
already forgiven, but stupid and perhaps memorable. Later,
when she had at last undressed and gone to bed and turned
out the lights, she lay on her back open-eyed. Laughter had
somehow gone out of her life. Leaving the tears wet upon
her face she patted back her smooth brown hair with one
hand as if adjusting a cap. Leonie felt it and was mortally
afraid and concealed her fear. Leonie had never deeply or
absolutely loved her curate husband, there had been reservations. Les esprits aiment la nuit, qui sait plus qu’une femme
donner une âme à toutes choses. Let him suffer. Let love
like a huge vault open out overhead. Let me say now how
grateful and how moved I am. Let pass my weary guilty
ghost out of my careful breast. Letting Harry make love to
her had been touching and strange, as if he were now young
and to be looked after, and she fled from thought by falling
asleep before the end. Life became impersonal and mechanical; and this even pleased her too, satisfying some deep and
perhaps despairing desire for peace. Life had become simple
again. Life had been so terrifyingly generous to her. Life
was short, ownership was an illusion, nothing really mattered
very much. Life was so full of chances. Life was suddenly
full of simple pleasant animating possibilities. Life was, again,
vivid and unpredictable at last. Light was vibrating inside her
eyes and she could see nothing but dazzling and pale shadows as if the whole scene had been bleached and then half
blotted out by a deluge of light. Lights flashed in her eyes

and there was a deep blackness near her into which she
might fall. Like a cloistered jungle native suddenly infected
by the viruses of civilization, she keeled over. Like a religious, she had meditated for years upon her luck in getting
Miles. Like a trapped creature who, seeing a last, already vanishing, escape route, becomes savagely powerful, able to destroy anything which impedes its way. Like a traveller who
casts himself in desperation before a saint at the wayside,
Annette entered. Like all emotional rationalists she had in
her nature a certain streak of superstitious fatalism. (Like
George, she hated to ‘lose face’.) Like loving death itself.
Like the Hindu mystic who used to conceal the supernatural
glowing of his body in a closely wound sheet, so Pattie would
don her three-quarter length coat and put on her red velour
hat and her suede gloves to visit the Supermarket. Lily began to console herself with new pictures of being, one day,
his old and dear friend, the one who, when all others proved
faithless, had not left him. Lily had been suffering pangs of
conscience at the news of Tamar’s ‘depression’ or whatever it
was, because she felt she had persuaded Tamar to take that
irrevocable step. Lily jumped up and began to cry. Lily nearly fainted with surprise and joy. Lily smiled through tears
then dashed the tears away and stood up and put on her coat.
Lily suddenly blushed. Lily was disappointed, yet she also
knew that henceforth she existed for him. Lily wiped confused tears from her eyes, tears of laughter, of joy, and of some
deeper mystical emotion. Lily, controlling tears, got hold of
her coat which had been lying on the floor and pulled it up
onto her knees. Lisa had annexed the world. Lisa, poor Lisa,
had come to be an occupation too, as she had been long ago
in Diana’s childhood, when Lisa’s idealism and lack of common sense had constantly landed her in scrapes with which
Diana had had to deal. Lisa’s appearance left the matter in

little doubt. Longing for Eugene filled her to the brim, longing for a place where she could break down. Looked at from
the outside it might seem a naïve assumption. Looking at her
knees she noticed her stockings, dark brown stockings which
she had selected, had chosen to wear, when she rose at midnight. Looking at the cold note, Lily felt near to hating
Tamar for causing her so much regret and remorse. Looking
at them she felt exasperation, pleasure, gratitude. Looking
now at Peter’s hands, she thought of his hands, his unscarred
hands. Looking up at her tall son she felt an agony of anxious protective frustrated love. Looking, touching, the telepathy of speech, the telepathy of silence, the full mystery of
trusting married love, she had taken utterly for granted.
Louise began to cry. Louise did not want to talk about such
matters. Louise dreaded that letter. Louise gave a little moan
and then began to sob. Louise had attempted, but failed, to
write a letter. Louise in her new way, in her utterly changed
scenery and way of life, was suddenly worried about Moy.
Louise kept saying to herself, I am only worried about
Clement like Bellamy is, that’s all. Louise longed for darkness and sleep. Louise longed for sleep and dreaded waking.
Louise shed tears too, concealed from all. Louise stood quite
still for a time, until well after the sound of his footsteps had
died away. Louise stopped and stood for some time motionless, with her gloved hands deep in her pockets. Louise
thought, oh - this is too much - it’s frightening, it’s sinister.
Louise thought, what will happen to them - perhaps just this
is the beginning of some awful end. Louise thought, yes I
am silly, I am a goose, and now I’m going to cry. Louise
wanted to talk to Lucas, she even felt she ought to go and see
him, but she was afraid to. Louise, watching the spellbound
children watching Clement, felt such a strange painful joy,
tears came into her eyes. Louise’s conjecture that Moy was

going mad was now sometimes being entertained by Moy
too. Louise’s hand stayed at her collar, touching her throat,
pressing it, then unconsciously undoing the top button of
her blouse. Love and passion and guilt had wrapped her
round and round, and she lay inert like a chrysalis, moving a
little but incapable of changing her place. Love belongs to
the ideal. Love had stopped her mouth. Love is joy, even
impeded love is joy while hope remains, and of course Hattie
did indeed love her ‘newly found’ grandfather and did not
really believe his ‘nevermore’. Love is not time’s fool and
rejects notions of exact measurement. Love itself altered, was
constrained, perhaps clarified. Love itself would here be her
light. Love laughs at locksmiths and also at Locke. Love
possessed and shook her as a terrier shakes a rat. Love rolled
her and tossed her and trampled her. Love she could give to
no one expanded painfully in her heart. Love was dying and
she could not save it. Love, even fake love, even dream love,
was something after all. Love, even without hope, was a joyful energy. Luca lived in Emily’s consciousness as a ceaseless
mysterious dark pain. Luca was at present, for her, in a state
of suspension and she tried to feel about him as if he were
asleep. Lucas had wanted to marry her, her, Louise. Lurid
dreams like waking visions crowded all her sleep. Lying on
her bed Gertrude had started to cry again. Magic against
magic, she had been cured, relieved of evil pain, as her wizard
put it, left with good pain. Maisie had discerned it – her
great secret rage would slowly be transformed into a small
secret hatred, whose miserable attrition would diminish
Franca, shrink her, until she became a very small animal,
scarcely visible as it scuttled here and there in the house.
Making the house had taken her years and within it she had
occupied years in posing. Many things were, now, bad. Many
years seemed to have passed in two days. Marian again felt

shame. Marian breathed deeply. Marian could feel her almost trembling with eagerness to be most delicately interrogated. Marian could not bear it. Marian could not read or
work in these hours, and while not sleepy felt exhausted, as
if her energy were sapped simply by resisting some influence
upon her of her too silent surroundings. Marian cried over
this letter, suddenly she felt – what did she feel? Marian did
not know what to say. Marian did not know where to look.
Marian did not wish to be rushed along so fast, not so fast,
and not in this direction at all. Marian exclaimed almost
with a new fear at seeing him. Marian exclaimed aloud, and
found that several people were looking at her, evidently enjoying her surprise. Marian felt a sharp spasm of pain: why
should it be to me, to me that this comes? Marian felt an
unpleasant thrill, almost like a sense of guilt, at the sudden
proximity of the sea. Marian felt as if the prison doors were
closing on herself. Marian felt both rebuked and looked after. Marian felt embarrassed too, as if she were being forced
to be present at too intimate a rite. Marian felt her tears
again. Marian felt immediately; this is intolerable, she cannot
do this, although she did not clearly know what this was.
Marian felt now that she was being made the recipient of a
very precious and very important confession. Marian felt
suddenly pierced and transfixed by tenderness for him. Marian felt that in a moment she might break out into hysterical
gasping. Marian felt that she was going to weep. Marian felt
the hair rising on her head. Marian felt the unhoped-for
tears overbrimming her eyes and darkening Hannah’s silken
shoulder. Marian felt uneasy, guilty, before Violet. Marian
felt, at the sight of him, a mixture of guilt, excitement and
relief. Marian fled down the stairs, scarcely touching the
floor, and ran along a corridor to a big window where she
could see the familiar reassuring view of the sunless garden

and the green lift of the cliffs beyond. Marian found herself
crying quietly. Marian found that she was smiling too and
felt dawning upon her face the same rapt serenity which
glorified the others. Marian found that there were tears
upon her cheeks. Marian gave a little startled cry into the
roaring of the sea. Marian got awkwardly to her feet, holding on to the back of her chair. Marian got through the
morning somehow. Marian groaned. Marian had again the
rather uncanny feeling of puzzlement with which her employer often affected her. Marian had covered her face as he
began to speak. Marian had lately found that she was living
to an alarming degree upon two different levels of mind.
Marian had never seen anyone live so entirely in the present;
and she too lived in the present, looking forward to her
meals and to the ritual of the evening whiskey, making little
ceremonies out of views of sunsets or walks to the fish ponds,
and enjoying literature as those alone enjoy it who have little
else to enjoy. Marian had not expected this assault upon her
feelings. Marian had not yet dared to think fully or properly
about what had happened in the night. Marian jumped violently round. Marian laughed and then felt a sudden desire
to cry. Marian leaned against his shoulder sobbing and let
him dab her face with a big white handkerchief. Marian
leaned helplessly back against his arm, closing her eyes and
seeking for his mouth. Marian leaning back in the chair was
now breathing deeply, holding one hand up to her throat.
Marian ran, then walked, among strange unknown streets,
weeping. Marian realized now that what the room smelt of
was whiskey. Marian reflected; and I was just about to become bewitched too. Marian said to herself, I have been
accepted into the family, that is what has happened, I have
become part of the pattern. Marian shivered. Marian shook
her head confusedly and made an effort to pull herself to-

gether. Marian shook her head violently in the darkness.
Marian shrank back against the wall. Marian stared at him,
dazed and horrified at things not yet fully understood. Marian stood quiet while the sense of the words expanded round
about her seeming to fill the house with resonant echoes.
Marian suddenly could not endure it. Marian thought with
a sort of shock, shall I be there? Marian thought, he is a little
jealous of me. Marian touched her, partly in the natural
course of her tasks, but partly too through some compulsive
fascination; and Hannah’s flesh felt inert and cold, as if from
her too the spirit were being slowly withdrawn. Marian
wanted and needed to love and to be loved; and she was very
ready to attach herself to her employer whom she found
touchingly gentle and diffident. Marian was already very
disturbed, and alarmed at finding herself so. Marian was appalled at the sudden quietness. Marian was both unnerved
and pleased at the unexpected change of key. Marian was
breathless, gripping her glass and looking into the fire. Marian was by now thoroughly frightened of swimming but determined to swim. Marian was dazzled by the soft flooding
light and by fear. Marian was disturbed by his provocative
enjoyment of her curiosity. Marian was intoxicated with joy.
Marian was not sure what it was. Marian was open-mouthed,
almost gasping. Marian was silent still, not for unsureness of
her feelings, but for very sureness. Marian was suddenly
overcome by an appalling crippling panic. Marian was troubled. Marian woke with a start, and terror immediately, with
consciousness, invaded her limbs and made them rigid.
Marian wondered at once whether Mrs Crean-Smith were
not in fact somehow ill, and she had a guilty little feeling of
revulsion. Marian, though not a fool, and far more naturally
sociable, became aware that Rosalind was more sought after,
more admired, more witty, more interesting. Marian’s gaiety

left her, but her joy darkened and deepened. Marian’s heart
beat faster and faster and she was longing for it all to be over
and they could be in France. Marian’s heart began to hit her
so hard that she almost fell down. Marriage had been a social
and emotional disappointment to her. Marriage is in the
past. Marriage, if it came, would change it, Gertrude was
blessed (and she was thankful for it) with a clear head on the
main point. Marriage, she thought. Mary constantly told
herself how lucky she was to live with so many people whom
she loved and that surely so much love was enough to fill a
woman’s life. Mary depended, more than she might have
been willing to admit, on a conception of her existence as
justified by her talent for serving people. Mary did not believe in analysing herself, and she had left vague the notion
that sometimes came to her that this anxious unfulfilled sort
of loving was the only kind of which she was capable. Mary
felt a blackness of depression which she took to be the aftermath of terror. Mary felt sick and faint, holding on to the
sturdy tree. Mary had felt this greater independence as a
sense of almost bouncy physical well-being as she moved,
differently now, about Willy’s room. Mary had for some time
now been conscious of a sort of mounting distress which she
connected with her relationship with Willy. Mary had no
theory, coming at last to accept Willy’s sad European mysteriousness as a sort of physical quality and one which racked
her tenderness more than any positive knowledge could
have done. Mary held her heart, contracted into a point of
agony. Mary herself found that she needed some kind of
physical recollection after she had entered Willy’s presence.
Mary laughed. Mary shuddered. Mary steadied herself, putting her hand on to the low wall at the corner of the road,
aware, almost as if it were a separate personality, of her hand’s
sudden memory of the surface of the wall, the slightly sharp

crumbly stones, and the urban moss, which, like the moss
upon the red tiled path, contrived to remain damp and clammy even in the hottest sun. Mary supposed this was true.
Mary thought suddenly, this is an abomination, sitting here
and having this conventional conversation when I feel so
desperate and deprived and torn inside. Mary thought, yes, I
will marry Willy and I will take him away. Mary turned a
corner and for a moment did not recognise the scene at all.
Mary was silent. Mary was thinking, suppose I were to marry Willy and take him right away? Mary’s thoughts, since she
had got into the coastguards’ boat, now more than half an
hour ago, had become strangely remote and still. Mary’s
whole body now, limp beneath the tall twisted acacia tree,
became aware of John from head to foot in a new way. Masochism has strict rules. Matthew. Mavis began to laugh.
Mavis felt a great void where her faith had been. Mavis felt
a void where her faith had been, an empty space left underneath her heart, only she had not noticed it for years. Mavis
felt like screaming, seeing the scene with a strange precision,
and yet it was full of gaps, of whitenesses. Mavis felt that her
face had suddenly become all hot and wet, dissolved into
tears. Mavis felt that she had emerged again into the light,
not really such a different person in the end. Mavis found
herself curiously restored to ordinary life and ordinary
choices. Mavis looked out of the window at the blanched
grass and knew that she was soon going to start to cry and
would not be able to stop. Mavis shrank into herself, feeling
wizened by a stale misery which had little to do with Mr and
Mrs Monkley’s bereavement. Mavis thought, why is all this
happening, I did not intend it. Mavis was so determined now
to see only part of the picture. Mavis was white and her eyes
did not look upon the ordinary things of the world. Mavis
wept hot tears of ecstasy at the back of the kitchen in the

flickering dark. Mavis, a child, had felt engulfed in a blackness which it seemed could never end. Mavis, limp and relaxed upon her sofa, found that she was smiling a little and
wondered how on earth she could find anything to smile at
in a situation which was potentially so awful. Mavis’s eyes
had been hazy with private happiness. Maybe I could go to
the cottage in Cumbria or to Gertrude’s house in France.
Maybe I should have said at once: Tim, don’t worry, you are
a member of the family, I will help you, of course. Meal
times were important to Mary. Meanwhile Anne watched
Peter lynx-eyed, considering him in her soul, meditating
upon him and bending her will upon him. Meanwhile
Charlotte realized that Mitzi loved her. Meanwhile Gabriel
was having a terrible experience. Meanwhile he walked in
her dreams, surrounded by the joy and fear which had been
dimly presaged in the adventure with the hat. Meanwhile
poor Jessica, whose whole occupation was thinking about
him, was driven by the sheer need of an activity connected
with him to write him daily love letters, which he received
with nausea, read cursorily, and did not answer. Meanwhile
she flirted a little with her friends of both sexes. Meanwhile
she must behave perfectly, watch with the eyes of love and
speed with the feet of a servant. Meanwhile she was gratified
to know that George, so outrageous elsewhere, was a lamb to
her, and this gave her a comforting sense of superiority.
Meanwhile she was prepared to watch and wait because, as
she had put it, George ‘interested her absolutely’. Meanwhile
the possibility of Harry would remain for a while, rejected
yet active, like a benign curable tumour. Meanwhile, comforting herself with pain, she went over and over the details
of the catastrophe, convincing herself of its horror and completeness and of her guilt with which she could do nothing
except somehow leave it behind. Meanwhile, upon that

other plane, Jean too was experiencing the mutual incompatibility, yet necessary connection, between analysis and hedonism. Mechanically she began counting. Meditating upon
her feelings she thought about her mother’s miserable docile
life with that cruel man; and perhaps some old fierce Italian
instinct for revenge now lent its fire to her rage. Memory
and dream sometimes became confused and things of the
mind crowded close behind a screen. Men were horrible.
Meredith is an absolute, Stuart is not. Michael seemed to her
all at once to have become delightfully shy. Midge had wakened up that morning early, hearing the maddening hurtful
singing of the birds, and at once thinking about the ‘weekend’ on which Harry was so much insisting and which now
seemed impossible. Midge sat relaxed at the window, all her
limbs limp. Midge was indeed having dreams, nightmares, in
which Stuart’s white face stared at her accusingly, as she had
seen it staring when she was sitting on that chair by the door
in that awful room, exposed, ridiculous, vanquished. Midge
was not sure exactly what it was either, and when the break
had come. Midge yearned for Stuart’s presence, his face was
constantly before her, usurping the place so long occupied
by Harry’s; and Midge depended from it as from a floating
vision which alone saved her from a fall to death. Might not
that be the greatest thing? Mildred dreams of glowing birds
flying in darkness, of cobras stretching out their hoods, and
dear Ganesh, and dear Ganga, Ganges. Mildred felt her tears
coming now. Mildred groaned to herself. Mildred knew of
course that she belonged to Owen. Mildred looked at Hugh
affectionately and patted her fluffy pepper-coloured hair
into place. Mildred stood, calming herself, breathing deeply,
not looking at anything, her eyes glazing over as if by the sea.
Mildred was now beginning a little to wish that she had
gone to India after all. Mildred was so confused by the de-

mands of her new insight and by the pure piercing pain of
jealousy which had just passed through her like a spear, that
she could think of nothing to say. Mildred, restraining her
tears, was thinking it’s all our fault, we had not been deep and
loving enough to see what the difficulties were, we had not
tried, we had thought selfishly of our own satisfaction, really
we didn’t know Edward enough, we built up some solemn
ideal Edward, and now it’s somehow really Edward’s fault, he
should have seen it coming, he should have been brave
enough to have it out with her. Miles and I never loved so.
Miles had been her occupation: Miles’s loneliness, Miles’s
shyness, his nervous animism, his inability in some ways to
take hold of life at all. Miles, without even noticing it, had
lifted her across. Mine. Miranda had loved Felix Meecham
with all her heart ever since she could remember. Miranda
loved the violence latent in her father, she longed for an assertion of his strength, and the spectacle of his at last bursting
out made her lick her lips and open her eyes. Miranda saw
enough for her purposes and saw it with surprise and a little
shuddering. Miranda told herself that she would not survive
that moment. Miranda was sure that no one knew about her
condition. Miranda’s face was a wooden mask. Misery filled
her mouth and her eyes. Misery grew in her heart like a
plant. Miss Casement stood by uneasily, not knowing what
to do with her eyes. Miss Dunbury was ashamed of her deafness and had kept it a secret, but now the revelation was
unavoidable. Miss Evercreech had a quality of sheer attention which made her writhe. Miss Landon thought, I must
prepare my lessons better and, quite simply, stop loathing the
children. Miss Tether’s company and the river, and the miracle of the colours had detached her from this little bloodstained sack upon which she now looked with amazement,
realising how much she had been defeated. Miss Tether’s

presence opened, for Franca, a large warm coloured expanse.
Mitzi always spoke of particular things as if they could be
changed. Mitzi could make Charlotte even chatter. Mitzi
crossed barriers and borders uncrossed before because she
was oblivious of their existence. Mitzi felt a vague thoughtless interest in Ludwig’s engagement, not pleasure since she
did not like Gracie, but not displeasure either. Mitzi felt an
old amicable exasperated pity for him and a momentary desire to hit him. Mitzi looked after Charlotte and bossed her
around. Mitzi sat down and burst into clamorous tears. Mitzi shuddered and moaned. Mitzi sobbed, then sighed. Mitzi
was angry and tearless now, but if Charlotte wept there
would be more screams. Mitzi was beginning to need alcohol and Austin had been needing it for some time. Mitzi was
blushing. Mitzi was faint with jealousy and remorse. Monty
had been for her the erotic, the mystical. Monty had rejected her. Monty’s attack on her, his rejection of her, had been
so vicious, so sudden. More deeply, she felt a wish to punish
him. More like a swarm of bees perhaps coming nearer,
nearer. More potent still, Mildred had now become aware of
the fact that Lucas was, at any rate a little, in love with her.
More simply she supposed that Carel was losing his faith.
More simply, Stella assumed that George would somehow be
restored to her ‘in the fullness of time’, that she would at last,
and satisfactorily, ‘get him back’. More slowly she realized
exactly why it was that she had to go. More tears came to
Adelaide. More than that, she became, as she saw it afterwards, temporarily insane. Moreover, and of course, she
loved him; but in Sefton’s stern code her love had always
been chained up, and howled fruitlessly, as indeed it did now.
Morgan began to laugh again, and found that she was suddenly shedding tears, happy tears. Morgan blinked hard and
managed to focus her gaze upon him. Morgan felt an almost

intolerable physical tension. Morgan felt her head spinning
again. Morgan felt the tears away behind her eyes, gathered,
present. Morgan fidgeted with an incoherent desire to touch
him. Morgan forgot the details and no longer wondered
why or what. Morgan had a capacity for dealing with one
thing at a time, and not worrying about, almost not seeing,
other features of the situation. Morgan had felt a violent
shock which she seemed only a moment later to identify as
having been caused by a glimpse of Julius’s shoulders and
pallid hair seen through a break in the crowd. Morgan had
loved Julius with her whole nature and in the first shock of
that love she had found it impossible not to believe that Julius loved her. Morgan had seen something in those later
days with Julius which had seemed like a deep truth. Morgan half closed the door of the room and sat down upon a
trunk and covered her face. Morgan held her head in her
hands. Morgan lifted her head and a ray from the far past,
from the dark forgotten beginnings of her existence, shone
through her eyes and made them glow like amber. Morgan
now saw Rupert as a blind instrument of destruction. Morgan pushed the earth away and rolled down the slope onto
the level of the shorter grass. Morgan released a sighing
breath. Morgan sat there stiff, with her eyes half closed, leaning forward, and her face became hard and strange to her like
a mask and she felt the deep obscure bases of her life shuddering and stirring. Morgan saw it with an immediate sick
thrill of pain and fear. Morgan stood with her hands at her
throat and the darkened sky behind her. Morgan suddenly
began to feel jealous and frightened in an entirely new way.
Morgan swallowed something in her throat. Morgan swallowed the bitterness. Morgan thought, I talked so much
about myself when I came back. Morgan twisted the stuff of
the jacket savagely and let it go. Morgan was in an electrical

mood. Morgan was shuddering and shivering so much that
she had to sit down. Morgan, smiling rather wryly at herself
in the mirror, knew perfectly well that she was not capable
of passing up this adventure. Morgan’s need to see her sister
was by now becoming extreme. Mostly it was with her simply as a cloud which gilded all that she looked upon. Mother stayed at home, glad to receive the glossy postcard which
assured her loving heart that her children were having a
wonderful time. Moved by him, she was even ready to imagine she believed in brotherly love. Moy felt something
snap inside her as if her heart had snapped. Moy moved from
the sink, putting her hands up to her face. Moy sat down
close beside her mother, caressing her arm and nestling
against it. Moy shuddered at this picture. Moy was crying.
Moy was trembling. Moy wept. Moy’s terrible secret sorrow
which she had told to no one was this. Mrs Barlow was too
big, too material. Mrs Bradstreet had a very serious sin, not
unconnected with her late husband, upon her conscience.
Mrs Monkley spoke in a tearful voice, but had control of
herself. Mrs Monkley was possessed, as all truly bereaved
people are possessed, by the soul of the departed. Mrs Roach
thought, I must stop spending these crazy amounts on
clothes. Mrs Romage thought, I had better stop cooking the
books. Much later some merciful power out of the darkness
which Pattie had worshipped in ignorance drew an oblivious
sponge over those years. Muriel began to ask herself questions of a terrible precision? Muriel began to cry. Muriel
breathed deeply and tried to think. Muriel breathed it in
with what she was amazed to find was a sense of relief. Muriel closed her eyes and her fingers clawed quietly upon the
taut surface of the carpet. Muriel could not conceive of
Elizabeth as a victim. Muriel felt a point of sleepiness in her
mind like a little cloud. Muriel felt as if her own eyeball had

become an enormous area over which Carel’s gaze was systematically ranging. Muriel felt her father’s eyes upon her
like a steady pressure upon her face. Muriel felt like a spirit
before her, and for a moment it did not occur to her that
they could communicate. Muriel felt she was in danger of
losing touch with reality. Muriel felt, I must resist this. Muriel gritted her teeth. Muriel had allowed herself to become
fascinated by the idea of as it were loosing Leo at Elizabeth.
Muriel had awakened that morning in distress. Muriel had
been in a sort of hysterical coma ever since she had woken
up. Muriel had had her terrible dream last night. Muriel
had in her constitution a kind of dignity which demanded
slow approaches, reticences, subtlety. Muriel had known this
from the moment of leaving her own room, but the knowledge had been numb and dead in her. Muriel had no memory of getting to Carel’s study. Muriel had spent most of the
previous day, after Pattie’s revelation, lying upon her bed in a
state of coma. Muriel held on to the edge of the dark. Muriel knew now that she had to look, it had become impossible not to. Muriel made a gesture with her hand as if to dash
away too much light from her face. Muriel put her hands to
her face as if to find tears which she suddenly heard in her
voice. Muriel realized that those tears were going to start
again. Muriel sat down and laid her head on Carel’s desk.
Muriel sat down on the bed and covered her face with her
hands. Muriel seemed to hear some sort of murmuring beginning again in the silence. Muriel set her teeth. Muriel
shivered. Muriel sought for the right words, for some sort of
cunning strength, the strength to resist him utterly. Muriel
stared at Mrs Barlow who had materialized, huge as a bear, in
the pale brown light of the doorway. Muriel thought, if I do
nothing these sounds are numbered now, in a little while
they will simply cease, there will be a last breath and then no

more. Muriel thought, this is the worst day of my life, let me
just live through it. Muriel thought, what is this idiocy. Muriel thought: I must be hated for my knowledge. Muriel
took deep breaths. Muriel was always touched on these occasions by a sense that Elizabeth exclaimed so much about it
because she constantly feared that it might happen. Muriel
was excited and frightened, and although she had attempted
to treat of the matter calmly with Leo she had not succeeded. Muriel was excited, but she was also frightened. Muriel
was silent. Muriel was standing quite still with her head
turned away in an awkward deformed attitude. Muriel was
surprised to find how strongly she took to this metaphor.
Muriel was trembling. Muriel, long ago convinced that she
herself was exceptional, had lately begun to assume that she
was not destined for any conventional love-life. Muriel’s imagination juxtaposed them. Muriel’s tears continued and she
moaned a little, very softly, and trembled, standing there in
the lamp-lit room beside the sleeping figure. Muriel’s voice
had become a high wail. Must it not simply be metamorphosed into something quiet and sleepy and dark, like some
small quiescent life form which could lie in the earth and
not be known whether it were alive or dead. Must she not
have the strength to hate her husband and to join her lover?
Must she not now feel relief to know that, for the time, he
had ceased to be a special vulnerable perishable little boy for
whom she was so frighteningly responsible, and had become
a case like others with which highly qualified experts knew
just how to deal? My dear David, please forgive me for my
graceless words. My face is swollen and hideous, no one will
recognise me. My hands are growing old, thought Midge
McCaskerville, they are dry, the veins are becoming prominent, they are spotted, they will soon be wrinkled. My husband is dying, and I have no children and no work. My life

is as finite as his. My life is near its end, she thought. My
Lord and my God, when will the real suffering start? My
pain and my bitterness are sealed up inside me forever. My
pains are not ending, they are beginning. My world is a
brown world, a dim spotty soupy world like an old photograph. Nan began to have bad dreams. Nan began to think
about her husband. Nan continued to be extremely uneasy
and restless. Nan despised the neurotic. Nan did not know
what she would say - but in spite of Tim Burke’s warning she
was determined that it was she who would talk and not Bill.
Nan did not make the transition immediately. Nan found
herself exceedingly disturbed. Nan found that her heart was
beating very fast. Nan found to her surprise that the words
were not new after all. Nan had been shocked and upset; yet
in the very same instant she had been delighted. Nan had
extremely vague ideas about libel and slander, and a corresponding nervousness at the idea of putting anything down
on paper. Nan had had her first shock of discovery when she
overheard Felicity talking by long-distance telephone with
her brother. Nan had never reflected on this sort of matter
before. Nan’s first emotion was extreme surprise. Neat packing did not fail when life failed. Nesta Wiggins thought, I
ought to go to Mass now and then to please my father and
stop being so ridiculously pleased with myself. Never had
she experienced such a profound satisfaction of anger and
hatred. Nevertheless in two days’ time, after two days of pure
agony, she felt that she had to see him. New desires, new attractions, new knowledge must come now. New duties were
after all a source of life. New springs of love for her son had
risen in her expanded being, and the perfect physical connection between herself and Blaise made her able to touch
and hold the child in a new way. Next time she would not
refuse his love, she would give herself utterly. Nina had giv-

en up some time ago the attempt to define what her relation
was to Mischa Fox. No book could serve her now. No
doubt he was waiting for her to realise fully that he had left
her. No doubt like many of those who lead precarious lives
she had a good deal of ‘instant desperation’ stored up for
dealing promptly with catastrophe, when the worst pain is
the continuation of fruitless hope. No doubt the desire to
tell Rozanov, always present, had grown stronger in her
heart, and with the shock of his attack on her, became irresistible: the desire by some sort of passionate magic to join
together the captive loved image and the terrible free real
reality. No laughing was to occur, and of course no chat or
general or personal remarks before, after, or during the session. No nineteenth-century matron, or even one from ancient Rome, could have been more confident than Harriet
that she was a good person and would always be able to act
rightly. No one else needs me, she thought, except the children, and they can’t save me. No one is kind to me any more
or knows or cares whether I live or die. No one knew, no
one would ever know how perfect that relationship had
been, although he scarcely spoke to her except about trivialities, and told her nothing of his life. No one must know.
No one seemed to have given a thought to Daisy, as if she
had never been an actor in the drama at all. No one should
be a prisoner of other people’s thoughts, no one’s destiny
should be an object of fascination to others, no one’s destiny
should be open to inspection; and for a moment with her
pity, she felt almost a resentment against Hannah for having
so totally fascinated her. No one will be hurt. No one will
know. No one, she felt, saw her. No tears. No thank you, I
am beyond help. No that would be impossible. No thoughts
could help her now. No woman minds such a sudden disarming of her traditional adversary. No wonder Alison had

punished her and Matthew thought of her only as an instrument. No wonder Blaise got crosser and crosser. No wonder
Emily, waking every morning to the amazing reality of it all,
gritted her teeth with rapture. No wonder he is so fat, she
thought. No wonder he withdrew, not only from me but
from the others. No wonder she felt so innocent and free
and young. No wonder she sang. No wonder since she had,
against all that she could earlier have imagined, emerged
from a place where she thought she would stay forever, in
which she was certain that she would die: a place where she
had solemnly vowed to remain for the rest of her life, within
the same house, the same garden, giving up her will. No, I
could not destroy it, I must endure. No, it is too small. No,
it made no sense. No, it was not like an amputation. No, she
could not think about Stella, Stella was taboo, any thought
she could think about George’s wife would be an abomination. No, she feared him and he knew it, and this was yet
another barrier for love to surmount. No, she must let Randall go, she must let him go properly, she must cut the painter. No, she thought, I am not confident, and I am not sexually experienced either, I am like a young girl in these
matters, a shy innocent person really. No, she would not
think of recovery. No, that wasn’t it, how could it be. No.
No. No. No. No. No. No. Noel made her feel that it was no
scandal to go on being young. Nor could Rosa herself summon up the kind of strength required to do battle with such
a being. Nor could she forgive Pearl for being young and
free, and for looking so horribly healthy and independent in
a corduroy jacket and trousers. Nor was she easily able to
spend her money on anything else because of a haunting
uncertainty about her taste. Not a holy man after all. Not
even that, for resentment and hatred are forms of strength.
Not in a religious house of course. Not just busily, efficient-

ly, to feed the poor, but to do so in humility, out of love, out
of deep spiritual belief, as servants. Not quite, certainly not
as she had previously enacted it, thinking in terms of silent
suffering, the thrill of concealment, the discipline of conscience and the voice of duty, nun-like austerity, the agony of
sacrifice, and a purification by fire. Not silence now, but blaring cacophony filled her head, foul self-stuff filled her soul,
frenzied self-will and terrible possessive energy. Not tears but
something like a scream hovered inside her head, moved in
there like a bird. Not that Louise craved for aliens. Not that
Mavis had told her. Not that she had anything very terrible
to cry about, since she was happily married and had a lovely
son, but she cried often for the anguish of the world because
of its little vulnerable places, or because of the frailty of
everything she loved. Not that there were dead people there,
but dead things. Not to know was best, to forget was best.
Not to see the ‘simulacrum’, to imagine the grinding pain, to
suffer the daily loss of the bond of consciousness, to see the
eyes vague, mad, even hostile? Nothing had happened, nothing had happened at all. Nothing irrevocable had happened
yet. Nothing now prevented Midge from running to the
house in Bloomsbury. Nothing spoke in her now, not even
the little voice of self-preservation which continues after
reason is silent. Nothing stopped Alex from speaking those
comforting words to Ruby and questioning her gently, except that all the years which should have made it possible
had made it impossible, and Alex felt so sick and so frightened and so confused and so tired. Nothing stopped her
from going, she was free. Nothing uncontrollable would
happen. Nothing was left to Pattie except a last desire to tear
and to destroy. Now all was stirred up and confused. Now
as she stood there on the pavement with a fast-beating heart
the emotion seemed more like love than fear. Now as she

watched Julius’s taxi recede and vanish she felt shock, but
rather joyful shock. Now at last she knew what she was going to do. Now came the torrent of feeling. Now for the
first time since her ‘escape’ Anne terribly missed the convent
routine, the special silence in which activity took place, the
blessed mechanism of the necessary. Now he has taken her
away and made it impossible for him and me ever to meet
again. Now her face would wrinkle, her limbs would ache
and stiffen, she would hobble, she would hunch, she would
become old, so dreadful was the illness with which he had
infected her. Now her last enemy was hope. Now her tenderness was frustrated, embittered, but her desire raged.
Now however she felt detached from them, almost resentful.
Now I am waiting for him to go, I shall not stop him, and if
he goes everything will be different, we shall irrevocably become strangers to each other. Now her voice sounded in
her ears with that dreadful hysterical edge to it. Now I must
find out whether I am brave or not. Now I’m in love with
him, she thought! Now in the black middle of the night it
was the fact of death that mattered most, the translation of a
big, healthy, powerful man into a piece of senseless heavy
stuff. Now in the cold dark he seemed to rise. Now in the
mirror she saw a mad scattered convulsed face. Now it had
become clear to her that nothing in the world was more
important than going back to that shop and buying that jug.
Now it seemed utterly impossible. Now it was as if Dorina
had been merely a stage of herself, a phase which she was
growing out of. Now it was as if she too were implicated in
some awful, perhaps disastrous guilt. Now it was Diana who
was the bird with the broken wing who would ever after be
trailing her feathers in the dust. Now it was her own words
which appeared in memory hazy and unimportant, while
Bill’s words were filled in sharply. Now it was no longer a

soaring flame of weightless incarnate soul, but a stump of
clay, a thick heavy object, separate from herself, which she
had to trundle slowly about, sometimes with pain. Now it
was time to become real and be happy. Now it’s like a bright
light, awful, too bright, one has nowhere to hide, one has to
move. Now let a demon courage rise to face that resurrected bloodstained shade. Now let me go away and rest. Now
Muriel felt guilty in front of her father in the half-dark room.
Now Muriel, giddy suddenly with a sense of having become
infinitely older, apprehended Norah as being marvellously,
perhaps savingly, innocent. Now seeing Austin’s annoyance
she felt sad herself. Now she became aware that something
had been altered. Now she believed that he had loved Emily
and that he still loved her. Now she could more calmly see
that no consolation was possible. Now she could not, it was
too late. Now she could, for a while, rest with her achievement, which was something so much greater and more mysterious than just having uttered a pack of lies, and let what
was to happen next gradually formulate itself. Now she drew
a deep breath and moved, bowing her head and closing her
eyes. Now she felt giddy, dislocated in time and space. Now
she felt more absolutely godless than she had ever felt in her
life. Now she felt more gently and naturally separated from
Guy, more able to look towards him quietly and tenderly;
and she rested in the certainty that her connection with him
would remain alive and subject to change as all living things
are, as long as she herself existed. Now she had a secret which
would consume her, gut her, over which she would bend
wailing as over a black burden. Now she had been trying to
apprehend, to gorge herself with, Patrick’s death, his soon
nothingness, and in doing so to contain and stifle and utterly
disappoint and undo her feelings for him. Now she had no
children and no work and had lost her way. Now she had the

torment of ‘if only ...’ Now she just put on a casual evening
top over her old dirty trousers. Now she knew how it was
possible to sing in the presence of death. Now she must concentrate on feeling nothing. Now she retreated step by step
toward the window, as if something invisible in the house
were cornering her. Now she sat in her little room, panting.
Now she saw in the same sunny darkness her sandalled feet
slithering upon the purplish stones of the beach as she fled
forward, as if she were falling, to get to the edge of the water.
Now she spelled it out in letters of gold. Now she wanted
shelter in the world, a refuge from sin. Now she was alone.
Now she was completely free to put herself in bondage, but
what would the bondage be? Now she was free to discover
all her old feelings for Thomas, or rather to find out what
had been happening to them, as if she had come back to find
them grown, developed, refined, and most evidently powerful. Now she was further reduced, twisted to screaming
point, by Jack’s having gone away with Alison without telling
her where he was going and when he would be back. Now
she was more than that. Now she was sitting behind closed
doors with him and him alone, as the evening drew on, and
hoping like a seventeen-year-old that perhaps he might invite her out to dinner. Now she woke to clarity, to an emptiness full of the urgent need of others. Now she would fly
straight to Eugene as to her salvation and make him happy
and grateful. Now she would have to think, that was what
was happening to her mind. Now she would live secretly, as
a secret anchoress. Now she would take the rest. Now sleep
seemed impossible except as some awful brief interlude of
haunted fantasy. Now suddenly she was a mystery, a stranger,
perhaps a case, falling into solitude, into the dark, into depression, into a nervous breakdown. Now suddenly, as she
felt it to be so vividly desirable, she looked back over her

thoughts, trying to doubt them. Now that he was gone she
felt utterly dejected and rather frightened. Now that he was
separated from her by her action, now that he was separated
from her by the special quality of his grief, she realized that
she had never for a second known him. Now that she could
see his face again Nan felt her despair returning. Now that
she had decided to pull everything down, for better or worse,
on top of her, Miranda felt a frantic impatience for his departure, and hoped indeed that she had not too evidently bundled him off. Now that she had made her choice she had the
fearful leisure to rediscover all her old attachment and experience it, alone. Now that she had spoken the light glowed
brighter in which she saw it all. Now that she was erect it
no longer appalled her; and suddenly she wished desperately
that she could stay with Tim Burke that morning and talk to
him, talk to him about anything at all, about Ireland, about
his past life of which she knew nothing, about his hopes and
fears, about when he had begun to love her. Now that the
time had come to think them for real, she was so tired of
them that she could not regard them as posing any problem
she could possibly solve. Now the conical stone with its yellow message was exhibited, dusty as in a museum, in a little
rainless room, among other random captives. Now the figure of her husband haunted her continually throughout the
night. Now the haze had cleared and they had hardened into
incompatible shapes. Now the horror was all back again, like
a huge steel building collapsing, grinding down upon her.
Now the implications of her position unfolded around her.
Now the pressure of reality upon her had been withdrawn,
and she was left alone in the centre of a void where she had
suddenly to determine afresh the form and direction of her
being. Now there must be, she vaguely supposed, some sort
of new phase. Now there was distance and clarity and sense.

Now there was neither home nor duty any more. Now there
were no angels, no Father, only a man hanging up in an unspeakable bleeding anguish, of which for the first time she
was able to grasp the details. Now they began to pour down
her cheeks and she sobbed. Now they just drank for hours,
opened a tin, and went to bed. Now this new sense of a possible enlargement. Now this picture seemed to be changing
into something much darker, even more macabre. Now
thoroughly roused it tormented her with pictures. Now was
the moment to dart through, if necessary to batter through,
not into freedom, for freedom could not ever be hers, but
into what she had called reality. Now what would be, would
be, and she could hope to meet it bravely and without mean
remorse. Now when she shed tears in private she washed her
face and powdered it well. Now who and what was she?
Now with Aleph gone the harmony, the union of souls, the
balance of power, is broken. Now, after the catastrophe with
Peter, after Lucas had run away and hidden, I ought to have
welcomed him back, run to him at once, and helped him to
recover - I ought to have shown him affection, love. Now,
and Emily simply dared not think about this, it was so appalling, he hardly spoke to her at all. Now, coming to him from
the agreeable domain of her thoroughly worthy schoolteachers of history and of the classical languages, she felt like
an ambling walker confronted by a cliff. Now, however, especially since he had spoken of leaving her, Ducane’s house
had become in her mind a place both mysterious and magnetic, as if it contained, in the form of some talismanic object, the secret of his change of heart. Now, however, her
emotions and her ideas preoccupied her, startled her even.
Now, in more despair, she thought, if I cannot have what I
desire I shall have to live on with some new unredeemable
horror of being myself. Now, in the awful clear light which

had broken upon her, they appeared as possibilities among
others, and not necessarily the most interesting. Now, in this
place, so full of Guy, full of his thoughts and his ways, his
knowledge and his happiness, she had seemed to be surviving so well. Now, just when I have found her, she is going to
die in front of me, to drown helplessly and disappear. Now,
perhaps as a result of physical shock and debility, this agnostic
magnanimity was shaken. Now, sitting in the car and hearing
their merry chatter in which, regularly turning round, they
included her, she felt that her place had been, by cruel and
unjust judges, finally and relentlessly fixed. Now, when no
such thing was in question, she saw clearly her destitution,
the desperateness of her situation, a desperateness that made
her entirely oblivious of Lucius’s feelings, of his pathetic
pride and of his fear of being sent off to Audrey. Now, with
a shiver, she heard its voice again in Mischa’s apparently innocent remark. Now, with the accusing memories, came awful guilt and remorse. O brave new world! O death, rock me
asleep, bring me to quiet rest. O God, as if it were not
enough! she thought. Obscurity at once brought tears into
her eyes, like the blank undiverted relaxation of the nighttime. Obviously religion rested on something real; she let her
reason sleep on that. Occasionally now she thought about
leaving Carel; but the thought was like a prisoner’s dream of
becoming a bird and flying over the wall. Octavian is happy
and I’m going to make John happy. Odd that one should so
naturally wish to lie upon one’s bed to go to sleep forever.
Odd that to face death was really to face nothing. Oddly
enough this aspect of the matter had not really occurred to
Anne since the first awful shock of seeing the letter. Oddly
enough, in all the long terrifying, thrilling and somehow
unreal discussions which they had had about the Roman
Road, Jean had never tried to imagine any of the detail. Of

course all the time she had been with her father she had
been thinking about Eugene. Of course Anne won’t leave
me, I know. Of course Blaise had lied to her about Harriet
and was doubtless busy lying to Harriet about her. Of course
Blaise had told her that burglars symbolized sexual intercourse, but this interesting revelation did not cure her fright
or prevent her from holding her breath to listen for strange
noises in the dark. Of course Crimond must remain for her,
as she had told him, an absolute, and for his sake she would
perhaps carry round her neck a little painful amulet. Of
course everything to do with David was full of pains and
problems. Of course Harriet did not own or endorse the
reaction, but the reaction was there. Of course he must never know. Of course he ought to have told me. Of course he
would try, perhaps for a long time, to persuade her. Of course
her scrupulous mind could even see that little outburst as a
‘slip’, a failure to observe her ‘policy’ of ignoring her own
interests. Of course I am in love, yes, this is love, and I am sick
with it - but what follows? Of course I can’t go to America,
thought Franca. Of course I didn’t tell all of it; and since the
telling of it made it something different perhaps I didn’t tell
any of it. Of course I had to try to understand the situation.
Of course I idealized him, thought Charlotte. Of course I
shall become depressed, she thought. Of course it had belonged among those unhappy mad thoughts which she had
had in the last days. Of course it was a matter of pride to
continue polishing and dusting. Of course it would have
been terrible. Of course it would shake Elizabeth, and she
might even resent something so sudden. Of course Lily had
given careful thought to what she was to wear. Of course
Mildred had seen many other such, but simply this particular
glimpse of his simple life, the possibility of so pure a heart,
brought suddenly to Mildred, as she was waiting for an illu-

mination, a new ray of light. Of course Morgan was not
disenchanted. Of course Muriel was not in love, least of all
with a broken-down janitor, old enough to be her father,
with whom she had only talked a few times. Of course Octavian is great. Of course Paula had revealed her trouble to
no one. Of course questioning Luca, when he arrived on his
mysterious visits, was out of the question. Of course she
could have a casual affair with Tim. Of course she could have
walked into one anywhere, any time, but she had refrained.
Of course she could never live with Stuart, work with him,
do good with him as she had intended, all that was a dream,
not an empty lying dream, but a pointer of some kind. Of
course she did not know what kind of instruction she craved;
but it was in the nature of her love to think of him as wise
and full and of herself as foolish and empty. Of course she
did, herself, in a way, do just that, endow all sorts of silly
senseless things with ‘souls’, certainly not with any exalted
gesture worthy of being announced to the world by a godlike voice beside a magic tower. Of course she had acted
badly, not least in abandoning him so rapidly at the very end.
Of course she had always loved him, but now it had blazed
up. Of course she had her worries, especially David and
sometimes the aching sense of a tiny lost talent, but she was
loved and loving and had an untroubled conscience and that
was quite enough, for one of her temper, for happiness, that
deep confiding slow relationship to time. Of course she had
seen it, since she had often looked at the picture, but she had
never before felt its significance, though what that significance was she could not say. Of course she had thought
about Bruno and she had thought about Danby, only imagining him quite unreflectively in terms of Miles’s picture. Of
course she had told no one of this dreadful love. Of course
she loved them, of course they loved her. Of course she nev-

er revealed to anyone that she had told Crimond about the
dance; and she could even feel a weird thrill to think that she
had brought it all about. Of course she still loved and valued
Crimond more than anything in the world, but she was no
longer the helpless slave of his consciousness. Of course she
uttered no reproaches and learnt to conceal her unhappiness,
to conceal it even from herself, when Jack explained to her,
after the first girl had been succeeded by another, that this
was how it was going to be, but she was the permanent, the
real. Of course she was able to do so more easily because the
relation was temporary. Of course she was afraid of him, and
this was generally assumed. Of course she was being very
unjust to John. Of course she was consoled and supported
too, simply by what she thought of as Blaise’s relief. Of
course she was fond of Rupert and of course it had been
interesting and she had spent enough years admiring the
huge seamless edifice of her sister’s marriage. Of course she
was ill, but she said no, no, not at all, she was so sorry, she was
quite well. Of course she was outwardly sober. Of course she
was unhappy about Luca, but the unhappiness was circumscribed by a determination, similar to that of her husband,
not to suffer to excess. Of course she would have to go to
Stuart to tell him, but first simply to see him, to be in his
presence. Of course she would see Stuart again, of course he
would not reject her with loathing. Of course that would
show something important. Of course the fierce little thing
would slowly lose its potency, fade and dissolve away into
nothing, or rather be changed into some identifiable but
harmless piece of tissue. Of course the secret weapon would
also annihilate its user. Of course there was the tension in the
air, a kind of high humming sound which they all heard, as
of some vital time machine which was running its course. Of
course there were fears. Of course there would still be

life-giving lies. Of course they had always been very frank
with each other and had lived their marriage as a mutual
transference. Of course this was nonsense. Of course Thomas was also ‘in her mind’ all the time but obscured by a dark
cloud. Of course, I have never been severely tried, but I have
resources and principles. Of course, looking back, she knew
objectively that in the early days of his association with Emily he must have been, with so much to conceal, alienated. Of
course, she and Harriet could never be friends. Of course,
this was unfair to her children and to the man with whom
she had journeyed so far into this workaday middle of her
life. Of her private horrors she did not now speak to anyone,
not even to Mavis. Of late even her ability to talk seemed to
be deserting her. Of that Lily felt sure. Of what value after
all is a power which one could never use, or at any rate did
not know how to use? Often it seemed to her that the community were easily, casually even, judging her, placing her.
Often, in her kitchen or her boudoir, she did nothing, she
simply sat absolutely still and breathed, sensing her continued existence, preserving herself, taking refuge in a timeless
present. Oh dear, thought Pearl, as she took Hattie in her
arms, what a mess, whatever is it all about – and what a
handsome boy he is too – well, I suppose that’s part of the
trouble. Oh dearest husband, why have you left me? Oh for
freedom, to be out of this cage of lies and pain at last! Oh
forgive me, forgive me. Oh God – how much I pity myself
– and Harry – and Thomas – Oh God, am I not lucky? Oh
God, I wish I hadn’t written that awful letter to Rupert. Oh
God, if only I had never known. Oh God, the relief! Oh
God, thought Charlotte, she wants to change her will. Oh
God, thought Mary, I can’t talk to him about Alistair. Oh
God. Oh God. Oh Guy, Guy. Oh her mother, her dear, dear
mother – everything had fallen, everything had been de-

stroyed – and so quickly – it is like murder, it is murder – I
am ill, I am very ill, she thought, trying now to check her
moaning, I am going mad – am I to run out of here, and run
about the streets? Oh how can she do it to us, how can she!
Oh how imprudent, how perhaps fatally unwise. Oh how
she was weighting the scales now, doing it deliberately, and
seeing everything except the ultimate why she was suddenly
seeing in this new light. Oh how tired I feel sometimes. Oh
how weird it was, and terrible, what an extraordinary scene
as if some great ceremony were being performed. Oh I am
so confused, I want my solitude. Oh I do love him so, thought
Harriet, and this is new, new in the world. Oh I love him so
much, I must touch him, I must kneel and embrace his knees,
lie and kiss his feet. Oh I shall regret this so much, it will
cause me so much pain later, that I behaved so stupidly, so
badly. Oh if only he could begin to understand me. Oh if
only he’d waited for me! Oh if only I could disappear, taking
the child with me, become someone else and never be heard
of again! Oh if only I’d behaved differently to him, more
kindly, more gratefully. Oh if only if only if only. Oh if only
only only we could be happy and ordinary like other people.
Oh if only she could get back to that pain, that suffering, that
secret, for such pain was joy and such a secret heaven. Oh if
she could only break through to the Count, what an absolute
torrent of love might come to her from that deprived man!
Oh John! she cried within herself as if for help. Oh my darling, help me to endure it! Oh let me not pity her now,
thought Charlotte, later, not now. Oh let me not pity her, not
yet. Oh let our souls, so harrowed, find peace now. Oh my
God, oh my God, help me, thought Anne. Oh my love. Oh
no, thought Hilda, and the tears were leaping out of her eyes.
Oh Peter, Peter, I love you, I adore you, I want you, thought
Anne. Oh poor dragon! Oh Richard, Richard, Richard. Oh

she had cried so much in these last days. Oh such a dry desolate part. Oh suppose and suppose - suppose she were now
to take his hand. Oh thank God. Oh the lies women believe,
and will to believe and want to believe! Oh the risk, the risk
of it. Oh the tears she had shed for that man, and they were
certainly not yet at an end. Oh the traps and miseries which
dog all human desires for happiness, one ought not to desire
it! Oh what a mysterious world we live in! Oh what an awful
mess and how terribly unlucky she had been. Oh what is
happening to me, and what have I done! Oh what nonsense
my poor head is full of. Oh what suffering there is. Oh what
will become of me now? Oh where was he, where was he, he
who had always in every sorrow supported and consoled
her? Oh why am I thinking these things now? Oh why can
I not have everything, all that was given to me after Guy
went. Oh why can it not happen, she thought, twisting her
head and her limbs as she had done when the migraine tormented her. Oh why do I have to suffer so when I just want
to be happy! Oh why had Mavis suddenly abandoned her
and stopped understanding? Oh why have I got to suffer
this? Oh Willy, Willy, Willy. Oh, how utterly marvellous it is
to be me! Oh, if only he would let me. Oh, if only Teddy
were here, all that is ill would be well. Oh, will he understand? Old age, was it an image of old age? Old deep habits
of love and loyalty fought for life against the new revelation.
Old prayers that came to her unbidden seemed like demons.
On reflection it seemed absurd and everything that she
feared so shadowy. On the following day Rosa began to
wonder what on earth she was to do. On the fourth day she
woke up early and lay in bed curled up like a snail, her face
covered with her hands. On the last occasion she had felt
quite simply accused by Guy’s bitter shade. (On the occasion
when Peter rang her from Victoria to ask to see her about the

anonymous letter she had been unable to check the idea that
he was coming to say he loved her.) On the other hand, her
love for George seemed to become more intense and more
pure the more painful the situation became. On the other
hand, if what Ruby wanted was to be welcomed at last, by
some revolutionary change, into an equal and quite different
relationship with her employer, this Alex felt to be unthinkable, the final breakdown of sense and order. On the other
hand, the notion of, for instance, holding an immaculate
white cock between her knees, decapitating it, and drinking
the blood from her right hand did not attract her in the least.
On the other hand, the prospects of escape were not rosy
either. On the whole he was used to her as one might be
used to an efficient servant. On the whole Mary Clothier
was satisfied, at least she enjoyed a harassed nervous rather
dark content which she told herself was the best she was
capable of. Once again she felt faint. Once again Tamar cried
on the way home, but with different tears. Once home, anxiety returned, terrible fear of loss. Once she had formally
‘run away’ it became harder and harder to return, her pride
had become involved in the matter, speculation about him
had become an activity and a pleasure, being in hiding had
its charm, and the interval carried an imaginary sense of
healing. Once she had seen the possibility, the whole thing
had been there, and with such an authority and completeness that she could now convince herself that she had loved
Felix for years. Once she thought it might be helpful to hint
that she was a Lesbian, but Will got so upset and angry that
she decided not to develop that idea. Once she thought that
he was drugging her, but that was only imagination. Once
the dreadful fear of Miles’s flight had become less it began to
seem to her a far worse and a far more difficult thing to accept their sacrifice. Once the first shock was over jealousy

inhabited her like a fever making her shake and sweat. Once
they were really alone together the barriers would surely fall.
One day he would realise that he could not cease to love her;
and then the idea would come to him that the way to stop
feeling guilty with somebody is to marry them. One is oneself this piece of earth, this concoction of frailty, a momentary shadow upon the chaos of the accidental world. One
isn’t anything, and yet one loves people. One must have
somebody to look after. One of her lower front teeth was
loose and she rocked it painfully with her tongue. One of
her present terrors, as she walked along the ragged street, was
that Crimond might think that she had come to sympathise
with him! One of the qualities of her interior castle she had
acquired from Adam – a sort of animism whereby everything,
not only the flies which had to be caught and let out of windows, the wood lice which had to be tenderly liberated into
the garden, the spiders which were to be respected in their
corners, but also the knives and forks and spoons and cups
and plates and jugs, and shoes, and poor socks that had no
partners, and buttons which might become uncherished and
lost, had all a life and being of their own, and friendliness and
rights. One of these awful fantasies had taken hold of her.
One possibility which did not exist for Franca, since something in her had already killed it dead, was that one day Jack
might tire of Alison, or Alison of Jack. One strange thing was
that in her wandering she had passed and looked at Lucas’s
house. One touching thing about Stephanie, and Gerda was
touched, was that Stephanie, perhaps to her own surprise,
had accepted Gerda as a mother. One vision of it especially
she had, seeing it as she had so often seen it in the early
mornings beside her, in the days when they had shared a bed,
when she had woken first, the tired unshaven sleeping face
of a man. One’s closeness to oneself, she thought, is made

tolerable by the fact that one can alter oneself, the structure
is alive. One’s mind, wasn’t that just chemistry too? Only for
him did she curtsey. Only for now she was dead, pale, unseen
and without significant images of her life. Only Harriet was
not glorified by ruin. Only he won’t forgive me for what I’ve
said, he won’t think I’m sincere. Only her death was hers,
now silently drawn so close. Only here could magic be
changed into spirit in the end. Only I must not. Only I
won’t wait for that, she thought, as she breathed quietly, feeling her bosom rise and fall and her heart beat – I’ll be dead.
Only in Harry’s presence was she collected and good. Only
in this motionless sitting could she now achieve bodily quiet,
even sometimes, briefly, mental rest. Only it occurred to her
that the word ‘accomplishments’ belonged not to then but to
now, and that it was a sad and narrowing word. Only lately
she had felt, coming like cold gusts of wind, new sensations,
demoralisation, doubt. Only later did she reflect that if there
had been children there might have been no girls. Only later
did she take to picturing that room with its chaos of clothes
and its smell of drink. Only later had she realised how grave
the decision was which she had so blithely fostered. Only let
the scene end soon and without any horrors. Only life
stretches away on every hand, hideous and dry and becoming tinier and tinier. Only Midge could see the terrible fear
in his eyes. Only not everything has a place in life, and there
was no place for this. Only now did poor Tamar begin to see
how agonisingly painful and (it must be seen) irreparably
damaging surrender of self could be. Only now in the last
hours had a sense of horror returned. Only now she was
alone. Only now that bright atmosphere had vanished utterly, blotted with darkness and fear and crime. Only now the
rage of it was worse because she was older. Only now the
river had turned into a shop, a poulterer’s shop, where the

swan, still alive, was hanging from a hook. Only now there
was a kind of resignation in her surrender to him. Only now
when she had escaped from it, did Gertrude feel how tired
she was of the solicitous curiosity and busy sympathy of
those who had surrounded her: a sympathy which, it occurred to her, was in many cases insincere. Only now, after
the safety of her service to Gertrude, was she facing the void
which she had chosen. Only one failed to notice Hilda’s virtue because she was unaware of it herself. Only one of Alison’s eyes was open, but such a fierce consciousness was collected in it that Charlotte felt as if a dart had pierced her.
Only once in all these years, years which had often been
discouraging and dreary enough, had she stretched out her
hand a little way towards another person - and she had been
betrayed. Only perhaps later on to show us her children.
Only she did not do up her dress but left it hanging open.
Only she had not at all understood the conversation. Only
she really loved him and could save him from himself. Only
sometimes, for it had various manifestations, it frightened
her. Only such strange and awful pictures kept coming into
her mind and haunting her sleep. Only that had preserved
her from the pressure of that gaze. Only the bright eloquence
which she had been inspired to use with her husband was
utterly lacking here. Only the house does not know it yet.
Only the house was still desolate and the day had a livid ruined atmosphere, time had been damaged in some deep way,
like on a day of bereavement or frightful national disaster.
Only this too, like everything else that she had ever trusted,
had proved unreal. Only when she had entered the kitchen
and heard the door close behind her did she suddenly feel
menaced. Opening her mouth she filled her lungs with air
which it then seemed impossible to expel. Or am I still in
danger? Or are they my monsters? Or as if, she sometimes a

little resentfully thought, since the others wanted to blame
someone and she did not, she made a vacuum into which
their blame ran. Or could she believe that Gerard would
cool, see the book as ordinary and his own enthusiasm as a
passing mania? Or could she conceivably have combined
duty and interest by securing the Count by ministering to
his religious need? Or did it just mean that everything was
going to be much the same, only slightly better - better, for
instance, for Luca? Or do I just see cruelty everywhere now?
Or else - he had committed suicide and was lying on his bed
in his flat holding the bottle of pills in his drooping hand. Or
else, so accustomed to love somebody, had she fallen in love
with the first man with whom, after Guy’s death, she had
been really alone? Or else, this changeless step which we two
have taken, which must destroy the happy childish harmony
in which we have all lived so long, could it not also ruin
Aleph’s life - and in ruining hers, ruin ours! Or for the sound
of the key in the door, and Aleph weeping in her arms. Or
had he merely enchanted her with a particular and strange
love for himself? Or had madness entirely taken her over? Or
had one somehow caused the other? Or had she actually
been visited by the Other One in person? Or had she imagined that small silent watcher? Or I can walk to the tree
and make everything different forever. Or is he? Or is it that
accepting Rupert’s love is a kind of revenge? Or maybe become a doctor, as her father had wished? Or perhaps I won’t
do that. Or perhaps it was all due to her, her proximity, her
aura? Or perhaps it was more like being on a slow dreamy
switchback, flying down, then flying up, a sort of giddiness, a
moment of anticipation felt in the entrails. Or perhaps it was
that throughout the years she had just forgotten the sound of
Lisa’s laughter. Or perhaps she would be more like a spy, one
of God’s spies, the spy of a nonexistent God. Or perhaps too

I was falling in love with him again in a new way. Or rather,
as she then, standing tense in the emptiness felt it, she had
become something exceedingly small, smaller than the jar of
marmalade and more mobile, as small as a mouse, or as an
electric spark, which was impelled to run very fast, invisibly
fast, round and round the house, altering it in some way
which was now imperative. Or she might drown him in the
bath or push him under a train. Or spend the whole of the
waiting time with Tim here, or somewhere else, seeing no
one? Or to kill Richard. Or was Harry over? Or was it that
some other, stronger, emotion had really moved her, some
completely mad, even almost corrupt, emotion of sentimental sympathy for Randall? Or was it true? Or was not his
‘locality’ determined rather by the whole universe beaming
its radiance in upon the monad soul? Or was she now a
woman? Or was she simply mad, suffering perhaps from
some well-known form of psychosis? Or was that what had
happened? Or was the problem rather that she had nothing
else, an excess of future, white and unmarked and blank? Or
was there some other worst which with her crippled mind
she could not at present see, even though it was staring her
in the face? Or was there? Or was this newness a still dormant
seed of life which she had gained from Matthew? Or were
they in some deep way much much worse, appalling? Or
work in prisons and find out herself as an eternal prisoner?
Or would her restlessness have, whatever happened, invented
a Julius? Or would she go on to find her cell, her hermitage
in a little white wooden house in a little lost senseless American town? Or would she perhaps end up after all as a priest
in another church? Or would she perhaps stay there forever,
just at the starting point, a shadowy helper, a servant, without
even the dignity of being ‘inside’? Or would she, like Kim’s
lama, settle down with Gertrude? Other husbands were de-

ceivers, but not hers, and yet he was. Other people are so
mysterious, and who knows? Otherwise, I shall prove the
abbess right and fall into the snares of the world. Ought
Anne to have been magnanimous enough to be a sheep?
Ought she not to be thinking about Stella? Ought she to end
it? Ought she to go? Oughtn’t she to lock the doors? Out in
the kitchen some tears did come, but she knocked them
away, baring her teeth. Out of her dark benumbed being
something had sprung clear and danced. Out of the collapse
of her double life, a life so customary, so well adjusted, as to
seem real and almost dutiful, she fled to her new vision as to
the only exit; one which Stuart, in destroying her world by
his existence and his knowledge, had at once also provided.
Out of these dry cardboardy rods these complex fragile
heads came out, skin-thin and moist, like nothing else in the
world. Out of this poisonous seed had grown the agony
which drove her out to look for him. Out of this, in the end,
we shall all be saved. Out of this, she thought, good will
come to everyone. Over this, for a moment, she actually
smiled. Pain passed through her body like an alien distilment,
a sensation she could hardly recognize. Pain predominated.
Part of her security was Crimond’s absolute sovereignty in all
matters. Part of her was actually pleased to see her daughter
unhappy, the same part which would have been affronted to
see her happy. Passing between them now, as through a wellloved grove, she felt a calm descending on her. Pattie coveted his innocence, scarcely knowing what this meant, she
rubbed herself dog-like against it. Pattie did not therefore
lose hers; but it became for her more of a talisman than a
simple fact. Pattie existed in this everyday world and had her
title there. Pattie felt she could have been happy so forever.
Pattie flowered. Pattie groaned, relaxing her hold and falling
back, wrapped into darkness. Pattie had no shape. Pattie had

passed the time in a mingling of joy and despair so intense
that in the end she scarcely understood which was which.
Pattie held her head high and with a ferocity of will stared
past the horror of the present into the all-justifying all-reconciling future when she would be Mrs Carel Fisher. Pattie
now began to feel her colour, to feel it as a physical patina.
Pattie pictured herself as a selfless welfare worker, giving her
life a meaning by her devotion to those who suffered. Pattie
realized then how much her weird world depended on the
solid simplicity of its surroundings for its semblance of a decent reality. Pattie really knew the falseness of this dream.
Pattie remembered this routine and she began to tremble.
Pattie repented. Pattie still trembled at those macabre unrobings when the dark cassock unsheathed the naked man. Pattie stood dazed and looked out at the snow for a long time.
Pattie strengthened and hardened. Pattie was afraid that, like
some relic which turns out in the end to be composed of
dust and cobwebs, her existence with Carel might suddenly
fall to pieces if they were removed to another place. Pattie
was almost relieved. Pattie was choking now in a flow of
emotion. Pattie wilted. Paul greeted her with a scene whose
violence terrified her. Paul had assumed that she would wish
to give up her art studies, and she had given them up with
some regret. Paul had become a multitude. Paul would be
very upset. Paula cared very much about what might be
called “moral style”. Paula felt a great force pin her against
the back of the seat. Paula had an image of Eric’s hands.
Paula had not expected this. Paula noticed for the first time
the strangeness of the girl’s hands, and then saw that they
were reversed, the right hand on the left arm, the left hand
on the right arm. Paula put her hand over her left breast,
curling her fingers round it as Cupid had curled his fingers
round the breast of his mother. Paula stared back, tears and

all. Paula took a deep breath. Paula was conscious of the immense quietness of the scene. Paula was incapable of unmarried bliss. Paula went on shaking, and a low raucous sound
came from behind the shielding hand. Paula’s face was transformed. Paula’s pride, her dignity, her lofty conception of
herself, had suffered a savage wound and that wound still
ached and burned, in the daytime and in the night-time.
Pearl blushed scarlet. Pearl breathed the soft fuzzy moist surprising spring air with its message of new life and pain and
change. Pearl had thought these thoughts many times before,
prophetically. Pearl had, at the start, been frightened of John
Robert and of the whole situation, though also, of course,
excited and elated by it. Pearl sometimes felt that she had
been made, or remade, by that odd trust, and could not imagine what, without it, would have become of her. Pearl was
also, and more, frightened of him. Pearl, who liked plants and
trees, noticed her surroundings and, as human beings can,
took a little pleasure in them in the middle of her general
large unhappiness. People could and did live exactly thus.
People from a planet without flowers would think we must
be mad with joy the whole time to have such things about
us. People irritated her, even Gertrude did. People survive,
and she would devote if necessary the whole of her life to a
programme of survival. People whom she had known long
ago came to her now, not clearly seen but present in multitude, in a great community. Perfect love healed Franca of her
damaged life, simply her loving him so much transformed
her, and she became beautiful and happy. Perfect love? Perhaps. Perhaps a certain awkwardness would travel with her
for the rest of her life. Perhaps a sacrificial victim in a cult in
which she heartily believed might feel like this before her
death. Perhaps after all not to have been born is best. Perhaps after all, Goodness was too hard to seek and too hard to

understand. Perhaps Alex’s painted fetishes had been homeopathic attempts to placate these tiny malign deities. Perhaps
Anne will cry. Perhaps Clement sensed this, perhaps he was
sorry for her. Perhaps David needs that too. Perhaps Elizabeth, with growing up, had become more fully conscious of
her plight, of an awful separation from life. Perhaps Emily
had never attempted to imagine this. Perhaps Eric’s mind,
wounded and crippled by her fault, could only be healed by
her ministration? Perhaps even now, led on by Gertrude,
Anne was thinking how she and her old college friend would
henceforth be inseparable. Perhaps he even thinks I don’t
care! Perhaps he had gone to America to stay there forever,
where Lucas and Aleph were living now, forever. Perhaps he
had thought she had a kind face. Perhaps he hates me, she
thought, perhaps that’s what it is, resentment, revenge. Perhaps he looked upon her now with secret disgust, noticing
those hairs upon her upper lip and the enlargement of the
pores about her nose. Perhaps he is right. Perhaps he really,
as Harry had speculated, did not mind, felt relief. Perhaps he
thought I was Aleph, and for an instant, that instant, I was
Aleph, the possible Aleph, as if her head and shoulders were
laid upon me like one of Moy’s masks. Perhaps he was with
Joan. Perhaps her illness was just a total annihilation of the
sexual urge, something which might come about unexpectedly through a chemical change. Perhaps I could love you
after all. Perhaps I fell in love with Eric’s hands, she thought,
perhaps I fell in love with the clay. Perhaps I ought not to
have married him, Mary thought, perhaps I didn’t love him
quite enough. Perhaps I should ignore Easter, give it up as an
irrelevant pleasure. Perhaps I’ll find that cottage by the sea
and die there quietly. Perhaps if she tried now to understand
it and to help Eric to understand it she would do them both
some good of which at present she had not even the concep-

tion. Perhaps in the end reality would win, smashing it all to
pieces. Perhaps indeed he had chosen her just for that, choosing security, choosing mother with whom the bond is never
broken. Perhaps indeed it had ended. Perhaps indeed it was
just from here that her warm sense of destiny arose. Perhaps
indeed they are the same thing and another name for this
thing is hope. Perhaps it did express something which she
really deeply felt, the sort of fear which she felt. Perhaps it
had failed before? Perhaps it simply meant that she had suddenly cut through the centre of the bond between herself
and Jack, like cutting a vital artery? Perhaps it was a sense of
her as a sibling which made him so calmly content with their
deep intimate yet somehow passionless, even hygienic, relation. Perhaps it was air, perhaps it was light, perhaps it was
courage. Perhaps it was her name which had made Adelaide
so puzzled about her status and her identity. Perhaps it was
her thoughts, her thoughts which Carel had so uncannily
been able to read. Perhaps it was inevitable that Elizabeth
should lead a rather quiet life. Perhaps it was just Giorgione’s
maddening genius for saying something absurdly precise and
yet saying it so marvellously that the precision was all soaked
away into a sort of cake of sheer beauty. Perhaps it was just
that as she suffered she should be recompensed by some
moral bonus. Perhaps it was just the lack in Pinn of those
awful black balls of emotion which so crammed Emily,
which made Luca feel easier with her. Perhaps it was so.
Perhaps it was the blood beating in her ears. Perhaps it was
the poem itself that had transmuted that strange fear into the
equally strange love which made her now so thrilled and
restless. Perhaps it was. Perhaps it would be worse later, but
then perhaps later would never come, perhaps she would die,
and it was terrible now and she could not walk through that
door and refuse comfort and relief and weary shuttered sleep

to herself and to Mitzi that night. Perhaps it’s frivolous of me,
thought Mavis, but I can’t bear his having got so fat, and he’s
become pompous and sort of oriental and old. Perhaps it’s
impossible after all to explain, really to tell the truth to anyone, or to see it all oneself. Perhaps Jack simply wanted her
to have a consolation, an interest, something new to love.
Perhaps Lisa seemed to fill the gap left by the absent child in
the life of the married pair. Perhaps Louise, enjoying her new
peace and quiet, was also aware of a new loneliness. Perhaps
no one had said it except some spirit in her own thoughts.
Perhaps one day this sorrow might end. Perhaps poor Harvey simply wanted sex, and lacking Aleph took me up instead, a substitute, a sort of puppet, instead of Aleph, even
perhaps to spite her, not really loving me at all. Perhaps she
could never have been empty and clean like an amoeba carried by the sea. Perhaps she could perceive them so sharply
because their image had occurred so often during the terrible confusions and indecisions of the afternoon and evening.
Perhaps she had been fasting. Perhaps she had imagined it?
Perhaps she had imagined that the rough and tumble of married life would make them both more ordinary with each
other, more like warm unreflecting animals sharing a hutch.
Perhaps she had imagined the boy anyway. Perhaps she had
imagined what she thought she saw. Perhaps she had lacked
faith herself. Perhaps she had never known how to think
about what she ought to do. Perhaps she had really been
killed and was surviving as a ghost? Perhaps she had said too
much. Perhaps she had soberly judged by now that she would
never be cured, never be healthy and free. Perhaps she is right
to see these developments as ‘new and better’, and it may
even be that love, that old unpredictable force left out of
account by natural science, will actually ‘save’, after all, not
only him but her. Perhaps she ought to take the stone back?

Perhaps she should go to a priest. Perhaps she was not really
beautiful after all, Dora thought with relief. Perhaps she
would simply lead him on and on into some dark chamber
of doubt and fear. Perhaps some general idea which she had
had of his face was now suddenly seen to be out of date.
Perhaps Tamar now hated Lily for having persuaded her.
Perhaps that’s my punishment for having left Duncan. Perhaps the God whom she had lost had spoilt her for the world,
but she would live as she could in the world, as a silent invisible crippled serviceable being. Perhaps the ‘Jean business’,
about which Gerard and company were so solemn, was just
one of an endless stream of adventures? Perhaps there is a
grace of the gods which sends joy. Perhaps there was some
quite other pattern behind it all. Perhaps there would never
be such tears ever again. Perhaps there’s some sort of aura.
Perhaps they all want to be elsewhere, out in the sun and the
rain, out in the sea, where I found them, in their own places,
in freedom? Perhaps they would live ménage à trois! Perhaps
they would not, were somehow bound never to, speak of it
again. Perhaps this ‘dead’ feeling was also brought on by an
intensification of her old secret sorrow. Perhaps this great
pain was just her profitless love for Bruno. Perhaps this poor
stone would set off one day through the streets of London
seeking its lost friend who was now forsaken. Perhaps this
portended some new way of their living together, based
upon respect, courtesy, formality, even awe, as if Franca were
an abbess, or a dowager empress, and he a local nobleman,
privileged to be a frequent visitor. Perhaps this was a dream
which I had and then forgot. Perhaps this was her sense of
old age, so inconceivable yet so near. Perhaps this was simply
an expression of her own unconscious desire for a crash, a
final solution. Perhaps those invisibility rays were gradually
killing her interest in him too and she would soon be just as

indifferent as the others. Perhaps we are already strangers and
I am only now beginning to notice it. Perhaps, in the days of
their happiness, their personalities had been too hazy for the
question to arise. Perhaps, working deep in the whole situation, was Danby’s assumption that she was not socially his
equal. Perpetual change and no hard feelings was the general rule, and one which had kept Jessica, who religiously
obeyed it, both inexperienced and in a sense uncorrupted
and innocent. Peter knew that it was a metaphysical impossibility that her love for him should diminish by one iota
whatever he might or might not do, and this precisely enabled him to dismiss her altogether from his mind. Pity for
herself, for Hannah, possessed her till she shook. Please let us
do so, let us get to know each other. Poor Harry, he had
gambled everything, while she had always kept something
back. Poor prostitutes, of course, not poules de luxe. Prayer
remained with her, continual prayer like breathing, but what
was it now? Presumably this soft cat-like nature must appeal
to some desire to be soothed and comforted which existed
in all men, especially middle-aged ones. Prolonged crying
had altered her face so that she was scarcely recognizable.
Proper scruples, reasonable prudence, self-punishing masochism, or that demonic pride which so many years ‘inside’
had not seemed to have diminished one iota? Putting the
key in the door she had felt sick, ready to vomit, ready to
faint. Quick, perceptive Anne had, in another second, understood it all. Quite simply and immediately she was pleased to
have pleased him, and that and the sunshine and some indomitable vitality in her made her feel almost gay. Raising
her arms to put on her nightdress gave her a strange feeling
of being young again, a young girl, feeling a strange solitary
thrill of vulnerability, going to bed and dreaming of marriage. Randall saw her as the destroyer, the devil. Randall

would go ahead of her, her envoy, her ambassador, into the
land of colour and shape, the country of her embezzled delights, and she would follow him there. Rarely now did she
give more than a quick glance at a looking-glass, more rarely
still did she look intently into her own eyes, as young people
do. Rather he had thought her, had possessed her with fear
and love, had raced through her being like blood. Rather
startled at this feeling, she began to dress and tried to think
about something practical. Rather, the peace which she had
seemed to attain now seemed to her spurious, a tranquillized
illusion necessary to the pursuit of her folly. Rays from very
far away were being focused through her flesh. Real compassion is agnosticism; and we must be compassionate to
ourselves too. Realising that one is in love with someone in
whom one has long been interested is a curious process.
Really Jessica longed for John to instruct her. Really no one
else matters, she thought. Reflecting on this, Nan had a feeling in which she rarely indulged. Remorse struggled with
relief and was resolved into fear. Restraining her tears she
tried to take in that there was no alternative to surrender.
Returned to the bar, she sat over a liqueur, playing the mystery woman and conscious of some appreciative attention.
Richard. Rightness and goodness of course; but happiness…
that was essential…. Rising from dreams of Guy her instinct
to ask for his help was stronger than her reluctant ability to
compose a waking world. Rosa did not imagine that the
factory represented anything other than an interlude in her
life; but then she had also ceased to imagine that her life
would ever consist of anything but a series of interludes.
Rosa even became worried at the degree of her power over
them. Rosa feared this power, but she enjoyed it too. Rosa
felt a thrill of relief. Rosa felt as if the temperature of her
body were sinking violently. Rosa felt that her breath was

coming now with deep slow movements, as if the whole
rhythm of her being had been slowed down. Rosa found
herself trying to smile. Rosa had never before seen a language appear so much like an instrument of torture. Rosa
had not made clear to herself whether she wanted this or
not. Rosa laughed. Rosa looked at Jan, and it seemed to her
that she saw him through such a thick cloud of melancholy
that he was scarcely visible at all. Rosa looked up at him
quietly, allowing herself to be spell-bound. Rosa never wanted other human beings to come too near. Rosa prided herself on being able to place the people she met, considered as
social phenomena, very rapidly: a capacity she had picked up
from her mother. Rosa put her hand to her heart and began
to laugh. Rosa suddenly began to feel strong. Rosa was aware
of a change of atmosphere, a deep shift of situation. Rosa was
beginning to feel astonishingly cheerful. Rosa was surprised
at the speed with which she accustomed herself to the new
situation. Rosa watched this flowering with interest and
pleasure at first, and later with sadness. Rosa went into a peal
of laughter. Rosa, who was half charmed, half irritated by
her kittenish ways, could not but compare her unfavourably
with her memories of herself at that age. Rosa’s knees gave
way and she sank down onto the mattress. Rosalind felt faint.
Rosalind ran after him, mopping her eyes to remove the
sunlight and the sudden tears with the back of her hands, she
had no handkerchief. Rosalind turned round – he was reckoning up his countless angelic host – and in that moment
there was a strange pressure of beings surging up out of the
dark. Rosalind, restraining her tears, was crying out in her
heart, Oh Marian, Marian, what terrible pain you must be in,
oh let me find you, let me come to you, oh I love you so
much and you are so terribly wounded. Rose began to cry
again, silently, covertly into her handkerchief. Rose began to

cry again. Rose began to laugh. Rose could feel the proximity of empty unheated rooms. Rose could not perceive
exactly what this residuum was. Rose felt she could not pursue this any further. Rose felt some relief. Rose found that,
as she continued slowly to undress, pulled off her brown corduroy dress and her white blouse, she was breathing deeply,
almost sighing. Rose had for years cherished, perhaps in
some dusty abandoned but persisting part of her mind still
cherished, the hope that ‘in the end’, and ‘after all’, she might
marry Gerard. Rose had forgotten that Gerard could cry, and
cry so terribly, sobbing and shedding wild tears as women do.
Rose had suffered anguish, terror, as she watched Gerard and
Lily dancing upon the ice. Rose had unbuttoned the top of
the brown corduroy dress she was wearing and pulled at the
white collar of the blouse underneath it and clawed at her
throat with one hand. Rose instinctively raised her hand,
closing her fist two inches from her chin, as if to catch it.
Rose knew that these were awful and wicked imaginings
brought about by all sorts of present accidents, by grief itself,
old old grief and the torture chamber of fate. Rose now felt,
confronting her, almost afraid, at a loss, ready to cry, afraid
too that Jean might suddenly weep angry ferocious savage
tears. Rose saw her hands trembling, and hid them on her
knees. Rose thought, Aunt Rose, the lonely ageing spinster
aunt, so much needed, to take charge, to be taken charge of.
Rose thought, I can never tell Gerard why I feel so particularly that Jenkin’s death was my fault. Rose thought, I’m still
jealous of any woman who comes near him, even poor little
Tamar whom I’m so fond of! Rose was aware, now, that she
was intensely flattered by Crimond’s homage. Rose was in
tears. Rose was shocked at the speed with which she had
invented the old school friend. Rose went on laughing helplessly. Rose woke up and realised that the telephone was

ringing. Rose, in her own state of shock, was suffering an
extraordinary mixture of emotions. Rose, realising that she
would soon be in tears, looked away down the room toward
the far end where the target in the dim light looked like a
mandala. Rose, sitting at the table, was laughing hysterically,
covering her wet mouth and eyes with Gerard’s fine white
handkerchief. Rose, who had at once told herself to ‘return
to reality’, had managed reasonably well to do so within a
few days of her ‘seizure’. Rose, who had been so tearless and
fierce, now felt the tears about to come again, and with them
a vast sensation of relief which was marked by a renewed
consciousness of her toothache, of which she had been
oblivious. Rose, who had never particularly got on with
Laura, found herself wishing that she had made more effort
to get to know someone of whose good qualities she was
now suddenly aware. Rose, who rarely showed her emotions, had flushed and put a hand to her face. Rose’s tears
spilled over and they embraced, closing their eyes. Ruby
could picture doing it, but could not picture what might
follow. Ruby had many such connections, and Alex disliked
this connecting up of things which ought to be separate; it
had begun to fit in too well with her sense of an evil conspiracy. Ruby sensed her power and was appalled by it.
Ruby was actually far more alarmed by her new state of
mind than her employer was. Running over every meeting
she had had with the girl, she now saw her as the sly insinuating creature that she was. Rupert had all kinds of thoughts
and needs and impulses of which she knew nothing, of
which she could not conceive. Rupert’s love was a fact and
her acceptance of it a fact. Saliva foamed down on to her
chin. Saliva was dripping from her mouth. Sandy in evening
dress was coming towards her through the throng and she
felt intense joy. Scarcely, though she had somehow hoped,

and still did so blankly almost because it was her duty. Seeing
it this way Anne wondered if, here at least, she had not acted
half-consciously on her own behalf, but she soon dismissed
such speculations as trivial. Seeing them all together like that
she felt excluded and aggressive, and Noel’s exhortations
came back to her. Sefton and Aleph concealed their tears.
Sefton closed her eyes. Sefton had her own grief about Aleph
and her own anxiety about Moy. Sefton had worried very
much about Louise’s particular grief about Aleph, into which
Sefton saw more deeply than others. Sefton lay supine on the
red and blue Turkey carpet, breathing in long deep breaths so
slow that it seemed that between one and the next she might
quietly die. Sefton lifted her head, now pressing her hands to
her tearful eyes. Sefton stood still, aware of her open mouth,
her trembling, the violence of her heart. Sefton, at a point
about half way through Lucas’s speech, had begun to weep.
Sefton, at home in her little room, did not lie down on the
red and blue carpet, but knelt beside her bed burying her
face as if in prayer, then slipping sideways huddled with her
arms about her knees. Sefton, the soldier, threw back her
head and checked tears. Sefton, trembling and shuddering,
sat down at the table and buried her face in her hands. Sefton, who habitually concealed her emotions, had never revealed to anyone the extreme nature of her devotion to Lucas. Sensations of the body and small pictures of her
surroundings moved around by themselves, now blurred and
now extremely clear. Seriously upset, he oscillated between
brutality and sentimentality in a way which Dora found
frightening and disgusting. Settle down! she thought. Sex
had not been difficult to give up. Shaken by her collapse into
fear, she fought with herself. Shall I cease forever to be the
cat that walks by herself by her wild lone? Shall I jumble it
all again, she wondered, seek refuges, fall stupidly in love?

She accepted indeed the fact that there was not even any
question of a contest. She accepted it as a strange not unfriendly presence or form of being which joined her life
with the life of things. She admired him and was extremely
flattered by his attentions. She admired in herself this ruthlessness. She admired the vitality of the sunburnt throat and
the way the flat tongues of hair licked down on to the neck.
She allowed her mind to become vague. She almost felt
sometimes, as she waited and waited and made no sign, as if
she had a kind of secret power over him. She almost stretched
out her hand again. She almost wanted, like someone in the
presence of a moving, whispering enchanter, to freeze Hannah to stone before her own wits should be stolen away. She
already felt that she was beginning to lie. She also admired
and revered Charlotte and deferred to her and wanted to be
instructed by her. She also felt, and was horrified at herself
in the same second, both guilt and shame. She also felt, with
the fearful renewal of her love for Julius, the need somehow
to settle with Tallis, to deal with him, to put him, for the
moment at any rate, somehow or other out of the way. She
also knew that she was passing through a period to which
she would look back later to marvel at her inertia. She also
looked unmistakably like a single woman. She also wondered
why she had come here, come this far. She also yearned for
Luca, but Luca too had sent her no signal. She always behaved guiltily with Violet Evercreech. She always spent money when she was depressed. She and Blaise belonged together, like two animals in the Ark, the only two of their kind.
She and Blaise had talked till three. She and George sometimes referred to these literary ladies in private jokes, and this
helped Diane to feel that she had identity in George’s mind.
She and Harriet had conversed without screams or tears.
She and Harry had deceived themselves about their future, as

they had deceived themselves about the importance of
Thomas and Meredith. She apprehended his big white
clumsy body, so close behind her, heavy in the back of the
car, as a contaminated corpse, full of a fatal disease, disgusting,
dangerous. She asked herself this question often, not really in
any doubt, but rather to insist upon the reality of her escape.
She awoke again to tormented puzzlement. She awoke next
morning from hideous dreams to intense urgent miserable
fear and guilt about Pearl. She awoke with the cry upon her
lips, not sure if she had uttered it. She barred back the wild
tears. She based this view, which she had worked out with
some care, partly upon her knowledge of her own temperament, partly upon her hypotheses concerning Rupert, and
partly upon the feeling that her conjunction with Rupert
was the world’s will. She became aware of a faint strange
booming sound. She became aware of bodily pain and intense cold. She became capable of resentment. She became
in an instant almost faint with terror. She became rigid, putting her hand to her breast, to her throat. She became skilful
at conducting two, even three, affairs at the same time, keeping the victims happy by lying. She became tense and still,
realizing that in a moment he might touch her. She became
used to a pain which she concealed, clasping it into the cloud
of her marriage. She became vaguely dependent on Noel
Spens, who turned out to be a gentle and considerate person.
She began to be afraid of the house, especially at night. She
began to be afraid of things he might imagine, lies people
might tell him. She began to build up a picture of herself as
a natural spinster. She began to cry again quietly. She began
to cry quietly. She began to cry so quietly that it was a moment before Edward noticed that her cheeks had become
wet. She began to cry, not the storm of tears which must
soon begin, but sad unhappy guilty special tears for Uncle

Matthew who had so shyly and so kindly wanted to be her
friend, and whom she had so rarely visited because her
mother did not want her to be beholden to Ben’s family. She
began to cry. She began to feel frightened that Paul would
come and drag her back violently or make a scene with
Noel. She began to feel proud of herself for having survived,
for having escaped. She began to feel that if there had ever
been a bus she had by now certainly missed it. She began to
feel that nothing in the world mattered so much as that the
Count should have a good opinion of her. She began to feel
the need to be unpleasant to somebody. She began to feel,
half apologetically and half defiantly, that she was still very
juvenile. She began to gasp and moan, not yet to scream,
though she could already hear the scream she was about to
utter. She began to have strange fears at night. She began to
hear the far-off beating of the sea. She began to know, first
vaguely and then more consciously, what it was like to be a
slave. She began to miss him. She began to move her head
about searching for it as if it were always just outside her field
of vision like a ghost or doppelganger. She began to need
help. She began to pull. She began to rehearse detailed and
catastrophic fantasies. She began to see his power with a difference. She began to shake with convulsive sobs. She began
to sob and tears spurted from her eyes. She began to suspect
that Paul thought her the tiniest bit vulgar. She began to
tremble again and her jaw was shaking. She began to wail
with vexation and fear. She began to walk about in the heavy
silence. She began to walk towards the door, moving as in a
dream. She began to weep again but very quietly. She began, though she did not let this become clear to herself, almost to desire him. She believed him. She believed him.
She bit her fingers with incoherent doubt and fear. She bit
her hands and tore her hair. She bit her lips drawing them

in in a hard line, and tears mounted to her eyes, certainly not
for the first time that evening. She blinked, conscious of the
steady glow of the icon in the corner of her field of vision.
She blinked, suddenly reminded of something which had
happened before, she felt giddy, a sudden great cleft had
opened between her and Clement. She blinked, turning
away, and the thought came to her for the first time, am I still
attractive to him? She blushed and touched her throat and
gave a little gasp. She both needed him and feared him now.
She bounded up the rocks, away from the sea, towards the
castle, where Austin was waiting for her on the terrace, where
she had chained him to the castle wall with a silver chain,
and between every link of the chain there was a pearl, and
when the sun was low in the sky they sat and kissed each
other upon the terrace and listened to the wild pained cry of
the sea-gull and watched the cormorant flit like a ghost over
the waves until the great moon arose and the moonlit sea
was like cream in the little inlets. She bowed her head and
felt a burning flush rising through her cheeks. She bowed
her head and the storm of tears began. She bowed her head,
making a movement as if she were casting a veil about it, and
bolted across the lawn and into the meadow and along the
path beside the hawthorn hedge which led down towards
the sea. She breathed deeply, hoping that she was recovering
and not becoming more unnerved. She breathed deeply. She
breathed deeply. She breathed in quickly through her mouth
and found that she had uttered an audible sob. She breathed,
almost gasping, pulling at the collar of her dress with both
hands. She buried her face in his large white handkerchief,
still stiff with its laundered folds, but already smelling of his
pocket, warming it with her breath and wetting it with her
tears. She buried her mouth in her handkerchief. She burst
into a storm of tears. She burst into tears. She caressed that

face with her thoughts but never in fantasy touched it with
her lips or hand; only sometimes she did imagine herself
kissing the sleeve or shoulder of his jacket, and this was exquisite. She carried no precious cup from which the many
fed. She certainly found it harder than she had expected to
accept the tempo of worldly lives now she was among them.
She charmed herself with her role of healer. She checked her
tears and began to walk faster. She checked these speculations, however. She clenched her fists and actually bared her
teeth. She closed her eyelids slowly, pressing more tears out.
She closed her eyes and something, perhaps her soul, seemed
to fall out of her and lie upon the ground underneath those
bare marching feet. She closed her eyes in indignation and
distress. She closed her eyes. She closed her eyes. She closed
her lips on it, and the light of the smile gave to her features a
slightly crazy lift. She closed her swollen burning eyes. She
closed the door again. She clung to him in her heart and her
thought, and as she did so she seemed to see Emily McHugh
and her son drifting away as if they were upon a raft. She
clutched at the iron bar and screamed. She clutched the back
of the chair in front. She clutched the back of the seat, turned
as if to sit down, and then moved a little away and sat down
on the grass, covering her face. She comforted herself bitterly with a resentment against him, not only for his unspeakable treachery, but also because his awkward unnecessary existence and her own stupidity in sending him to France, had
brought about that hasty and improper marriage, so offensive
to the shade of Guy, and about which she now felt so painfully guilty and ashamed. She composed her face, took what
courage she could from communion with herself, and went
downstairs. She concealed her satisfaction under a gentle
cool tact, though every now and then she would murmur
something like: ‘How awfully considerate of Mrs Placid to

go off and get herself massacred.’ She concentrated on
breathing. She considered suicide but turned instead to the
priest. She contained Blaise. She continually pictured, treasured, cosseted, brooded over that saving image, seeing the
pale unsmiling face and the yellow-amber eyes which were
changing as she looked from coldness to oh such gentleness.
She continued to look at the person who was there, unknown to Paul. She continued to sit immobile, her hands in
her pockets, staring away and uttering the soft sibilant
breaths. She contrived to stare at Blaise with an almost intellectual sort of intentness, as if he were a chess problem. She
could almost cross off upon the calendar the weeks and
months which must elapse before David should be grownup. She could become his legally wedded wife and wear a
golden wedding-ring and live with him innocently. She
could become ill. She could breathe. She could dissolve and
reassemble her best felicities without a craven fear of spoiling
them. She could destroy herself before his eyes and he would
not even care. She could even a little compel and invite those
dark regions out of which the images drifted like miraculous
kites. She could even begin to see that he was not perfect,
was able to criticise him to other people, even to enquire
boldly about his sex life, of which however little was known.
She could even wonder whether she were not actually leaving, as Gertude had expressed it, ‘in a huff ’ and meanly depriving her friend of the perfection of happiness in ‘having
Anne as well’. She could feel Calvin’s glance penetrating her,
like a sharp tool that searches for a weak place that it can
prise apart. She could feel her cheeks burning, she could feel
Tim staring at her. She could feel her eyes staring with
fright. She could feel herself being sapped and broken as if
the rigid parts of her mind and body were giving way one by
one. She could feel Miranda’s will controlling her from the

bed. She could feel old appetites stirring. She could feel
Swann’s attention like a plucking of many strings. She could
feel that source of tears in her again, like something vibrating
far away. She could feel the blush running up her long neck
and through her cheeks to her brow. She could feel the cord
jerking. She could feel Zed’s heart beating fast and her own
heart beat fast too. She could hardly bear to look at him, at
the cool dignified remote philosopher, the guardian of her
childhood, suddenly transformed into this pathetic spitting
moaning maniac. She could hardly speak. She could have
born this comprehensible pain more easily. She could have
gone on for hours. She could have made him happy, she
could have saved him from the demons. She could help
Blaise, ‘save’ him almost. She could help Emily too, though
this now seemed easy less than it had seemed at the start. She
could look, as one can at last when one knows a great thing
very well, confronting it with a dignity which it has itself
conferred. She could make Charlotte laugh. She could never quite get into this room, which was large and dark with
no external windows, reddish usually, full of red furniture or
lit by a dim red light, and she would glimpse it with amazement and horror through a door-way, or more often from a
gallery or peephole where she looked down into it from
above, empty and dusty and full of big old-fashioned furniture. She could no longer sit patiently at home, taking modest trips abroad and returning like a soldier to her post, waiting for George to come. She could not appear to them like
that, she Gertrude. She could not at this last moment assume
that power over him. She could not be as she once was. She
could not be responsible for dragging him wretchedly, piteously, back into a consciousness he had rejected and thought
to annihilate. She could not bear any more crying. She
could not bear the tenderness which a dog would evoke, she

did not want the pain of another love. She could not bear to
look at him any longer and turned away from the window.
She could not behave naturally and realized only now how
thoroughly frightened she was of the situation. She could
not break the spell and cross the barrier into what seemed to
her at such moments to be her own world. She could not
breathe lying down, so she sat up again and tried to cry. She
could not but love him the more in seeing how wonderfully
he loved her friend. She could not conceive that he had
nightmares about her. She could not control them any more.
She could not do good, and only stain her hands further, by
going back, however well intentioned, into that mess. She
could not do that to her father, to his authority and to his
dignity. She could not even focus her eyes properly upon the
stupefied face of her image. She could not even quite remember what she had felt about Rupert at the start. She
could not feel it. She could not find words for the terrible
pressure of her questions, she thought, I have such a chance
to ask but I cannot find the right thing to say. She could not
forgive him for having been so calmly unresponsive to her
undignified and unambiguous appeal. She could not go on
reading A Glastonbury Romance, she would not sleep, she
could not sew. She could not have been more defeated if he
had treated her as he had treated Jamesie. She could not have
survived that rupture, that desertion, that flight, that had
seemed so beautiful in the unreal prospect of it, to leave
Thomas behind and Meredith torn in two, and live a new
free life with Harry, casting off the past. She could not help
being glad that Michael and Catherine would not live there,
and their children and their children’s children. She could
not help feeling that Nina’s small stature was the mark of a
small nature. She could not help however entertaining the
wildest hopes of what might happen on that magic evening.

She could not imagine that it was indifferently or by accident that he had let her carry it away. She could not inhabit
what she ought to be. She could not interpret in any favourable sense, not even as a manifestation of jealousy of Edgar,
those harsh words uttered so cruelly in Edgar’s presence. She
could not keep her body still but had to keep moving it
about for relief, writhing her legs and shifting her shoulders
and rolling her head. She could not lose David and she
would win him again somehow. She could not lose him any
more than she could lose David. She could not love him that
much. She could not make his miracle of redemption. She
could not of her own will break the spell. She could not
‘play’ with Tim. She could not picture the outside of the
house from within, it was as if it had no outside, but spawned
inwardly, breeding new darkness and full of the obscure
frightening smell of menstrual blood. She could not quite
bring herself to say to him: take another mistress, I can bear
it. She could not recall what happened at the end and always
awoke in terror. She could not remember that she had ever
cried so much. She could not rid herself of the experience
of God’s love, and the sense that only through God could she
reach the world. She could not run away. She could not see
her actions. She could not see herself in it. She could not
see his mind or predict his movements. She could not see it
as a chapel. She could not sleep, turning and turning in her
bed, there was no warmth in her. She could not stand too
long a time of talking about Gertrude, and she feared that
she might break down. She could not then stop herself from
touching his knees. She could not think about Carel or
about the strange bond which he had seemed to make between them. She could not think how she had endured to
have so little knowledge of him. She could not think so. She
could not think why her asceticism seemed so like a kind of

guilt. She could not thus hold him; and as she imagined this
‘holding’ she saw it almost as vindictive, revengeful, something to do with death. She could not trace the moment at
which her childish adoration of that tall gentle-spoken
demi-god had changed into the possessive jealous agony
with which she now lived day and night. She could not understand this sudden calm and it did little to quiet her. She
could not wish to suffer like this throughout the rest of her
life. She could not yet banish him however, and saw again
and again those pale eyes, that thin clever touchable face, and
the awkward thin tall figure filling some enchanted separated
area of space like the apparition of a holy saint. She could
not yet imagine herself proposing marriage to him, though
she had tried to picture this scene. She could not yet understand what had happened or why it had happened. She
could not, and did not try to, riddle out, rationally order,
explain, least of all banish, these horrible consolations. She
could not, even at a moment of extreme emotion, resist a
habit, caught from Guy, of commenting on words. She could
not, in this company, allow herself the luxury of self-pitying
tears, which was her highest tribute to the art. She could
not. She could of course throw herself in front of a bus, but
this might be bungled, leaving her hideously disfigured and
damaged. She could only feel an excited sense of rejuvenation and funniness in the unexpected advent of Danby. She
could perceive the world at last, her eyes were cleared, her
perceptions clarified, she had never seen such a vivid, coloured, detailed world, vast and complete as myth, yet full of tiny
particular accidental entities placed in her way like divine
toys. She could picture (for she heard enough about it) her
mother’s relation with her mother, and felt even as a child,
not only the automatic force of her mother’s desire to ‘get
her own back’, but also in her own heart a dark atom of that

responding bitter anger. She could play this game too. She
could really think about Austin at last, and realized that she
had never, since the days of courtship, really been able to
think about him at all. She could remember saying to herself: I will not be Blaise’s slave. She could scarcely attend,
scarcely understand. She could scarcely believe it, as she
dressed herself, trembling and shivering already with excitement, that she, today, was to be the one to break the spell
which had dazed and defeated so many. She could scarcely
prevent herself from scuttling about like a mad animal. She
could see him now and understand him perfectly, as he
looked with amazement out into the garden where his two
sons were kneeling on the lawn together, looking down at
something and talking. She could see that Danby was unhappy. She could see that Paul’s expression had changed, but
she dared not look at him. She could see the kitchen, the
paint on her dress, the broken Wedgwood cup. She could
speak of nothing else and could ease her pain in no other
way. She could still feel the light touch of Sandy’s fingers as
he tried to guide her through the complicated dance. She
could still feel the place on her shoulder where Leo had
touched her. She could still make it death or glory. She
could support and forgive a penitent husband who needed
her love and her strength. She could touch him now more
spontaneously, more playfully, and without desperation. She
could utter no sound. She could wait and breathe and be
patient as Thomas had told her to. She could, even now, do
anything that she wished. She could, with Matthew’s help,
experience love without suffocating in it. She covered her
face. She covered her mouth. She coveted Hugh. She craved
for that simplicity as for some unattainable degree of asceticism. She crawled along the wall of the corridor like a bat.
She cried a lot after he was gone, but was relieved that he was

out of the house. She cried a lot at first – later she simply sat
with her lips apart, gazing down at where her hand rested,
upon her knee, upon her breast. She cried all the way to
Paddington in Noel’s car. She cried for some time. She cried
out now in wild joy, feeling her limbs becoming warm in the
fierce water as she swam out strongly from the shore and
gave herself confidently to the huge movement of the sea.
She cried quietly, wearily, it was like a natural function. She
cried silently in a hot blinding stream of tears. She cried
some more. She crushed her fingers into her mouth to stifle
the issuing cry. She dared not look at Paul. She decided at
last that the persecution of his presence was to be preferred
to the persecution of his absence. She decided not to become a nun, she decided there was no God, she decided to
have as many love affairs as possible, and did. She decided not
to give up her seat. She decided not to go. She decided six
months later to return to him for the same reason. She decided that only darkness could cast out darkness. She desired
Denis. She desired Peter, she wanted intensely to let him
make love to her, here, now, in this magic place. She desired
screaming winds and floods, a hurricane which would destroy the house with her and Guy in it. She desired tempests,
mountains of snow. She desired to be unconscious. She
destroyed her ankle soon after and in doing so destroyed
herself. She detached herself from the tree and began to walk
on. She detested Duncan who had wantonly, carelessly, for
the sake of an instant of weak comfort, for a little easy bit of
sex, given her the deadly virus which would make her life a
living death. She detested Rose and Jenkin and the whole
sickening conspiracy of complacent ‘well-wishers’, who saw
and understood nothing, smiling painlessly through life,
breathing the perfumed air of their own self-satisfaction.
She did feel the relief and took it intelligently for her com-

fort. She did manage now to get up and move towards the
door. She did not contradict. She did not cry. She did not
dare now to take his hand. She did not either question or
suppress these reproachful blurs and streaks, she let them pass,
consigning her sin, if such it was, to some objective record,
some spirit perhaps, whereby it could be contained in the
totality of her new world, not dissolved or hidden but placed.
She did not envisage running away, it was impossible to vanish, it was too dangerous and too expensive. She did not ever
doubt her absolute connectedness with Blaise, but these momentary breaks of contact were simply very painful, and she
suffered them like headaches without regarding them as
deep signs. She did not face it. She did not feel able to make
conversation, but there might be no need, perhaps it was alright just to sit there. She did not feel that this was wrong,
because everything was so provisional and moved so fast, and
other people were behaving quite as wildly as she was. She
did not feel wild triumph, rather the deep pleasant sense of a
task well done, as if, in some quite guiltless and proper way,
she herself had eliminated her rival. She did not know herself. She did not know how to find out what she thought
about it and she was afraid of finding out. She did not know
what she felt. She did not know what to do with it. She did
not know what to make of this hypothesis, even whether or
not she liked it. She did not know what to make of this
thought. She did not know what to think or what to believe.
She did not know what was the matter with her now. She
did not know whether her eyes were closed or not. She did
not love him enough to save him, not that much, not with
that suffering. She did not now have to look at her watch, to
calculate, to lie. She did not pretend any sorrow, nor did she
trouble her imagination about Blaise’s sufferings which she
regarded as strictly temporary. She did not propose to start

doubting it now. She did not really mind not altogether enjoying it in bed. She did not really think all that much about
the old days; and yet now for a moment it seemed to her that
these thoughts were always with her, and that she had lived
out, in those months, in those weeks, the true and entire
history of her heart, and that the rest was a survival. She did
not really think that Ruby deliberately hid things and found
them again, but it was as if Ruby had become the human
‘front’ of a revolt against Alex of her most familiar world.
She did not really want to spy on John, she just wanted the
comfort of doing something, however vague, ‘about him’.
She did not reflect about what these very young women
might think or feel about the complaisant wife, nor wonder
whether they too suffered. She did not regain her faith and
she sometimes hated the religion of her childhood with a
spitting passion. She did not see the sense of his leaving her,
given that she demanded so little. She did not struggle. She
did not think of this as happiness. She did not think that the
great convention of passionate love was for her. She did not
turn, but fell straight forward onto her face in a dead faint.
She did not understand music and it upset her, it had only
sad, tragic things to say. She did not want Clement to be
portentous and make a drama of it, she wanted to calm herself by letting it out quietly, as if she could then see how little
it mattered. She did not want that sort of responsibility, she
did not want to re-enter the hot muddled personal unhappiness of the ordinary human lot. She did not want that terrible absence to spring upon her once again. She did not want
the details of his pain to feed her hope. She did not want to
be as before. She did not want to be caught. She did not
want to come back to the exact scene which she had made
and lived in with Guy. She did not want to deceive Miles.
She did not want to have to walk down that street twice.

She did not want to leave him like this, to be left like this.
She did not want to look into his guilty eyes and to see the
man whom she had worshipped shorn, defeated, utterly at a
loss. She did not want to return to Hood House. She did
not want too much to enslave him when she was still not
certain that she would keep him; and she did not want to be
herself driven mad by his loss, if it should come to that. She
did not weep but her eyes glared. She did not yet want to
think urgently about Gertrude’s ‘forever’ though it moved
her very much. She did not, at the start, think clearly of
‘goodness’ or ‘holiness’ as a visible goal. She did the sensible
things which she had planned, she restored her existence to
its old rational patterns. She did think bad things about him.
She did this partly out of benevolence to one generally
agreed to be a waif, partly out of a sort of motherly possessiveness which she had encouraged herself to develop about
Hattie and which had so far found no other expression, and
partly out of an obsessive irritated envy and curiosity which
she felt about the fortunate tenant of the coveted Slipper
House. She didn’t cry but for a moment wailed aloud. She
died for me, Mavis thought. She disliked being marked off
as ‘holy’ or ‘a nun’. She disliked, but also a little feared, that
dreadfully robust common sense. She dragged her half-unbuttoned dress violently over her head. She dreaded seeing
him again and avoided picturing that scene. She dreamed of
Guy every night. She dreamt about Colin her hamster and
how an evil cat was carrying him away into a wood to kill
him, and how she tried to run after the cat, but could only
move very slowly, and the trees and the bushes were reaching
out their arms to hinder her. She dreamt about the
black-footed ferret, that it was stuffed in a glass case in the
Natural History Museum, and when Moy came to look at it
she saw it opening its little mouth to say something to her,

only as she watched a keeper came and hand-cuffed her and
led her away, and all the lights went out. She dreamt about
the little house where the spider lived and that she had become very little and was in the house with the spider, and
the spider was frightened and kept saying to Moy ‘Save me,
save me!’ and Moy was crying and saying, ‘I can’t save you,
I’m too small, I’m too little.’ She dreamt about the swan. She
dreamt about Tibellina the Good Cat, and how she had lain
on her death-bed and Moy had stroked her and she had
looked up at Moy so piteously and could not even mew. She
dreamt she saw the Polish Rider passing slowly by and he
was weeping and she called out to him, but he turned his
head away. She dreamt she was the little dragon whom Saint
George was about to behead. She dreamt that it was her
wedding day and that she was dressed in black. She dreamt
that she was drowning in the pool of tears. She dressed hastily, scarcely knowing why she felt it so very important to be
present. She drew a small sigh of relief. She drew back her
lips and showed her teeth. She drew her tangled hair down
about her face like a veil. She drowsed again, trying with
little groping movements of thought to discover herself. She
dwelt rather upon the idea that Luca was being helped and
healed; and she recalled the awful fear for him, and indeed of
him, which she had constantly felt in the old days, when he
was so strangely silent with her. She dwelt upon it. She
enjoyed his slightly bullying charm and the nervous badinage into which he spurred her. She enjoyed these things,
but without feeling that they were really what she wanted to
do. She entered into Carel’s presence as into the presence of
God, and like the souls of the blessed, realized her felicity not
through anything which she distinctly saw but by a sense of
her own body as glorified. She entertained for a second only
the traditional thought, which lived between them like a folk

idea, that her mother had ruined her own life and was intent
on ruining her daughter’s. She especially disliked gladioli.
She even reckoned up how old the child would have been if
it had lived. She even saw the imperfection of his love for
her and saw it in the light of her own more perfect love for
him. She even shut her eyes and fell into a sort of trance. She
evidently preferred the agony of consciousness. She examined, in this new clear bright light, her old love for Jack. She
experienced a frightening sense of connection with her environment which she had not had since she was eighteen.
She experienced him as gone, and she had to have the comfort of making someone else need her. She experienced his
attractiveness now in a more diffused and peaceful way as a
comforting warmth and a consoling presence. She feared
and detested Gerald; yet something in her also said quite
clearly: do what you will. She feared for them, she trembled
for them, now sometimes she wept for them. She feared her
father. She feared him yet she needed him: to wait at his feet,
to gain from him some sense of what had happened, to receive some hint or vestige of a judgement. She feared pain
terribly just now, senses of loss and failure which might
maim her mind with their horror. She feared some terrible
breakdown with Felix, some hurling of herself into his arms
or at his feet; and her efforts to preserve an erect posture
made her positively stiff. She feared some terrible imprisonment of guilt and obsession which she knew would be bad.
She feared the emptiness of the theatre, its coldness, the
brooding dead exhausted air, the little puny empty stage,
with its mean space and its wordless futility. She feared the
final inhumanity of man to man which she saw on the television set in the kitchen. She feared the house was empty, yet
she also feared what might be behind those many many
closed doors. She feared the rocks and the cliffs and the gro-

tesque dolmen and the ancient secret things. She feared to
see, at present, too much of Douglas in case her own blank
need for affection, for the most elementary consolation,
should make him positively fall in love. She feared very
much that this might turn out to be one of the penalties of
being psychic, and she was uneasily aware that unless they are
carefully controlled spirits have a tendency to blurt out
things to come. She fell almost involuntarily upon her knees.
She fell in love with Danby. She fell into a chair like a poled
ox. She fell into an apathetic sadness which had a kind of
healing in it. She fell madly in love with John Robert Rozanov herself. She fell now into a total immobility, she sat
like an idol, like a sphinx. She felt a deep sorrow, a deep
wound within him. She felt a desire to run, to run wildly
along the street looking for Blaise, calling out his name. She
felt a failure of control before the judging eyes. She felt a
fierce determination to change herself. She felt a flood of
wild dazed joy as if golden rain had descended upon the
room. She felt a great blank joy and with it a sense almost of
free playful gaiety. She felt a line of force between his body
and hers. She felt a little confused and fuzzy. She felt a little
fear and a little disgust at finding Tim’s white face so close to
hers, his lips moist and parted. She felt a natural complicity
with him which convinced her of the abiding strength and
wholeness of her youth. She felt a nervous itching desire to
speak of Gerald. She felt a pain which ran all the way down
the front of her body as if she had been ripped open with a
knife. She felt a pain which was curiously like sexual desire.
She felt a physical agony of restlessness, and a desire to cry
out loudly. She felt a quick physical tremor as he passed,
which blended quickly into her general nervous agitation.
She felt a sort of constant physical anxiety now about Blaise,
like the anxiety she had felt about David when he was a baby.

She felt a strange relief. She felt a sudden embarrassment
with Denis, as if they had entered a church and must now
talk in a different key. She felt a terrible weakness at the
knees. She felt a tremor of fear, and all sorts of horrible crazy possibilities suddenly made their appearance. She felt
above all, as a sort of categorical imperative, the desire to set
Hannah free, to smash up all her eerie magical surroundings,
to let the fresh air in at last; even if the result should be some
dreadful suffering. She felt absolute terror. She felt again that
unfamiliar sensation and she saw herself on the road south in
the very dark blue Mercedes. She felt again the sick panic
which had gripped her by the gateway, and which she had
felt prophetically upon the first day. She felt again the terror,
the sense of being a criminal in fear of discovery. She felt
ageless, poised and young, ready to begin the world anew.
She felt alarmed and apprehensive and jealous. She felt all of
a sudden free, competent, and (she noticed one morning)
very nearly happy. She felt all of the things in all of the letters. She felt all this at times. She felt almost faint with a
mixture of anger and amazement. She felt almost ready, with
power and impatience, to fly through the air. She felt an
agony of tenderness and pity, which came as a new intensity
of her awareness of her lover, while at the same time, even as
she talked to him, she was planning her next encounter with
Stuart, wondering how soon and with what mien she was to
go to him again. She felt an awful premonitory pang of grief.
She felt an enormous serenity falling upon her like a blessing.
She felt an immediate contentment in their presence which
drove away all other troubles. She felt an impulse to reach
out and touch, not his knee but the shiny dirty material of
his trouser leg. She felt an impulse to touch things and thereby make them, in her terrible distress, her own. She felt an
instant of false comfort. She felt an intense desire to sit down.

She felt an intense emotion in which pain and fear were
mingled with exhilaration. She felt an intense wailing grief
for which the only salve was that vanished goodness which
she would now press forever to her heart. She felt an unexpected relief at this sudden utterance by Duncan, as if even
some partial shabbily doctored piece of truth-telling could
somehow ‘do them good’. She felt an uprush of emotion as
if she might faint. She felt angry too. She felt appalled and
sick; and with the loss of that old safety, morally tainted and
astray. She felt as if Carel had tried to recruit her for some
diabolical plot, or rather to hypnotize her into a sense of its
inevitability. She felt as if Felix were dead, and she felt in a
way that was not totally disagreeable that she was, for the
present, dead too. She felt as if she were back at the beginning again, though a much more empty beginning, as if she
were young and in anguish, facing an open alien world and
grasping wildly at what might save her. She felt as if she were
being sent back into the world to prove something. She felt
as if she were holding Carel and that he had shrunk into a
little thing the size of a nut. She felt as if she were in public
view in a pillory, stared at, laughed at, whispered about. She
felt as if she were selling herself into captivity. She felt as if
she were warming back to life a couple of small birds who
had been battered and frozen almost to extinction. She felt
as if she would fall before she reached him. She felt as if there
had been a great natural catastrophe, an earthquake or a deluge, and she had been right in the centre of it, and yet appeared to have escaped unhurt. She felt as if, already, she a
little bit owned the place. She felt as she had told Blaise,
hollow. She felt as she walked this silent watchful walking a
kind of happiness that was like her best days in the convent.
She felt as she walked, giddy, suffering one of those fits of
non-identity which probably attack most souls at some time.

She felt ashamed of her erratic behaviour and promised
amendment. She felt at once a sort of shock, and put her
hand to her breast. She felt at these times empty, floppy, disjointed, as if she covered a huge area quietly like a large limp
suspended sea animal, like an immense uninhabited continent: and this was for her really a form of being happy. She
felt both the distance of God, and the reality of the magnetic bond that compelled her to Him. She felt bruised and stiff
and her face ached with crying. She felt by now a little reckless herself. She felt calm now, cold, not tearful. She felt
calmer now and liberated for the moment from the burden
of anger and frenzy and despair and pain which she had carried with her since she had read Jack’s letter – and prophetically from earlier. She felt clear-headed and icy cold. She
felt completely worn out. She felt dazed but calm. She felt
desire for him, which had been absent. She felt desolation,
frenzy. She felt disappointed, she felt an anger which made
her toss her head and shake it, unsettling her liberated hair.
She felt dislocated from head to foot. She felt drowsy, stifled,
frightened. She felt dull and listless, like after an examination.
She felt empty and wretched, felt little more than a desire to
cry piteously. She felt every day the minute movement of
something which separated him from her. She felt exhausted,
aware that something large had happened, but not sure what
it was, whether it was something to her advantage, or a terrible mistake, the throwing away of her last card. She felt
exhausted, purged. She felt extreme fear. She felt extreme
irritation and annoyance with herself as well as with Cantor.
She felt faint. She felt fear, but with it a little anger and the
stirring of will which was like a kind of joy. She felt flimsy
and ephemeral by comparison, as if she were merely a
thought in his mind. She felt for a moment, I can’t go. She
felt for him, thought of him at this time quite as if she were

endowed with two minds and two hearts. She felt for the
first time in her life afraid of her mind, afraid of some independent cancerous life of its own which it seemed to be
developing. She felt for the first time in many years, perhaps
ever, almost happy. She felt for the first time, perhaps Hannah is now herself happy, and not just the cause of happiness
in others. She felt frightened and full of pity. She felt frightened and hunted, as if it were she herself who was to be
locked in and gassed. She felt full of misery and violence.
She felt giddy with happiness and certainty. She felt giddy, as
if she were being impelled to fall or fly downward. She felt
giddy. She felt grief for her awful role, almost that of an accuser or a judge, and for her own loss and because of an
impending blank loneliness which had suddenly begun to
swirl about her like a white mist. She felt gross. She felt
happy and sad and let the tears gently overflow her eyes. She
felt her cheeks and they were blazing hot. She felt her cheeks
hot, her heart beating: at once more real. She felt her face
contract as if a great wind were straining the flesh backward.
She felt her face violently burning. She felt her own breathing slow down to accord with Marcus’s respiration, and she
could feel, perhaps even hear, the others also breathing in
unison. She felt her own face becoming heavy and solemn
and her eyes closing. She felt her profile being outlined as if
a burning finger were being drawn down it from her brow.
She felt her separateness from them in a new way. She felt
her tears brushing against him. She felt herself accursed. She
felt herself brow-beaten by the energy of his purpose and
humiliated by his refusal to understand her complaints. She
felt herself here sometimes as the victim of a sheer wilful
vagueness, one who had made, in the calculations of life,
simply an unnecessary howler. She felt herself surrounded
by irresponsible spiritual forces. She felt herself to be a

priestess, dedicated now to a rite which made mere personal
relations unimportant. She felt herself to be tall and slim and
fresh, and she read this again in the faces of the people who
eyed her as she approached and turned to stare after her
when she had passed. She felt herself watched. She felt hideously lonely. She felt him looking at her. She felt his absence from her as a great tearing force moving out of her
entire flesh. She felt his body rigid in the ring of her clasp
and she thought desperately, this does not comfort him, this
does not comfort him at all. She felt his contempt as destructive of her, and his love, consequently, as unwelcome. She felt
horribly haunted by Dorina’s troubles, almost made unclean.
She felt hungry but could not eat, weary but could not rest.
She felt impersonal, characterless, echoing. She felt important too at being trusted with such a secret, and she was
happy to feel trustworthy, even wise. She felt in an urgent
way that she ought to hand herself over to somebody. She
felt in her body, mingled with the chaotic roaring of the
broken water, the tremendous force of the oncoming waves,
now sweeping her shorewards, so that she had to resist their
power in order to stay where she was. She felt in no way
prepared for them; though it was typical of the paralysis
which affected her dealings with Paul that she made no effort to prevent conception. She felt in these letters, with a
certain despair, the demonic energy of his will bent always
upon her. She felt incapable of living any more. She felt
incapable of managing her mind. She felt instant ravening
hatred for the ‘young women’ who would spoil and desecrate the beautiful innocent house. She felt intense disappointment, even a kind of guilt, as if she had missed something, perhaps forever. She felt it moreover as ‘her fault’,
because she had obeyed him and gone away, and had not, by
staying, altered that accidental (as she thought) chain of

events which led to that senseless fall on that slipper edge.
She felt it now because of Leo but especially because of Eugene. She felt it was her last glimpse of the outside world.
She felt larger, stronger, healthier, less scratched, besmirched,
bedraggled, plucked at, pulled about. She felt light and
weightless and empty, as if she were indeed living on white
wafers of bread and sips of sweet red wine. She felt light-headed, giddy with exhaustion and freedom, not exalted, not
guilty, almost at moments foot-loose and ordinary. She felt
like a doctor. She felt like a mad person. She felt like a
member of a personal bodyguard confronted with the mutilated corpse of her master. She felt like a player who has
many advantages and is master of his game, but knows that
he will need the utmost concentration to win. She felt like
a puppet. She felt like a widow. She felt like an escaped
prisoner, a spy. She felt like somebody waiting for a loved
one to die. She felt like someone who suddenly discovers
that they cannot tell of something which they are seeing
close to and in a good light whether it is red or green. She
felt like something very small which rattled around somewhere near the bottom and could quite easily fall out of a
hole without anybody even noticing. She felt like the princess whose strong faith releases the prince from an enchanted sleep, or from the transfigured form of a beast. She felt
loaded and brought to her knees by Carel. She felt lonely
and resentful on the empty beach and the sound of the sea
made her think about death. She felt near to tears and tried
to think of something else. She felt nervous with him at first
and awaited the sudden uncontrolled rages for which George
was famous. She felt no impulse to weep or scream, but it
was as if her flesh were being dragged apart. She felt now a
curious obsessive impulse to reach the stage and touch it.
She felt now a dulled sense of degradation: she felt depraved

and diminished and shrunken and old. She felt now as if
something were slipping away, leaving her mind not quiet
and empty, but suddenly filled with the black debris of her
own trouble. She felt now as she walked along Jesse’s hot wet
kisses upon her lips. She felt now, in the tenderest way, larger than he was, stronger, wiser, and she watched him and read
him with meticulous loving closeness. She felt obscurely that
if they waited until Peter came they might become involved
in some further pattern of magical events. She felt old and
regretted many things. She felt once more as if she were
haunted by him, and if he came to her positively as a ghost;
and with this haunting she felt the revival, with guilt and
bitterness added to it, of her first awful grief. She felt organized and shut in. She felt pain. She felt partly as if she must
be responsible for this new disaster, and partly as if its magnitude made her own escapade pardonable by comparison.
She felt pinned to the floor by a gentle but insistent force.
She felt positively afraid. She felt powerless as in dreams
when the muscles will not tense and the limbs will not move.
She felt protective, huge. She felt rather less physical horror
of him, but the smell was hard to bear and she had a terrible
intuition of his inward parts and of his pitiable mortality. She
felt reckless and free. She felt remorseful and ashamed, she
had shouted at him, she had said what she thought. She felt
riveted, curiously impressed, by her own ridiculous guilt, but
she stared at Harriet in an almost contemplative way. She felt
she had half known it. She felt she had not really got over
him and saw no reason why she should try to. She felt she
knew what serene palliatives it would contain. She felt she
must be going slightly mad. She felt she ought to protest, to
deny, to cry out, to call out Elizabeth’s name, to summon
some distant boisterous gods into this too deadly quiet place.
She felt she was about to be dismissed and that it was her last

chance to speak to him with feeling. She felt she was actually changing a little. She felt she was asking the wrong questions. She felt she was being entangled in some dreadful coil
of thoughts. She felt she was being touched by a slimy hand.
She felt she was confronted by a stranger. She felt she was
discovering, almost creating, this obscure silent being whom
everyone else had so stupidly overlooked. She felt she was
going to cry again, and walked past him to the dining room,
picked up her coat, came out and began to put it on. She felt
she was irrevocably soiled and broken and unfitted now for
ordinary life. She felt sheerly frightened of the story to come
as if it might shake her reason. She felt shock, fright, bottomless panic, a quick nausea in her throat. She felt shy at finding
herself alone with the leader of the community. She felt shy
of this tall burly blond man whose nervous apologetic sympathetic smile was so new to her that at times she could
scarcely recognize his face. She felt sick and breathless but
dry-eyed. She felt sick and unreal. She felt sick, stifled as
with a taste or smell of burning. She felt sick, stricken, as if
some heavy black thing had been rammed into her stomach.
She felt slightly faint. She felt so intensely glad, so thankful,
so grateful that Gerard had not gone, that he had touched
her and called her ‘darling’, and that she did not have to go
on with her mechanical assault upon him which had hurt
both of them so much. She felt so perfectly justified, it was
like being endowed with a heavenly body. She felt so sad at
his going, sad at his inevitable separateness from her, sad that
he had been so much taken over by Morgan, sad at her own
inadequacy to the immense needs of his youth. She felt so
strong, so physically alive, she felt she could persuade anybody of anything. She felt some guilt, but she wore it boldly as the badge of her calling. She felt something flow inside
her head, as if a blank peace like white fog were flowing si-

lently in. She felt soothed, as if ready for sleep, yet was also
intensely alert, alive. She felt sorry for herself. She felt stiff
with something, embarrassment, hatred, grief, or perhaps the
pity for her mother which she had been fighting off all day.
She felt sudden overwhelming fear of the death which had
evaded her. She felt suddenly that she was going to cry. She
felt suddenly very tired and overwhelmed by grief. She felt
sure it must be Paul, and her old deep fear of him suddenly
made the whole night scene terrifying. She felt tears of vexation and defeat waiting behind her eyes. She felt terrible,
like an ugly ghost. She felt that before she saw him she
should have something to confront him with, she should
have made a plan and developed an attitude, but she had no
plan and no attitude, only tears and total misery. She felt that
her life was over and that all she wanted now was to hide the
scandal and the shame of it, the shame of being old and mad
with misery and having lost her son. She felt that her meeting with Emily had been an achievement. She felt that if she
continued to lie still she would soon die of cold and of the
extinction of the will. She felt that if she could only remember it she would be changed. She felt that if she could only
sit down she would be able to think. She felt that in another moment she would faint. She felt that it was true and that
it was an index of great changes in her life. She felt that old
emotion for a moment now and raised one hand to her hair,
the other to her heart. She felt that she could be happy with
Eugene. She felt that she could lose nothing by delay, whereas to speak too soon might startle or offend her quarry. She
felt that she had been defeated. She felt that she had him
upon a lead. She felt that she had reached a position whence
she could judge the previous changes and understand them.
She felt that she must act. She felt that she must now say
something striking or be banished forever. She felt that she

was being impertinent, and this gave her a pleasure mixed of
exhilaration and shame. She felt that she was living at an
accelerated speed through a whole era, a long period of time
during which she was even growing old. She felt that she
would have died of a rebuff. She felt that some dreadful apparition was about to pass through the room. She felt that
the pictures belonged to her, and reflected ruefully that they
were about the only thing that did. She felt that they had
both rehearsed it, had both had their statements ready. She
felt that, far above Stephanie’s head, far above everything else,
she met the calm eyes of her elder son, and they understood
each other. She felt the connection between their bodies like
a strong soupy swirl of almost visible substance. She felt the
electric field round about him and it made her twitch. She
felt the hard pressure and the continued trembling. She felt
the immediate hot presence of tears, never far from her now.
She felt the lingering firmness of his hand in the midst of the
cool water which was now trickling over her warm leg
which had become quite dry in the sun. She felt the moist
streak of more tears. She felt the presences in the drawing-room. She felt the quivering of a physical bond between
them and her eyes kindled at his eyes. She felt the satisfaction
of one who is in the right, able to impose his will, and doing
so mercifully. She felt the sun burning into the back of her
neck as if it was directed through a prism. She felt the tears
again and pressed both her hands hard against her eyes. She
felt the tears rising. She felt the vertigo and the falling movement. She felt their glow in her eyes. She felt this now as
she turned on her back and kicked the rhythm of the waves
into a matted foam round about her. She felt this stiffness in
her now, the stiffness of age and envy and barren hate. She
felt this to be true for the first time in her life. She felt this
weird anxiety sometimes as she caressed a rounded sea-worn

pebble or peered into the glittering interior of a flint. She
felt too shy to disturb her neighbour by doing so now. She
felt tugged at, as if large invisible forces were streaming past
her, plucking at her flesh. She felt unable now to confront
Elizabeth. She felt uneasy at this thought of Stuart and
Thomas coming closer together, perhaps becoming intimate.
She felt unhappy and ashamed of her role. She felt unready
for this or indeed any other future. She felt vague about this.
She felt very odd herself, suddenly breathless and weird. She
felt very sick, ready to vomit but unable to do so. She felt
with a sense of relief her protective power over him. She felt
with him something of the same exasperated sense of failure
as she felt with Theo, only with Willy it was different because
she loved Willy very much and found him pre-eminently
touchable. She felt, about Randall, a little less mad. She felt,
after a long time, a strange stirring of happiness. She felt, all
the same, that she knew what was coming. She felt, almost
physically, his selfishness and her own defencelessness, on
long nights, after they had made love, as she lay awake wondering what that huge paunchy sweating hairy body was doing in her bed. She felt, and this too was consolation, the
beginning of a sense of her own strength. She felt, and with
it a deep joy, the desire and the power to enfold him, to comfort him, to save him. She felt, as a physical aura about this
now helpless and pathetic being, a kind of cunning. She felt,
as one who tentatively explores the first symptoms of a grave
ailment, the gathering of spirits about her. She felt, as she
had never felt before, her heart strings. She felt, as she looked
into the golden eyes, suddenly Hannah’s equal, her adversary,
an inhabitant of the same world. She felt, at the moment, the
lack of this strong uncomplicated machinery. She felt, before
Harriet, the legitimate spouse, guilty and ashamed. She felt,
emanating from the images, these live beings, a profound

warmth of passion, of love, that of the gods themselves but
also of their numberless worshippers. She felt, even, looked
after. She felt, for the first time in her life, completely isolated and in danger. She felt, in that moment, dreadfully dreadfully hurt, wounded, as if he had rejected her, not she him.
She felt, not yet comprehensible to her, a sense of doom, as
of a death sentence written in a foreign language. She felt,
some spirit put all those extraordinary words into my mouth.
She felt, thinking of their joy, such a great shaft of sorrow
which came down on her as if she had been struck from
above, she almost reeled, she dropped her handbag. She felt,
upon dark stairways and in quiet empty rooms, a brooding
hostility. She fled from the kindness of Gabriel, and the
smallness of her bedroom at ‘Como’, and from Adam, who
made her think of Rufus, and from a place where George
could find her. She flushed and snapped in a breath. She
flushed with indecision and embarrassment. She forbade
herself tears. She forced herself to move at last and went very
quietly down the stairs. She formed in her mind the word
‘courage’. She formed vaguely the idea of something which
she needed. She formed the words in her mind: What is it
like being dead, my Alistair? She fought back tears. She
fought in the jumble for clarity of mind and for remembrance. She found herself aching with the desire to be free
of them, partly because of a simple wish to be able to indulge, without any further complication, her hopeless and
half-guilty thoughts about Mischa Fox, and partly because,
and this was perhaps what bit most deeply into her, she was
sick with fear that Mischa might find out about the brothers.
She found herself crying and knew that she was crying because the tears were warm upon her cheeks. She found herself gasping again. She found herself gripping his hair. She
found herself saying half aloud what she had said then crazi-

ly over and over to the people who crowded round her on
the pavement. She found herself thinking, I have held my
fire too long and lost the moment of action. She found herself, when alone, always stupidly close to tears. She found it
suddenly hard to breathe, and had to stop and take deep
regular breaths. She found relief in an intense pity for Eugene, a pity potentiated by her failure to condemn his son.
She found she was having to use a lot of strength to deal
with the considerable shock of seeing Ducane strike her son.
She found that her hands were still gripping the desk, her
fingers pointed towards Carel’s fingers. She found that her
relation with Guy so far from having ceased or been frozen
or consigned to memory was alive and changing. She found
that she was alone in the room, and smiled, restored to a
more calm enjoyment of her wisdom. She found the priest
attractive but utterly strange; he was so unlike other men, so
devoid of the coarseness which men had. She found the vast
dark coastline repellent and frightening. She frowned and
took a step back. She frowned, but her mouth could not help
smiling in an involuntary nervous spasm. She fully intended
to assist the painful distancing process. She fully laid claim to,
she fully inhabited, her love of Felix. She gasped and cowered back. She gasped for breath. She gasped, however, tearlessly, and catching her breath sobbed and groaned. She gave
a last look at the painting, still smiling, as one might smile in
a temple, favoured, encouraged, and loved. She gave a raucous tearless sob. She gave a sudden cry, like a bird’s cry, as
she emerged from the dark. She gave a very long exhausted
sigh, staring with unfocused gaze at Leo’s feet. She gave herself up to a jealous pain which she knew was, in its present
quality, temporary, but which she felt it pointless as well as
impossible to evade. She gazed and gazed until her eyes
ached and flashed and she could almost believe that he could

have gone away without her seeing him. She gazed with
horror upon the wet grey stones, and the solitude she had
craved for served her not. She got herself onto her knees,
panting, gasping, keeping her head down. She got into bed
with her coat on and lay there shivering. She got into her
long nightdress, settling it over her raised arms, seeking comfort in the familiar gesture. She got up and dressed slowly.
She got up and walked about the room, walking fast and
then stopping suddenly to think and walking again. She got
up and went to the window to hide some sudden tears. She
got up quickly and left the room. She got up slowly and
pushed her hair, or most of it, inside the back of her overall.
She got up to her feet and stood there in the dark room,
immobile as a tower, rigid, full. She got up, frightened at her
thoughts, and went out into the passage. She got used to
coming over on Sundays and accepting Will’s touchy nervy
electrical devotion. She grappled clumsily with a great obscure pain which had risen up in front of her like a bear. She
grasped her hair and pulled. She grew pale. She grieved to
find herself regarding Miranda’s presence in the house as almost menacing, a source of strange rays; and if her own decision had indeed been ‘because of ’ Miranda she still could
not in the end see quite why. She gripped his legs again,
collapsed at his feet, her head pressing against his knees. She
gripped the side of her chair, feeling suddenly giddy. She
groaned and leaned her head against the glass. She groaned
and sat back, holding his hand and caressing it with a sudden
passion. She groaned intermittently and attempted to weep.
She groaned with remorse. She groaned with the weight of
a love which she could scarcely begin to express. She
groaned, and the accusing image of Denis came before her.
She groaned, she wailed. She had a dazed sense of her own
body as enlarged and strange and then realized that Leo was

leaning against her, touching her from shoulder to knee. She
had a deep trust in his sense and in his goodness. She had a
dull pain in her back and a throbbing pain in her knee. She
had a fantasy about a rich bachelor, no longer young, and
despairing of finding a woman to understand him, who
would suddenly carry her away into a secure and cherished
married life. She had a feeling, familiar to her now, of needing to do something very odd simply to preserve her sanity.
She had a new consciousness, her whole being hummed
with a sacred love-awareness. She had a power of making
small things seem large, just as she had uncannily made the
garden seem large, made it seem to go on and on like an
enchanted garden in a tale. She had a sick old black feeling
like the feeling when her parents died. She had a violent
desire to run round in the evening to his flat where she had
never been. She had abandoned A Glastonbury Romance
since she suspected that some of the people she liked might
come to grief. She had achieved, by accident and in a second-rate way, what she had once desired as a high spiritual
prize, a life that was like water, a sort of colourless seethrough blow-through existence, full of tasks and without
ties. She had acted crazily, she had acted badly, and she had
got away with nothing. She had acted, she had altered the
world; but how, why, even when? She had adopted a cool
tone which, also, was new. She had adventures. She had allowed Willy to cast a bad sleepy spell upon both of them.
She had almost forgotten Tim Burke by the time he came to
sit beside her. She had already learnt so much, more than she
had ever dreamt herself capable of, and that was just the beginning of the metamorphosis which was now to be so brutally cut off. She had already noticed before leaving home
that the curious powers which had once alarmed her had
now been withdrawn. She had already wasted two days in

distress and indecision. She had also been ready for an affectionate welcome, to be followed by some sort of renewal of
his suit. She had also lived on something which was perhaps
not inexhaustible, her dream picture of herself. She had always been terrifyingly vulnerable to Hilda’s opinion of her.
She had always been the slave of chance, let it kill her if it
would by a random stroke. She had always been the spoilt
child of fortune, how could this happen to her, how could
she be so woundingly insulted by fate? She had always been
unlucky, only now it was more like being doomed. She had
always feared high places and could not see herself awkwardly opening windows and climbing onto window sills. She
had always feared the sea. She had always felt guilt before
him. She had always known and feared George’s capacity to
introduce absolute disorder into all their lives. She had always lived in a world of instinct and certainty. She had always pictured the end of the long miserable deception as
being brought about by herself, as involving the final loss of
Blaise, and as signifying somehow or other, her own death.
She had always valued his love and saw no reason why she
should not go on enjoying it forever. She had always wanted
to live by the river. She had an almost superstitious fear that
he might come out on to the landing and be seen by the
intruder. She had appealed to him, but could not imagine
how she could do so now; nor could she imagine his wanting to see her again except to arrange a separation. She had
apprehended with certainty this thing, huge, full-fledged and
monstrous in the house, when at a certain moment she had
seen Miles and Lisa looking at each other across the dining
table. She had at last understood that the person she had always loved was Will. She had at the same time realized what
it was that could save her: contempt. She had at times, almost
as if it were a comfort, at least something accustomed, run

through the fruitless litany of remorse: I ought not to have
tolerated his infidelities, I ought to have stopped it at the
start, I have colluded with his depravity, it is all my fault. She
had attempted to turn her thoughts to her other visitor and
to feed somehow upon his reality. She had become alarmed
by her powers of telekinesis and by the occasional naughtiness of some stones which had apparently developed their
own mobility and propelled themselves onto the floor. She
had become aware of an electrical barrier which now shielded her cousin from her. She had become steadily penetrated
by a sense of being ‘in the wrong place’. She had been able
to chatter with Lily but felt now, as she walked up and down,
that the gift of speech had left her, a recurrent sensation as if
her mouth were filled with stones. She had been able to rid
herself of the insane irrational superstitious indeed wicked
thought that she had ‘brought about’ Jenkin’s death. She had
been agonisingly touched by Harry’s little flat, by his familiar
beseeching, by the pressure upon her of his utter ignorance.
She had been amazed, frightened, at the intensity of her pain.
She had been appalled for Hannah, in terror about the police. She had been awkward at school, and had been told that
it would pass. She had been beckoned on by a vision of Dora
the cultivated woman; but after a year of being Mrs Greenfield she was already finding her ideal too difficult and was
even beginning to dislike it. She had been bought long ago
and could never now be ransomed. She had been completely captivated by his easy charm, his good looks, and the atmosphere of cheerfulness which he carried about with him.
She had been condemned. She had been crucified for him
already and had risen again, and this had persuaded her of
her immortality. She had been deeply impressed by the failure of her attempt to sacrifice her jewels. She had been feeling so sick all day, like an examination sickness. She had been

for years unwilling to see that Randall hated her, she had
been unwilling to use that word even to herself. She had
been formed and toughened by Guy’s hatred of the sentimental, the vulgar, the self-indulgent, the false. She had been
frightened by Tamar’s mysterious illness, not so much on her
behalf as her own. She had been given her knowledge too
late, and perhaps in the corruption of her heart could only
have accepted it too late. She had been glad to leave London,
and very glad to see the familiar, affectionate, and as she
thought of it somehow innocent, face of Ludens – but she
had carried with her those dark awful problems, not even
problems, more like heavy poisonous lumps, lethal tumours;
and she was painfully aware of them, as she was aware too of
the pure beneficence of Maisie Tether’s talk and Ludens’s
smile. She had been happy and protected for so long. She
had been let off some terrible fate, which had for a moment
looked at her. She had been looking for him, she told him,
all this time. She had been more moved than she expected.
She had been prepared to be neglected and even in the end
abandoned. She had been ready to go. She had been presented with a valuable hostage and she would surely be expected to use it. She had been ready to be snubbed and humiliated. She had been really free before. She had been
re-created, given new being, new pure flesh, new lucid spirit.
She had been right, and he had been glad that she cared. She
had been right after all, and the events of the last year had
confirmed it, to think that she had been irrevocably spoilt for
the world by God. She had been shown the world, and what
in the world she herself was. She had been so near to getting
him in through the door of Belmont that time when he appeared with the bottles. She had been so unlucky. She had
been so wise not to tell her love. She had been subjected to
a strong pressure. She had been suddenly endowed with a

supernatural strength. She had been surprised to see the
darkness outside. She had been taken to some place of ultimate surrender, and she had given in without a movement,
without a moan. She had been there indeed as an animated
corpse. She had been to the British Museum to consult her
gods but had received no definite answer. She had been told
of, indeed had experienced, the transforming power of love,
the only miraculous power upon this earth. She had been
tortured by Alison’s presence in the house, by the sound of
Alison and Jack laughing downstairs. She had been touched,
tender, sentimental and she supposed somehow rather
thrilled. She had been tried and found wanting. She had
been worrying in case Henry had become a homosexual in
America. She had been, at this, overwhelmed by a tide of
pity and compassion for Randall, a tide she could only in the
end say of love for Randall. She had been, throughout that
amazing conversation, perfectly calm. She had been, with
him, self-absorbed, looking after herself, learning a religious
mythology as she discovered hitherto unknown regions of
her own soul. She had begun to feel that she was the stronger, and George could not bear this. She had begun to feel she
would have to sit up all night in a state of painful excitement
going over and over these pictures of the recent past and the
near future. She had begun to need her rage and her hate,
even of late her fierce cruel fantasies. She had begun to think
about later on. She had behaved like a sensible mother. She
had believed him even now, even after what had happened
and was happening, when he had said that his love for her
remained as it had ever been, something eternal. She had
believed Jack at the start when he had told her that she was
the pillar, the guardian, the deep essential truth of his life, the
indestructible centre point. She had believed, for some of the
time, indeed, and perhaps now, that it was a test of courage.

She had bought time, a resting-place, a space. She had burnt
those remnants. She had ceased painting. She had certainly
been ferociously jealous of Emma. She had certainly done
her best. She had certainly felt, in writing that letter, that
either way she had nothing to lose. She had come back. She
had come to France to mourn for Guy, to confront his shade,
to sort out the poor sad remnants of his things, pieces of
paper with his writing on which she had burnt in the fireplace one morning when Tim was absent, in what they now
spoke of as ‘prehistory.’ She had come to love Bruno so much
in this terrible time. She had committed the crime of looking. She had communed with it now for too long and was
under its spell. She had condemned herself to a lifetime of
bitter remorse and lying. She had considered suicide. She
had counted the days and the weeks and the years until she
should be old enough to tell her love. She had crept upstairs
at last and lain down and dropped her brow into a pool of
blackness. She had cried in the train with shock and fear, but
also with excitement. She had cried so much in these last
days. She had cried so much, she was still crying. She had
decreed for herself a solitude, and the solitude was terrible, it
made a vast dark space in which demons flitted to and fro.
She had developed a fantasy that George would kill Zed.
She had discovered breathing, breathing such as holy men
use, the breathing of the planet, of the universe, the movement of being into Being. She had discovered it only a year
ago in a trunk and had felt physically sick at turning its pages. She had disliked desert island stories when she was a small
girl for just that reason. She had done the very best she could,
she had been brave, and the little meeting with Luca, that
had been a success too, something so mysteriously important
and so curiously easy. She had done, against Blaise’s judgment, what she thought to be right, and she had behaved to

Emily with all the self-assertive dignity and kindness which
she had intended in her heart. She had dreadfully mismanaged the scene. She had dreamed of a separated man, a sad
austere secluded man, a man with a great sorrow, an ascetic.
She had dreams in which she lost her way in the house and
came upon rooms she did not know existed where some
other form of life was proceeding, or had proceeded recently and ceased. She had dreamt that she was in her bedroom,
in her bed (only Blaise was not with her), and that she had
awakened in the darkness to see a strange light shining at the
window. She had dreamt that she was skinning a cat. She
had drunk a good deal in the last two days. She had eaten
nothing last night, being anxious only to get to bed and into
the death of oblivion for which she had so much longed at
school. She had endured them like attacks of the ’flu, with as
little probing of their nature. She had enjoyed her role of a
teasing yet pliant mistress; and Paul had delighted her by the
revelation of a sophisticated sexuality and a fierceness of passion which made the friendlovers of her student days seem
insipid. She had enjoyed taking charge of Tamar, able to put
her worldly wisdom, her specialised knowledge, her money
at the disposal of the much praised little angel. She had entirely lost the centre of her field of vision. She had even been
frightened by Denis, by his long silences, by his air of being
elsewhere. She had even begun a little to enjoy having, in
this rather inconclusive sense, Will as well. She had even
endured without too much pain seeing Tim Reede riding
Guy’s bike. She had even started to imagine that she was in
love with Rupert. She had expected Paul to come running
up to London to receive her. She had expected something
quite other: a silvery haired old gentleman, with an evident
and affecting resemblance to Miles, whom she would coax
along and charm into paying her compliments. She had ex-

pected the usual chats by telephone, suggestions of a meeting. She had expected something which, if not exactly an
explanation or a judgement, would partake of these and
somehow shift a state of mind so terrible that any change
must be a relief. She had extra proofs, the proofs provided by
a sense of connection, a loving communication which carried its own marks of truth. She had fallen in love with another man, a man as different from Guy as it was possible for
one man to be from another. She had fallen in love with
Danby. She had fallen terribly terribly in love with the
Count. She had felt a curious relief, almost pleasure, in talking to him about her feelings for Stuart, as if Harry had already become an old friend or confidant. She had felt afraid
to pass it. She had felt amazement, fury and extreme disquiet, she had even experienced a curious exhilaration, something of the instinct of the hunter. She had felt desperation,
then increasing hope, then new fears, then new hopes. She
had felt her whole consciousness battered by him, as if because he so desperately wanted from her what she could not
give there were a little less of her left everyday. She had felt
it impossible to live without him. She had felt moved by the
idea of the embassy once Lisa had suggested it, and she had
seen herself in the rather touching role of reconciler and
flower-bearer, undoing by her graciousness the harm which
her husband had done. She had felt of course a sort of disappointment, though she had also felt a sort of relief. She
had felt so feeble and tired and miserable at the Hall, she felt
so much better in health and spirits now that she was on her
own again. She had felt so virtuous and heroic when she
told him the truth. She had felt sorry for herself, but as she
now realized, in a vague and undifferentiated way. She had
felt suddenly quite unable not to come to Locketts, persuaded that both Monty was willing her to come and that he

would be very angry with her for coming. She had felt they
must be glad, out of such an infinite number, to be chosen.
She had felt too, like a scorching electrical ray passing
through her body, the emotional tension between Jean and
Crimond. She had felt very grateful to Henry but had she
ever really loved him or really believed that he loved her?
She had felt very strange that afternoon in the National Gallery. She had forgotten about Lucius, forgotten about their
conversation, which although it reflected some of her deep
concerns had been merely a way of prolonging his presence,
of using it up. She had forgotten her as completely as she had
forgotten Nina. She had forgotten its quite extraordinary
sexy smell. She had forgotten what it felt like inside when
one blushed. She had fought rightly, and been perfectly defeated, and that was right too. She had fought with it so
desperately, she remembered, in the fragmented kaleidoscope
of their battle, seeing its great black webbed feet like hands,
and clutching them frantically to thrust them away. She had
found her courage like someone remembering her own
name. She had found the degree of attention almost unendurable. She had found Violet touching and repulsive; yet her
whole body was roused and if Gerald Scottow had appeared
in the corridor at that moment she would have fallen at his
knees. She had found, in that scrap of conversation, the relief
of anxiety for which she craved. She had frightened herself
this evening, had been deeply disturbed by her ridiculous
and unworthy feelings of jealousy about Lily and Tamar. She
had gained pleasure from thinking of Tim and Daisy as corrupt and evil, Peter, not she, had thought to pity Tim. She
had got to support Blaise and help him to live truthfully
henceforth and to do what he ought to do. She had had
enough tragic drama. She had had him at her feet, the only
one, for years and years, and now had lost him utterly. She

had had no act at all of her own, she had been part of someone else’s scheme, a thought, almost, in someone else’s mind.
She had had no motives. She had had to detach herself from
the archway almost by pulling her hands off the stone, so
alarming did everything seem both in front of her and behind her. She had had to escape to breathe, to be. She had
had, it seemed, some plan of redeeming Henry; but now
Henry was clear as being unredeemable and one result of this
was that she no longer cared whom he married. She had
had, she must have had, some grace when Randall first loved
her and when her hair was almost as red as Miranda’s: some
wild grace lent her by the very fact of the dazzling, the enchanting Randall’s love. She had held so attentively in her
mind so many pictures of that future, she saw herself moving
humbly among the barefoot poor, the starving, dressed in a
stained and dusty sari. She had her own dark celebrations,
her heart had beaten even faster when she entered the art
school. She had hitherto refrained from listing the possibilities, but now, as she looked at her watch, this agnostic serenity could not be sustained. She had hoped for visions, but
none had come. She had humbly and passionately offered
him her love, virtually herself, and he had thrust her aside
with repulsion. She had hurt the swan, broken its foot, the
webbed foot hung, half-severed from the leg, red with blood.
She had imagined a great magnetic force drawing them together, she had imagined tears of joy. She had imagined in
the extremest detail their new life in Spain. She had imagined that something had been wound to a conclusion and
that she had been set free. She had imprisoned her anger and
hate in a part of her mind, as something unworthy which
could be overcome. She had in fact become, alone in the
house so long and with such thoughts, appalled and frightened. She had indeed endured and now had her reward. She

had indeed never revealed to him, or to anyone, that she
loved Crimond. She had indeed treated the child, as she had
told Julius, as a disease to be got rid of, as a growth. She had
inhibited her sympathy; one genuine sympathetic impulse
would have ruined her. She had irrevocably lost something
worldly after all, a certain ease, a mode of growing up. She
had ‘joined’ because her teacher wanted her to ‘belong’. She
had kept her mouth shut, she had never told her love, and
that at least was for her salvation. She had killed it so casually
and drunk half a bottle of Bourbon afterwards. She had
killed it. She had killed the good child, the true child, and
created a venomous wicked thing, formed out of her own
wickedness, an envious jealous killer, living upon the darkness of her own blood. She had known it with sickening
violence when she had seen his picture in the Evening
Standard on the evening of her arrival, and had found herself
the next second hoping and then believing that he had come
to England to see her. She had known perfectly well that she
had not got over Julius. She had known, and clearly known,
that she did not want to remain a virgin, literal virginity
would have been an irrelevant burden to her, an unnecessary
source of anxiety and tension. She had known, as soon as she
stepped off the gravel path, that the moment of revelation
had come. She had lately read in a newspaper that scientists
had now proved that there could not be in the whole cosmos
any other beings in any sense like us. She had lately, just
before the news about their visit to the cottage, had a dream
about the stone, that it had escaped from the room and was
walking down the stairs, that she had followed it and found
it scratching at the front door. She had learnt how death
defeats love, at any rate defeats sex and tenderness. She had
learnt of her existence some time ago from Mildred and had
gathered, and felt some quiet pain at the news, that Felix was

greatly in love. She had left the convent in order to be truthful and lonely and harmless. She had let go of the exceedingly dear and precious Felix whom she loved and needed with
all her heart, almost, it seemed to her, because of a naked
meaningless incapacity to take what she wanted. She had
liked to see in him something taut and a little ruthless, especially when he had been at her feet. She had lived in unconsciousness and doubtless she would again, for it was her nature. She had lived through her husband. She had lived
upon her inexhaustible love for Miles. She had long ago
surrendered the great illusions and the little ones were so
much her friends that they had become entirely translucent.
She had long since recognized it as dangerous, and her talent
was to send it, as she could her memory, to sleep. She had
long wept with shock, and with sad disappointment of hopes
and utter loneliness and lack of any resource. She had looked
and sounded rational, kindly, motherly. She had looked at
herself in the mirror and seen a different woman. She had
looked into the mirror, trying to see herself through his eyes.
She had lost her urgent terror at the idea of George finding
Tom with her. She had lost him, and lost him through her
own fault. She had lost, she had destroyed, wantonly and
forever, everything that was good and happy in her life. She
had loved Alistair very much, but in a nervous, plucking,
plucked at way, and though both her body and her mind had
been involved in this love they had never been in accord
about it. She had loved him always, thought of him always.
She had loved him, she thought now, because, just at that
time, she had had to have something else, someone else, to
love, a private place for wounded love to go to. She had
loved Miles, she still utterly and agonisingly loved him. She
had loved Tallis once. She had loved Willy with her careful
anxious mind and with her fretful fingertips. She had made

a great sacrifice for nothing, she had made a mistake. She had
made an effort to cease her crying, not just the flow of tears,
but now the rhythmic wailing, the convulsive repetition of
‘ah!’‘ah!’. She had made dull quiet friends and expected little
of life. She had made her own contribution to the gradual
shrinking of Tallis. She had made herself wait until five
o’clock to be more sure of finding him in. She had made
him stupid, and mocked him, and his old assumptions about
her docility had blinded him. She had made it, when it came,
so quickly that looking back it sometimes seemed as if it
must have been a matter of chance. She had made loving
George her sole occupation. She had made no conscious
effort to discover this ‘other place’; but in one case chance,
and in another her recognition of a bond which had long
existed, now led her toward a consolation which was not
part of the huge machine of her misery. She had made some
sort of life-mistake which meant that everything would
grow worse and never better. She had managed several minutes and it must get easier. She had managed to get through
the door without fainting and now she was sitting down and
had said something, she did not know what. She had married Will in a mood of cornered desperation because she felt
that Will was her fate. She had marvelled when she first saw
great mountain peaks with snow. She had meant to have the
furniture ‘seen to’, but she kept putting it off because her life
always seemed so provisional, a waiting life, not settled like
other people’s. She had more lately decided that this lack of
location was simply something to do with Tallis’s own peculiar vagueness, something almost physical about him. She
had needed the roughness, even the absurdity, of Leo to persuade her again of her own existence as a rational independent creature. She had never been a specialist in self-awareness
and Alison’s presence, though it had occasioned brooding,

had also prevented it from being too detailed. She had never
been approached in this way by a woman before and the
experience had been both weird and exciting. She had never been filled with her love like a calm brimming vessel. She
had never been so happy in her life before. She had never
before talked of Carel with Muriel and her whole body
knew the danger of it. She had never before wanted so much
to touch a man with whom she could not converse. She had
never bought so many things one after the other in her life,
and each new purchase further guaranteed the palace of her
love. She had never dreamed of so distinguished, so aristocratic a catch. She had never experienced it herself but she
could recognize it in others. She had never experienced jealous feelings before - she knew that they were the sort of
feelings which it is neurotic and irrational to indulge. She
had never experienced presence so vividly before, the total
connection with another being, the interpenetration of bodies and souls, the intuitive absolute of mutual self-giving, the
love of two gods. She had never felt quite like this before,
alone in her own mind; and yet not quite alone, for somewhere in the big darkness something was haunting her. She
had never felt so wretched in her life before. She had never
had such a thought before in relation to other people, but
she could not rid herself of it. She had never had this sensation before and it afflicted her with a sort of sea-sickness.
She had never handled such powerful glasses. She had never
in her life allowed Bill to cause her real unhappiness. She
had never in her life felt this sort of pain. She had never in
her life for a single second doubted of Bill’s absolute fidelity
to her. She had never in the past, in any major issue, failed to
persuade him eventually to see things as she did. She had
never learnt to drive the car. She had never more positively
felt the utter and complete absence of God. She had never

needed to. She had never particularly either liked or disliked
the company of women. She had never really known a
woman well, not even her sister, not even Alison. She had
never really loved Hannah. She had never really noticed this
sort of object before, and the way this one had so vividly
attracted her attention could not but seem significant. She
had never really said to herself, ‘It’s just physical, it’s lust,
shock-lust, a flight from grief ’, and she did not say it now.
She had never reflected so much in her life. She had never
seen a land so out of sympathy with man. She had never seen
herself in that light in relation to her younger sister. She had
never thought about freedom, it had never been a value to
her. She had never thought about the pictures in this way
before; nor did she draw now any very explicit moral. She
had never understood that situation, she had never really
contemplated it, she had shuffled it off. She had never, herself, really known how to live, had never been able to spread
her personality comfortably about her; and the society she
had lived in hitherto had given her no help. She had never,
in her married life, had so much regular solitude. She had
never, she realized, really felt before that certain recklessness
of love; and that she was now suddenly, unexpectedly, genuinely in love she did not doubt. She had never, she thought,
even walked alone, only with him. She had nightmares about
the house in which it appeared vastly enlarged into a labyrinth of dark places through which she wandered lost and
frightened looking for John. She had no access to poisons.
She had no expression ready for so direct a glance and with
a sense of failure she fluttered and dropped her eyes. She had
no further will for decisions. She had no idea where she was
going. She had no notion how death or glory would work
out or even happen and she did not want it to happen yet.
She had no official existence. She had no ordinary headache,

but a much worse sensation of extreme giddiness and seasickness, a spinning head and a dull heavy iron-grey desire to
vomit. She had no other will but his. She had no private
destiny and nothing extraordinary could ever happen to her
now. She had no words for David, no ardent grace with
which to cover up the horror of the facts. She had not
achieved, after all, a new personality. She had not after all
given up the world and a surprising number of things were
still possible. She had not been able to stop weeping, and had
had to wash and powder her face several times over. She had
not been content to be for him simply herself and a woman.
She had not been prepared for the curious role which she
found herself in fact forced to play. She had not begun to
‘get over’ him, except perhaps in the rudimentary but not
unimportant sense of having survived a certain number of
days without seeing him. She had not colluded, but might
have seemed to. She had not conceived of a dry despair
wherein, as with a trick of vision, odd and awful things flickered at her. She had not cried all day. She had not dared to
ask him anything, about the cruise, about the book. She had
not even framed the idea of happiness in connection with
her marriage. She had not expected Edgar’s ‘testimony’, but
when it came it came with the same message, and an almost
welcome helplessness overwhelmed her. She had not expected her uncle’s death. She had not expected such a sudden, such a wonderfully rapid, approach to seriousness between them. She had not expected this appalling landscape.
She had not expected this solitude. She had not expected
this. She had not expected to be instantly captivated. She
had not expected to be summoned curtly into the country.
She had not foreseen how hard, how awful, how extremely
peculiar it would be to tell her son these things. She had not
foreseen it. She had not foreseen the clematis and the tiled

path and the wall. She had not got a new personality. She
had not imagined that he would marry Aleph. She had not
invited Rupert’s love. She had not known how much difference it would make to have him with her in the house
tucked up safe and snug every night. She had not known
that she would love Eugene. She had not known them. She
had not particularly thought of Edward or imagined she
would be able to talk to him, but now that he was here she
felt relief, as if he were unique, the only person she could talk
to easily. She had not plaited her hair or even combed it and
now it had been tangled by her anxious clutching tugging
fingers. She had not planned to see Stuart on that morning,
she had not envisaged seeing him, but Harry’s absence had
served as a signal. She had not realised how powerfully
Ducane’s bedroom would affect her. She had not really lived,
before, on pure unmixed resentment and remorse and hate,
she had lived on Tamar, as a presence, as a vehicle, as something always expected and looked forward to. She had not
recovered from her fight with the swan. She had not reflected upon what, alone, she would be, had perhaps assumed that
she would sit motionless as a statue with vacant eyes. She had
not revealed that that very morning, when she had said she
was going shopping, she had run to offer herself body and
soul to another man. She had not said ‘We’ll all be one happy family’. She had not since then wavered much. She had
not talked to anybody about the fish. She had not thought
much about Emma, she had indeed very little conception of
him, but now she found herself needing his presence. She
had not thus adored him with her whole thought-body, her
whole being of yearning. She had not to fail – either then
– or now. She had not told Thomas this, but he knew. She
had not wanted it, she had vehemently opposed it, but once
it had happened it seemed fated. She had not worked enough

at measuring Miranda’s suffering. She had not yet ‘become
bad’ as so many people, as she knew, became. She had not yet
entirely lost the initiative. She had not yet put any date to
this plan or spoken of it to her estranged son, but the idea of
it consoled her. She had not yet told the good news to Blaise,
and now she was anticipating the pleasure of doing so. She
had not, in all yesterday’s mad anguish, had a full thought, a
full heart, to spare for him. She had now no memory of what
had been said, only of that terrible air of suffering. She had
now read it several times. She had occupied so many years
– how had she occupied them? She had often felt inclined
to throw the ring into the sea, and been prevented by some
almost superstitious scruple. She had often wished George
dead, painlessly removed, blotted out, made never to have
been. She had often, somewhat vaguely, put it to herself that
she ‘wanted’ Hugh, and had eventually taken it for granted
that this was so. She had once felt that she and Blaise had
been made for each other at the beginning of the world. She
had only taken one or two. She had only to go and sit in the
drawing-room with Alex and say, we must eat together
henceforth, we are two old women living together from now
on. She had only to speak, to utter one soft word, for it all to
rise up like a magical palace, a city, full of trees and flowers
and singing birds and marble steps leading upwards in the
sun. She had only to stretch out her hand and decree it. She
had only to stretch out her hand, she had only to whistle
ever so softly. She had opened the front door and watched it
walk away down the street. She had perceived a contrast and
had chosen with knowledge what she had earlier valued by
instinct. She had perceived an immense coldness from which
she had recoiled shuddering and it was to save herself from
the icy contact that she had at last fled from the house, packing feverishly, throwing her things together and weeping

with haste, on one afternoon when Julius was absent at a
conference. She had perceived, but had never understood,
George’s alienation, which she had seen first as a virtue, later
as a charm. She had perhaps half hoped for an exorcism, for
the removal, somehow, of that overwhelming image of Randall: to have her view unravelled and shown to be wrong.
She had perhaps however vaguely relied upon him for a certain hardness, a certain grimness, something that would lend,
to the other side, a sense of fatality. She had picked them up,
so many, in so many places. She had pictured a tender scene,
candle-lit. She had placed them in a new situation and in
this situation they had acted. She had played earnestly at
religion as now she played earnestly at Social Work. She had
played the passionate exacting mistress to Miles with the
more conscious abandon since she knew that she was for
him a second best. She had postponed the experience as if it
were something holy, preserving it as a long-awaited admission to a sacred place. She had raced in her car, raced on her
feet, panting with the declared necessity of love. She had
rather suffered it, as a tree might suffer a cold wind, and the
image of a coldness was somehow mingled with her memories of marital love. She had recalled him so clearly, smoothcheeked, clear-eyed, plump and blond. She had received a
note from Morgan saying We will not be divided and she
had thought how ridiculously characteristic it was before she
had realized with a jerk that such a thought could no longer
be a vehicle of affection. She had regained the concept of
herself as a good-looking woman, still young. She had rehearsed in her mind a hundred scenes of reconciliation, of
throwing herself before him and accepting his anger and receiving his forgiveness. She had rejected his suggestion of a
dog. She had resolved not to speak to Will when he was
painting the railings in case he misbehaved and Danby saw,

but half way through the morning she had felt a sudden need
for Will, although she had expressed the need simply by being unpleasant to him. She had retained a feeling for him,
gratitude, affection, a sense of him as a holiday from Miles.
She had retained her prejudices when she lost her religion.
She had run to Tim’s arms away from thought. She had sacrificed her life for something of no value. She had said
enough to Gertrude about Tim’s sins. She had said nothing
to the others, but had, by investigative hinting, satisfied herself that she was the only one to whom the ambiguous gift
had been given. She had said that she loved him and that she
had got nothing in return, which was not only not true, but
definitely not good form. She had said some cruel things to
him but could not now remember what they were. She had
said to herself, thinking of that absence, there’s my chance!
She had said what she thought Tamar wanted to hear, and
done what she thought Tamar wanted done. She had sat
motionless, gazing at Lucas, and as if not breathing. She had
sat stiff at first with mingled horrified fear, misery, anger, embarrassment, remorse. She had seen Gerard wince at her tone
and at the crudity of her formulation. She had seen herself
as she emerged (temporarily, she told herself, even momentarily) from the shell or crust of her customary being, sufficiently at least to leave London, as something shrunken,
wounded and weak. She had seen herself saving Austin, doing something as comprehensible and commonplace as that.
She had seen his coffin lowered into the grave and her life
had seemed to end then. She had seen his point of view and
expressed it even better than he did. She had seen how a life
can be ruined and had decided that she would not ruin her
own in such a game of repetition. She had seen in Tamar’s
death pallor and face wrenched by misery the picture of her
own fate – her death, since she would never recover, where-

as Tamar would recover, to dance on her grave. She had seen
it again in dreams, that beautiful terrible sexless stare. She
had seen Julius in this mood before when he had carefully
and ruthlessly dissected a hat of hers which she had gleefully
reported to have been much admired at a garden party at
Dibbins by a colleague who had been making tentative advances. She had seen, in the sharp cameo of her keyhole,
John Robert staring at Hattie, and she had not liked what
she saw. She had seized him because she must, and emotion,
refined to some point of extreme necessity, was scarcely
something felt. She had shaken it off, cleaned it off like an
old smell, though she loved her parents always. She had shed
no tears, but she felt her face as something which had been
dissolved, destroyed, wiped into blankness by grief and terror.
She had sided with his lower self. She had simply not had
the will to change her plan. She had so completely forgotten
Gerard’s existence that she gave a little exclamation of surprise, and then was silent holding the instrument away from
her. She had so many times, when Lucas had disappeared
after the court case, listened to the conjecture, that he had
killed himself. She had so naturally and immediately been
thinking about herself. She had so often yearned, cried out,
simply for time, time to read, time to write, time to think,
time quietly with a cigarette to be, to commune with objects, to expand into being herself. She had so triumphantly
been her body. She had some small messy love affairs and felt
very confused and unhappy. She had soon ceased being ambitious for him in his work. She had spent her time, as on a
survival diet, analysing her reactions while, with an ease
which appalled her, playing her compliant role. She had
spent so many years waiting for children and only lately had
consciously told herself that the wait was over. She had spoken bravely of selling the house, but she had never felt less

like doing so. She had stared down at the shining rails at tube
stations and felt in her body the trembling passionate energy
which would be needed, timing it carefully, to hurl herself in
front of a train. She had succeeded to the point of almost
boring herself to death. She had survived. She had taken in
the scene and could now receive some vibrations of his suffering, which made her feel embarrassed rather than sympathetic. She had taken the trouble to arrive early, and surely
ought to be rewarded for this. She had talked a little to Austin in the early days, but her experiences terrified him so
dreadfully that his terror frightened her out of further confidences. She had that heavy graceless fat feeling which she
identified as the feeling of growing old, the feeling of no
return. She had the power to blot out all the suffering years.
She had therein a new kind of being composed of tears. She
had thought about the problem continually and she felt fairly sure that the shock tactic, the attempt to shatter the spell
by a piece of planned violence, could do no harm and might
do much good. She had thought of Leo as potent, as a sort
of pure elemental force. She had thought that she was in
control, that she was the one who was looked to. She had
thought to be its master and make it her plaything, but now
it was mastering her and would have its will. She had thought,
if I cannot have what I desire I shall die. She had to be able
to dismiss him, to defeat him, and by voicing her contempt
for his opinions to make it efficacious and real. She had to
become another person so as not to die of grief. She had to
cling to one hope after another, each bringing with it a delusive fading gleam, succeeded by the unmitigated pain. She
had to face her now, she had to try to understand what was
required of her. She had to get away from the house where
all the ordinary things did not yet know of Rupert’s faithlessness and where sweeping brushes and tea cups and ciga-

rette boxes and little innocent unconscious knick-knacks
told her at every moment the extent of her loss. She had to
go now and search for him, however fatally displeased he
might be when she found him. She had to make a journey
towards him. She had to restrain a strong desire just to lie
there and whimper at the idiocy of everything. She had to
see Alison, the new Alison, the absolutely different larger and
more brightly coloured new Alison. She had to suffer consciously, turning and twisting like one impaled. She had told
Hilda about seeing his face at night, those great wide open
light brown eyes, radiant not accusing. She had treasured that
secret love, never revealing to anyone her profound feelings
about her great teacher, enlivened by the belief that, though
he was utterly inaccessible, she, in her own humble way, was
nearest to him. She had tried hard to bind Tim into her life,
but he was alien tissue and the saving blood would not flow
from her being into his. She had tried to learn to hate Thomas in order to have the strength to leave him. She had tried
very hard to be good and act rightly, this little party which
had ended so disastrously was itself one of her right acts. She
had tried, and tried very hard, to steady herself, to go on
behaving as a convalescent. She had tried, over the last days,
to fathom her lover, to try, as she always tried, to find out
what he wanted and to be as he wanted. She had tried, walking about behind the house and along the shore, to remember where, in what fold of the grassy hills, was the rock to
which the lichened stone belonged. She had troubles of her
own and wanted to hide her unhappiness. She had truly
wished to die. She had wanted to be told what Lily told her,
and to hear it uttered in exactly Lily’s tone, that tone of easy
worldly cheerfulness which made little of the act as if it were
a casual obvious matter, just another form of contraception,
something which ‘happened to everyone’. She had wanted

to possess this sprite. She had wanted to say: I don’t know
what you require of me, but I’ll try to do it, to be it. She had
wanted, had wanted always, as she obscurely knew, some
kind of colourful uplifting steadying ceremony, some kind of
distinction of life which had so far eluded her. She had
watched him, she had studied him, she had imagined, she
had pictured it a thousand times, how she would reveal it to
him. She had wept earlier in the day but felt, for the moment, a sort of mad calm. She had wept more than all her
childhood’s tears, and such bitter unrelieving tears these were
now, tears of hopeless regret and defeat and the rending tenderness of a rejected heart. She had wept tears of a sort of
exhausted broken joy. She had wished to be friends with
them; but they had made for her a role which was half lady
of the manor and half social worker. She had woken at night
breathless, suffocated by some great round thing bearing
down upon her, she had sat up and turned on her torch and
seen Anax’s eyes glowing in the dark, and heard him utter a
little humming sound as if he knew. She had worked it out,
or partly worked it out, that it was her duty to hold to Randall; yet the reasoning of this and the idea of this, though
persistently present, lacked clarity. She had written such a
short letter, she couldn’t write letters, saying that it was over
and they must part, they were already parted and she was
sorry. She had written to Harry. She had, as she slowly glided away from the shores of ordinariness, her moments of
panic. She had, before what had now happened, looked forward to seeing him again on her return home. She had, in a
quite new way which was now possible, to confront her husband. She had, in Emily’s territory, planted her own standard
and with no censorious device upon it. She had, in some
similar spirit, awaited her confirmation; but this magic had
faded and she no longer crept out to church early on Sunday

mornings. She had, not with her mind but with her flesh and
her heart, assumed that without her Richard was alone. She
had, she now realized, rather taken it for granted that Hilda
had no personal life. She had, she realized, made a fatal mistake, indeed two fatal mistakes, in telling John Robert that
she loved him, and in letting him know that she had perceived his feeling for Hattie; and she had blurted these dreadful truths out in such a crude ungentle ugly way. She had,
she realized, thought of him as somehow, like herself, isolated, separated. She had, through the years, grown used to
imperfect sympathies. She half expected to find new rooms
hidden behind familiar doors. She half rose, then sat back
with a moan. She has nothing to teach which anybody wants
to learn. She has somehow licensed and released his love.
She has taken him from me, she has destroyed our married
love, and I have no new life, only the dead form of the old
life. She hated all the plump glittering giggling people she
saw on television. She hated this conversation, which stirred
up her own fear with an exact and accurate touch, like a
finger far outstretched to disturb a wound. She hated these
times when Elizabeth was “switched off ”. She hates me, she
has always hated me, she will disinherit me. She heard her
father closing the door and was conscious of herself with a
kind of surprise standing, not fainting, not screaming. She
heard him baying in the night. She heard the birds singing in
the misty English spring, but there would be no happiness in
the world any more. She heard them come, as she sat there
still with her eyes closed, and felt their proximity in a vibration through her whole body. She held her forehead like
someone in a crisis of drunkenness. She held him secretly,
possessively, in her heart with such a strength of passion that
at times it was hard to believe that he was a separate person
with other concerns who knew and cared nothing about

how she felt. She held on to the back of a chair. She held
onto his warm dear hand which mattered so much more
than any book, more than the fate of democratic government, more than the fate of the human race. She hid her
face in her hands and the tears ran through her fingers and
down over her thin wrists and onto her coat. She hid her
face in the handkerchief. She hoped Adam could not read
her mind. She hoped there would be no sequel; yet she had
not wholly, not altogether, disliked it, the drama, the sheer
unexpectedness. She hoped Violet had not seen her looking
happy. She hoped, by making what her mother (who was
bursting with envy) called a ‘good marriage’, to be able to
get inside society and learn how to behave; although this was
something she did not put clearly to herself at the time. She
hung in his grasp like a terrified punished child. She hung
suspended in water reaching out her thought-limbs like tentacles. She hurried out in a panic, jostling people, tears starting into her eyes. She imaged him with a turning and hovering of her being, as if a wraith were plucking itself out of
her towards him. She imagined herself ringing the bell, running up to his room, enfolding him in her arms. She imagined that if she did not wipe her eyes, thrusting in a
knuckle or a handkerchief, the tears would leave less trace.
She intuited that Peter would be pleased to see her knitting.
She invited him, for the present, with a studied rarity. She is
a hateful burden to him. She is an opposite woman to me.
She is breaking down, thought Emily, and then felt she wanted to rescue her. She is good looking, thought Emily, and
not ancient. She is not a Saint, she is not even an Abbess!
She just had to see him soon. She just wished that it was all
over and that they were gone. She kept dozing off into a
nightmare-ridden half-sleep, to wake quickly each time in a
fright, listening and wondering. She kept her world denud-

ed out of a fear of convention. She kept on steadily sawing,
keeping the blades at work, until suddenly the whole long
thick thing came away in her hand and she could look at it,
hanging heavy and drooping and dead before her. She kept
saying aloud,‘How terrible! I’m late, I’m late.’ She kept turning to see what was behind her. She kicked off her shoes and
lay down upon the bed. She kicked off her shoes and stood
barefoot, feeling the cool grass creasing the soles of her feet
with little precious patterns. She kicked the gas fire and
broke one of its panels. She kicked the rug and the wainscot
and beat her hands against the wall. She knelt beside the bed.
She knelt down beside the bed, lifting the hem of her long
nightdress and spreading it out around her. She knelt down,
her face still covered, then lay face down in the grass. She
knelt there for some time, open-eyed, breathing deeply. She
knelt up in the ivy. She knew also that it was her last card.
She knew as she spoke that she would say these things to
herself many many times again, perhaps to the end of her life,
but she would never more be able to say them aloud to another person. She knew he would never give her up. She
knew how very much, how desperately, she would love her
dog; and dogs are vulnerable and short-lived and die. She
knew in her heart that Mischa did not want to see her; and
she told herself that if this was so she did not want to live.
She knew in her heart that not one of them would be efficacious. She knew in some sort of abstract way that she must
see Austin, talk to him, try to make things ordinary and
workable again. She knew it was no use trying to explain to
her mother the difference between a university education
and being a mature student going to evening classes. She
knew neither what had happened nor where she stood. She
knew now how to work, steadily and for hours on end, like
a carpenter or a shoemaker. She knew now that a special

pain which Elizabeth had caused her, and to which she had
become so accustomed that she scarcely noticed it, was the
pain of jealousy. She knew now, and knew it quite clearly,
that Danby’s love would have kept her from suicide. She
knew now, knew it with a devouring crippling pain in her
body’s centre, that she had not only assumed that without
her Richard was demoralised and desolate and unable to
have the front door painted. She knew objectively that this
must be pain which her awakening body felt. She knew
perfectly well, with her heart’s blood as well as with her
mind, that loving people was the most important of all things.
She knew that a certain joy which she had taken in him
might never come to her again, the joy of veiled anticipation
and purpose. She knew that her salvation from a corruption
which she well understood was to have not, and to be with
those that have not. She knew that in a moment she would
be in tears. She knew that she had called up a love against
which she was now defenceless. She knew that she had
caused Clara a great deal of pain. She knew that she led a
selfish life because all her otherness was so much a part of
herself. She knew that she ought not to have broken the
Wedgwood cup and she even regretted having broken it.
She knew that she ought to dispel her sudden crazy terror by
speaking out loud to Hannah. She knew that she was blushing violently. She knew that the misery was still there, after
all, waiting for her. She knew that the person following her
was Jesus Christ. She knew that the situation was dangerous
but could not feel it to be so. She knew that the strange
comfort that she felt would last only a few seconds longer.
She knew that, through her part in Gertrude’s trial, she was
strangely blessed by an interim, had been granted, before
what was to come, a kind of rest. She knew this not from any
definite intelligence, but from a sense of increasing urgency,

a sense of climax which pervaded the rooms and the stairs
and trembled upon the terrace in the morning sunshine. She
knew what happiness looked like. She knew, and he did not
know she knew. She lacked grace, she lacked style, she knew
it. She later traced this unusual sensation to its origin in the
presence of Ducane, indeed in the consciousness of Ducane.
She laughed almost all the time, with a new laugh which
Diana had never heard before. She laughed at Mitzi and in a
prescient way was made happy by her. She laughed inwardly at these thoughts, with a laugh of exhilaration and triumph, and then guiltily, but only for a moment, remembered
poor Fanny. She laughed weakly. She laughed, not hysterically but with a deep quiet vibration which went on and on,
as if she were laughing into the deep earth and making the
tilting planet shudder. She lay aching and sleepless till the
early hours of the morning and then dozed wretchedly to
see in dreams Hilda’s dear face, that orb of kindliness which
had always shone forth in her life with more than a mother’s
love. She lay back relaxed and floppy, conscious of her unkempt hair and naked face, yet suddenly not caring. She lay
beside him, Parvati beside Shiva, and with her eyes wide
open in the night occupied herself with her guilt. She lay
down and fell into a chilled coma, she got up, she cried for a
while. She lay down on the floor and buried her face in the
hearth rug. She lay limp, unable even to get up to find a dry
handkerchief. She lay looking with fixed fascinated lightly
weeping eyes upon the room of fear. She lay now, without a
thought in her head, in a happy coma, enjoying the silence
and the slim feeling of her body. She lay on her bed stiff and
alert. She lay on the bed, oppressed by lassitude, ennui and
fear, listening to Clement’s angry voice on the floor below.
She lay on the wretched lumpy bed in the twilight, behind
the filthy gauze curtains, lying awkwardly, without even the

will to make herself comfortable, and she thought about
death and whether it made any sense to desire it. She lay
quite still, collecting herself. She lay rigid and tearless until
the window began to lighten with the dawn. She lay stiff
and in anguish, and then, quite suddenly, with a part of her
mind which was not yet in bondage, she began to think of
Henry Marshalson. She lay there inert and pale, her arms
straight by her sides, the little plume of breath hanging above
her lips. She lay there limply with closed eyes and almost
slept for sheer joy. She lay there prone and struggled with
giddiness and nausea and unconsciousness. She lay there
spread-eagled, suddenly helpless, her legs outstretched, her
shoes propped at the high heel. She lay there stunned and
dazzled. She lay there with her eyes open, and as she did so
she saw herself lying there like a beautiful corpse. She lay
thus crying and moaning from daylight into night, and was
still wailing when Violet (who managed to sleep a little from
exhaustion) woke in the morning. She leaned against the
wall gasping with sobs. She leaned forward over her hands in
sudden anguish. She leaned her head against the glass and
found herself panting and trembling. She leaned on nobody’s
arm. She leapt up and ran from room to room calling his
name. She learned to coax him or to withstand him mutely,
cherishing herself, and although she conspicuously lacked
self-knowledge, became in the face of this threatening personality increasingly aware that she existed. She left her hand
limp, resenting the hold, overcome with dejection. She left
the house in extreme agitation to do her shopping, and was
arrested and excited when, passing down Ludgate Hill, she
had seen the Russian box for sale. She let herself be made
happy. She let herself fall forward again and the stones pressed
into her face. She let him console her a little for the loss of
him; and had the painful gratification of finding him almost

ready to fall in love with her at about the moment when she,
amazingly, disgracefully, was beginning to recover. She let
the sweet thought form itself in the silence. She let them
flow, then closed her eyes for a moment and they ceased.
She lifted her crest and faced the household, henceforth prepared to be their foe. She lifted her eyes to Hannah’s and
took the shock of the beautiful changed face again. She lifted her hands in a gesture of expansion and well-being. She
lifted her head and felt the giddy sense of her returning freedom. She lifted her head and it was as if the great scarlet
cloud were gone, the whirling images were gone, and there
was only a great space and a great light. She lifted the receiver as if she expected to hear from it immediately some message of hope. She lifted the telephone as one might light a
candle in a church, without belief, and yet obeying a need
for ritual. She lifted up her head and hardened her eyes and
wondered what on earth she, she, was doing in this place
among these people. She liked her car, and now she was going to crash it, to smash it to pieces. She liked this, feeling at
such moments a sort of maternal sense of ownership toward
the group of chattering persons all round her. She liked
touching him but was always nervous in case George, whose
absent presence always haunted her, should suddenly appear
from behind a pillar. She listened now with distaste to the
hard patterns of sound which plucked at her emotions without satisfying them and which demanded in an arrogant way
to be contemplated. She listened without thinking that she
might be able to answer, absorbed in the wonder of finding
herself alive. She lived in a world of idleness and waiting.
She lived in an atmosphere of factitious and self-conscious
frivolity, picturing herself as an irresponsible Bohemian. She
lived in exhaustion, unhappiness and muddle as in a now
accustomed medium, flopping in it like some creature in the

mud. She lived in many worlds. She lived inside a love so
improper and so hopeless that she felt sometimes almost free
to enjoy herself therein. She lived inside a maimed wreck of
herself. She lived like an animal, seeing nothing clearly beyond her immediate surroundings, hiding at movements,
sniffing, listening, waiting. She lived quietly and squalidly in
the mess of her emotions. She lived the reality of death and
felt herself made nothing by it and denuded of desire. She
lived with the event, the fact, the new being. She longed to
be with him, to feed upon his presence and his looks: the
pallid floppy hair which she longed to touch, the thin clever
melancholy mouth which she wished, so slowly and carefully, to kiss, the very pale blue eyes whose sadness she could
now so well decipher, the handsome anxiety of his intent
face, the way he would stand at attention and throw back his
head. She longed to kiss the sleeve of his coat, which her
fingers ever so gently palpated and caressed. She looked at
the willow trees and the birch trees and the ash trees and the
pink campion and white comfrey and the sorrel and the buttercups and the feathery flowers of the grass and the bulrushes and the shadows and the reflections and the stripy glossy
rippling water coloured blue and brown and a subtle yellowish white; and she saw red admiral butterflies and tiny black
frogs and a kingfisher and a water rat and a great many aquamarine dragonflies. She looked about her and let the music
gather to her the people with whom she was so deeply concerned. She looked at her watch and realized with a shock
that the train was due to arrive at Pendelcote in less than
twenty minutes. She looked at her watch and saw with horror that it was nearly a quarter to six. She looked at her
watch and was amazed to find that she was wondering if it
was too late to ring the Count. She looked at her watch in
the light from the corridor and found that it was only ten

o’clock. She looked at her watch. She looked at him with a
mixture of excitement and disgust. She looked at it all now
with incredulity. She looked at it, and as she looked she saw
it for the first time in her life as a man hanging most painfully from his hands. She looked at the brilliant lively red hairs
on the back of Tim’s hand, and at a smear of blue paint on
the unbuttoned cuff of his shirt. She looked at the crumpled
letter again. She looked at the radiant, sombre, tender, powerful canvas of Gainsborough and felt a sudden desire to go
down on her knees before it, embracing it, shedding tears.
She looked at the room in a kind of amazement. She looked
at the screwed up hostile little face and felt pangs of guilt and
pity. She looked away, confused, not knowing what to say
next. She looked back at him, uneasy, yet admiring the solidity of him, full to the brim with his love and his work and all
his certainty about life. She looked back into the darkness.
She looked back over the country she had traversed, but already it seemed covered with mists and she could not see it
as a whole. She looked brave. She looked down at it as from
an eminence. She looked down at the sunny street through
sudden tears. She looked forward to her company. She
looked in the mirror and the sight of her terrible face
brought on more tears. She looked into her dressing-table
mirror, at her beautiful hair and her distorted face, and for a
moment opened her eyes wide and resumed her old insistent
animated look which said ‘like me, like me’. She looked into
his face, and whereas before she had seemed to see only the
luminous eyes and the tender mouth, she now saw his expression which was quizzical, almost humorous. She looked
into the dazzling fire and dug her fingers into the corners of
her eyes. She looked into the heart of it. She looked like a
mad creature, transformed, grimacing, her eyes staring with
terror and horror. She looked like the head of a woman’s

college, an eminent doctor, a scholar, all the things she might
have been and ought to have been and was not. She looked
much older, but beautiful in a dreadful way. She looked not
ten but twenty years younger and more beautiful than she
had ever looked in her life. She looked out into the close
black emptiness and her heart seemed like a bird ready to
break from her breast and fly over the quiet Marsh, to Dungeness, to the sea. She looked over his head at the beautiful,
perky, ordinary, selfish, material world of motor-cars and
evening appointments as she closed the door. She looked
plump and tall and desperately old-fashioned and awkward,
she seemed to Emily like a being from another era, and it was
hard to imagine how they could both inhabit the same moment of time. She looked very unhappy. She looked with a
sort of amazement at the collection of food, at the half-open
door of the fridge, at her own half-finished drink. She
looked years younger. She lost consciousness. She loved
Blaise, in all this, very much and felt close to him, though
without this love and this closeness including any conception of the future. She loved Carel and she could not love
anyone else. She loved her father and she had loved him only.
She loved her husband and her son and her brother and carried every discontent into the light of that love to be consumed. She loved him with a quiet undemanding hopelessness. She loved him, but she could do nothing with her love.
She loved his orders. She loved Hood House, loved tending
it and embellishing it and feeling proud of it, and she only
wished she could somewhere find her stepfather, if the old
swine was still alive, and let him see the stylish way she lived
now in a real gentleman’s residence. She loved John Robert.
She loved Mischa. She loved Monty, and could not remain
silent or make little of it. She loved the golden boy who
could not say a cross word, she chose peace; but not on the

terms expressed by her mother who said, ‘always give in to
men, they are physically stronger’ (advice which the poor
woman did not always follow). She loved the particular silence which the stilled life of flowers could give to a room.
She loved the people who surrounded her and felt a little
thrill at the special sense, on her return, of their need for her,
a tiny spark as at the resuming of an electrical connection.
She loved Tim with passion, with tenderness, with laughter
and tears, all the accumulated intelligent forces of her being;
although there were times when she was rational enough to
ask herself, well, and what follows from that? She loved Tim,
his childishness, his gaiety, his wry humility, his animal playfulness, his love for her, his talent (for she believed in this), his
lack of pretension, or ambition, or affectation, or dignity.
She made a gesture, touching her breast with a closed hand,
then opening the hand and stretching it towards him. She
made an effort and stood up on her own. She made her
home her fortress where she was secure and content to be
invisible. She made her own clothes and dressed with a
smartness so unobtrusive as to render her (he told her) almost invisible. She made it return again and again. She
made this discovery with a mixture of relief, horror, and grotesque amusement. She made up her face through solitary
afternoons. She managed a smile. She managed to sit down
on a chair. She married him a little for his money. She married him because he was so wonderfully more grown-up
than her thin neurotic art-student friends. She married him
for a certain integrity and nobility of character which she
saw in him. She married him for his good taste and his flat
in Knightsbridge. She married, finally, because of the demonic intensity of Paul’s desire for her. She meant to say to
him, I don’t believe you. She measured now how far the
concept of happiness had not been burnt out of her. She met

his name before him and thought it a strange lovely name,
and she was glad to meet its eccentric owner. She might
even now, she felt, go back to teaching in a school. She
might go abroad somewhere leaving no address. She might
have drowned in Cumbria before Gertrude’s eyes, she might
have set off some new and awful causal chain by taking hold
of Peter’s hand. She might have prayed to God to dissolve
the obsession and to show her simplicity if only she had believed in Him. She might regret having come, but would
surely much more terribly regret not having come. She
might have to witness that. She missed him hideously, and
yearned for him with a violent fruitless yearning which was
a kind of maimed falling in love. She missed his presence
with a detailed yearning. She mistook, at first, her warmer
feelings for protectiveness, even pity. She moaned aloud with
desire for the return of her husband, so that she could console and reassure him and herself. She moaned now and
wept freely, her hands over her nose and open mouth, gazing
at her crumpled face in the mirror. She mopped her eyes,
feeling the relief of a more general sadness. She mourned
Gregory’s absence and was permanently wounded by his imprudent marriage to that pert Judith Craxton child. She
moved about mechanically and her teeth chattered with a
localized self-pity. She moved away, coming apart from him
with a kind of horror, as if a human limb were to break off,
softly, easily, in a dream. She moved first; but Marian knew
afterwards that she had moved too, impelled by some immediate irresistible magnetism towards the purple dressing-gown. She moved forward into the swirling water. She
moved from one mystery into another. She moved quite
slowly, with the strength and precision of a steel machine.
She moved without sound or sensation upon the grass. She
moved, reaching out her hand towards it. She mumbled as-

sent as he faded across the room and left her. She murmured
something which sounded like ‘end...end...’ She murmurs
the poetry which takes the place of the prayer which took
the place of the poor defeated magic of her childhood. She
must ask Tim for a moratorium, an interval, a time for reflection, or rather a sort of non-time when everything stood still.
She must be unusually weak to be, as she now was, afraid of
George, afraid that he might actually kill her, of course by
accident. She must continue, in her deceit, whole, like the
spy who, in order to go on, has to become what he seems.
She must deny everything. She must do everything right, she
must be perfect and not fail. She must find out more before
this delicate moment of their being open to each other
should be quite past. She must get away, somewhere, and
become another person. She must have been pleased, she
must have found it so satisfying, so gratifying, to be able to
cut all the others out and look after me! She must hold on
to her courage and her sanity or she herself would become
that weak point and let through the terrible flood. She must
keep her head. She must keep sharp and rigid her intent to
survive, whatever cries were heard, whatever blood was shed.
She must live as best she could in the new world. She must
make no move, utter no breath, lift no finger. She must not
think about babies thrown away with the surgical refuse, dying like fishes snatched out of their water, dying like little
fishes on a white slab. She must not, out of some sentimental
self-destructive madness, make of this a machine to honour
the dead simply by hurting the living. She must paint again
soon – in the future – only there was no future, except one
which was a dark chasm. She must remain cold and hard and
purposeful and vile. She must set Randall free. She must
speak to her now. She must stay out in the open now, do
simple and ordinary things, not be stared at or thought odd

for what she did or where she was. She must talk to Rupert,
she must talk to him at once, she must tell him that all was
well, that all was unchanged, she must ask him to forgive her.
She must think now, think as she had never thought in her
life before. She must wait, she must learn the metaphysics of
waiting. She nearly fainted with joy. She needed Adrian’s
support and counsel, not least because he seemed now to be
the last person left. She need not after all now marry Eric,
or become again his mistress, as it had seemed to her in the
first shock and for no very clear reason, that she must. She
needed Blaise’s presence, his eyes, his touch. She needed
constant draughts of reassurance. She needed help, she needed somebody, and Emma, proposing himself, was suddenly
clear as the only possible person. She needed no steamy visions of moral altitude to make her and keep her a decent
human being. She needed some stronger ally before she
could bring herself to be completely ruthless. She needed
support and someone whom she cared for to confide in. She
needed to be questioned, cornered, pinned. She needed, and
received, so little, but how precarious. She needn’t plan that
now. She neglected her appearance and became aware that
she had grown fat. She never doubted that she was in love.
She never quarrelled with her husband, because she simply
never answered him back when he became angry. She no
longer anxiously reckoned the weeks and the months of her
widowhood. She no longer felt haunted by Guy, but neither,
as Christmas Eve came nearer, did she feel at peace with him.
She no longer had any tender feelings about Nigel, though
he still occasioned obscure and unnerving emotions. She no
longer wanted to stay and have lunch with Noel. She noted
already certain changes she wanted to make. She noted the
little instinctive movement of her vanity. She noted with
pleasure, and it was her only solid consolation, that as a result

of this abstention and because of the sobriety of her diet she
was becoming a little thinner. She noticed how threadbare
the carpet was. She noticed on the floor near the bicycle her
suitcase and her handbag which she must have put down
when she came in. She now drove away from her the memory of the horrible dream. She now experienced so much
which she could not tell to Blaise (simply, like a mystic, for
lack of a vocabulary in which to convey such transports) that
she sometimes felt that simply by being conscious she must
be constantly deceiving him. She now felt simply mutilated,
and missing Blaise was an endless occupation. She now regretted this refusal, but could think of no way of retrieving
the blunder which kept Hattie out on the grass shivering
slightly in the cold wind. She now saw that it could only be
like this. She now saw that what she had taken for flowering
nettle was white comfrey, a plant which she had not seen
since she had found it long ago in rivery meadows in Oxfordshire on holidays in childhood. She now thought in anguish of the times, the recent times, when she could have
told him, and had been afraid to, and had clumsily withdrawn, when she could have attracted him and drawn his
attention to her. She observed his slow approach with a
fierce wild almost cruel joy. She observed the coiling protective mechanics of his anxious egoism, his determination
not to suffer the horror, his quick busy instinctive destruction of Harriet inside himself. She often drifted into vagueness now, bidden by nature to rest out of an almost chemical
self-defence. She often had this dream, which she told to no
one. She often lost things and forgot things now. She often
reminded herself of the coldness of his departure. She often
said this, but the words always vanished away, as if they were
instantly absorbed into the infinite negativity which confronted her. She often wore a faint smile, and was wearing

one now, although her mingled layers of thought were by no
means entirely happy. She only hoped that John did not
know it too. She opened her eyes again and the sun seared
them. She opened her eyes and looked into a blue-golden
blur of Bronzino. She opened her eyes and saw slowly moving green branches above her, saw blue sky, heard hollow
sounds of voices over water. She opened her eyes wide, permitting the tears, willing them to cease, breathing deeply.
She ought by rights to be afraid of it. She ought not to be
immured to the point at which communication became difficult. She ought to be able to be happy now simply because
of Gerard’s firm arm around her waist, and the so slight but
authoritative movements of his body whereby he led her.
She ought to do something. She ought to give up her seat.
She ought to have fallen in love with someone else, but she
had fallen in love with Tim by mistake. She ought to have
laughed at Rupert’s love. She ought to have married him!
She ought to have respected Hannah’s condition. She ought
to have stayed, she ought to have put her arms around him,
she could almost at that moment have kissed him. She ought
to have thanked him for loving her with such a love. She
ought to meet more people, she ought to meet young men.
She ought to run from the room, she ought not to listen.
She oughtn’t to have said that. She overturned the chairs and
hurled the cushions about. She owned no threatening weapon. She paced up and down making little scarcely audible
noises in her throat. She packed a small bag and set off unobtrusively on foot for the station, leaving a note saying
‘Gone to London’. She painfully checked, held back, all the
violent desires and movements which tore at her heart. She
passed the rest of the day in a coma of misery. She passionately loved Joey Tanner who did not love her, and she dearly
loved Tom McCaffrey, but as a friend, as a brother. She

paused again to watch herself. She paused here as if about to
add wistfully: haven’t I? She paused in the darkness, blinded
after the hard clear sunlight, and inhaled the atmosphere of
silence and anticipation and fear which she knew so well.
She paused in the hall, controlling her urge to rush outside
and run and run. She periodically assessed her instinctive
relationship to her garments. She persuaded herself that her
love for Austin had never been anything really personal, had
never really filled her and become her love for Austin. She
picked up her scarf and her handbag and began to rummage
inside the bag, partly to give herself something to do and
partly in the hope of finding some charm against the incomprehensible pain of the present moment. She pictured a great
lachrymose reservoir, the tears of a lifetime: and at the
thought of how many she would still without doubt have to
shed, the flowing stream redoubled. She pictured a life in
Australia which would be in everyway the reverse of her
present life. She pictured Adrian’s tongue-tied embarrassment, the pain it would cause him. She pictured her father’s
wise clever gentle loving face, and she felt the accursed wild
tears again trying to flood her eyes out. She pictured now
the coolly grateful way in which she should have greeted his
idea! She pined away into an absolute solitude. She planned,
and had said this to Blaise who distractedly agreed, to do just
what David had asked: to take him abroad with her for a few
days, just the two of them, to Paris perhaps. She played her
game from day to day, wondering each morning whether it
would be today that she would declare her love. She plumped
up her pillows and sat up straighter. She plunged forward,
stumbling in the high violent breaking waves. She posed in
a silk afternoon dress in the drawing room, in a nylon negligée in the bedroom. She possessed, Jack told her, the quality he valued most in a woman: repose. She prayed, not ex-

actly to, but in this reality, which turned evil suffering into
good suffering, and might in time even enable her to reach
her mother. She preserved it in her private heart like the
awful bloody arcana of a mystical religion. She pressed her
lips together so as not to laugh aloud. She put a great deal of
energy into persuading him that there was no one else. She
put a hand out to the wall and tried to breathe slowly and
deeply. She put a hand up to her throat. She put both her
hands to her violently beating heart. She put her hand on
her breast, her fingers upon the collar of her brown dress, and
pushed her chair an inch or two backwards. She put her
hand over her mouth as if she were going to be sick. She put
her hand to her damaged side and panted, turning her wet
mouth away from her husband. She put her hand to her face.
She put her hand to her face, realizing that she had tooth
ache. She put her hands to her eyes as if to prevent tears. She
put her head against the wall and cried into the wallpaper.
She put on her coat, found her handbag, stood still for a moment controlling her breath. She put on the ‘sleekness’ of
which Gerard had spoken and the tranquillity which had led
him to say that she did not care about Jenkin’s death. She put
one hand over her mouth, biting her palm. She quieted her
mouth with her hand. She quietly left the room and went
without haste upstairs to her bedroom. She quite often felt
like this. She raged only briefly against fate. She ran back at
once and burrowed under the bedclothes, thinking in great
terror: suppose that face were to come and look at me
through the window? She ran sobbing in darkness, stumbling over black obstacles, the humped backs of animals; and
she thought and they are dead too. She rather hoped there
might be some catastrophe, a murder, or the Slipper House
catching fire. She reached for him. She reached out for
something to hold onto, gripped the back of one of the seats,

and sat down. She reached out in the dark confined space
and stroked Edgar’s shoulder, stroked it as she might have
stroked one of her dogs, feeling its warmth and the roughness of the cloth. She reached the tree and knelt, circling it
with her arms, laying her lips upon its cool close-textured
silvery bark, a little pitted and dimpled to the touch. She
read between the lines of the letter, so touching and so ardent, that perhaps Harry realised too that something, he
could not tell exactly what, had broken their compact. She
read disillusion in his eyes. She read the newspapers and
represented to herself the vast sea of human misery. She read,
she sewed, she listened to music, she thought. She realised
now just how much she had been relying on Danby. She
realised that this intense feeling had passed, was already remote even absurd, yet was also something she would not
forget. She realized that she had been assuming that if she
had to decorate so uncongenial a scene she would at least be
the only beautiful girl upon it. She realized that she was free.
She realized with a sort of relief that she could postpone her
tears no longer. She recalled a scene when, as a small child,
she had implored Sefton not to drop a stone into a well. She
recalled Adrian saying, when some incident was being bemoaned, ‘but soldiers are supposed to be shot at, it’s their job.’
She recalled an awful satisfaction it had given her to ‘tell all’
to Jean, and spatter her with her own misery, and hatred, and
then to run to ‘tell all’ again to Jenkin. She recalled her
dream of the white horseman, and the curious effect which
Stuart had had upon her, the killing of her ordinary life, the
annihilation of her instinctive desires, the sense of utter deprivation which had been too a kind of unearthly joy. She
recalled her own mother’s death, the long tangles of golden
hair, the pillow wet with tears. She recalled Joan’s words,
‘They are like a drawn bow, they compose a field of force, it

is time for them to fly apart.’ She recalled something Anne
had said, a medicine no doubt for Gertrude’s desperation.
She recalled that fatal time when she had wept because she
knew she had diminished Jack, had demoted him, had
cracked the perfect image, had lodged in her mind that little
black poisonous atom. She recalled that she had dreamed of
her nanny last night; that was a portent, not always a happy
one. She recalled the strange lurid evening in her little room
in college when she had sat holding her father’s letter telling
her of Sandy’s death; and she had felt such a violent jolt of
love and certainty, and had understood in a second so many
implications and had seen so many visions. She recalled their
talks in Cumbria, their walks beside the sea, the rescue from
the waves. She recalled with surprise the energy which had
yesterday enabled her to race about the house. She recovered
her hand from her throat and made a gesture as of relief and
thanksgiving. She reflected too upon his heroism, which she
could not match. She reflected upon, perhaps only now fully remembered, her sense, in forgiving Jack, of in some way
devaluing him, accepting him and loving him as something
less than the perfect being she had married. She refused all
invitations. She refused to express pity. She regarded crying
as a kind of rather shameful and unusual disease. She regarded her state of distress as completely neurotic. She regretted
bitterly having gone away without David. She regretted it all
with an undying regret which only continual efforts of her
reason prevented from utterly poisoning her life. She rehearsed the situation endlessly in her mind, trying to find
some way of thinking about it which was less than torture,
but she could not. She rehearsed things she might say like, I
want to help you. She rejected the thought, but it came back.
She remained permanently in love, her heart turned somersaults for Jack, he retained for her absolute charm. She re-

mained persuaded that he was her Christ, hers alone. She
remained shocked, like someone who holds a live electric
wire and cannot let go. She remembered Morgan’s letter, and
thought, I cannot exist without Morgan and yet now it is
utterly impossible to exist with her. She remembered something that Guy used to say, perhaps it was a quotation, about
one’s will changing the limits of the world, and how the
world ‘waxes and wanes as a whole’. She remembered that
she had been wondering what to do; but now, without her
thinking about it, it had become obvious. She remembered
the dream and her fear and felt a new fear now because of
the telephone. She remembered the scene in detail, and
everything that Tim had said. She remembered the touch of
his hand upon her neck. She remembered this exaltation and
thought now how hopelessly misleading, how fatal that
strange idea had been. She remembered what some men had
called her. She remembered, then felt, her toothache, but it
was less acute. She removed her hands and warmed them
against the hideous beating of her heart. She reproached
herself constantly with Hilda’s voice, falling down in abject
and passionate supplication before that accusing shade. She
resembled Lisa as Lisa used to be. She respected his grief and
looked forward to a time when she might be able in turn to
console him. She responded, she submitted, but too late.
She rocked her body and began softly and rhythmically to
cry. She rocked herself a little in her chair, scraping one ankle against the other. She rolled her head about, trying to
breathe slowly, but could not stop her lower lip from shuddering convulsively and her heart from racing. She rolled
over on her back and looked at the high white ceiling of the
drawing-room, now dusky and yellowish in the rainy afternoon light, and it seemed to her like a lofty Southern sky,
infinitely far and blue and hazy with brilliance. She rose and

went to sit upon the side of her bed. She said I was living in
a dream world where everyone was nice and good and every
year had the same pattern. She said it brutally, and for that
second Marian, watching from the window, stilled and almost without breath, saw her not as a queen but as a great
courtesan, saw her, she suddenly thought, as Violet Evercreech saw her: a woman infinitely capable of crimes. She
said it objectively, with a pain which had its place, which was
not confusing. She said nothing, but as the speedometer
needle reached seventy she felt herself to be in paradise. She
said this to herself with emotion, but without fear or distress;
for it was not, she felt, as if she would have to struggle this
day to make her destiny. She said this with a sense of uttering some extraordinary blasphemy in a concealed form. She
said to herself, I am going to faint. She said to herself, I can’t
go on like this, I must talk to somebody. She said to herself,
no tenderness, no pity, nothing. She sat absolutely still for a
very long time, her body tense. She sat by the fire and began
to cry quietly. She sat carefully on her chair, very upright,
her hands lightly resting on the arms as if she had suddenly
realized that she was made of very thin china. She sat down
abruptly on the arm of a chair. She sat down abruptly on the
floor. She sat down and began to cry over the terrible damage, not yet assessed, which had been done. She sat down and
clutched the red and white tablecloth convulsively in her
hands. She sat down and remained absolutely still for nearly
half an hour. She sat down at the table and dissolved into a
speechless rigmarole of whimpering whining tears. She sat
down at the table and put her head in her hands. She sat
down awkwardly upon the bed. She sat down facing him,
staring at him, with a strange strained mask of a face concealing grief and remorse and rage. She sat down in a chair in
the sitting room and uttered a loud cry like a shout, then a

shriek, then another shriek. She sat down on a chair beside
the window. She sat down on the bed. She sat down on the
sofa covering her face. She sat for a while, becoming quieter,
breathing deeply, ceasing to tremble. She sat for a while,
checking an anguish which made her want to sob. She sat for
some time in the bedroom, thinking hard. She sat gazing,
and a strong blush had spread over her face and down her
neck. She sat in her room chewing her knuckles and feeling
faint. She sat in his presence in an ecstasy of pain and prayer.
She sat in the evening in the Aviary, so quiet, unable to read
or to sew. She sat like a stunned condemned prisoner before
him. She sat like somebody who tries hard to sleep, driving
thoughts away, driving hopes away. She sat often during
these days, in the chair beside the window, breathing deeply,
and trying to read. She sat picturing herself. She sat quite
still for about five minutes with her eyes closed and every
muscle contracted to keep herself in a single piece. She sat
stiffly in the drawing room for nearly an hour. She sat still
and considered the matter. She sat still, feeling weary and
emptied, smiling a little at Ludens who was, so kindly and
gently, smiling at her. She sat there and suffered - and more
and more the feeling that bit into her, appearing as a physical
pang, was something which she began to recognize as pure
jealousy. She sat there gasping, raucously drawing her breath.
She sat there in a strained position, perfectly still. She sat
thus quietly for a long time. She sat up quickly in bed, filled
with a vivid sense of the beauty of the dream and its significance. She sat upon the bed, gasping, half dressed, stuffing
her wet handkerchief into her mouth. She saved herself from
real suicide by acquiring a more positive image of her trade.
She saw all in him that was bogus, all that made him the
sublime humbug, the sheer dear old charlatan that he was.
She saw George as proud, even in his own manner fastidious,

and with this she connected her own conception of how
high, in spite of everything, he placed his wife. She saw her
long hair floating like seaweed upon the waves. She saw her
performance then as soppy, sloppy. She saw herself in the
glass with her arms lifted stiffly like a doll and thought that
she looked ludicrous. She saw herself with the eyes of others
and hung her head. She saw him as corrupted, fascinating,
infinitely old. She saw him as something unnatural, freakish
and cold. She saw him now as a gipsy who would take her
away out of her life into his. She saw him transfigured, saw
his beauty which she was sure so few could see, and her body
ached for him and she mourned. She saw in herself the loneliness of the old and the artificiality of trying to help them.
She saw it clearly in her mind, and the image soothed her.
She saw it dimly, crouching in a corner, near to her door,
something like a dwarf, entirely black. She saw it with the
amazement of the habitual town-dweller to whom the
countryside looks always a little unreal, too luxuriant and too
sculptured and too green. She saw more of Blaise’s faults
than he ever dreamt of, and she supported him with the pure
will of her own humble decency. She saw neither Rupert
nor Morgan. She saw now more clearly that what had appealed to her in Leo and made her see him as perhaps ‘good
for’ Elizabeth, as even somehow ‘good for’ herself, was precisely that moral, or rather immoral, friskiness, that cheerful
willingness to behave badly which had had such an ugly issue in the unspeakable theft and in the scene with Eugene
which she had overheard. She saw now that she ought not to
have hustled Tamar into a decision whose consequences, as
she ought to have realised, were so uncertain. She saw now
the difference between the joy that expected nothing and
the joy that presumed to have everything. She saw now, now
when it was so dreadfully absolutely just too late, that she

had committed a terrible crime, against Duncan, against herself, against the helpless fully-formed entirely-present human
being whom she had wantonly destroyed. She saw Sinclair
suddenly so clearly with his blond mane and his short straight
nose and his luminous intimate dark blue eyes which were so
like Rose’s, and his jaunty roguish teasing air of a spoilt boy
which was so unlike Rose’s gentle patient withdrawn look.
She saw that her safety lay, not in calculated hostility or intelligent self-regarding warfare, but in some genuine surrender of self. She saw that it was day. She saw that the loss was
terrible, no less than the loss of her whole life, the instant
substitution of some sort of tenth-rate life for the one to
which she had looked forward, to which she felt she had a
right. She saw the beloved head change, and already she was
ceasing to compare the past with the present. She saw the
coarse pitted texture of his skin and the strength of his nose
of a bird of prey and the way his large wet mouth pouted and
drooped. She saw the deadness of it; and Randall’s words
came back with a force which she could almost echo: ‘You
weigh upon me, you imprison me.’ She saw the fish lying
struggling upon the dry cushions and upon the carpet. She
saw the flat in Knightsbridge, meticulous, exquisite, glowing
with stripy wallpaper and toile de Jouy and old mahogany
and objets d’art, utterly alien and utterly dreary. She saw the
little mouse lying dead in its corner covered in dust. She saw
the service of his love and could not but acknowledge it to
be perfect. She saw the world, not her mind. She saw them
as flowers. She saw them suddenly as two very young men,
nearly twenty years younger than herself. She saw, as never
before, his faults, his old faults and his new. She seemed already to have lost consciousness. She seemed to be living in
a fever of subdued excitement and fear, perhaps in expectation of the darkness which was monstrously playing with

her. She seemed to see the expanse of green floor between
the high flowering banks and it was alive with movement
and huge forms. She seemed to see, beyond the blurred outlines of the room, an abomination of desolation. She seemed
to stand forward from her background as into a larger brighter dimension of being. She seems to feel quite secure. She
sees me, thought Charlotte, purely at last, and then knew that
this was nonsense. She set her trousered legs apart, looking at
the taller woman, aware of the shame but now cool, a hen on
her own dunghill. She set herself to make a beautiful and
elegant burrow for them both and within it over the years
they grew together like two animals that come to develop a
single telepathic personality. She several times walked up
into the hills, feeling for some sense of direction or god-given orientation, but none came. She shed some tears and a
sweet sadness pierced her heart. She shed strange secret tears.
She shed tears in the dim empty room as the warm wind
pattered across the skylight and the water streamed steadily
down the glass and the lines of rain descended into the
brown lake. She shivered and drew her feet up beside her on
the seat for company. She shivered for a moment. She shivered slightly as she touched the house. She shivered, swinging her gloved hands, feeling herself all warm and fiercely
alive, bundled inside her clothes. She shivered. She shivered.
She shook her head violently to and fro, then drew her hair
over her face and pressed it against her eyes. She shook herself. She shook with the grief and the horror of it. She
should have played a bolder and more positive role, questioned the Count, not respected his secrecy and his reserve.
She should have spent her life fighting for something, education perhaps. She should not have tampered with it. She
shouted once more, frightened by the tone of her own voice.
She shrank down in the pillows. She shrieked and the surg-

ing water closed over her head. She shuddered rather. She
shuddered with fear, fear for herself, for her sanity, for her
continued being. She sighed again and helped herself to another chocolate. She sighed and sat back on the floor, holding the side of the basket with one hand. She sighed deeply
and laid aside her needle. She sighed now and then, with a
sigh as of sad or bitter thoughts, yet at the same time stretching her limbs as if she were positively basking in the comfort
of that focused attention. She simply could not live with that
part of herself, it was not operational, it was too small. She
simply did not believe in that future. She simply did not
know what to do with her mind. She simply felt that she had
suffered an inevitable loss which had almost completely
crushed her but which possibly she might survive. She simply wanted to preserve and prolong her sense of protecting
him, of warming him to life. She slipped down, kneeling
beside the bed, her hands clasped, her eyes filling with tears,
and she found that words were coming to her, holy words, all
mixed up, repeated again and again, oh Christ, my lord and
my god, God is love, let me be worthy, dominus et deus. She
smelt of fat flesh and cheap cosmetics. She smelt their sweet
resinous leathery smell as she came near him now. She smiled
a little more, then sighed. She smiled at him a smile that belonged to the human world, wry, apologetic, humorous. She
smiled at the thought. She smiled faintly at herself, then by
the tiniest movements of her face dissolved the smile into a
pensive pout, then into an ugly demented gasp. She smiled
into the fire, the sort of smile that might become a hysterical
laugh. She smoked and drank. She snuggled her legs a little
closer under her, feeling the pleasant tight pressure of her
damp bathing dress holding her breasts in close against her
body. She sobbed angrily, wailing an ‘ow! ow! ow!’ like an
animal which is aggressive because terrified. She somehow

got rid of her glass and the scene took shape again. She
sometimes tried to imagine some modern equivalent. She
sought for words. She spoke calmly and her face, still thickened and dulled as Jean had seen it on the previous day, was
not jerking in spasms of pain, nor were her eyes straying
about. She spoke vehemently and a thin speckled flush covered her face. She spread her hands upon the grass, upon the
stones, and attempted to lift her head. She stared at her handbag and it immediately fell off the dressing-table on to the
floor. She stared at him, her two hands clutching her head,
moving her head a little to and fro as if it were an alien object. She stared at the dead electric fire. She stared at the
terrible dawn light and felt it turning her face to stone. She
stared back at him, her lips parted, her dark bright faintly
crossed eyes shining with fierce rapturous consciousness.
She stared desperately out as if seeking help in a world that
knew nothing of her trouble. She stared in resolute silence.
She stared into it, she entered it. She stared unseeingly into
a bright circle of light. She stared, very deliberately, balancing forward onto her toes and putting her still clenched
hands behind her back. She started pacing again. She started
to climb up the rock again to retrieve the stone, then decided not to. She started to wonder what, at that very moment,
was going on. She started to write a letter but the sight of
the words upon the page made her faint with terror. She
stepped quickly back and leaned against the balustrade,
seeming to fall into a reverie, forgetting where she was. She
stiffened and closed her eyes. She stiffened her body and
crushed down out of her consciousness something that was
crying out in horror. She still counted herself fortunate. She
still felt nervous and shy and as if she were acting a part. She
still felt sick and a black canopy seemed to be suspended over
her head, its lower fringes swinging just above the level of

her eyes. She still woke at night panting, having to sit upright in bed. She stirred and groaned, tried to sit up but
seemed to fall, her head rolling away into the dark. She
stood a while, opening her mouth wide, throwing back her
head, screaming and crying, tearing at her clothes and her
hair and uttering sounds like a wild animal. She stood at the
far corner of the balcony dejected, apprehensive, wondering
what to do. She stood for a while miserable and irresolute.
She stood in breathless trembling panic like a doe which has
suddenly smelt the close proximity of a lion. She stood in
the darkness holding her head. She stood in the middle of
the room in a state of shock, one arm outstretched, surrounded by a sudden silence behind which, outside the double-glazed windows, murmured the interminable traffic of
Brook Street. She stood motionless staring, and her lazy
heart gave one jerk and then began to beat with furious
speed. She stood on the stairs outside the closed door of the
flat and trembled with the old terror, only now it was worse
and she felt guiltier, for Austin would find out, or else she
would tell him, she would have to. She stood paralysed in the
gateway for some time, keeping her breathing quiet. She
stood quite still for a while breathing deeply and staring at
the tree. She stood staring at him, her face ready for tears.
She stood still a while. She stood there awkwardly, incapable
of further theatre. She stood there for a long time staring at
it, tried to move, took several paces looking back over her
shoulder, then came back again, as if there were some vital
message which the picture was trying and failing to give her.
She stood there for a while paralysed listening. She stood
there in the silence until it began to look to her like a library
in a sacked city. She stood there now beside the desk, breathing very quickly, and wondering if she was going to faint.
She stood there white and lithe as a boy, compact and dense,

an arrow, a flame. She stood up and looked out of the window. She stood watching in the rain until his light went out.
She stopped thinking so as not to cry and went to open the
two tall windows as wide as they would go. She stretched
out her arms toward his ambiguous and elusive shade. She
struggled for her reason. She struggled to recapture her gaiety. She struggled with her tears for a moment, won the
struggle, and looked up at Edgar with eyes even wider and
more glistening. She submitted, in a way which touched his
heart and first made him believe absolutely in her love, to
being the second not only in time. She suddenly did not
know what to do with her body. She suddenly saw, as in a
vision, the young face looking through Mrs Wingfield’s old
one. She suddenly wanted to sob with joy and fear. She
suffered the shock and the pain, but there she was, where she
had always been, in the centre, needed and able to respond.
She summoned all her memories of him from earliest childhood, she meditated upon him, she collected him. She summoned up a sort of fierce bravery which she had never had
to use before. She supposed she ought to go up to their
bedroom and wait for Paul; but the prospect of this gloomy
vigil was so appalling that she could not bring herself to
mount the stairs. She supposed she would go on looking for
a husband, since that was what pretty clothes were for and
life was all about, but now that she had financial assets there
was no need to be in a hurry about it, no need to feel, as she
had felt in the past, that she had to grab just anybody. She
surprised herself with this thought, which she knew to be
unreasonable. She surrendered herself at last to destiny, that
wicked and consoling force, the destiny of which made it
certain that her path would cross again with that of Julius.
She suspected her of being older than the age she had admitted to Henry. She suspected she had not been moved by the

command of duty at all. She swallowed the biscuits and held
the phone away from her, staring at it as if it were a small
savage animal. She swayed slightly and took hold of the
mantelpiece. She switched the light out and marched towards his bed. She tasted for the first time honey-sweet and
dangerous happiness: dangerous because, as she before long
began to learn, precarious. She teased herself with thinking
that it could not be, blessed with the knowledge that it was.
She tested her being to see if the new life was still in it. She
then became persuaded that something terrible had happened to him. She then did her level best to feel the opposite. She thought a lot about death and was comforted by a
sense of its nearness, its possibility which quietly and reassuringly nudged her. She thought about cigarettes, but there
were none in the house. She thought about drowning in
some dark place, among abandoned buildings, beside the
Thames. She thought about Harvey whom she so much
wanted to see and so much wished that he was really her
own dearly beloved son. She thought about her body and
moved parts of it about a little. She thought about her dear
father and how his loved being seemed now to be drawing
her towards itself. She thought about her mother and her
sudden mysterious death. She thought about Teddy and his
perfect command of the world. She thought about the pool
of tears. She thought he is here, he is here; and she was suddenly shaken with a great shock of love so that she quaked
and had to hold on to the edge of the table to stop herself
from falling. She thought I have got to get up. She thought
I will go home, no I will go to a hotel, and do it at once. She
thought I’ve got to kiss him, it’s the end point of the world,
I’ve got to. She thought immediately of Elizabeth’s corset
and for a second she seemed to see it, to see her cousin
X-rayed, hollowed out, a skeletal maiden of steel with a met-

al head. She thought now, as with eyes closed she floated, oh
how perfect this is, oh I am so happy! She thought of far
away London, and the friendly dirt and noise of the King’s
Road on a summer evening, when the doors of the pubs
stand wide to the pavement. She thought of her at once as a
being to be reckoned with, someone to be coaxed, cajoled,
humoured, satisfied, and handled. She thought of him blankly and with absolute love and suffered her prisoner’s pain
hardly knowing what it was. She thought of startling him
into noticing her by telling him that she too was in love with
Danby. She thought of the awful desolation of old age and
death which she could share with no one. She thought of
Tim, his diffidence, his particular egoism, his boyish animal
self-satisfaction, his ignorance, his needs. She thought of
writing a letter to Miss Carter, and even began in her mind
to compose one whose venom amazed her. She thought
sadly, gaiety and laughter are not in my destiny. She thought
she would die of the chagrin, the shame and the loss. She
thought something awful has happened today, it has happened to Lucas, no it has happened to Peter. She thought
suddenly, supposing Daisy were to kill herself? She thought
that she had it in her to defy authority; but defying her own
conscience would be another matter. She thought this not
so much because of what she saw as because of her bodily
state. She thought to herself, in a language that was new to
her, I’ll make something of Willy yet, I’ll make something of
him. She thought too: he is now connected with her through
me, and he may hate me for this. She thought vaguely of the
twilight boy as a symbol or prefiguration of what had come
to pass. She thought, after all I am alone in this, I must not
expect to find any help, any help at all. She thought, after
Teddy died and Lucas came to me and wanted to marry me
and I said no, it seemed as if our relations simply had to cease

altogether. She thought, all those memories of me are gone,
no one knows me any more at all; I too have left the world.
She thought, am I growing old at last? She thought, and am
I going to commit suicide too? She thought, and he wanted
to marry me! She thought, and her consciousness seemed to
reel at the effort, I simply must not give way to that ghastly
heartbreaking tenderness, that animal feeling. She thought,
any moment now I shall burst into tears. She thought, as
usual, of the Lady of Shalott. She thought, but there is no
such room in Belmont. She thought, but this is not my wedding day, this is that other day. She thought, can it really and
truly be that I am no longer beautiful? She thought, he is
gone. She thought, even now I am far more beautiful than
that girl, I am strong and clean. She thought, he has made us
old. She thought, he is afraid, he was afraid, how strange. She
thought, he is not thinking about me at all, he deserves to
lose me, he thinks all my activities are a form of play. She
thought, he is there, he is in there, he has been lying, he has
a mistress. She thought, he will never forgive me, he will
despise me and cast me out, he warned me against the ambiguous Eros, the deceiver, the magician, the sophist, the
maker of drugs and poisons. She thought, he will very soon
suffocate if he is left here. She thought, he’ll save us at the
last moment, that will be like him. She thought, he’s not
going to swerve, it isn’t a test, it’s the real thing, it’s the end.
She thought, he’s relieved, oh God, and she felt the pain
again. She thought, how good they are, how innocent they
are - and her heart ached with fear for them. She thought, I
am always unhappy on this day. She thought, I am becoming
a bit mad. She thought, I am becoming a recluse. She
thought, I am nothing, I am a floating seed which a bird will
soon eat. She thought, I am now in a vacuum, I am nowhere
and nothing, transparent, uncreated, substanceless, drifting in

limbo, between being and non-being, where one may choose
not to be. She thought, I am the one that is destroyed, by that
particular alliance, by that special and absolute cruelty. She
thought, I am out of my mind. She thought, I can’t even
break a cup! She thought, I could have invited him there, a
sort of house party, it would have made sense, he would have
come. She thought, I have got everything wrong, I have
played every card wrong, I’ve had luck, oh such luck, but I
didn’t understand, I didn’t think well enough of myself – I
had such mean small expectations, I wanted too little, and
now it’s too late. She thought, I have got to chance it, and
now. She thought, I have lost Aleph too, whom I love, yes,
with an eternal love. She thought, I have somehow relied on
George being invulnerable, untouchable, youthful, somehow
like myself, a guarantor of myself. She thought, I lived on
‘perfect moments’ with Peter, moments like that wonderful
telephone call at night. She thought, I must find something
to hold onto, something to peg me down into the real world,
something to make me believe in the reality of the past. She
thought, I must get out of the house, I must get away from
Monty, I must get away from this awful haunted place. She
thought, I must have my own sort of happiness and be my
own self, and that’s never very easy with another person. She
thought, I must walk to the tree, and in doing so I shall make
a vow which will dedicate me and alter my whole life, so
that I will be given and will never belong to myself again
ever. She thought, I ran to Henry, I had to. She thought, I
shall never have what I desire. She thought, I wonder if
Gerard meant it about our sharing a house, and if it could
ever happen? She thought, I’ll kill myself. She thought, I’ll
never recover now, it’s the proof. She thought, I’ll wear black
for a while, I think it would suit me, and it’ll keep people
guessing. She thought, I’ll write a letter to him now, and

deliver it at once. She thought, I’ve done what my mother
did, I’ve ruined my life, I’ve got me a child by an impossible
man. She thought, I’ve got to kiss him, it’s the end point of
the world, I’ve got to. She thought, I’ve helped Tim Reede,
does that console me? She thought, I’ve said enough, I’ve
done enough, if I stay now I shall become confused. She
thought, I’ve seen him, I’ve done it, it’s over, it’s over, it’s over.
She thought, if I could only perish now and fall at his feet
like a cinder. She thought, if only there were some recourse,
somewhere I could go to out of the mess and nightmare of
my failed life, somewhere where I could rest and drop the
burden of my sin, as I used to imagine when I prayed when
I was a child. She thought, if Tim rings again I shall burst
into tears. She thought, is that awful giddiness going to begin again? She thought, is there nothing I can do about it?
She thought, is this the end of such a long road, shall I scream,
shall I faint? She thought, it was somehow right to come
away. She thought, it’s ‘pure cognition’, like Jack used to say
Marcus was after! She thought, it’s a mask - and sometimes
the mask is so heavy, and it is pulling me to the ground
where I shall lie face downward. She thought, it’s something
to do with them, those wicked ill-omened girls. She thought,
it’s too much. She thought, looking at him, if I loved him
perfectly, would I not rejoice to see his face so changed. She
thought, men are always holding my hand these days. She
thought, more than that I can’t fight, not against him, whatever pains there be, for I do love him eternally. She thought,
now it’s all going to come out, all of it, everything, oh God
can I stand it. She thought, Oh God, I don’t even know
Tim’s London address! She thought, people talk of dying
with love, but they don’t really believe it – at least not many
do, I suppose some people – yet not very many – have felt
this sort of anguish – when it is really a matter of life and

death – though perhaps I won’t die – yet I can’t imagine
going on living. She thought, perhaps after Jenkin’s death all
the old patterns are broken. She thought, perhaps I am simply mad. She thought, so I can’t be violent? She thought,
Tallis is like radium. She thought, this is like the pain of dying must be when you know that you are mortal. She
thought, this is the end of happiness, darkness begins here.
She thought, Tim is so easy to help and she found herself
smiling. She thought, today I have him on a lead. She
thought, we haven’t touched each other. She thought, what
is he thinking? She thought, why am I deliberately destroying myself? She thought: he is here, and I shall see him again.
She thought: my sister, but she could not give the words a
meaning. She thought: poor Elizabeth. She thought: something awful has happened and the children know it. She
thought, will he never forget, never forgive? She thought,
yes, Anne is right, I’ll help people, at the very least I can give
them money. She threw her books violently onto the floor.
She threw her head back and looked into the bold eyes. She
threw herself on the bed and wept bitterly. She threw it on
the floor and tears streamed down her face. She told herself
sensibly that really she meant nothing to Crimond, who casually tolerated her as he did innumerable other insignificant
hangers-on. She told herself that of course Hilda would very
soon come back. She told herself that she was not naturally
monogamous while remaining strictly so. She told herself,
and hung desperately onto the thought, I have got sunstroke,
that is what it is, it must be. She told herself, come back to
reality. She too felt a shock wave of desolation and terror,
but this for her was tempered and redeemed by a clearer and
more precise feeling of sorrow for the poor teapot, and pity
and love for Duncan. She too felt the diminution or change
of their so specialized ‘kinship’, but she did not grieve, un-

derstanding it rather as an opening out of their love to the
wide world, which enriched them with a whole new territory of the emotions. She too had loved Lucas with her own
kind of deep secret love, and it seemed to her in this moment
that, if he had asked her, she would have gone with him
anywhere. She too had shed tears, but was dry-eyed now.
She too, since the revelation, had been utterly confused
about her own feelings. She took a deep breath and her
weeping began. She took a deep slow breath and gripped the
blanket, feeling its thick furry texture. She took a gasping
breath. She took a staggering step forward and tried to touch
his arm with her right hand. She took another step and felt
that her knees would give way. She took her hands off it
abruptly. She took hold of the end of her plait and began
tugging it fiercely, looking at Clement with her royal-blue
eyes which so reminded him of Teddy Anderson. She took
no supper and fell into sleep as into the arms of some vague
all-healing illness. She took notice of the fact that her vaguely erotic daydreams did not always concern her husband.
She took off her overcoat and threw it behind her. She took
tablets and fell into fiery dreams. She took to prostitution as
a temporary, she thought, expedient in a moment of misery,
not really for the money but as a kind of suicide because she
didn’t care. She took what she needed from Edgar’s outburst,
and let the rest go, had already forgotten it. She tore at the
sheets and stuffed them in her mouth. She tore her hair and
drummed on her brow. She touched him very carefully with
superficial lingering touches as if to extract some essence,
some strong salve, to keep her through those empty absence
times. She treasured, and would always treasure, the only endearment she had ever received from him. She trembled and
he looked through her with his preoccupied and distant eyes.
She trembled, she shuddered, she thought he is different, he

is more, even more, handsome, his dark eyes are larger, so
calm and glowing, his lips are gentle, his expression is loving,
he is secure because Benet has forgiven him, no no, he has
forgiven Benet! She trembled. She trembled. She tried not
to think about the pain, but it was there, huge, in the room,
as death also was in the room, and the two moved above the
figure in the bed like two black clouds, sometimes separate,
sometimes merging. (She tried not to think: oh what happiness!) She tried quietly to withdraw her hand. She tried the
little cough again, but this time it made her feel she was
going to be sick. She tried to become resigned. She tried to
bring herself to speak to Hannah, to touch her, but she could
not, she could not even look at her. She tried to conceal the
quality of her interest from Brian and Adam. She tried to
imagine the house suddenly empty, deprived of that dear
familiar animal presence. She tried to keep calm, it was only
an interim, Aleph would write, Clement would appear. She
tried to keep on believing that something good had happened to her; but now it seemed that this good thing had
after all nothing whatever to do with her present troubles.
She tried to move and speak, but it was as if her throat were
being held. She tried to remember how much it had irritated her once. She tried to scream but her throat was so constricted that she could scarcely breathe. She tried to think
about herself but there seemed to be nothing there. She
tried to think clearly, especially about the matter of Christian
marriage. She tried to think quickly of something to say to
him, and sudden words were put into her mouth. She tried
to think. She tugged at her dress and dragged off a button.
She tugged her fingers through her hair and rubbed her
burning face, then came back and stood at the mantelpiece,
glaring down at her friend. She turned and ran, partly as an
effect of sheer shock, and partly because she needed to think

again before she confronted her husband. She turned away,
turned around, helpless, then stood behind a chair staring at
the philosopher with her face burning, near to tears. She
turned back, compelling herself to re-enter the heart of the
house. She turned her head away. She turned her head,
feeling his gaze like a physical ray beating upon her cheek.
She turned on the bed, bringing her knees up and bowing
her head and screwing up her eyes in the dark. She turned
out the light and fell asleep and dreamt she was in Venice
with Marcus Field. She turned to look for the hundredth
time along the length of the drive. She turned with increasing urgency to Monty. She twisted her hands in the night
time. She underwent in holy secrecy the pains and shocks of
her mourning which continued their due ritual unaware of
Tim. She urgently wanted Blaise, to see his big rocky reassuring face, with the sweet diffident air which it always wore
now, to smell his jacket, to be held and safe. She used to dress
up for him too, once. She usually saw Nina indoors and was
struck now by the oddness of her colouring, the gold of her
dyed hair and the profound darkness of her eyes. She uttered
a long deep sigh. She uttered a low moaning sound as she
wept. She uttered a wailing cry, holding her mouth wide
open. She uttered an almost inaudible lamentation. She
very much wanted to cry. She wailed rhythmically like a dog
and tears spouted from her eyes. She waited for the letter, for
the transatlantic telephone call. She walked along briskly
with her hands in her pockets, smiling to herself, then laughing. She walked along slowly, panting, ready to cry. She
walked heavily up the stairs and two tears went very slowly,
as if they too were weary and discouraged, over the curve of
her cheek. She walked on in a dream with both hands
clasped at her bosom to keep the torn dress in place. She
walked on slowly. She walked to and fro like an animal upon

a short string. She walked to and fro. She wandered about
the house and got through the afternoon somehow. She
wanted a little time to gloat over her power, short of the
agony which the exertion of it might bring on. She wanted
air and motion, running, flight, anything rather than this stillness. She wanted desperately to do something about Blaise
but could not think what to do. She wanted even to brand
herself as having moved away from those whose opinions she
had once valued so much, moved into a different house, a
different world, which they would condemn in terminology
which now seemed to her shallow and banal. She wanted
extreme weather. She wanted George to be isolated and
accursed. She wanted great changes in her life. She wanted
Luca. She wanted nothing now but to be left alone. She
wanted now at last to make of it something simple, hygienic,
stream-lined, unpretentious and dull. She wanted passionately to take the stone back to where it belonged, with its
friend, the two of them together upon that remote stoneless
hillside. She wanted simply to feel the controls firmly in her
hands. She wanted Stella to be vindicated and rescued. She
wanted the book episode to be over; for Gerard, moved by
his generosity from envy to admiration, to discuss the thing,
and praise it, and then forget it, and everything to be as before, with Crimond, the surly dog, at a safe distance. She
wanted things to be somehow as they had been, or as they
had never quite been but might have been, or might be if
only things were different which could not be different. She
wanted Tim so much that her body seemed to be falling
apart, moving away into separate pieces. She wanted to be
alone now. She wanted to be alone so as to indulge this terrible love, yet also she feared to be alone. She wanted to be
alone, to gorge herself upon the spectacle of Tim and Gertrude and Peter. She wanted to be eternally possessed of a

quiet mind, in a life of enclosed simplicity. She wanted to be
independent of worldly thoughts, her own and those of others, to reach a certain level where she could float free. She
wanted to be the old Gertrude, Guy’s Gertrude, the centre of
a loving admiring circle, she wanted Anne and the Count –
and Tim too and all the love that had come with them out
of France. She wanted to be the recognizer, the authorizer,
the welcomer-in, the one who made things respectable and
made them real by her cognizance of them. She wanted to
be the victim, not the killer. She wanted to be, for him, all
servant. She wanted to be, to use her own words, put through
it, told off. She wanted to break the mood which was being
imposed. She wanted to climb into the taxi and seize Rupert in her arms and comfort him. She wanted to condemn
George to loneliness, she wanted to think of George as being
alone, she wanted to think of him as absolutely shut away in
that tragic solitude which she had so much felt when she last
looked down at his dark unconscious wet swimming head
which scarcely broke the surface as he turned. She wanted
to cook for him, and for a while she did. She wanted to cry
but she knew she must not. She wanted to escape to her
room, but wondered if she could climb the stairs unaided.
She wanted to get away from the telephone. She wanted to
get it over with and be ready to sell the house. She wanted
to get Stella right away from George. She wanted to give
Stella a holiday from being bullied, a holiday from fighting.
She wanted to help her and protect her and spoil her, to tend
her and cherish her. She wanted to hold him in her arms
again, to cover him with kisses, to untangle with caressing
fingers that untidy and now absurdly long golden hair. She
wanted to hug the dog and cry. She wanted to hurl her arms
around Richard and hold him tightly. She wanted to know
that Anne was there, captive, waiting, in reserve. She wanted

to laugh and laugh and laugh, but her voice merely trembled
slightly. She wanted to laugh out loud. She wanted to place
her hand upon his arm, just above the shirt cuff, but of course
that was impossible. She wanted to pull roughly at his sleeve,
pinch his arm, kick him. She wanted to rescue Stella, at least
for a while (or perhaps, why not, forever) from her dangerous life. She wanted to run, to get right away into the ‘newness of life’ promised by the prayer book. She wanted to run.
She wanted to see him, to see his gentle pale eyes, and to
receive the reassurance of his esteem, his love. She wanted to
see what she was doing; but this was what, with Miranda
watchful, curious, morose, terribly present and officially unenlightened, she was not able to do. She wanted to send him
away and to think about him. She wanted to shake it away
with her shoulders. She wanted to sit by his fireside and sew.
She wanted to stay in her corner with her demons. She
wanted to talk to him about how it would be, in that happy
simple future time. She wanted to touch him. She wanted
to touch Muriel, to pluck at her, to strike her, but she could
not move from the bed. She wanted to touch that proud
head with a sympathetic hand. She wanted very much to be
in his presence, to have him look at her and speak to her, and
to talk to him about her ‘better life’, to explain what it would
be like and hear from him some, even the smallest, word of
acknowledgement of her intent which would confer reality
upon it. She wanted very much to embrace him now but
feared to do it clumsily. She wanted, in whatever battle (as
she envisaged it) she might engage in with John Robert, to
be alone in the house: visitable, available, unwitnessed. She
wanted, panting and thirsting for it, his presence, for him to
look at her, to speak to her, him as himself with all his commanding being, his authority, his separateness, his inaccessibility, his unconnectedness with other people, the sense in

which he would never be connected, and yet could, without
connection, yet be, for her, not just for her, yet totally for her.
She wanted, very much she wanted to know him now, this
person that confronted her. She was a bit in love with her
Uncle Joseph too, though she was afraid of his bad temper.
She was a moth that wanted to be burnt by a cold cold flame.
She was a woman, and perhaps there are many such, who
lived, like an embryo inside an egg, upon a supporting surrounding matrix of confidence in her own virtue. She was
able to feel a natural grief. She was able to pray. She was
about to say, ‘That’s just like Daddy’s coat,’ when something
seemed to leap at her face. She was about to tell Blaise about
it, but then decided not to. She was afraid of everyone now.
She was afraid of it. She was afraid of Paul’s anger. She was
afraid to look at the apparitions which Denis was calling up;
she was afraid of Denis, this suddenly cool, savage, preoccupied man. She was afraid to step outside. She was almost
beyond thought and feeling. She was almost surprised at the
completeness with which she despaired for Hannah. She was
alone and rested on nothing and had recourse to nothing.
She was alone. She was already, as if affected by some strange
drug, beginning to see new patterns, new colours. She was
also a bit afraid of him, but that of course, would pass. She
was also capable, in the ruthless reticence necessary for her
‘recovery’, of telling Violet nothing about what was happening to her and how she was spending her time. She was also
strangely moved by the legend of the dead wife, whose photograph she dusted on the drawing room piano. She was always a bit, though not exceedingly, frightened of John Robert. She was always careful not to dress too young. She was
always careful not to touch him. She was amazed at herself,
at the weird awful feeling of triumph which was consuming
her body, licking up over her like a flame. She was amazed

at herself, scandalised, but at the same time could admire the
absolutely impromptu fluency of her wicked vicious ill-intentioned lying to Jack. She was amazed that Paul should
notice her at all, and she passed quickly from this amazement
to the luxurious pleasure of being able so easily to delight
this subtle and sophisticated person. She was amazed to find
her imagination flinching from his sufferings upon the cross
as from an abominable hardly conceivable torture. She was
amazed to find, when she stepped out onto the platform at
Paddington, that it was not yet midday. She was an atom of
the universe and he was her own Christ, the Christ that belonged only to her, laser-beamed to her alone from infinitely far away. She was an invalid. She was an ordinary married
woman with a husband and a home. She was anxious about
contraception. She was anxious to arrive, yet afraid of arriving. She was as if shriven. She was astonished at her sudden
capacity to be jealous; she had somehow, and she saw stupidly, imagined herself to be above jealousy. She was at last
disturbed by the violent and predatory gestures with which
he destroyed the rhythms of her self-surrender. She was
aware of him and he was aware of her. She was aware of him
as younger and of herself as travelling to join him in the land
of his youth. She was aware of the moon, even of the stars,
of the frosty moonlit tarmac just in front of hers, and of the
lights of Crimond’s car, the pale glow of headlights, the rear
lights, briefly lost to view, now well up upon the further
slope, slowly climbing up on the waves of the dark. She was
aware of what she called their nerviness as something separate from herself upon which she could operate externally.
She was aware that her whole mental being had altered since
her first meeting with Emily, and was, with frightening
speed, altering still. She was aware that within the continual
force of that spiritual current her ideas were changing, the

shape of her cosmos was changing, making what was far
near, and what was near far. She was back in the old deadly
misery. She was become the boundary of the universe and
within her all things lived and moved and had their being.
She was becoming light-headed, almost weary, with her desire for him and with the incarnate joy of the nearness of
satisfaction. She was becoming rather dazed with drink, but
her senses seemed to have become more vivid. She was beginning to be short of breath, she was frightened. She was
beginning to feel a slight nausea which was just distinguishable from the rest of her distress. She was beginning to feel
in a sad but calm way that the evening was reasonably, safely,
over. She was beginning to feel quite at ease in the presence
of Fivey as if warm rays from his reassuring beast-like presence were both caressing and stimulating her nerves. She
was beginning to feel very strange indeed. She was beginning to look old. She was beginning to love Eugene. She
was beginning to need desperately to talk to him, but she
could not bear to see that frightened pitying look upon his
face again. She was beginning to want to touch him but
knew that she must not do so yet. She was beginning to
want to touch him, to stroke him consolingly. She was behaving oddly. She was being taken into some kind of plot,
enlisted in some unspeakable alliance. She was being told
that she had always been in some kind of plot, some kind of
alliance. She was being visited by an old enemy, migraine,
brought on perhaps by looking so much at those enigmatic
spotty unfocusable rocks. She was beyond logic and contradictory things could be true. She was blushing violently.
She was blushing. She was by now feeling so happy that she
would have shouted for joy if it had not been for the delicious spell which she felt herself to be under. She was captivated. She was Carel. She was cast out as if she were a

criminal, shunned as if she were invisible. She was caught in
her own mind and condemned by her own being. She was
certainly not good at thinking about such matters, she had
lived in unconsciousness too long. She was cleansed and
soothed and all that tormented angry love for Blaise which
had carried her through those horrible years was pacified,
purified, beatified. She was clinging on to his hand now.
She was cold, and yet it was like a climax of love. She was
coming nearer and nearer and looking into the blackness.
She was conscious of a familiar pervasive smell which she
could not place; and there was a lot of emotion in the room,
not all of it her own. She was conscious of a great deal of
‘stuff ’, perhaps just an accumulation of time, her past, her
marriage, which lay aside, with Thomas, and would at some
point have to be ‘dealt with’; but this too was in shadow. She
was conscious of an aura of emotion, unfocused desire, new
desire. She was conscious of herself with a fullness she had
never known before, and yet also she was absent, or something was absent, there was no anxiety, no thought even, just
this thrilling sense of full and absolute being. She was crying
quietly, clearing her eyes with her knuckles from time to
time. She was cut off, dumb, alone. She was deeply certain
both of her husband’s correctness and of his common sense,
and it was a measure of this certainty that the matter had
appeared to her at first sight in terms of a momentary lapse
on his part which gave her, in her struggle with him, a momentary advantage. She was deeply moved by that captive
love which had never died. She was deeply shaken by the
suddenness and beauty of it. She was deeply wounded by
what Paul had said. She was delighted that he had used her
name. She was dismayed and distinctly shocked. She was
disturbed by this excited talk about that dangerous book.
She was dreaming that she and Sinclair were at the Vatican

playing three-handed bridge with the Pope. She was dressed
to go to bed only it was ridiculously early to go to bed. She
was dry-eyed. She was exhausted, her desire to sit and think
all night had left her, she felt now, and was grateful for it,
simply the need to become unconscious. She was extinguished. She was far beyond curiosity now. She was far
beyond the truth and its sharp dividings of the world. She
was far too delicious to be endlessly wasted in the dark unvisited cavernlike environment which Muriel’s father increasingly created round about himself and in which Elizabeth was indeed the only centre of light. She was far too
plain an object to remain visible to him. She was feeling
exhausted and ready to cry. She was feeling sick with apprehension and excitement. She was filled with urgent desire
almost as if she would seduce him. She was flushed and her
face was dirtied like a child’s with traces of tears. She was
fond of her parents and not, as far as she knew, ashamed of
them; but it was her abiding fear that she might, in the end,
come to resemble them. She was for a moment on the point
of stopping him. She was fortunate to be, when it ended, in
another place, a real place, a place which she had really never
left, inside an innocent love. She was frightened and a little
shocked to find herself thinking in this way. She was frightened because so much was at stake, because it was all so exciting, because it was unprecedented and unique. She was
frightened by Violet’s presence and by her enigmatic words.
She was frightened now in an ordinary way, sick in her stomach, shy, tongue-tied, horribly aware of the onset of a new
world. She was frightened of Carel, and although she said to
herself ‘There is nothing he can do to me’ she knew that
there were things he could do. She was frightened of Carel,
she was frightened of disobeying Carel. She was fully occupied with what ought to occupy her, and she was in the right

place in the cosmos, the place to which every atom pointed
and every ray tended. She was gasping aloud. She was gasping for breath and tears like sharp points pricked her straining eyes. She was getting tired of crying. She was glad as at
the breaking of some barrier. She was glad of this, but uneasy too. She was glad she was wearing her oldest sweater.
She was glad that Jamesie had not touched her. She was glad
that people quickly forgot her. She was glad to be able to
talk so calmly and firmly, but she could not imagine what
was going to happen next. She was glad to see Mildred, yet
she felt a strange alarm too at the sight of her, as if her old
friend were becoming, in some inadmissible way, a rather too
significant, rather too menacing object. She was going to see
him because she had to. She was grateful. She was guilty of
seeing, of knowing. She was helped by her faith in his truthfulness. She was her daddy’s girl, his Mitzi, the child of that
vanished home still. She was his superior now. She was
humbled by this to the point of annihilation. She was impatient for the journey to end. She was in a germless void, and
she loved every minute, though also telling herself that it
would not last. She was in a lonely place, it might have been
a temple, beside a marble pillar, and threatened by something
dark coming out of the ground which reared itself up and
up. She was in a room waiting for her bridegroom whom
she had never seen. She was in extremis. She was in love and
she was loved. She was in love with both of them, in those
days slightly favouring Nigel. She was incapable of calling
out. She was indeed a slow learner! She was intensely and
happily in love for the first time in her life. She was intensely conscious of the physical presence of that long thin restless
body, and she felt for it something like desire, as if she would
have spread herself softly over it like some huge powdery
healing butterfly or indeed like the merciful lethal angel that

would so soon put an end to the failing organs and the suffering consciousness. She was joined to Sandy, now eternally silent, in a union which made nothing of these matters.
She was just a reserved prostitute, like a reserved table. She
was just beginning to think that one day she would marry
one of them, she could not quite decide which. She was just
wondering what she would do with her life and her mind if
it simply did not ring, when it rang. She was knitted to
Carel by bonds so awful that it was a frivolity even to call
them love. She was light now. She was like a perfected idea
of herself, of which the other was a messy degraded sketch
or image. She was like a prostitute waiting among the toys
and trinkets of her trade, only the man she was waiting for
was her husband. She was listening to a voice, a much loved
voice, a voice of authority, which said: simplify your life,
travel light, do not become involved with family problems,
possessions, or the troubles of others, do not marry, marriage
ends truthfulness, live with solitude, solitude is essential if
real thinking is to take place. She was living upon love. She
was losing the struggle with herself. She was lying on her
back, not weeping. She was maddened by jealousy of Stella,
and everything she saw reminded her of George. She was
mother, they the happy spoilt irresponsible children. She
was moving, as it seemed to her, and thus it came to her also
in dreams, through a vast palace where doors opened, doors
closed, rooms and vistas appeared and vanished and she knew
no way, yet there was a way, and the thing to do was to keep
going forward. She was much given to looking at herself in
mirrors. She was no longer a scribbler down of random
inspirations. She was no longer, after all, so young. She was
not able to forget what she had seen when she came in
through the drawing-room door. She was not able to think,
and she could not say anything more explicit than that. She

was not able to utter a sound. She was not afraid of her
headmistress, whose claims to moral or intellectual excellence she had seen through some time ago. She was not
alarmed, but it made her feel sad somehow. She was not an
object of concern to him at all, she was a person to be manipulated and deceived and put off the scent. She was not
framed for recognizing, let alone for grasping her own felicity. She was not free to go, she was more deeply involved
than ever; and if Hannah chose to suffer, she chose a suffering now for all of them which they could not avoid. She was
not going to die after all for John Ducane. She was not going to let Tamar’s tears affect her, or make her recall her own
episode as anything other than a felicitous solution of a
problem. She was not his slave. She was not left to herself.
She was not like them. She was not out in the open, battle-scarred and unhoused like Stella and George whose adventures appalled and fascinated her. She was not sure indeed how she recognized it as love at all. She was not sure
what this meant, but at least it suggested that her troubles
would end somehow. She was not sure what this was, but
there was moral danger ahead, moral frightfulness, deep awful possibilities of torment and confusion and crime. She
was not sure. She was not tempted to turn round, to turn
round would have been impossible. She was not the damsel
heroine in the castle, she was the mysterious lady of the
fountain who heals the wound of the wandering knight, the
wound which has defied all other touches. She was not
worthy of this role. She was nothing. She was now mopping
her tears. She was now, in this house, a total outlaw. She was
obscenely near to Hunter. She was of course aware of these
persons and even of their claims, but they seemed to inhabit
some quite other time scheme. She was on amiable terms
with the men and women with whom she worked, but she

remained at a distance from them, eccentric, solitary, only
just failing to be an object of suspicion. She was on the point
of telling her thoughts to Gull but decided not to. She was
only just now receiving the full shock waves of her departure
from the convent, the full violence of that amazing act, itself
like a kind of bereavement, whose full consequences remained still so obscure. She was outside the door and the
door had closed. She was overjoyed at being recognized by
Rozanov. She was paralysed between different courses of
action and, with her pride at stake, unable to decide to move;
and the longer the silence and the secrecy went on, the harder it was to see how it could be ended. She was perhaps, and
this thought made Jessica pause for a moment in her slow
perambulation, a positive danger to him, a danger to his
new-found happiness, a nasty relic, a false note. She was
plain that things were mostly her fault and that she should
never have married Paul at all. She was pleased now to see
him so importantly at work, and immediately felt proud of
him, regaining her vision of him as a distinguished man, how
obviously superior, she felt, to Mark Strafford and those other drearies. She was pleased with the figure she cut in male
attire, looking like a very young dandy just starting out on a
career of dice and women and champagne. She was prepared
now to tend Stephanie, but physically she shrunk from her.
She was prepared, moreover, and especially when she considered the wreck of her marriage with Randall and what she
had somehow done to Randall, to see in her absence of
straightforward operative desires something corrupting,
something deadening. She was quite moved by the vision of
herself as a weary experienced middle-aged woman. She
was quite suddenly feeling the most intense regret about
having sold Maryville. She was quite sure that she was right
to oppose Bill’s foolish and unsuitable plan; but she felt that

perhaps she had been unduly unpleasant in her manner of
doing so. She was racing somewhere so fast that she could
no longer focus her eyes. She was ready from the first to be
his slave, though it never occurred to her to think that she
might take more than a very minor part in his life. She was
ready to run; but she stood still, her hand at her breast, as if
to take a physical shock. She was really ill now. She was
relieved to find herself more eloquently angry. She was relieved, though at the same time hurt, when, in London again,
she had found Harry absent, not anxiously and lovingly
waiting. She was reminded of stories of love philtres which
will draw the loved one over mountains and across the seas.
She was reminded suddenly of the feel of a bird’s claws as it
perches on one’s finger, a tender frightening feeling. She was
returning, and deliberately, into the power of someone
whose conception of her life excluded or condemned her
deepest urges and who now had good reason to judge her
wicked. She was rigid with hostility, shuddering at these
phrases. She was roused by a sound which was Willy kicking
off his shoes. She was sad, too, because she knew that with
this a sort of fragrance, a streak of colour, was gone from her
life. She was scarcely able to walk and held on to the glass
door as she went through. She was sentenced to think of
that lost child every day and every hour for the rest of time,
the child, that child, that unique precious murdered child
would be part of every picture she could ever frame of the
world, and she would have to keep this appalling secret forever, until she was old, except that she would never be old,
she would die of grief. She was shaken by the new cruel
self-willed Tamar, so unlike the cool but submissive child she
was used to, and now dismayed by Tamar’s departure, which
she had not at all expected. She was shocked and appalled at
what he had said and yet she felt a sort of deep release which

may have been no more than a sort of resignation. She was
shuddering, her teeth were chattering, and when he touched
her breasts and then drew her body up against his, she felt
rigid and cold though he could feel her heart striking against
him. She was shunned in a way which augmented her resentment and her shame without affording her the energy of
defiance. She was sick and dizzy with grief. She was simply
filled with bliss, her blood had turned into some heavenly
golden liquor which lightly scorched all her flesh and bubbled out at the top of her head, catching fire there and becoming a little dancing flame of joy, like the headdress of a
Pentecostal saint. She was simply, before it arrived, carrying
out as many quick sensible movements as she could, shoring
up her place, her home, against the tornado. She was so full
of vain regrets. She was so incoherent with Hannah that the
latter thought she must be ill and tried to persuade her to go
to bed. She was sobbing for breath and choking with incoherent emotion. She was soothed by his detachment from
her troubles, his unashamed ability to look eagerly elsewhere.
She was somehow selfless, she thought, she was somehow
good. She was still ‘empty and clean’, transparent and invisible, although the voice that said this was still the voice of her
pride. She was still alive — and yet also she was dead. She
was still completely stunned at having left Paul’s notebook
on the train. She was still in the world. She was still red,
looking hard at her glass. She was still stunned by her own
action, stunned partly by the fact of having acted at all. She
was strong Anne Cavidge. She was stupid and could see only
one thing at a time. She was suddenly able, with a strong
instinctive deftness, to run the conversation. She was suddenly aware of a vast claim being made upon her and she
stiffened and lifted herself to be ready for whatever was demanded. She was suddenly blindingly happy. She was sure

that this would be. She was surprised at her inability to behave with normal calmness. She was surprised at herself, at
the way she had just been speaking to John Robert, at the
firm almost rude tone she had adopted. She was surprised to
find that she felt no urge to smoke or drink at Imber. She
was surprised to hear herself saying this. She was sweating
after even this fairly short walk, the sun had touched her and
made her feel giddy, perspiration was running down her
brow and past her eyes, her hair, hastily pinned that morning,
was about to come down, she felt an irresistible impulse to
touch Alfred. She was tense, pinning Ann with her gaze. She
was terribly alone. She was the centre of an extraordinary
solitude. She was the elect, the Crown Princess. She was the
guardian of that past, which was also the present and the
future, keeping it safe from the evil in her soul. She was the
helpless plaything of great mechanical forces which could
kill her in seconds. She was the prisoner of his will, and in
her humble little way she both exhibited and rejoiced in her
captive state. She was the spirit of the garden, the spirit of the
stairway, always somehow passing by with flowers in her
hand. She was thinking about a cracked jug which she had
seen in a junk shop in Biggins. She was thinking how little,
in a way, she wanted Henry to marry, but since it was necessary to have an heir he could certainly do worse than marry
this girl whom Gerda could so easily control and mould.
She was thinking now, what on earth shall I do? She was
thinking of herself, of her feelings. She was thinking, I am
doing something terrible and stupid, I am destroying myself
even more, I am weakening myself, I am breaking. She was
thinking, of course I love Harry, I love him absolutely, but if
only I could stop worrying and caring about Thomas. She
was tired after her recent emotions and deserved a rest. She
was tired with the hard ascent. She was to sit quietly, to listen

attentively, when asked a question to answer carefully, not to
say anything hasty, vague or muddled, but to give a clear and
definite reply, daring, if need be, to be in the wrong. She was
too old to find her way in this wilderness of unpredictable
violence and naked personal will. She was too tired to peer,
and anyway it didn’t matter any more. She was tormented by
other images and uncertainties, had the little black duck actually got away or had it already been drowned before she
reached it, had she really seen it escaping? She was touched
by some appeal. She was touched, but more deeply disturbed and frightened, by his emotion, which she could not
yet understand. She was touched, surprised, deeply moved,
even terrified by his dependence upon her. She was trembling and shuddering, her hands compulsively fluttering, her
jaw jerking. She was trembling with excitement and terror.
She was trembling with shock and memory. She was trying
to control her breathing. She was trying to cut her long
golden plait off at the nape of her neck. She was unrevengeful and did not brood; and in the instant as she crossed the
room it was as if there had never been any trouble between
them. She was very anxious indeed to stop. She was very
anxious that Bill should not know that she had been drinking whiskey. She was very frightened at the idea of arriving.
She was very nearly thirty; and her sense of her life hitherto
as a series of makeshift stage-setting preliminaries had made
her the more rapaciously welcoming to what seemed at last
an event. She was very present to the scene yet giddy with
detachment. She was very unhappy but she did not recognize what ailed her as unhappiness. She was very unhappy.
She was visited by alarmingly precise ghostly yearnings. She
was waiting for the signs of health which would gradually
appear, touching her whole body and her aching soul with
little gentle caresses. She was waiting up for Henry not out

of anxiety for him but out of a compulsive desire to exhibit
her suffering. She was well aware of her teacher’s immense
tact, and that he had spent his holiday talking to her and
enjoying every moment of it. She was well aware of the
golden glow of ideal intention which, for the artist, covers so
often the achieved reality of his own art so that it is hard to
see the contours of what he has done amid the shimmering
lights of what he might have done. She was weeping tears,
death tears, weeping for her life, for the happiness which she
now felt that she would never have. She was without feminine wiles, and could not conceal her strength as a more
cunning or intuitively tactful woman might have done. She
was, after all, the same timid conscientious worrying Ann.
She was, daily, amazed at herself, at her self-control; and at
the terrible demons which fed upon her, and in doing so, she
realised, fed her. She was, for the moment, her mentor
warned her, being carried upon spiritual storm wind which
would one day cease to blow, just as, one day, her meetings
with her priest must become much less frequent, and much
less intense. She was, for the time, simply bereft of will, a
dazed spectator of her situation and of herself. She was, had
been as she later thought, aware that it was Stuart who was
in some way affecting her, simply by his proximity doing
something to her. She was, however, still careful not to appear too often. She was, in a house full of strong young
people, a little old woman, soon her hair would be white.
She was, now, trembling and shuddering, her heart was beating violently, she could feel her scarlet blazing face. She was,
probably for the first time in her life, utterly obsessed with
herself, interested in herself, pleased with herself, with her
ability to endure pain, with what she had called her ‘power’.
She was, she realised, very much looking forward to the
cruise! She was, then, consciously generous. She was, to use

his words, ‘getting to know her Christ’. She washed her face
which was stiff with weeping as if it had been coated with
enamel. She watched herself, she watched them all, with
amazement. She watched him anxiously, muting her love,
instinctively afraid of making him feel trapped or guilty. She
watched him breathlessly, holding his handkerchief in her
hand. She watched him intently, she watched Gertrude intently too, and she crushed down the hope in her heart. She
watched him, breathing deeply. She watched paralysed, icy.
She watched television. She watched without screaming
while his beauty was destroyed and the kind, just, witty radiance of his mind was quenched. She watched. She welcomed it as a mother might welcome the first movement of
her unborn child. She welcomed the anger as a sign of life,
of the new life. She went again to the window, and an idea
occurred to her of trying somehow to break into the idle
motionless scene. She went back to gazing, but now the
scene was invisible. She went on crying, her wet coat heavy
upon her. She went on mechanically smiling and answering
her children’s chatter as she left her room and moved down
the stairs. She went on tormenting herself about Jean and
Duncan, had Duncan told Jean about Tamar, had Jean told
Duncan about the child? She went straight to her bedroom,
took off her coat and her shoes, and lay on the bed, ceaselessly weeping and moaning and mumbling to herself, and tossing to and fro, and uttering little hysterical screams. She
went there so as to set eyes on it at last, and because she
thought it might bring her luck. She went upstairs to her
bedroom and fell like a dead thing face downwards on the
bed. She wept all the same, not only because of a bleak loss,
but because a certain occupation of dreaming was gone forever. She wept herself to sleep, but they were quiet and
comforting tears. She wept now, drooping her head, ready at

every moment to fall on her knees. She wept out of an irresistible sympathy with Gertrude’s cry, and she wept for herself and for the loneliness to come. She wept quietly or
sobbed, her body racked by a choking breath and a droning
wail. She wept quietly, for and with herself, sitting gracelessly upon the upright chair beside the wall, as some derelict
refugee might weep in an airport or a station waiting-room,
unobserved and bereft of future plans. She whimpered at the
thought, and found her tears coming, tears of pity and fear,
tears for him and for herself. She wished her visit to Lucas
was all over and all right. She wished it was all over. She
wished now that she could delay the meeting which her ridiculous mind was making so fateful. She wished Ruby
would go away. She wished she could leave it. She wished
Stuart away, dead, never to have existed, his dreadful consciousness, his knowledge, utterly extinguished. She wished
that his death could be her death. She wished that she could
knit. She wished that she could rest; but the machine only
whirled the faster, dazzling her and inducing a continual
nausea. She wished that she had not asked Felix for her
name; pale and silent now behind the name, like a funeral
effigy, stood the figure, both pathetic and menacing, of the
French girl, whom she found herself thinking of both as a
rival and as a victim. She wished that she had not torn up
Hilda’s letter for she was collected enough now to meditate
upon it. She wished they might never arrive. She wished to
pierce Willy with these words, to disturb him, even to hurt
him, but he remained remote and even his tenderness to her
was a mode of remoteness. She woke shivering from the
vision, and descending quickly by the side of the bridge
walked sandals and all into the bed of the stream. She wondered if Bill would say he was sorry. She wondered if having
failed in one marriage she should hastily contract another.

She wondered if life were like that for other people and
thought it could not be so. She wondered if Randall would
ever come back. She wondered if she ever would. She wondered if she were blushing. She wondered if she were dreaming or the victim of some devil’s trick. She wondered if she
would make a soldier’s wife. She wondered if something
would suddenly appear inside that lurid hole, Jesus Christ
perhaps. She wondered whether she should cry again. She
wondered, am I drunk? She wore him, she carried him, she
endured him all the time. She worried interminably about
Carel and the feud with the two girls poisoned her existence.
She worshipped him in her thought from head to foot, she
embraced him in the soft beating of her passionate wings.
She worshipped his seriousness about the act of love. She
would await the announcement with calmness and with
open eyes. She would be a traitor to him and in revenge he
would kill their love. She would be afraid to look. She
would be sombrely contented with the solitary destiny of
the artist and thinker. She would be there, with Crimond,
inside the box, joined together in an eternal blackness. She
would become what she had been born for, and let a million
women die and a million children wring their hands. She
would come back, jauntily, casually, almost at once. She
would come close to Rupert, she would help him to bear his
private grief, she would keep the secret of the wildness within, she would transform by patience the violence of his love.
She would cook and clean the house and bring in flowers,
aware that all the good things she felt sure she was destined
to do would perhaps after all turn out to be the dull old familiar things, the duties of her family and her home. She
would cry for herself and for her wasted life, and for all wasted and desolate lives. She would dance at Geoffrey’s wedding. She would do all things well. She would even have

been contented with much less. She would go far away and
dedicate herself to the service of humanity and be Patricia
for ever and ever after, Sister Patricia, perhaps Saint Patricia.
She would go to them in France, return with them to Chelsea. She would have been content to sit thus beside Blaise,
not looking at him, not speaking to him, not touching him,
for the rest of the night, for days, for weeks. She would have
forgiven Sandy anything and had no difficulty in forgiving
him a certain callousness where Stephanie was concerned.
She would have liked to have plunged deep into the forest of
hanging clothes. She would have refused but felt hurt at not
being asked. She would have to be patient, to be enduring,
to be ingenious. She would have to consider later how she
would escape from that very complex cage. She would have
to cope with this. She would have to go, she would have to
leave him at last. She would have to hold this situation as she
had held all other situations, controlling Bill, easing the effects of his clumsiness, guiding them both through. She
would have to learn to reinhabit her name. She would hide
herself in the cottage at Dimmerstone and shut the door on
the world forever. She would hunt for Jamesie now, now this
minute; and the possibility that she might well, on seeing
him, hurl her arms round his neck did not deter her in the
least. She would impale herself upon it. She would kill herself. She would leave the vain pursuit of the elusive act. She
would let the words find their own way out. She would like
to have boasted to him of her conquest. She would like to
have had Blaise always within sight, within touch. She would
live her own life. She would live in their midst a life of openness and gaiety, respected as a worker and loved as a woman.
She would live with her condition. She would love Danby,
and no one would be any the worse. She would make anonymity her glory and her crown. She would make no drama

of it. She would never be happy, but there was a duty to resist
despair. She would never forget those moments and the
entirely new and special and intense feelings of jealousy, even
of rage, even of hatred, with which she had witnessed Lily
Boyne’s triumph. She would never have the strength to
punish him. She would never know, and that would be her
way of surviving. She would never marry, she was not made
for the particular safety of married life, and it seemed to her
that she had always known this. She would not appeal to
him, and she so feared to be alone. She would not be destroyed, she would survive this mess she would regain her
sister. She would not cry. She would not die gladly, but then
she had not loved gladly either. She would not forget that
she had loved Harry and the remembered love would become in time harmless. She would not have done so this
morning. She would not marry. She would not run away.
She would not stay long of course – perhaps not even overnight. She would not try to pursue Austin ever. She would
not wake him like Lazarus from a dream of hell to hell itself,
a place where love was powerless to redeem and save. She
would procure herself an experience. She would regain her
innocence and keep it under lock and key. She would see
him briefly, utter some commonplaces, and be gone. She
would stay near Gertrude forever. She would take it, where
else should she take it, to him. She would, if he would have
her, indeed be Crimond’s slave; and in this context, in this
picture, she had not exaggerated in speaking of the approach
to him as something mortally dangerous. She would, submissively, wait. She yearned over his future, so full of terrible
unknowns. She, and only she, could, if it were possible at all,
help, heal, and avert disaster. She, the clever, capable, sardonic
Mildred Finch, the elderly philosophical Mildred, so very
much the mistress of herself, the captain of her very private

soul, was shaken. She’d see the place in hell before she’d let
a nun meddle with her mind and heart. Sheer hatred might
even be preferred to this. Shock was more evident than pain,
or perhaps pain was so extreme that it had brought her to the
brink of unconsciousness. Should she confess and risk his
not knowing, or not confess and risk his knowing? Should
she contrary him now? Should she not have fought him,
fighting on the side of the better Jack, the good Jack, against
the false bad Jack? Should she not telephone Brian, telephone the police, get help somewhere? Should she reply to
the letter at once? Should they not, before it was too late,
break out? Sick with anticipation and fear, she had scarcely
been able to get herself as far as the door. Sick with emotion,
she travelled to London, telephoned him, and asked if she
could call upon him briefly before dinner. Simply breathing
was a task. Since death and chance are the material of all
there is, if love is to be love of something it must be love of
death and chance. Since Guy’s death she had watched herself suffering, she had seen herself wanting to suffer, then
very gradually wanting not to suffer, wanting to recover,
wanting to want to live. Since her talk, now some days ago,
with Effingham Cooper about the possibility of a rescue she
had felt so upset and agitated that she could not sleep properly and sometimes found it difficult to behave normally
with Hannah, with whom she would find herself suddenly
breathless and blushing. Since his visit she had regained an
occasional capacity for quietness, a stillness of the body
which banished the restless aching in her bones. Since she
felt sure that she ought now to give Rupert her entire attention she found no difficulty in not reflecting too urgently
about Hilda, about Peter, about Tallis. Since that time Annette had had a number of adventures, attended by neither
delight nor grief. Since then John had become entissued in

the whole substance of her life in a way which seemed at last
invulnerable since it was removed from the drama of an ‘affair’. Since uttering the word she felt that she did love Hannah more: or simply that she did love her, since she had given no name before to her affectionate feelings. Sitting alone,
walking alone, for she shunned company and was often by
herself, she had with meticulous care recalled and examined
every minute, every moment, which she had spent in Peter’s
company since she had first met him (introduced by Manfred) at an evening gathering at Ebury Street just after her
arrival there. Sitting on the side of the bed, holding her
breasts, she was sobbing, and trying to choke her sobs. Sitting
stiffly and still staring at the door she uttered a series of low
piercing bubbling screams which crowded in her throat as
they fought for utterance. Sitting there, her hand still clasped
about her daughter’s foot, she wept without restraint. Sitting
with Peter so close to her inn the room, and looking at his
hands, Anne was suddenly so persuaded of another, a supernatural presence, that she actually stood up with the intention of going into the kitchen to see if he were there again.
Sleeping up in the attic she had bad dreams. Slow old Hugh,
she thought, and her heart dissolved in tenderness. Snap. So
complex and so swift were the thoughts, condensed yet clear,
which Edward had occasioned by his awkward intuitive
words, by his very presence. So Emily sat quietly, breathlessly,
rapt as if in prayer, letting her heart simply fill and brim over
with pure thoughtless love for her son. So far it had stood
up. So Harriet waited and hoped. So he is not dead, she
thought, I only dreamed that he was dead. So I can’t ever tell
that? she wondered. So if Duncan could have children after
all, there might yet be another child, not hers, but his, for
them to cherish.... So it had come to her on the previous
day, and came again now, the whiff, or stroke, of solitude, as

her final hope for Patrick’s life was extinguished. So it was
large enough. So it was that although she found Austin attractive she did not expect him to touch her. So it was that
she had been able to sit, in the way which so much puzzled
Rupert, in S.W.10, thinking about her husband in W.11, and
deferring any plan to go and see him. So it was that some
poor untutored craving in her for the Absolute, for that
which after all is most fixed, most permanent, most solid and
most old, had to express itself incognito. So it was that when
the awful trial did come Harriet swung into response to it
with an almost exultant and only momentarily surprised
sense of her own strength. So Jessica sought to create and to
love that which was perfect but momentary. So John, the
conscientious puritanical John, the just and righteous John,
the John-God, had coldly lied to her. So long as I can keep
it all completely dismembered, she thought. So long as she
stayed silent she had a secret weapon. So many people thinking about her, this paralysed her. So might someone look
who had suddenly seen, far off, not yet fully worked, yet
somehow there, the solution of some long and baffling
mathematical problem. So much so, that she could even be
fairly objective about poor Stephanie. So now all she could
do was shorten her dress? So now she had transferred her
own past being into that fortress which was after all not herself – but contained herself as its guardian. So now she usually retired to her own room and tried to stop herself from
listening to the quiet house and tried to stop herself from
thinking about Gerald Scottow and tried to fall asleep early.
So now she was free. So now things could move on their
own, perhaps whenever they wished? So shall I live, supposing thou art true. So she could do things – even make use of
what had happened? So she had lost by truthfulness what she
had won by lying. So she passed her days in wandering about

London and waiting for a sign. So she put them away. So
she reflected for a time, perhaps many seconds, before she
answered Maisie Tether. So she would stretch the situation,
a little from Danby’s side, a little from Miles’s side, until she
could achieve what now her whole nature craved for, another harmless love. So strong was her sense of the impersonality, the ineluctable objectivity of the happening, that it could
not have occurred to her then to wonder if Stuart too were
in any way conscious of it. So that was all that was, another
senseless fragment of ownerless memory drifting about like
a dead leaf. So there is a strange sad bond between us that
will always hurt us both. So things went on in this curiously
childish Marie-Antoinetteish manner; and so, with half of
her mind, Marian took part in them, joining gaily with the
tirelessly cheerful and prankish Jamesie in being the life and
soul of the party. So was she on the side of dragons and indifferent to the fate of princesses? So was Thomas the cause
of all her evil? So would her task be simply to escort Gertrude into the arms of her second husband? So, Gertrude too
had survived, the healthy still youthful strength of her happiness-seeking being had reached out instinctively and found
new consolations and satisfactions. So, just when she needed
him so much, he would be absent more. So, she was the
tranquil haven to which he returned after peril on the sea:
‘stormy weather’, as he called his sorties. So, these are the
rights over me which I give to Gerard. Somebody needed
her in a new way. Sobbing now with joy, Diane made her
way home. Some apex or crisis in the conversation had
passed, and Hannah looked now no longer cunning or begging but very determined, as if she were now going to explain to Marian some important and difficult scheme of
work. Some calmness came to Gertrude’s misery, but it was
a black black calm, and the old wild despair came back in

gusts, and walking by herself beside the sea she wailed aloud.
Some darkness seemed to be hovering just above her head.
Some deep strange love which she had for her cousin had
mingled itself with the plan, and it was not surprising that
Leo was shivering with anticipation since he saw Muriel
similarly afflicted. Some emotion from the past choked her
utterance. Some extraordinary painful excitement caught
hold of her like a sudden cramp, mixed with very private
fear. Some fundamental power of discrimination seemed to
have been withdrawn from her. Some great necessary integrity, some absolute availability, some eternal aloneness would
have been lost by that revelation. Some higher wiser intuition told her to wait. Some inner organ would give way, her
heart would literally break, if she did not see him soon.
Some metamorphosis from passivity into activity, from calm
into despair. Some of her friends simply never noticed when
they put on weight. Some of the possibilities, as Hilda’s
frightened imagination with a mechanical speed deployed
them, were so grotesque that she deliberately covered them
with a haze. Some old deep anxious needful worm shrivelled, diminished. Some old unquestioned thing had quietly
gone out of her life. Some people were doubtless just destined for poverty and muddle. Some precious ambiguous
possibility, which would have remained intact for ever, had
been taken from them. Some process which had been going
on for too long, and in which Muriel had herself cooperated,
must be arrested. Some tears did now come into her eyes
and she wiped them away on Duncan’s black coat. Some
tears rushed into her eyes and she tried to repress them with
her fingers. Some things were like little animals; or rather,
they were live things, with the clumsiness of objects, which
fell about, shuffled, jolted and rolled. Some whiteness dazzled
in her vision. Somehow life was easy with Tim. Somehow

the quick tears steadied her, softly breaking some tension
which had seemed as if it could only break with a scream.
Someone was holding her arm and pressing it hard. Something about the slow progress across the globe of her ex-lover appalled and paralysed her. Something behind her, something that she feared, seemed yet like a magnet holding her
back. Something gentle and gay had gone out of her life.
Something had been destroyed, smashed, and she herself was
the destroyer, the blasphemer, the defiler. Something huge
and dark moved slowly up against her in the water. Something lay upon her, pinning her to the bed. Something might
be blackened and destroyed, but it was not the tie that united
Hilda and Morgan. Something of Stella’s own original respect for George had made her virtually ignore these tidings.
Something of the worst is over. Something quite extraordinary had happened, she had achieved something extraordinary. Something rolled or ran across the carpet in front of
her and she gave a little yelp of alarm. Something seemed to
have happened to her knees and she could scarcely stand up.
Something sudden was happening. Something terrible had
happened to Anne. Something terrible has happened to me,
something which I never thought of as ever concerning me,
I am a different person, I feel that difference in every atom of
my captured and invaded body. Something terrible, horrible
was going to occur, a desecration. Something touching in
the words though not in their manner of utterance made
Marian for a moment attend more closely to the long pale
half-illuminated face; some shudder from childhood went
through her, and she reflected that if she strangely lacked
curiosity about Violet Evercreech it was simply because she
was afraid of her. Something uncanny is happening. Something very cold and frightful seemed to have passed through
the house and touched her in its passing. Something very

like embarrassment, only embarrassment potentiated into
agony, made her anxious to shun her husband. Something
was happening which could be variously described. Something was tied about her neck and shoulders. Something
went through the middle of her like a shot and she looked
away. Something wonderful to do with the marriage bond,
to do with perfect marriage vows, had made her able retrospectively to assimilate that disloyalty and make it as if it had
never been. Something, whether it was the necklace or the
golden light or the mirror itself, enchanted by so often reflecting the lovely face of its owner, made her for a moment
see herself as beautiful. Sometimes Adam’s determination to
personify his surroundings upset Gabriel to the point of wild
annoyance. Sometimes at night Jean thought about the
child, Duncan’s child, whom they might have adopted.
Sometimes her jealousy seemed at the very heart and centre
of the whole miserable situation. Sometimes it devoured
her, her substance preying upon her substance, her own cells
blackly infected and turned to burning ill. Sometimes it
smelt of blood. Sometimes more simply she thought that she
had been a coward and would pay a coward’s price. Sometimes she almost danced round him. Sometimes she and
George quarrelled in such an odd painful senseless way because their conversation went astray at some point, took a
wrong turn. Sometimes she could not keep fear out of her
eyes. Sometimes she did kneel in her room at night, but rose
quickly, knowing that she knelt to demons. Sometimes she
dreamt about him and dreamt that they were reconciled –
and in the moment of waking when she knew it was not
true her eyes filled with tears. Sometimes she felt as if she
had been delivered in a cardboard box marked ‘This side up’.
Sometimes she felt herself as being a strange quiet animal,
perhaps a rare animal, who was to be stroked and petted but

not communicated with. Sometimes she felt like someone
on a strict diet which it would be death to alter. Sometimes
she felt she was damned, sometimes she felt she should tell
everything to the police (how much did they know?). Sometimes she felt so unhappy that she wanted to die in some
holocaust of doomed endeavour. Sometimes she felt that her
work was good, and felt, what was perhaps even more important, that she was on the road, that she had got a technique and knew how to improve. Sometimes she felt that
she was going mad. Sometimes she felt that this ‘falling in
love’ was an illness which had to come to her on her return
to the world and which would before too long be cured.
Sometimes she had a feeling of what she thought of as ‘littleness’ (‘small fryness’) when she thought: how I wish I were a
great painter or a great something. Sometimes she obsessively relived past times, wondering, if I had only told him then,
or then…? Sometimes she said to herself, ‘What a pickle I’m
in’, as if by using such language she could somehow simplify
the situation and make it more ordinary. Sometimes she
thought, but hopelessly, that it might be just this separation
which damned her poetry. Sometimes she thought, I’ve
wasted my life I’ve waited though I’ve known I’m waiting
for nothing, he has accepted so much and given so little in
return. Sometimes she thought, or was tempted to think,
since she regarded the idea as a consolation, that the vast
‘damage’ with its awful consequences was something which
applied only to herself, not touching Duncan or Jean at all.
Sometimes she tried to think about painting. Sometimes she
was so unhappy she just wanted to be unconscious, not to
die exactly but to sleep for months. Sometimes such fates
could not be avoided, but here it would have been wanton.
Sometimes the apparitions were so palpable that she tried to
touch their dead surfaces. Sometimes they would make

Rosa laugh so much that the tears would stream down her
face; and then suddenly she would find that these tears were
not to be checked, and they would flow and flow until she
was sobbing to relieve a pain that lay too deep for any ordinary solace. Sometimes too she would see something in it
which she knew to be a ghost, the figure of a woman projecting from the waist upwards high up in the wall opposite
to her, like the prow of a ship, and moving slightly as if tortured. Sometimes when her mind came out into the open
and darted to and fro before returning to its refuge with
Stuart, she wondered if she were really mad not to want
more than anything in the world to see Harry and to make
his happiness. Sometimes without thought, she knelt. Sometimes, alone in her room, she knelt down, remaining quiet,
wordless and blank. Sometimes, but not often, she recalled
what it had been like before the girls, and imagined what it
might be like after them. Sometimes, however, this unnatural ‘normality’ seems to her ‘too good to be true’ and she
wonders if he will one day suddenly attack her with an axe.
Sometimes, it seemed to Anne, they picked the very words
out of each other’s heads, so close were they. Sometimes,
when she felt quieter and calmer, she reflected that this calm
was simply a disguised form of a wicked fantasy hope that
pictured her safe at last in Peter’s arms. Somewhere perhaps
there really is a house where Gerard and I will live together
ever after as brother and sister. Soon it would be impossible.
Soon it would be time to feed herself again, to continue the
motions of living. Soon she would have to face all those
strangers; and after that she would have to face Paul. Soon
there would be a new phase, not of collapse she was sure, but
of now quite unpredictable thoughts and feelings. Spellbound, Gertrude took the frail hand, sat in the bedside chair,
was convulsed with a desire to sob. Spying was a meanness

she could not stoop to. Standing in the bow window, looking out at the cold startled trees and the wet green roof of
the Slipper House, she had given herself up to a tide of emotion. Standing in the road near Lucas’s house Sefton looked
again at her watch, which was taking an incredibly long time
to drag its hands on from nine-forty to ten o’clock. Stella
began rolling her head to and fro upon the pillow, visibly
trying to control her respiration. Stella began, like any crude
ordinary person, to imagine George with another woman.
Stella continued to cry, saying nothing. Stella felt her particular Jewishness as an alienation from English society, as a
kind of empty secret freedom, as if she were less densely
made than ordinary people. Stella felt too weak and too
confused to go back, too weak to fight George physically as
she had sometimes done in the past, to hold him off until the
impulse of rage should fall back into dull self-hatred. Stella,
lying on the sofa and looking at the way her upturned feet
made a bump in the chequered rug, felt altogether alienated
from her customary reality, or was perhaps realizing that she
had not, and for some time now had not had, any customary
reality. Stella on the other hand had always plenty to cry
about. Stella watched the family scene with loathing and
sick despair. Stella would like to have been alone, shipwrecked on a desert island with George, amid dangers.
Stephanie could weep, but she would never persuade Henry
of anything. Stephanie did not believe that reality existed
except in London. Stephanie had a lazy idle body. Stephanie
pictured America, she pictured Bella. Stephanie was shuddering, her plump legs drawn up under her, hunched behind
her handkerchief, tears descending. Stephanie wept. Stephanie would have been entirely unable to resolve what had
become for her a truly agonizing dilemma had it not been
for the sympathetic assistance of Gerda. Stephanie would

have collapsed and let the old familiar demons of her life take
her over, only Gerda had forced her to think and act. Stephanie, who lived very much inside the lively world of her
fantasies, had more than once attempted to ride upon some
scheme or other from fantasy into reality. Stephanie’s flushed
face became suddenly smooth and bland and she relaxed,
lying back among the pillows and gazing up at him with her
hot eyes. Still holding the letter she went into the bedroom
and lay down on the bed. Still in the midst of fear, she began
to walk springily across the grass. Still later in the day, as a
grotesque and unnerving consolation, came a weird feeling
which Marian identified, though not at once, as a re-awakening of her sense of freedom. Still less did she feel any inclination to call her obsession by any grander name. Still no
screams, no tears, no tendency to fall down in a faint. Still
she did not move a finger or flicker an eyelid; and with a
discipline which was a last rein upon her passion she told
herself that Gertrude would soon tire of Tim, would never
marry him. Still staring down, she slowly drew it away, her
tears now falling as she leaned back, closing her eyes, seeming to fall asleep. Stoking the machine, keeping the wheels
turning for a little bit longer. Stones walked sometimes.
Strange thoughts were in Aleph’s head. Strength and love
were one for Stella, love redeeming strength, power corrupting love. Strong Anne had never conceived of herself as
likely to have a ‘breakdown’. Stuart had said stop lying and
you will see where you are, if you stop lying and go home
you will be happy. Stuart had seemed so authoritative, so
complete, something lethal making all her previous existence
worthless, inspiring that terrible craving, that pain, which
could only be alleviated by his presence and feared like death
itself the possibility of banishment. Stuart was a dream. Stuart will want everything to be all right, and I’ll help him and

there will be a bond between us. Stuart, in his detestable role
of witness and judge, had ‘got into her’. Such good children,
such ideal children. Such ideas are absurd. Such things did
Midge say to herself for consolation and to keep her mind
calm and clear while she was suffering the terrible pain.
Such thoughts and feelings, half-conscious and thoroughly
mixed up together, conflicted in Gabriel’s bosom as she
gazed at her handsome clever afflicted sister-in-law. Such
thoughts did appear, swift as black passing swallows in the
clear bright air of her love. Suddenly alone, she was confronted with a man who desired her, who loved her, and to
whom she would have in some way to respond. Suddenly
everything was frightening. Suddenly it occurred to her, I
am no longer attractive; and then that was what it all meant.
Suddenly now Annette felt helpless. Suddenly she could do
everything, dance, paint, sing, invent wonderful clothes, even
write love poems. Suddenly she was unable to control the
muscles of her face; she covered it for a moment in case it
should tell of too great a joy. Suddenly talking to him like
this was odd but somehow not difficult. Suddenly the fierce
blue eyes were blurred with tears. Suddenly they laughed
together, an old familiar slightly crazy laugh, a special mutual intimate private laugh, signifying understanding, signifying
superiority, signifying love. Suddenly, however, Rosa did
think of a project which held some promise of at least lightening the tension and, passionately desiring action of some
kind, and quite incapable of the action which was most
gravely needed, she seized upon the idea with joy. Suppose
a woman were even now in possession, in the house, ready to
open the door to Lily and sneer at her? Suppose Annushka
were to die? Suppose he were violent? Suppose I were to
kneel down now and take hold of his hand and weep? Suppose she had entirely misinterpreted the wordless time they

had spent dancing together. Suppose she is already dead, and
the house knows it? Suppose she tried it for six months and
was then replaced by a competent young woman? Suppose
she waited a few days, then wrote casually as if his letter had
slipped her mind? Suppose she were to tell the Count about
Tim and swear him to secrecy? Suppose Stella were at
George’s house; suppose she had been there all the time, not
in a shallow grave in the garden, but living there as part of
some conspiracy, laughing with George at what the town
might think? Supposing – oh supposing all sorts of things –
supposing he had fallen in love with that boy who looked
like Sinclair, supposing he were spending all his time with
Crimond discussing the book, supposing...? Supposing I lose
Gerard, Rose thought, suppose I have actually lost him?
Supposing it were simply words which now meant little,
something vague perhaps. Supposing she were just to keep
her two alternatives with her, to brood over them, pretending to comply, indeed complying, while nourishing her hidden anger as a source of power? Supposing that confident
key in the door had been Harry’s and not Thomas’s? Supposing they had told Thomas at the start? Surely by rights he
belonged to her. Surely he had been as ardent as before.
Surely people looked at her strangely. Surely she could accommodate in this large felicitous whole the fact that she did
not fully satisfy his desires? Surely Stuart was a symptom or
a sign, not a cause. Surely the past had been innocent, possessed some indestructible innocence untouched by time.
Surely the very power which she now felt she possessed
would enlighten her later about how it was to be exercised.
Surely there could be no question of her losing Anne? Surely these were ludicrous, even immoral, demands. Sympathy
was the last thing she wanted. Taking it in, Edward had,
quickly and intuitively, touched her state of mind, pressing its

structure at vulnerable and unstable points. Talking to him
about Stuart she felt she was telling the story for the first
time. Tallis was framed for suffering. Tamar began to cry at
last, still rigid, her mouth open now, her eyes pouring tears
which fell from her chin onto her lap. Tamar blushed scarlet
and moved slightly away from Duncan, pulling down her
skirt over her slender legs. Tamar burst into wild tears. Tamar
could have had longer to think about the deed which had
now slipped with such terrible ease out of the future into the
past. Tamar could not believe in the old God and the old
Christ. Tamar could rest, her breath was quiet, her eyes serene. Tamar could see what it was like for her mother in
whose wounded heart there was indeed hatred, hatred for
Tamar, but somehow love too. Tamar detested Lily, she detested Gerard, who had sent her to Duncan like a lamb to the
slaughterhouse, sent her thoughtlessly, using her, sacrificing
her, for his own purpose, to salve his own conscience, to
exhibit his own power, casting her into deadly peril. Tamar
did her best to live into it, at first simply in escaping from
hell, later in practising what seemed an entirely new kind of
calmness. Tamar felt that she made the space and something
filled it. Tamar had early understood the huge dark mass of
her mother’s bitterness, she had seen how it was possible to
expend all one’s spirit, all one’s life-energy, in resentment,
remorse, anger and hatred. Tamar had engraved upon her
mind, as a text to be meditated upon,Violet’s claim (repeated
to everybody) that if she had had enough money for an
abortion Tamar would never have happened. Tamar hated
wondering about this, and tried to stop herself from doing
so. Tamar let herself be led, letting the sulky sad rhythm enter her body, she was dancing, it was her first dance that
evening. Tamar murmured that she acknowledged her transgressions and her sins were ever before her, that she had been

poured out like water and all her bones were out of joint,
that she desired to be washed and to be whiter than snow,
that a broken and contrite spirit might not be despised, that
broken bones might after all rejoice, and she might put off
her sackcloth and be girded in gladness. Tamar recognised
the scenery of unhappiness as it existed too in her own
house. Tamar tried to say ‘kind things’ to her mother, but it
was as if, here, she simply did not know the language of
kindness. Tamar was perfectly aware of her cleverness, was
even ready to accuse herself of ‘cheating’. Tamar was poised
ready to fall in love. Tamar was suddenly uncertain, at least
uncertain how to put it. Tamar was, in her privileged interim, prepared to wait and see what later on this radiant presence might do for her. Tamar, exhausted, was sitting in one
of the tents, bowing her head to conceal her tears and trying
to make up her face. Tamar, in running to Jenkin, had wanted simply to be saved from some sort of imminent screaming
insanity. Tamar, out of her old bitter godless strength, had
been capable of saying nothing to Violet, on that evening,
about Jenkin’s death. Tamar’s hysterical vibrating voice and
what she had just said frightened Jean very much. Tamar’s
reflections on this mystery did not dismay her, indeed she
looked forward to pursuing them. Tamar’s sense of the reality of that hate, that curse, was one of the most dreadful parts
of the future existence which she saw stretching away before
her. Tasks lay ahead, one after one after one, and the gradual
return to an old simplicity. Tears began to stream down Hattie’s face and she gave a little sob. Tears began to stream
down her face. Tears began to stream down Mary’s face.
Tears blurred the carefully applied make-up. Tears came
again to Franca’s eyes, strange tears, tears for everything, for
herself as everything, tears out of the terrible cloud of hope
and fear that hangs over all things. Tears came from beneath

her closed eyelids, and as she caressed his head she smiled,
not the triumphant smile which she had sometimes pictured,
but a relieved exhausted defeated smile. Tears came from her
eyes. Tears came into Gabriel’s eyes. Tears came into her
eyes, quiet deep tears out of deep wells. Tears came into her
eyes. Tears came into her eyes. Tears came into her eyes.
Tears came into her eyes. Tears came into her eyes. Tears
came into her eyes. Tears came into Lily’s eyes and her voice
gave way. Tears came out from under her closed eyelids.
Tears came out in the darkness and wandered on her face.
Tears came quietly out of her small dog-like eyes. Tears came
streaming from her eyes and fell onto her white blouse and
down between her breasts. Tears came to Charlotte too.
Tears came to her as she sat alone and rocked her decaying
tooth with her tongue and strummed tunelessly upon the
strings of the guitar. Tears came to her now, wrapping her
whole head in a quick storm. Tears covered her face as with
a veil and filled her vision. Tears covered her face as with a
veil. Tears dropped off her sun-warmed cheeks on to the dry
hay. Tears fell from her eyes, tears for something wonderful
which had had to end and was gone into the past where it
would fade and not be remembered as she remembered it
now. Tears filled her eyes. Tears flooded into Rose’s eyes.
Tears flowed more freely now; and she heard drumming in
her ears, heard, as she had heard it all through that dreadful
week in nineteen sixteen, battering and breaking her heart,
the thunder of the English guns. Tears gushed from her eyes
and nose and mouth. Tears had brimmed over Gertrude’s
eyes, and her cheeks in a moment were flushed and wet.
Tears had come and she whimpered quietly. Tears now came
into her eyes and rolled sideways into the mass of her damp
hair. Tears of helplessness and misery coursed down her face.
Tears of pain flowed upon her face. Tears of suppressed half

hysterical mirth began to course from her eyes. Tears of
weariness and impotent rage and empty lurking fear overflowed her eyes. Tears rose automatically and at once into
Harriet’s eyes, and she drew Lucky towards her again and
began to caress his big long soft muzzle, stroking his black
lips and touching the fangs beneath. Tears rose into Morgan’s eyes and she rubbed them away with her knuckles.
Tears rose up behind Gabriel’s eyes. Tears seemed to come
now from her eyes and nose and mouth as if her whole being
were dissolved into water. Tears spouted from her eyes. Tears
sprang into Anne’s eyes. Tears started in Gertrude’s eyes and
she slowly wiped them away with one hand, still looking at
him, now almost glaring. Tears started suddenly into her
eyes, and she turned away, brushing them roughly. Tears
streamed down Hilda’s face. Tears welled up and filled her
eyes and her throat and she lay back moaning upon the bed.
Tears were coming down her cheeks, she touched them with
the back of her hand. Tears were in Dorina’s eyes. Tears were
in Lily’s eyes. Tears were now streaming down Tamar’s face.
Tears were quietly coursing down her face. Tears were
streaming down Joan’s face. Tears, instantly mopped away,
came into her eyes. Tears, the tears that came so easily, had
risen into Gabriel’s eyes. Tears would have prevented her
from seeing the Centre Court now. Tears. Telling Harry,
telling Thomas, had not been, could not be, truthful narration, but a form of warfare. Telling Hilda the truth calmed
her heart and made her feel confident that all would be well.
Tenderness, anguish, pain squeezed her features. Thank God
he’s drinking less, French food suits him. That an erotic preference could so war with all the tried openness of married
love she did not conceive, and in any case she knew nothing
of Blaise’s ‘special interests’. That at least her imitation dedicated life had enabled her to shun. That at least would have

justified and made endurable the extreme jealousy and resentment which she could not stop feeling, and which she
felt undiminished and intensified as she now saw Miles frantic-eyed at Kempsford Gardens, pacing and shuddering inside the walls of the house like a creature in a cage. That
breathless, precarious, often tearful, prolonged and ingenious
‘fitting together’ was perhaps the cleverest thing that Tamar
had ever done. That can’t be right, she thought, what a ridiculous idea anyway. That composite image remained in her
consciousness, unassimilated and dreadful, like a mortal
illness waiting its hour. That concept at least had been, she
hoped, burnt out of her by fifteen years ‘inside’. That death
in life which she had attempted: to refuse false gods, to undo
the self, a little ever day, like picking off leaves or scales....
That episode had indeed become so dreamlike, so strangely
formally romantic, in her memory that she scarcely felt guilty
of any falsehood in suppressing it. That fact alone, Gertrude
felt, was enough to craze her. That flabby ageing surface invited no touch. That ‘forever’ was at times very very close to
her heart. That had caused Pearl a lot of joy and pain. That
had seemed inevitable and unnatural. That he had never
seemed to doubt himself as a priest, equally confident in
church and in bed, had given Pattie at first a sort of moral
insouciance which was like a kind of sublimated cynicism.
That he kissed her hand somehow impressed Midge very
much. That her love was in secret became the more important as she observed, sharp-eyed and prophetic, the breakdown of her parents’ marriage; and as she saw the pattern of
events develop in an ever more menacing way her hopeless
will to have Felix produced, as a secondary growth, a more
viable will at least to prevent her mother from having him.
That I’m back again and have a dear husband and a home –
that’s pure luck really. That is how it will be; and then our

love will be reinforced, increased a thousand fold, deified.
That is how it would be; and until then she would live as one
dead. That is the same as dying. That is what I am escaping
from, that is the alternative. That is, she had not been dreaming or having some kind of chemically-induced hallucination. That jerky violence which had so plucked at her nerves
now merged magnetically with the sovereign forces of her
own nature. That Julius might have cared about the child
and wanted it, that the child might have reunited them, that
everything might have become unimaginably different and
better, these were thoughts which she simply dared not now
permit herself to think if she wished to retain her sanity.
That love all belonged to the elapsed moment. That love was
crippled from the start. That might have helped me. That
morning Franca had tried to break a cup. That much grace
had been given her. That night she dreamed about fishes
suffocating. That outcome was concealed in a blaze of light,
and if Peter could love her all else would fall into place. That
particular betrayal had injected its venomous power into the
whole of her past, changing all that was good into rotten
specious appearance. That particular shock can never happen again. That Paul was a violent man had been clear to
Dora from the start. That seemed a laugh now. That she
condemned herself in moral terms brought no consoling
spring of vitality and even guilt gave her no energy. That she
could still be an instrument might have comforted her once,
but not now. That she had any power over Paul never occurred to her. That she had deeply hurt Paul she tried not to
remember. That she had no memory made her generous.
That she was clever was, in this, nothing. That she was in this
extremity she had so far concealed from him, by an avoidance of long or intimate talks, and by a partly simulated concentration upon Miranda. That she was on the brink of

some terrible act of destruction had at moments occurred to
her, but without in any way affecting her resolution. That
sort of girl was able to mature the most infamous plans behind a mask of naïvety which deceived even herself, living in
an atmosphere of hypocrisy so total that she was unable any
more to distinguish the true from the false. That terrible
time, its misery and its shame, lived within her unassimilated
and unresolved. That the concept of a personal God began
to seem to her more and more problematic did not too
much dismay her. That the real possibility was an impossibility was a contradiction which she would have somehow to
learn to live with. That this made no sense did not prevent
Diane from supposing it. That time now seemed in memory
like a sunlit battlefield, a joust, with pennants flying and naked deadly lances, not yet stained with blood. That too was
part of a machine from which she had not, for all her ‘feelings’ and her ‘principles’, the spirit or the courage really to
escape. That utterly unexpected intrusion, that theft, had
made her want to weep and scream. That was a relief from
pain. That was all that he gave her, and it was much. That
was her certainty. That was how she felt it all and lived it all,
and this was a great part of her happiness. That was marriage,
thought Dora; to be enclosed in the aims of another. That
was not the stuff of her great love which had now been almost entirely transformed into pain. That was one pain.
That was possible. That was the first weakness, the first failure, which had led on, so inevitably, through the series of,
not after all so many, girls who did not matter, to the girl
who mattered; and to the point where Franca’s complaisant
kindness must come to an abrupt end. That was the pure
honey of love, of hope. That was what she was for; she was
for Gerald Scottow: his adversary, his opposite angel. That
was why she dressed, on that evening, invisible and old.

That way indeed madness lay, an impure profitless suffering
which at least she could spare herself. That way is a mystery,
a long long servitude, a complete loss of self, an utterly new
being, a cloud of unknowing. That way real madness lay, and
a kind of ignoble detestation of her husband which she had
never yet allowed herself to feel. That which was at the opposite extreme from love: the cynicism of a deliberate contemptuous diminution of another person. That will be my
life. That woman whom he mourns so has ruined his life, she
thought to herself. That would be impossible too. That
would have been to try to live partly in a happy past which
no longer existed. That would not happen again; she could
find all that she needed in a set of arrangements which would
involve no falsehood. That, unless it was very heavily disguised, she did not feel to be in the situation at all. That’s the
real world. That’s what God is for, to make our lies truth by
seeing into the heart. That’s what Guy would have done.
That’s what Thomas knows, but he won’t say, he’ll just watch.
The ‘cutting of the painter’ had been an idea that concerned
only herself: it was her own freedom only which had been in
question. The ‘dignity’ of her relation with the boy forbade
any such vulgar proceeding. The absence of organised work
from her life was bad. The absent Paul, haunting her with
letters and telephone bells and imagined footsteps on the
stairs had begun to be the greater torment. The absoluteness
of the trust, the large sums of money involved, the larger
sums of more important matters, sometimes stunned Pearl
and touched her with a terrible deep touch. The action
made her with a shudder intuit a whole dimension of otherness, Rupert’s otherness. The advent of Tim Reede had been
a vast explosion like the explosion of a volcano which sets
free a red-hot catastrophic outpouring. The agony of not
knowing whether he knew and what he thought was be-

coming just physically too much. The agony was of suddenly feeling herself so separate and so secret. The alternative,
for me, is misery, madness, and I cannot go on like this, I
must know my fate. The angel of miracles had come to her,
to her. The anxious tired beautiful defeated golden-eyed
face blazed at her for a moment in the half-light as if it had
been literally illuminated. The argument would have to take
place, and she rather looked forward to it. The aspect existed.
The awakening was terrible. The banality of her imagining
made her sigh. The baneful memory of that night haunted
her, sometimes tormented her, although she did not really
imagine that, for her, it could have been different. The bare
untapestried wall behind her was like a chill opening into
the void. The beautiful woman entering John’s front door
had been an indubitable percept, something novel, an occasion of quite new thoughts and hence a freshener of love;
and as there is a joy of loving which lives even in extreme
pain, there had been something invigorating and even cheering in this period of jealous love. The bedroom, unlike the
drawing-room below, might have been any man’s room, yet
it was full of the ghost of Ducane which, distilled now into
a purer male essence than any she had ever encountered, assaulted her fainting senses. The best possible was being done
for him, and that must for the present suffice. The big sphere,
cracked and incomplete at the near end, composed of the sky
and the sea, enclosed Paula like a cold vault and she shivered
in the sunlight as if it were the ray of a malignant star. The
big thing was that her channels of communication with Rupert were indubitably blocked. The bitter memory of the
newly painted door and the beautiful woman entering. The
bitter tears poured from her eyes as she sobbed into the limp
handkerchief with her wet mouth. The bitterness of that
bitterness. The black canopy had gone away and her breath-

ing seemed likely to go on. The black years had dropped
from her heart, and she had felt again that free impetuous
movement towards another, that human gesture which
makes each one of us most wholly himself. The blazing light
was rhythmically changing into luminous flashes of black,
tugging the visible world away from her, tugging her out of
consciousness. The blue-tits at her bedroom window wore
demonic masks. The box, the box, the box. The bright airy
light surprised her as if she had been in a dark place. The
bright eyes were near, hypnotic, glaring dazzling, filling her
vision, directly ahead of her, rushing, charging towards her.
The brothers had opened in her some profound seam of
vulnerability and grief. The burden of sin was another matter: there was a burden and a grievous remembrance, hurt
and damage and remorse. The burden was like guilt. The
calm face she had known all these years was gone and a
strange woman stared back, big eyed and distraught, her
mouth ugly with grief. The certainty grew upon her that
she must tell Austin, and not tell him after a while, compelled
by nervous terror, but tell him at once and ride the consequences into whatever smash or chaos might ensue. The
change in her face now seemed to Marian to be this: the
spiritual veil or haze, the strange light, had been taken away,
to reveal the irregularities of the features beneath. The children loved her but shunned her, or perhaps she herself was
instinctively setting them at a distance. The church bells
were silent, the wet grass was soaking her shoes, she felt an
old anguish which had perhaps been hanging somewhere in
the garden in a thought-cloud from the past, her sudden
piercing obsessive jealous remorse when she had heard that
Linda Brent was going to marry John Robert Rozanov. The
clamorous needs which devoured her were hideously unpractical, and she envied those for whom the want and the

grasping movement were one and the same thing. The cliff
seemed to shake with the heart-beats of the sea. The climax
of the story had arrived so suddenly she did not know what
to say. The closed system which encircled her like a dance in
slow motion was exactly what had made her sleepy. The
cold sea breeze chilled her cheeks where the tears were yet
coming. The cold stale smell of loneliness came to her from
the dark stairway and her face felt naked and cold with solitude. The coldness surprised her, she had forgotten the outside world. The collapse was, she reckoned, too complete for
that. The colours too seemed like dream colours, vivid and
yet somehow enclosed and dulled, not reflecting light, as if
they were intense colours seen in darkness. The common-sense idea that she did not have to choose between
sacrificial love and self-destructive hate, but could gently and
ironically withdraw from Jack and let her famous ‘love’ die
quietly of starvation did not appeal to Franca. The comparative calm, the muddled decency, of that first meeting, the
well-intentioned dignity which she, Harriet, had both displayed and imposed had given her an exalted feeling which
she at once mistook for something rather like love. The
condensed mass of all her recent thoughts and feelings was
exploding inside her head. The condition into which Marian had entered, into which she had thrust herself, had origins further back. The conversation in the Old Brompton
Road was more like an experience of the inferno, but lovers
are accustomed to fire. The cord twitched her back. The
cosmic explosion of falling in love with Julius interrupted
Morgan’s converse with Hilda as it interrupted everything
else in her life. The cottage made her miss him dreadfully in
an instinctive way, and she wept. The courage of the whisky
had gone from her. The craving for God, once fully established, is perhaps incurable. The crisis seemed already to

have lasted for days and days. The cruelty of his disappearance was an awful just judgment. The dark night had not yet
begun, but would begin, and she would weep. The darkness
in which those two held her was profound beyond the reach
of names. The darkness, the silence, and their proximity
made her quite suddenly physically aware of Toby’s presence.
The days that followed, during which she received a demonstration of what she more than half knew, that Felix saw her
as a child and noticed her only because of Ann, bought her
private anguish to a climax. The dead Parvati reigned felicitously over their marriage. The dead, she thought, the dead,
and formed abstractly, emptily, namelessly the idea of her son.
The decision itself, thus quietly formed for her by drifting
time, was clear enough, but its significance was still somehow
obscure. The deep rapport between herself and her husband
was somehow broken. The deep vibrating beat of the music
upset her, she wanted very much to dance. The deferred
confession, the emotional discussion not without the shedding of tears, consoled them both and mitigated a sense of
guilt. The desire to see him, to be with him, made a dark sick
pain which gradually assumed the aspect of fate. The desire
to tell love is a natural ingredient of love itself; love feels it is
a benefit, a blessing, a gift that must be given. The desire to,
at the right time, tell him became, as the years moved forward toward that time, increasingly painful, like a poisoned
wound that must heal itself by breaking open. The devil was
alive in her life and seemed to have taken over some of the
functions of God. The difference then she could never have
conceived of beforehand. The door closed softly and Dorina’s tears began to flow again. The door of the trap, still ajar,
was closing, and it was the moment to dart through, to escape. The dragon was innocent, all beasts are innocent, and
princesses should be careful and not make themselves attrac-

tive to monsters. The dreariness was already with her, it had
its part in her present jumpiness, her present tears. The early
birds reminded her of the nuns singing. The earth was pressing upwards against her. The elated confidence which Paul’s
love had given her at first began to ebb. The electrical field,
perceptible when he had first entered the room, increased in
intensity, surrounded her and made her tremble, almost
shake. The electrical force which had, for two years, bound
her in all her thoughts, in all the lively predatory impulses of
her feelings, all the vibrations of her physical being, to this
one man, had been switched off. The eloquent pleading
which had moved Blaise was invisible to Harriet. The empty space, the nothingness of what had once lived and moved,
the loss of that sense of his being somewhere which gave
poles to the world. The enchantment was beginning again,
the first words of the spell were being hoarsely murmured;
and it was the more terrifying since Marian realized obscurely but at once that this was a far far stranger and more
dangerous spell than the old one. The endless rhythmical
noise covered Annette and held her for a while motionless
and appalled. The energetic rage which she had felt against
Jack, which had drawn its power from its secrecy, its did they
but know, seemed now merely a useless self-torment. The
enormity of ‘one roof ’ had taken her by surprise, and it was
perhaps the way that had stiffened her which made her now
feel so free, so beyond obligation. The episode of Alison’s
knee had been startling, but Franca had somehow shuffled it
off, undramatised it. The exercise of any sort of spiritual or
doctrinal authority had become abhorrent to her. The existence of her father weighed on her bodily, oppressing her like
matter not like thought. The extraordinary drunken scene,
the love scene, the treason scene between herself and Alison,
had not been repeated. The face was floating in the sea di-

rectly opposite to her, just beyond where the waves began to
rush in. The fact of the child made it all so mysterious and
huge, made of it another rival place where Blaise was hidden
and whence he looked at Harriet with strange alienated eyes.
The fact that grand perfect Tamar was in such a mess made
Lily feel a bit more philosophical about her own messes. The
fact that so little was expected of her was itself significant.
The fact was that she still wanted, and went on wanting, that
slim young blue-eyed red-head, and nothing else in the
world would do. The familiar roads between Kempsford
Gardens and Stadium Street seemed like those of an unknown city, so many were the new things which she now
began to notice in them: potted plants in windows, irregular
stains upon walls, moist green moss between paving stones.
The familiar smell of whiskey crept like incense through the
room and pervaded the plump figure in the dressing-gown.
The familiar sound of the telephone bell sounded like a signal from another universe. The faster the quicker. The fate
of the child, the child whom she had mentioned to no one,
not even to Hilda, and which she had never for a second
thought about as a human individual, burdened her suddenly, an indissoluble lump in her inside like a second pregnancy.
The fates had done Emily an amazingly good turn, and she
could afford to be generous. The few early passers-by saw
her streaming tears and turned to look after her. The fiercer
agony of it had abated sooner than she would have expected.
‘The final bust-up’ would mean either, almost impossibly,
Emily’s total possession of Blaise or else, almost necessarily,
the withdrawal of Blaise from her life. The fire licked its
wood hungrily and subsided, image of her thought. The first
shock of her despair was over. The first time, she thought,
that she had really seen Peter was when, in the spring, on her
return with Gertrude from Cumbria, she had noticed that

he was in love with her friend, and had felt an instant pang
of irritation. The flight symbolized her surprising determination not to forgive her husband. The flowers were beginning to quiver in front of her eyes. The fog excited her. The
front of her mind was composed, but in the far background
there was a sense of foundering, of confused panic and flight.
The Ganges, the Thames, Mildred with tears in her eyes,
turning away. The garden was full of stones. The garden was
so much like the inside of her head. The garden was thick
and magnetic behind her. The garden, which had been for a
while so real, had become itself again, empty and still under
a grey sun, a thought-place. The garlic, the olives, the oil,
suddenly looked to Dora like part of some dreary apparatus
of seduction. The golden group about her still seemed
sheathed like seraphim from head to foot in serrated wings
of light. The golden life-giving egoism and rich self-satisfaction of Kate and her husband inspired in Mary a certain
hedonism which, puny as it was by comparison, was for her
a saving grace. The great dazzling void which had, at the end
of her talk with Douglas Swann, so authoritatively contained
her, was shrunken now and darkened and crossed with the
old cares. The great lawn at the cliff top remained cold and
attentive, visible yet unreal, waiting to see what she would
do. The great ray from afar was pinning her between the
shoulder blades and trying to force her down again. The
great staring eye closed and tears suddenly washed down Alison’s cheek. The gross details of infidelity did not touch
Harriet so much as the theft of that intimate personal tendresse. The guilt, the disloyalty, the lies, the hurt and harm
done to others, must be seen as real. The heart-string, she
thought - what is the heart-string? The helplessness of human stuff in the grip of death was something which Diana
felt now in her own body. The hollow sounds boomed far

distantly, buzzed and droned. The honey-magic had lasted,
had grown even more intense and wonderful. The hot tears
warmed her cheek, mingling with the rain. The house
around her felt happy too with the stored-up warmth of her
anxious yet composed and unassertive temperament. The
house evaded Alex, a reflex of her loss of grip upon life. The
house felt hollow and meaningless and sad, like an empty
house. The house felt inward, mysterious, full of thoughts.
The house had become terrible to her. The house had fallen
down. The house had, as Harriet intended, impressed Emily.
The house itself bore witness to the dislocation. The house
just looked a meaningless mess and Harriet had no will any
more to cherish it. The house she must and could face. The
house still keeps for me a smiling Hilda. The house was
mortally wounded. The house was now more totally a prison than it had ever been. The house was, after all, the fortress
and the symbol of their united family, Harriet and Blaise and
David, as it had always been. The huge heavy white breast
reared itself above her like a great shield in nightmare dreams,
pressing her down. The humiliating guilt which she had felt
when she first confronted Harriet appeared to have gone,
charmed away, it seemed, by Harriet herself. The hurt is to
my vanity. The idea began to take hold of her that he had
really gone, Clement, gone. The idea came to her sometimes
that she should go to Tallis and tell him all about Rupert and
Hilda, tell him everything, everything, everything. The idea
formed itself like a pendent notice hanging in front of her
eyes. The idea had also at one point come into her mind, put
there by something scarcely definable in Gerald Scottow’s
manner, that Mrs Crean-Smith might be not always, entirely,
absolutely right in the head. The idea had never entered her
head. The idea had sometimes occurred to Ann, and she
hated it, that quite involuntarily and unreasonably she made

them both feel guilty. The idea of being alone with George
in this intense wild region filled her with fear. The idea of
Blaise conversing with Emily McHugh about herself was
something Harriet could not yet contemplate. The idea of
doing what she ought, early and deeply implanted in her
soul, and sedulously ever since cultivated, had by now almost
removed from her the possibility, even as something prima
facie, of a pure self-regarding movement of will. The idea of
growing up had always been for Annette the idea of being
able to live at her own pace. The idea of introducing that
irresponsible animal into the orderly and enclosed world of
Elizabeth now seemed to her not ill-considered so much as
senseless. The idea of keeping it and reading it at intervals
was horrible to her. The idea of Parvati did not distress her,
on the contrary. The idea of redemption, vague and yet
somehow for her entirely factual, stayed with her as a consolation of a special kind. The idea of setting pen to paper was
already too attractive. The idea of some total escape was attended by a vision of dazzling happiness: just to be by herself
somewhere where there was no sex and no men, not to be
doing any more of the things she was now doing, this would
be enough. The idea of suicide was not forced upon her by
circumstances or disappointments, it was entirely and deeply
natural to her, and she had early provided herself with a stock
of sleeping-tablets sufficient to remove her promptly and
painlessly from the mortal scene should she choose at any
moment to quit it. The idea sent the blood rushing to Dora’s
head. The idea that George was going to commit suicide had
now lodged in her mind. The idea that Hannah was mad
shot across her mind like a meteor and disappeared. The idea
that he might somehow take Sandy’s place had been a dream
of her first grief when she had had to invent some sort of
consolation or die. The idea was disconcerting. The idea was

horrible. The idea was terrifying and painful. The idea was
vague, wonderful, with its sudden suggestion of purpose, of
space, of change. The ignorant familiar furniture crowded
affectionately about her, the familiar row of trinkets paraded
upon the chimney piece, a tie of Blaise’s lay upon the table
and his blue enamel cuff-links which she had given him.
The image gave her an awful cold gratification. The image
of Gerald suddenly rose before her like an apparition. The
image of her stone-obstructed mouth and weighted tongue
reminded her that that morning, visiting the stables to fetch
apples, she had picked up one of Sinclair’s stones. The image
of the enraged Randall so trammelled almost made Ann
laugh, and with that an agonizing protective tenderness towards her husband brimmed up in her heart, so that at the
next moment she almost wept. The image was pleasurable.
The images accompanied her to bed. The impression was
momentary, but connected in some way with the pain she
had felt by the window. The impression was so strong that
she was not able to bring out the dismissive ‘thank you’. The
incredible, the impossible had happened. The indestructible
chariot in which she and Anne were to ride on through life
had turned out to be an illusory vehicle after all. The indifference to life which she had expressed to Felix at Seton
Blaise seemed to her genuine, and she had leapt from the tree
with, she felt, a real preparedness for death, though also with
the hope of impressing Felix and landing in his arms. The
information which she had gained from Felicity, vague as it
was, was sufficient to dispel her sense of guilt, and also to put
her in possession of a weapon which it was certainly at this
time convenient to have. The instant frightful loss was hard
to bear. The intense cold seemed to dim and lower her consciousness until there was nothing except a faint flickering
awareness which was scarcely aware of itself. The intense

relief of not facing death, as if Stuart by rejecting her could
decree her end, filling her with gratitude to Edward, made
the image of Stuart less huge, less final, more human. The
intense sick feeling appeared as a sense of time. The intensity
of her desire to speak to Nicholas was almost depriving her
of breath. The intoxication of freedom had even come to
her, like a helpful attendant spirit, at the due moment. The
last days of Teddy’s life had been terrible. The last few days
of seeing Henry running free, of experiencing his polite alien unattached coldness, had wrought a change in Gerda.
The last visit on the last day, as closing time approached, indeed the last minutes of any day, had had this quality of
heart-breaking severance, combined with an anxious thrilling sense of a garbled unintelligible urgent message. The
least weakness could make a catastrophe, a desolation. The
letter had arrived three days ago and she had intended to
destroy it at once, for fear of Thomas finding it, and for fear
of being tempted to read it again, but she could not. The
little mouse which had run so fast and so far would now sit
still in its corner. The little things, her substitute children as
the man had unkindly said, were, like magical charms which
survive into another scene to prove that one did not dream
the previous one, proofs to Diane’s unconscious mind that
innocence existed, her innocence and no one else’s. The
loathsomeness at the centre of it all. The loss of her reason
did not seem to have made her unhappy. The lost contact
with Rupert hurt and hurt. The love between her and Blaise
seemed strangely renewed and made innocent. The lying,
the concealment had poisoned them. The magic, for which
she was now ready, exerted its power. The main uncertain
factor had been the weather and that, as Marian rose early
from a sleepless bed, seemed likely to be perfect. The man
had been lonely, perhaps he had only lately arrived in Eng-

land, a new immigrant, living alone, made to feel unwanted,
looked askance at, victimized. The meaning of her life was
hidden in the future, in the time when she would become
Patricia. The melancholy itself was a sort of precious
achievement. The memory of his passionate childish kisses,
still clear in her mind, moved her to tenderness, and she realized that she had not been unaware of the charms of that
hard adolescent body and fresh uncertain face. The memory
of this dream suddenly, and with an extra vividness, recurred
to Tamar as she sat on the sofa beside Duncan and read the
momentous letter. The metal, greyishly shiny, was cold and
sickeningly real. The misery of her body mounted in a physical paroxysm. The moral weakness which Gerda sensed in
her future daughter-in-law expressed itself in more corporeal ways. The more complex hunger of their mother they
were unable to satisfy. The more she could ‘oversee’ the situation, the safer she would somehow feel. The music, almost
unheard now, had drawn her into a solemn meditation
wherein she must try, so much more deeply, to understand
these people for whom she suddenly felt responsible. The
mystery was displaced, but it remained suspended in Annette’s vision of the future, an opaque cloud, luminous with
lightning. The name came out into the room, an alien gobbet floating away into the air, drifting back again, hovering
just above the level of her eyes. The necessary courage is that
full endurance in secrecy, that being dismembered in secrecy,
the willingness to surrender, in whatever strange way it
might be asked for, an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth. The
need for action, so far from being satisfied by mere ritual, was
grown within her into an obsessive fury. The need to stir
Elizabeth, to wake her, to do something unexpected, simply
to see Elizabeth talking to another person had grown in
Muriel as something connected with her own self-preser-

vation. The need, now, to ‘do something about it all’, was
intense. The new world is illusion, it’s poison. The next day
she felt a little less certain. The next moment Muriel told
herself it was impossible, idiotic, dangerous. The next moment she and Peter were locked in each other’s arms. The
next moment she was a shocked spectator, seeing them both
as something in a theatre, perhaps ballet dancers pretending
to be puppets. The next moment she was lying full length in
the long grass and there was a great deal too much light. The
next moment with an almost cold sense that there was nothing else to be done she fell on her knees at Hannah’s feet.
The next morning, awakening and not knowing at first
where she was, she was overwhelmed with misery and fear as
she remembered herself and her situation. The next things
that happened happened very fast too; Marian recalled them
afterwards with a strange photographic clarity with which
she could scarcely have perceived them at the time, locked as
she was with her face half hidden in Hannah’s shoulder. The
nightmare was at an end. The noise seemed now not to pass
her lips but to issue out of her head. The notion that Gideon
had been a bit ‘keen’ on her, and proving unwelcome had
transferred his attentions to her cousin, travelled with Violet,
a dark cancerous nugget, which, as she grew older, became
blacker and larger. The notion that one will not survive a
particular catastrophe is, in general terms, a comfort since it
is equivalent to abolishing the catastrophe. The notion that
Paul might keep her past alive to torment her with, now
occurred to her for the first time. The notion that she could
even now if she chose to walk to Elizabeth’s room and open
the door was present to her mind painfully but remotely like
a detailed and academic hypothesis of a torture. The not-lying made everything so completely different, and of course
not as it once was. The novelty of Lisa had worn off. The

objects in the kitchen, in the bedroom, in her boudoir, in
Blaise’s study, which usually, untidily and randomly placed as
they were, coalesced into an organic interior, like to the
world of a rich and well-regulated mind, were suddenly disconnected from each other. The objects in the yard were
present to her with an appalling precision. The obliteration
of self, the dazzling blindness of the love-act which was both
part and all of their lives, constituted a mystery or ritual with
which she lived in a continuous present of anticipation and
remembrance. The occasion of it all, her insane passion for
Eric, had been erased from her mind, but otherwise she had
got over nothing. The odd thing was how pure and clear all
that joy had remained in the midst of Gertrude’s dark accompanying preoccupying consciousness of herself as bereaved, as widowed, as in mourning. The odd thing, and Jean
reflected on this afterwards, was that when Tamar began her
revelation Jean had taken the situation in instantly and had
felt, in the midst of shock and dismay, a kind of pleasure at
the idea that Duncan was to blame for something, that his
life was imperfect too, he had deceived her and did not yet
know that she knew. The old barriers which had seemed so
strong had suddenly vanished. The old eternal communication between herself and Blaise had ceased. The old grey
Charlotte just smiled. The old misery awaited her at Ebury
Street. The old wooden kitchen table had been banished to
the garage and the red tablecloths had gone to Oxfam. The
old words, whatever they meant, were filled with an irresistible authority. The older machine was harder work, but she
liked the way in which it demanded the rhythmical co-operation of her whole body and left her tired, with a satisfying
tiredness like that which she remembered having had long
ago in childhood after she had been working in the fields.
The only person she felt in any way inclined to see was Ju-

lius, him she even at moments craved to see, but it was an
odd craving, as if for something unreal. The only relief from
endless speculation was fantasy, and of this she only allowed
herself a very little. The only thing I ever did in my life, she
reflected, which was unnatural was to marry Tallis. The only
thing she did not attack was Gertrude’s blue and gold
Worcester cup. The only thing which at last stirred her with
a warm shudder of emotion was the realization that she had
not fed Elizabeth. The only thing which troubled her in an
immediate way was the old mother, whose presence in the
room during the love-making horrified and frightened Rosa
in a way that she could not get over, and whose very existence hung upon her like a threatening cloud beneath whose
menace she felt herself to be guilty of a fearful crime. The
only trouble is, thought Charlotte, that I hate all these people. The other side of the road seemed to be invisible, as if
covered by a black patch.The other, perhaps even worse, pain
was her love for Hattie, not a lurid secret devotion of the
imagination, but a real bond, a daily bread love, a lived reality of family life such as Pearl had never known before: an
absolute entwining of two lives, a connection the breaking
of which had seemed inconceivable. The pain increased until Diana did not even know whether it was pain any more,
and she wondered if she would be utterly changed by it or
whether she would return into her ordinary being and forget what it had been like in those last days with Bruno. The
pain of an unanswered question would spoil the morning,
perhaps the entire day. The pain of this loss burnt her in
every waking moment, that awful ‘if only’. The pain was
very great however and she could feel obscure things in the
depths of her mind shifting about in order to endure it. The
pale increasing eyes seemed to have blinded her to all other
things in the world. The pale thin tall snake-eyed heel-click-

ing figure of the Count now rose accusingly before Gertrude. The panic returned. The panic was still upon her and
a terrible urgency raked her bowels. The particular emollient
pleasure and calm which had, as they agreed afterwards, attended Franca’s and Ludens’s first meeting with Maisie Tether, had persisted, blossomed as it were, for Franca, into feelings of trust and affection which surely by now amounted to
friendship. The particular pain of this, the pain she had described as being like an amputation, flared through her body.
The particular quality of her long battle with Randall had
seemed progressively to empty the certainties by which she
lived, as if the real world were being quietly taken away, grain
by grain, and stored in some place of which she had no
knowledge. The past was never real for Dora. The pattern of
her former conversations with her husband was not lost.
The Pattie who was Eugene’s friend was just a tiny hopeful
puppet inside the real Pattie. The performance of the duties
was a real solace, and the power to perform them filled her
up at need like divine grace. The person who was saying
these things was automatically a stranger and could not be
saying anything which could alter her life. The ‘phone rang
several times, Rose could already picture herself in a taxi
racing back to his house with death fear in her heart. The
physical change in Lisa was so great that Diana could scarcely recognise her as the same person. The physical connection
between them still cobwebbed the house with its electric
silk. The pity for Lisa which she had so long shared with
Miles had made her incapable of seeing her sister as pre-eminently able to charm her husband. The place, somehow, resembled her strangely, it was nervous too. The poles and
pillars of her world had been removed. The polite precise
way in which he treated her as an instrument maintained a
distance between them, which was also an easy bond. The

power had left her now. The power of pure destruction was
still hers. The power which she had had once she had dispelled by mistakes which she could not even remember. The
Precious Blood had lost some of its magic power, and Pattie
no longer felt on easy personal terms with God, although a
veiled figure still towered to call the lapsed soul. The predominant emotion was fear. The presence of Anne in the
house is necessary to my continued survival. The presence of
both the men in this sort of quietness filled her with a kind
of happiness which was also anguish, was terror. The presence of so many things which ought to have delighted her
and been her friends brought home to Moy how little delight she could now feel and how alienated she now was
from all the beings to which she had once felt so close. The
present moment was narrowed down into a single point of
fire. The pressure on her heart relaxed. The pressure, the
pressure, cannot crush me, it forces me to think. The priest
had said she was in mourning – yes, she had been in mourning for the creature that she was going to kill. The puzzlement had not subsided as her life went on. The quality of
them would have been hard to tell. The quarrels, which
began soon enough, brought no pleasure to Dora. The question of telling did not even arise. The question of time-lapse
now seemed to her superficial and mechanical, something
subject to her own judgement upon her own history, her
own sense of what was proper and what was real. The quietness of the house, to which she stood listening, was a new
quietness with an alien tempo. The rapture and the glory
whose hauntings she suffered had never manifested themselves in her life at all. The real pain after all was not that the
world had fallen into little pieces. The real suffering was
only beginning now. The realisation that she was in love
with Ducane came to Mary quite suddenly on the day after

the rescue from the cave, but it seemed to her then that she
had already been in love for some time. The reality of the
scene she was about to enter unfolded before her in rows of
faces arrayed in judgement; and it seemed to Dora that the
accusation which she had been prepared to receive from Paul
would now be directed against her by every member of the
already hateful community. The régime which Mischa imposed upon her condemned that love to silence and deprived
it of expression – until it was being transformed, Nina had to
admit to herself, into a strange emotion which had in it more
of terror and fascination than of tenderness. The response of
this resolution was a rising flood of tears which she could
only just control. The rest had been an interlude. The rest of
the time she lay on her bed weeping, addressing Michael
whether he was present or not, reviling herself for various
crimes which were never made clear, and raving about the
bell. The rest remains, tangled, awful, the decisions to be
made, the pain to be caused and suffered, the unpredictable
edicts of the gods, the machine. The rest she would study
henceforth with the patience which she ought to have displayed from the start. The results, not yet evident, might be
deadly. The revelation, the smash, the entry of truth upon
the scene like an announcing angel had sufficiently made a
new world out of which there was no way back. The rich
exotic smell of the incense roused some ancestral terror in
her Protestant blood. The Richardesque precision and even
his intent at this moment of all moments to keep the door a
little bit ajar for Venus, Cupid and Folly, touched her to an
intensity of love for him which she could hardly control.
The role was the more grateful since the damsel heroine was
long ago dead, not forgotten, but mercifully absent. The
room about her seemed tattered, shabby, dusty, untidy, as if
she and Miranda had been jumbled together in an old bag.

The room constrained her, closing in upon her, soft and flabby. The room looked odd, as a room might look to someone
terrified or mad. The room was decrepit and ponderously
old-fashioned like the one below, but immensely, almost too
much, inhabited; and Marian felt herself shut in, almost menaced, by the circle of faded armchairs piled with books and
papers. The rudeness and the bitterness were just his way,
which after all she now knew so well. The sacred rage which
had prompted her to turn off the immersion heaters and
made her able to say ‘Hood House is finished’ had been totally withdrawn. The sad truth was that Mary simply did not
love him enough to see him clearly. The scene itself had
amused her, even excited her by a harsh bizarre quality, a
touch of an oddness, which she felt missing from her life; but
about the boy she felt detached to the point of coldness. The
scene that she loved was already being dismantled, and she
was willy-nilly withdrawing her attachment. The scene was
there before her again, the yellow grass of the slopes alive
with flowers, the green grass of the track, wiry and short as if
it had been cut, as if the place were a garden, as if it were still
a road, but a road not trodden by human feet. The scene, just
as she was about to leave it, was becoming real to her. The
scene, like a faded brown picture postcard, hovered in Mary’s
mind, making the graveyard invisible. The self-contained
stillness of that garden always troubled her with emotions –
awe, envy, fear. The sense of ‘now it’s all or nothing’ which
had comforted and released her lost its charming vagueness.
The sense of a mortal wound came later, her jealousy, her
sense of Tamar’s pain and, worse still, of Tamar’s power to
hurt. The sense of being laid aside out of the action, rejected,
no longer needed, sent away, shook Harriet to the roots of
her being and almost seemed to make her a different person.
The sense of her solitude struck her first. The sense of

Sandy’s presence was so intense she lay still for a moment
and let it overwhelm her. The sense of the sheer drop below
suddenly pierced her body. The sense of them as a family
brought with it an uneasy feeling of something missing. The
sense of this was in Hattie’s own confused pain, her tears, her
cry of ‘Foxie – oh foxie’. The sense of unreality returned;
after all, there were no meetings and no actions. The sense
that the judgement occurred without their thinking about it,
that it happened automatically, simply as it were by juxtaposition, was still more distressing. The separation was suddenly awful. The shadow of Hannah had been upon her at the
salmon pool. The shape of the downstairs windows brought
back to her that last evening, a summer evening with a lazy
pointless atmosphere like the atmosphere which she was
breathing now. The shape of the downstairs windows
brought back to her that last evening, a summer evening
with a lazy pointless atmosphere like the atmosphere which
she was breathing now. The sharp hopes twisted violently
within her. The sharp necessity of action rested with Anne.
The sheer physical authority of his presence almost reft her
of breath. The sheer strength and energy of Tamar’s grief
made it seem mad, surely a creature must be insane to utter
such terrible sounds so continuously; there is something
called insane strength and, as it seemed to Violet, this was it.
The sheer surprise of it was life-giving. The shock of the
encounter sobered her; while at the same time she realized
that she must have become half tipsy with drinking so much
whiskey on an empty stomach, as through excitement she
had eaten nothing all day. The sight had pleased her, but also
caused her some obscure pain, as if she identified with the
vixen and felt a fear which was always there in the vixen’s
heart. The sight of her mother filled her with loathing. The
sight of him filled Dora with an immediate tremor of de-

light, and a memory came back to her from her Italian journey, the young David of Donatello, casual, powerful, superbly naked, and charmingly immature. The sight of Rupert
now would make her sick with shame and about the future
of her relations with him she forbore to think. The sight of
the brand new orange bucket somehow filled her with intense annoyance. The sight sickened her. The significance of
what she had seen came to Marian with a rush. The silence,
his trousers neatly folded upon the counterpane, his brushes
and collar studs upon the dressing table, the bare masculine
plainness of a single man’s room, the bitter-sweet sense of
familiarity and absence made her suddenly sick with longing. The silences together, the sleep together, made her weep
with joy or sob inwardly with tenderness. The silent storm
of sound drummed in the huge hall. The single eye stared,
not with love or hate or even fear - there had been such
dreadful fear - but just with a sort of pure consciousness.
The sitting-room proclaimed something which was almost
poverty which had crept over Emily like an illness, a symptom of the disorder of her life. The situation was so dreadful,
so nightmarish, their details did not matter, they just confronted her as an abomination which was capable of driving
her mad. The skin of her face was so taut and drawn that
even the bone structure seemed to be giving way to the
pressure of an enormous force. The Slipper House lived in
the past, Alex’s hall of meditation was a time machine; but
the past for which she craved was a faintly scented atmosphere, untroubled by the staring ghosts of individual people.
The smarting bitterness was gone. The smell of cut grass
came to her vivid with memory, carrying ghostly pictures of
the Welsh cottage and her sad defeated parents. The smell of
her cosmetics seemed suffocating, disagreeable, as if they
were all old. The smile appeared on her lips a second or two

after the girl had gone. The soft creature which has lived and
walked secretly upon soft feet curls up and sleeps, lying half
buried in the damp earth, then wakes in an agony of pain
and strife to find that it is becoming something quite else, a
winged beast, entirely different, even living in a different element. The soft plump wrinkles of the brow, pitted with
porous spots, so close to her across the table, gave her especially the sense of something so sad, so old. The solemnity of
the thought elicited two more big tears. The solid familiar
ordinary form of the car calmed her and she leaned against
it and watched for a while the play of the bats as they swept
round and round between the lights in their soft checked
ellipses. The son she dreaded. The source of tears, touched
for an instant, had dried again. The stairs and landings, which
were blurred by her little weeping ghost, stained by her tears,
had always been strange haunted spaces to her, as if already
removed into the brown haze of the past. The standards
which she perceived, though still hazy to her, were terrible
ones. The state of prostrated reaction and shock which
Monty had predicted had come. The stifling fright and sickness came back upon her as she looked up at the dark veiled
eyes of the house. The stone made her intensely sad as if it
were demanding her protection and her pity. The strange
guilt which she had always felt before Violet had been a
shadow of which she now confusedly apprehended the substance. The strange head up in the tree seemed to be glowing in the intense twilight. The strange nature of her relations with Mischa effectively deprived her of any other
private life. The strange shock of resentment which she had
felt at first was over. The strength which had carried her
through the interview faded from her limbs, leaving them
heavy and restless. The strong sense she now had of her
companion’s shyness and nervousness set her at ease. The

substance of the summer afternoon joined their two bodies
so that when he moved she felt her own flesh very gently
tugged at. The sudden endearment, the image of the children, brought a hot rush of tears as far as her eyes. The sudden warmth of the sitting-room was almost painful. The
summer afternoon London sunshine made the room hot and
hazily bright and desolate and hid John’s figure behind a
sheet of dusty light, making it insubstantial as if it was a puppet out there that spoke his words while the real John had
merged into her tormented body. The summer melancholy
of suburban London, gritty, contingent, trivial, hung over the
scene like an old familiar smell and the unforeseeable physical operations of memory made her at each step tremble
with recognition. The sun was shining horribly and she felt
terrible. The talk with Edward, so quiet, so sensible, had itself
been a necessary event. The task was hers and hers alone.
The tears began to flow again. The tears came now in a
flood, but with them Harriet leapt up and ran out of the
room before Blaise could prevent her. The tears moved and
distressed her, such strange tears as for some terrible frightful
joy. The tears spilled on to her cheek. The tears were brief,
like the automatic opening and closing of a sluice gate, large
tears, they rolled down copiously for half a minute, then
ceased. The tears were soon dried. The tears which were her
constant companions now came again into her eyes. The
tending of Bruno had had at first simply a kind of consoling
inevitability. The terrible aliveness of the child absorbed her
to a degree which almost swallowed thought, as if the child
were already an authoritative presence, a prince (for Tamar
felt sure it was male) claiming his territory and asserting his
rights. The terrible pain began when, at some half-noticed
turning of the way, she found herself in the same world as
Felix. The texture of the face matters so, she thought. The

thought ‘it is over’ did not in any way alleviate this frightful
degrading pain. The thought about the lost bear reminded
her somehow that last night she had dreamed about Rufus,
and in the dream he was her son. The thought came to her
with a bitter-sweet sense of time passing. The thought came
to her, perhaps Eric is coming back to kill me. The thought
of Austin had hovered over her like a contraption of black
gauze ever since Garth had terrified her by his warning. The
thought of entering the water gave her a frisson which was
like a kind of sexual thrill, both unpleasant and distressingly
agreeable. The thought of Henry was like a door which instantly snapped open showing her beyond the hospital bed
with Sandy lying there as she had last seen him, as she had
insisted upon seeing him. The thought of her came tenderly
back in connection with country things: blackberrying, sloes
for sloe gin, quinces for jelly, ponies and heather, the smell of
honeysuckle or damp hay, the vanilla taste of russet apples.
The thought that she stayed on provisionally, and because
from day to day she chose to, gave her a reviving thrill as she
clutched and shook in their little bottle the precious liberating tablets whose existence she had not revealed even to
Elizabeth. The thought that this evil child would kill her
future children, would not let them live, or more cruelly
would cripple them with foul sickness, with deformity, with
insanity, coexisted for Tamar with the sense that she herself
would not now live long, was beyond the reach of reason and
love, was as darkened and solitary as if she had been immured
in a bricked-up cell and left to a certain imminent yet torturingly slow death. The thought was deeply consoling. The
thought was melancholy but there was a little comfort in it.
The time spent there after her parting from Austin now
seemed ghoulish, filthy with ghosts. The tiny solitary planet,
the poor doomed little planet, for it too must die and its

death will be terrible. The title itself wounded her profoundly. The torpid summer atmosphere of the road whose
smell, a dusty faintly tarry smell, she recognised so well, was
the atmosphere of her marriage, a gradual sense not so much
of being trapped as of a contraction, of things becoming
smaller and less bright. The tortures of the day consisted in
pretending to eat, pretending to play, pretending to be happy,
passing the hours, enduring the sympathetic looks and the
loving remarks. The trouble was that as soon as she saw Will
she decided that she wanted Nigel. The trouble was that she
could not see at present how her love for David could change
sufficiently for her not now and henceforth forever to be in
the position of concealing something which he would uneasily suspect. The trouble was that the return to London
would be so far from gay. The umbilical cord of her early
love for him had never been broken. The unexpected, that
at least was something. The unexpectedness and mystery of
the happening made her feel sick with fear as she sat now on
her bed, her teeth chattering with cold. The unimaginable
had not only occurred, but had occurred quietly, almost naturally. The unprinted sand stretched ahead, making Hattie
feel weary, weary, as if her life were already over. The utterance of the words of denial had seemed to wake her from a
trance, and she had lifted her face to Felix’s stricken and
stiffened countenance. The uttered words surprised her. The
vicious force which was now her essence and to which she
gave the name of hatred (only this was too narrow and too
petty a name to describe it) was directed upon Jack: Jack on
whom daily, as he looked at her sometimes so anxiously, so
humbly, she smiled the smile of reassurance and of calm. The
violence of her own words startled her. The violence, the
violence remained between them like a mountain, or rather
it had become more like a dreadful attribute of Richard

himself, as if he had been endowed with a menacing metal
limb. The vision excited her strangely. The vision passed.
The vivid proliferation of these fantasies had seemed to
Franca to represent her final degradation, the end of her sanity, the cell in which her husband would ultimately immure
her to whimper away what remained of her life. The vulgar
brawl which Blaise had mutely feared could not have been
more impossible, and this impossibility had been imposed by
Harriet’s own firm gentle will. The warmth of Blaise’s
pleading began at last to stream through for her comfort.
The way it had lasted, even strengthened, in her mind and
her heart made her feel a kind of faithful patience concerning its reality. The way they ‘fitted’ was a perfect miracle.
The weight had gone. The weird elation she had felt at first
at having ‘found him out’ and ‘knowing what he did not
know’ now appeared as a small nasty psychological oddity.
The weird loved atmosphere of her childhood came back to
her now, the shy awkwardness of her proud father, the little
drab cosy private formalities of her shabby home. The weird
notion that she might be in danger of actually becoming one
day as perfect as she seemed added a ghastly charm to her
reflections, as she continued to envisage various methods of
killing Jack. The weird wrecked feeling of the world persisted, as if a tornado had knocked everything over onto its
side, letting in a sort of white glare. The whole notion was
too mad: it must figure as but one more of those lurid private
consolations which those concerned with her plight continued to generate about the unconscious and unconcerned
figure of Hannah. The whole past was being sadly folded up
and put away. The whole picture now seemed perfectly
charming and full of possibilities. The whole situation was
fraught with possibilities of new and awful pain, now that
she was no longer young and wanted rest and peace. The

whole world was a jumble of mysterious destinies. The
wicked mood of triumphant secret freedom which had
come to her after her first performance of careful deliberate
lying to Jack had, for the moment at any rate, left her. The
will, returning to her, was pain too and she closed her eyes
and bared her teeth upon it. The window pane might have
been entirely opaque, she herself might have been wearing a
black veil, for all she could see of the cars and the people and
the dogs and the cats passing by in the street. The word was
frightening, some tumours destroyed their owners. The
words accused her. The words of Maisie were as sweet as
honey to her. The words spoken would be new things, composing a new world. The world had changed and there was
no going back. The world had changed. The world had
exploded into a lot of little senseless pieces. The world of art
remained fragmented for her, a shifting kaleidoscopic pattern
which yielded beauty almost without form. The world still
came to her only through him. The wound with which she
travelled vibrated within her. The yard was looking very
strange, as if it were growing brilliant and slightly larger.
Their attempts, in that house of death, to conceal their felicity were touching and unsuccessful. Their budding womanhood, the milky smell of their innocence, their secret discovery of sex. Their conflicts were no longer held firm inside
the fabric of their love. Their conversation sounded to her
hollow, like an intermittent rhythmless drum beat. Their
love had been something amazing and wonderful, but not
strong, not sane. Their never knowing would be, in the time
to come, an important part of Anne’s consolation. Their relationship seemed suddenly to have altered now that she was
to be photographed. Their strange experience had created
between them a tremulous beam of physical desire which
had not been present before. Then a hopeless apathy came

upon her, and she sat in her hotel room all day in a stupor.
Then a look of strain, almost of anger, wrenched her face, her
mouth and eyes. Then a physical warmth began to steal over
her and somehow, without altering her posture, she relaxed
and let herself be warmed. Then after a while Rosa found
herself becoming oddly secretive and possessive about the
pair. Then after a while she began to feel simply tired, surrendered to a hopeless quiet sense of ‘it’s too much’. Then
am I not a servant? Then as she got into bed she began to
wonder to herself where that house might be. Then as soon
as Blaise appeared, quite suddenly, in a great white flash, she
was able to think again, even to think logically and clearly, to
see what was important, almost to see what had to be done.
Then at last it would open before her, the ever-after land of
Matthew love and joy. Then Dora divined that Paul was
watching her, and closed her eyes too. Then for a moment it
seemed that something hot, some strengthening cordial, anger perhaps, had been injected into her blood. Then he said
her name, ‘Anne’, and she raised her eyes and simultaneously
fell on her knees on the floor. Then I shall feel free. Then I
should go mad too, she thought, I am mad – but it’s such a
pain, I must relieve the pain somehow, oh why didn’t I keep
him here at least while I thought about it! Then in a convulsion she wailed and turned onto her face, tearing at the cushions and thrusting them into her mouth. Then in a flash she
understood something. Then in early September she decided to go back to him. Then it began to be hateful to her.
Then it had seemed right again, an impulse of self-defence
which had landed her in just the proper place. Then looking,
she realized that this ordinary room was not the room that
she had seen. Then Mavis found that she was crying too.
Then Nina realized that she was running through a dark
wood. Then one day something happened which Rosa had

not exactly foreseen but thought of and refused to contemplate. Then Rosa began to laugh too, a profound laugh of
relief and pleasure. Then she began to cry and cry as if her
heart would break. Then she began to cry. Then she began
to cry. Then she began to feel frightened, as if her life was
suddenly menaced. Then she began to notice that everything
was looking different. Then she began to wake in the night
and speculate about what Bill was doing. Then she began to
wonder: what are they doing at this moment? Then she
burst into wild tears. Then she clambered to her feet and fell
with the whole length of her body against him. Then she fell
on her knees beside the chair, grasping one of his hands and
covering it with tears and kisses. Then she felt a searing pain
in her hand and her eyes closed and she fell to her knees and
then flat to the ground in a sudden faint. Then she felt an
instant spasm of pain and premonitory fear. Then she felt, I
am not only vile, I’m vulgar. Then she found that the tears
were quietly flowing from her eyes. Then she gave a moan,
lifted her face and covered it, and there followed the sharp
rhythmic wails and gasps of a hysterically sobbing woman.
Then she gave a sob and turned back to the mirror. Then
she had said to it, ‘Strange creature, what are you doing here,
you are frightening me, please go away in peace’; and she had
gone quickly past it and into her flat in a sweat of terror.
Then she had suddenly started to cry. Then she had taken
aspirins and gone to lie down. Then she looked at another
shelf and saw with horror a cat sitting there about to spring
upon the owl. Then she paused and tried to think, and with
this effort came the certainty of what she must do. Then she
ran from the room. Then she ran into the house and up the
stairs, blinded with tears. Then she realised - it’s the silkies,
they have come for me - my people have come for me at last.
Then she recognized it as a blackbird singing. Then she re-

flected that this ‘us all’ seemed to include Richard; yet there
was nothing further in the rest of time that she could do for
Richard except leave him utterly alone. Then she sat down
on the bed and buried her face in the scarf. Then she sat
down rather carefully on an upright chair, her head still
turned. Then she screamed. Then she started to cry. Then
she thought about what was going to happen and she felt
cold and black with terror. Then she thought again, I did not
love her enough. Then she thought, and I don’t desire him.
Then she thought, all breaths, all heartbeats of all humans are
numbered. Then she thought, holding each other’s hands
and taking counsel about what to do. Then she thought, is
this really all I have to look forward to, is this what I have to
comfort myself with? Then she thought, leaning back in her
seat and feeling almost sleepy, am I dreaming? Then she
thought, Oh dear, something is going to happen. Then she
thought, she is gone into privacy, she is gone, and now we
can all see each other again. Then she thought, what nonsense! – and after all, haven’t I been happy? Then she threw
her head back and uttered a long harsh cry. Then she told
herself, perhaps the change is not too terrible after all. Then
she took a few steps and leaned her head against a brick wall
and began to sob hysterically. Then she uttered a little birdlike cry. Then she went back into the little sitting-room and
attacked the room. Then she went into her bedroom and,
stuffing the sheet into her mouth, quietly had hysterics.
Then she went to bed exhausted and, for the first time since
her terror started, slept well. Then she wondered, perhaps he
can literally smell it? Then she would think, how ungrateful
I am, he has given me his precious love, he loves me and
needs me, isn’t that enough? Then suddenly she began to
laugh. Then suddenly she heard a footstep and there he was
before her. Then suddenly she remembered. Then suddenly

they stopped, holding on to each other and laughing, laughing their old laugh, but with a touch of hysteria. Then taking
careful aim with her still swinging handbag she hit him
across the face as hard as she could. Then that he would kill
Adam. Then the thing began to flutter and she saw it was a
very small very beautiful owl. Then their parts would be
reversed, he in prison and wanting to be visited, while she
roamed mysterious and free. Then there seemed to be only
one thing she could do about it and she did it forthwith.
Then there was the whole obscurity of the future. Then
there were those wheelchairs. Then this seemed mad. Then
too she began suddenly, she dared, to think about her mother’s death: suicide, murder? Then when Fiona became ill
Alex developed her obsession about getting hold of Tom,
whom she had always coveted. Then when Thomas arrived
it was as if she had expected him: such a gentle quiet unfrightening loving Thomas. Then with a deep shock she saw
Paul coming towards her. Then with a moan she ran at Michael. Then withdrawing her hands Ruby began to howl
like a dog. Then, as if she had been plucked from behind, she
hesitated and stopped. Then, as it had been suddenly sharply
uttered in the room, she heard Crimond’s voice say ‘Rose!’ as
he had said it and so startled her when she came to him from
Jean to make sure he had not shot himself. Then, if Henry
had wished to take her in his arms and talk to her of her loss,
if he had sworn to look after her and to take Sandy’s place,
she might have withdrawn from him in horror. Then, in a
storm, her own tears came. Then, moved by his gesture, she
felt suddenly carried to him by a wave of emotion, as if she
could suddenly have clung to him, joining her whole body
to his. Then, moving slowly, she turned to the bed and drew
back the wrinkled coverlet. Then,Tamar knew, she would be
forced to test the ‘fitting together’ and the ‘having it every

way’, by which she had been saved from death and hell.
There are such strange things there too. There are violent
things in my heart. There had always been a darkness in her
relationship with her father and in that darkness her love had
lain. There had been a sense of fatality, a craving, extremely
sharp and precise, to feel those authoritative cellist fingers
once again touching her back. There had been a time when
Rosa had been used to have one extraordinary thing happen
to her after another. There had been more lovemaking.
There had been no catastrophe. There had been so much
metaphor, so much myth, so much sheer sexual excitement,
like a prolonged orgasm, in that extraordinary period, so
brief, so crammed and crowded with their united being, after
she had realised that Crimond really meant it, that they
would actually come to it. There had been some strange
frame of mind which the cardboard boxes now exuded into
the thick warm dusty air. There had been too much consciousness. There had been, she felt, a kind of madness in
that relation, it was almost like a haunting. There had been,
there could be, no occasion for this. There is a grace of the
gods which sends goodness. There is a yet more difficult age
which comes later, when one has less to hope for and less
ability to change, when one has cast the die and has to settle
into a chosen life without the consolations of habit or the
wisdom of maturity, when, as in her own case, one ceases to
be une jeune fille un peu folle, and becomes merely a woman, worst of all, a wife. There is no great calm space elsewhere, thought Harriet, where a tree stands between two
saints and raises its pure significant head into a golden sky.
There is no torturer, only mortality. There is only one absolute imperative, the imperative to love: yet how can one endure to go on loving what must die, what indeed is dead?
There is no new world. There is something lethal in all this.

There might be some terrible shaking to pieces of Hannah,
some terrible dissolving of the beloved face; and once late at
night Marian shuddered to find herself half believing that by
removing Hannah from Gaze she would indeed procure her
death. There must be nothing dreadful, nothing frightening,
here. There must be some misunderstanding, she thought,
there must be some mistake. There ought to be tears, screams
and shame. There should be such, even now, even without
God, some gesture which would bring automatic
world-changing wisdom and peace. There was a cold familiar inevitability about these looks. There was a connexion;
obscurely she felt, without yet understanding it, she must
hang onto that idea: there was a connexion. There was a
convulsion in her like an act of birth. There was a distant
sound, and her heart jerked, half with fear, half with a sort of
exhausted relief. There was a force of violence in Will which
she feared but which also a little thrilled her. There was a
kind of honesty in her mode of life. There was a line of
hardness in her, a rigid steely upright as thin as a wire but
very strong. There was a marvellous equality in the way she
was able to meet his still rather suspicious gaze. There was a
nightmarish barrier between them through which neither of
them could pass. There was a physical effect, a happening, as
if her whole body were being remade, as if by radiation, the
atoms of it changed. There was a precious private faithfulness which she must keep whole until the true moment
when they were together again. There was a sharp vehemence sometimes in what Gertrude said to her, almost an
incoherent resentment, a desire to probe and needle. There
was a sort of blankness in Mrs Crean-Smith’s eyes which
suddenly made Marian feel very frightened. There was a sort
of dragging music barely heard. There was a startling possessive savagery in the words which was oddly at variance with

the accustomed douceur. There was a steady and encouraging rejoinder. There was a way and she must go on moving
forward, she was not yet safe. There was a whole reassuring
domain where Pattie was known in her ordinariness and
where the lurid purple glow was veiled. There was absolutely nothing that she could do with this huge emotion which
she had so suddenly discovered in herself. There was almost
certainly nothing to it. There was also, and she felt it now
like the first symptoms of a fell disease, her fear of some
amazing rapprochement whereby Crimond would revenge
himself on her by making friends with his enemy and taking
Gerard away. There was always a wistful not unpleasant sort
of tension between Mary (née Gordon) Scarlett-Taylor and
her son, she nervously anxious not to annoy him by her love,
he irritated, remorseful, aware of his prudent miserly concealment of his great love for her, at which, perhaps, she
could only guess. There was always something to be confessed, an extravagance or some awful worry about Luca, and
now the rent, her job, her lodger, her teeth, the increasing
unmanageableness of her existence. There was an invasion
and a pain. There was an odd sacrilegious pleasure in the
unfaithfulness itself. There was fear but now it was uninhibited, impersonal. There was for a moment a trance-like
peace as if she had been granted a timeless vision, a scene
transfigured by a ray from beyond, falling upon it accidentally like the shadow of an aeroplane upon a landscape. There
was healing for her in their coexistence with Bruno. There
was just a new and awful pain to be suffered together. There
was no doubt about it. There was no doubt about it. There
was no doubt that she saw a great deal. There was no doubt
about the fact of her being in love with Tim, and Tim being
in love with her. There was no feeling Annette liked so
much as the feeling that someone else was making or doing

something for her the fruit of which she would soon enjoy.
There was no God, but Christ lived, at any rate her Christ
lived, her nomadic cosmic Christ, uniquely hers, focused
upon her alone by all the rays of being. There was no more
stuff of life, no more ardently desired events, no more wise
and beloved older persons between her and the grave. There
was no point in being hasty. There was no question of there
being anything else in the world at all. There was no reason
why she should be ruled by her false reputation for holiness.
There was no rock of ages. There was no solution, it all came
back to Blaise in the end. There was no strain or distance
really, even her charities were easy and pleasant and rich in
the rewards of gratitude. There was no way of breaking into
this scene, for it was all imaginary. There was no way to find
out what he felt, no question she could frame or ask which
would not set something terrible quivering in the room.
There was nothing between her and a total love of Felix, no
barrier, no resting place. There was nothing playful and certainly nothing unpredictable in these relationships. There
was nothing to conceal now. There was nothing to say.
There was nothing vainglorious or forced about this view, it
even coexisted in her with a good deal of simple humility.
There was nothing venomous in this collapse and it was not
even intended as an appeal to Blaise. There was nothing very
unusual in this but it always depressed her. There was nothing which she could decide to do but wait; and she found
herself secretly hoping that in some way the brothers would
take over the situation and make all the necessary decisions
for her. There was nowhere for her tormented love to run
to and no expression which it could find. There was only
one place for her to go now, and it drew her more and more
like an awful doom-laden magnet, and that was back to her
husband. There was only the fountain lady now. There was

panic in these thoughts. There was perhaps a comfort in thus
isolating him and collecting him to herself. There was poor
Blaise himself, still too diffident to say so, but obviously detesting the idea of this exposure. There was simpler suffering,
tearful self-pitying misery in those hotels, the horrible business of the abortion through which she had passed in a coma
of grief, the dead time in Vermont. There was slight nausea
and a sense of being moved suddenly about as in some state
of drunkenness. There was so much fatalism now in her
thoughts. There was so much mysterious alien life in the
room, so many radiant centres of being. There was some
fruition of the past in this cherishing of her sister, some reassuring line of force from childhood which reached away onward into the future. There was some little, very small, piece
of Gabriel’s heart which harboured the belief, allegedly so
common among Ennistonian women, that she and she alone
could save George from himself. There was something
crude, almost pointless in this appeal to a family tradition,
just a substitute for touching George’s arm. There was something hideous and uncanny in the quiet desperate little
movement. There was something in Calvin’s tone which
made her suddenly and profoundly sick at heart. There was
something incredible about the proximity of that dark hole
and that silence. There was something solemn and florid
about this work which made Annette itch for a blade. There
was still something dreadfully fascinating about this artificial
deadened Elizabeth. There was, besides this, another compulsion. There was, in her change of plan, another shadowy
consideration. There was, in her open formless life, some
dreadful lack of vigour, some lack of any hard surface to
grasp or to brace oneself against; and she thus accused herself, ready almost to call her good and evil, she found herself
again echoing some of Randall’s words. There were a num-

ber of small things. There were differences and she understood the differences. There were little thing-creatures that
hid things, mouse-like movements in corners which ceased
when Alex looked, substantial shadows which she flinched to
avoid and which vanished as she moved. There were many
considerations here, not all of them very clear ones, which
later seemed to Harriet to have less force. There were no
fresh flowers in the house now, not even roses, which were so
easy to pick and arrange. There were no more pleasures now
in life, her stones knew it, they were dead. There were no
ordinary gestures of affection and recognition between them
which could possibly mediate such a change. There were no
pleasures. There were no presences tonight, only an echoing
void which made the dark room seem like an empty concert
hall which was somehow full of silent sound. There were
now many possibilities. There were only a lot of quite disconnected little things, quite unimportant, quite temporary.
There were rat-runs of thought here into which Gertrude
did not want to enter. There were so many other real things
to regret. There were so many thoughts which simply had to
be sent away. There were some pornographic drawings too
of which she had accidentally seen one and it had made her
feel quite sick. There were swift tensions between them,
pauses and faltering which had a grace of their own, the
moments when Muriel wished to take her cousin in her
arms and could not do so. There were times when Annette
felt that nothing really interested her except clothes: clothes,
and her jewels. There were, she felt at times, insuperable
barriers between herself and Felix. There will be time to cry
later. There would be blood, a mingling of blood, a mingling
of flesh, but they would have vanished, united forever in a
clap of thunder. There would be consequences. There
would be for her no sudden switch of the light which would

show a different scene. There would be no extremes. There,
suddenly, the light had shone. There’ll have to be talk and
it’s unkind as well as cowardly to run away like this. There’s
a head up there in the ginkgo tree, thought Alex. “There’s a
real piece of pornography for you,” she could hear Richard’s
high-pitched voice saying. There’s such a flood of happiness
waiting to be released, if only this thing were true at last.
Therefore she must be worthy of rejection. These calm
thoughts helped Gertrude not to worry too obsessively
(though she did worry) about what Guy’s family thought of
her or about how madly their tongues were wagging. These
effusions had been troubling and confusing her mind ever
since. These encounters with Theo, her inability to reach
him or see him, often brought on a sort of self-pity which
rendered his image even more indistinct. These ideas, however, although they never left her, remained in the embryonic stage, as Annette could never quite make Nina out. These
leaping forms, these pursuits and insistences, these elusive
desperate repetitions, always seemed to her like one long cry
of agony. These loose rocks appalled Nan. These manifestations frightened rather than embarrassed Pattie. These
mounting anxieties about Clement had begun to torment
her. These she would more cheerfully have done without if
she had felt that John Robert thought of her even sometimes
as something other than an efficient instrument of his will.
These speculations troubled Gertrude very much. These
tears will cease. These things were, perhaps, chemical. These
thoughts came rather slowly. These thoughts, not clearly articulated, flitted through Dora’s mind. These unmagnanimous frailties in herself Mavis saw with a cool eye. These
visions, which unfurled themselves automatically, coexisted
with Pearl’s uneasy notion, which had lately grown stronger,
that John Robert had a more intense interest in his grand-

daughter than he affected to have. These were bitter and
distressful tears, not the warm tears that brought solace to the
nameless grief. These were blundering incompetent words.
These were old griefs, often privately rehearsed, concerning
which she had never, that she could remember, exclaimed so
to their innocuous author. These were such odd things to
think that Alex felt that Ruby must have actually put them
into her mind. These were the things that had prefigured the
present moment. These words seemed to express the essence
of her resolution. These words, uttered by John Robert,
were part of a fantasy which Pearl was having as she talked to
Hattie. They are cornering me. They are not my family, I
have no family, I am alone, Tim has made me realize this.
They both seemed to be drunk with ecstasy. They can exist
only as questions and as burdens and as pains and as strange
objects of love. They cannot condemn us but neither can
they forgive. They could not help presenting a picture of life
at its most explosively robust and hopeful. They could not
help presenting a spectacle of triumph. They could not lose
each other. They flitted around with lots of other thoughts,
memories of snowy slopes mauve with aspens, of that melancholy lake in Texas, of her dear father frowning with anxiety as he prepared his lectures, of the awful little flatlet
where she had cried so much before Pearl came, of the kindly nervous guilty face of Margot Meynell, now Mrs Albert
Markowitz, and distantly distantly dimly of Hattie’s mother,
the unhappy dead lady who had once been Miss Rozanov.
They found it quite uncannily easy to talk to each other.
They found something messy, something depressing, in her
mode of existence. They had a secure complacent look
about them: the spiritual ruling class; and she wished suddenly that she might grow as large and fierce as a gorilla and
shake the flimsy doors off their hinges, drowning the repul-

sive music in a savage carnivorous yell. They had assumed
that she would immediately understand. They had had fun.
They had held their breath for Elizabeth long enough. They
had lived together for so long like animals in a hutch. They
had not had children, at first accidentally, then by design.
They had not lost each other, had they? They have acted
rightly, and just by this I am utterly brought low. They have
futures, I have none. They have no knowledge and no
strength or power. They hovered like faintly illuminated
strip cartoons at the back of her mind, performing some
automatic soothing function as Pattie cleaned the house.
They left her humiliated and exhausted. They looked upon
her golden-eyed, a little apologetically, coaxingly like children. They made, in the continuum of dark days, a pause, a
gap as it were, through which she saw so much more than
the springtime. They needed about them the invigorating
presence of shapely human wills; and they could not but see
Ann’s absence, in this sense, of personality as something mean
and spiritless and almost insincere. They never spoke later of
the lost child. They reminded her of what she now knew she
had forgotten: the special smell of her unhappiness with Tallis before she even knew that Julius existed. They shall not
overcome me, she thought. They smashed through it, revealing awful vistas of solitary suffering. They stretched before
her like monoliths that mark the way to a temple; and in
each one of them a picture of Mischa Fox was hanging up.
They talked more readily; and although their talk was still
less intimate than she would have wished, Mary no longer
had that doomed feeling of anguished needful separation
which had used to paralyse her so much in his presence.
They watch me for signs and they think I am better but I am
not. They went over the whole usual fruitless argument
about George, in the course of which Gabriel remembered

that she had had a nightmare last night in which she had seen
George floating somewhere, drowned. They were ‘pending’:
and Morgan did not feel, when she was with Rupert, that
during those hours and minutes Hilda really existed somewhere else nearby and might be wondering where her husband was. They were both waiting for a sign. They were
drifting away and she was with Blaise upon the shore. They
were drunk with pleasure, although they could not at all
coherently have said what it was that pleased and amused
them so much. They were not pretending to enjoy themselves, they actually did, by some miracle, enjoy themselves,
although hell was loose in Gertrude’s mind, and she sometimes thought in Tim’s too. They were terrible and without
sense. They were two unique things meeting one another.
They were words wrapped up, stowed away in her mind.
They would be sorry, Austin would be sorry, this would be
the last thing he would expect. They would go with her and
there would be times when they would enter bodily into her
flesh. They would watch each other grow cold. They’d be
sorry for me, they’d give me whisky and aspirins and send
me to a psychiatrist. Things between herself and John were
for the moment, for the moment only, dislocated and out of
tune. Things can never be as before, and whatever they do,
what has happened has happened forever. Things can’t matter very much, she thought, because one isn’t anything.
Things had certainly gone very far. Think. Thinking about
it afterwards Sefton reproached herself, remembering what
Lucas had said about jealousy. Thinking endlessly about this,
she began to realise that she had lost him. This absorption,
this sense of a miraculous other being, such a source of joy to
a true mother, was here torture. This act of violence did not
belong to the conduct of a man who did not care. This after
all she had always had. This also meant that she need not, at

present, think in any awful detail about the future. This angelicness was at times a consolation, but more often a source
of guilt which increased Violet’s sense of being ill done by.
This at last, after what seemed an interval of stifling in some
tapestried room, of simply looking at herself in a mirror, was
the real other, the real unknown. This awakening brought
her life and death as twin terrors. This awful idea had only
just occurred to her. This came to her in an instant with an
agony of possessive love for her son and a blinding pity of
which she did not know whether it was for him or for herself. This can only be done with him. This changed love
moves upon the ocean of accident, over the forms of the
dead, a love so impersonal and so cold it can scarcely be recognised, a love devoid of beauty, of which one knows no
more than the name, so little is it like an experience. This
connected in her mind with something weird which had
happened last week. This conviction was totally irrational
and she resisted it, but it kept returning. This could also be
put as ‘because she loved him absolutely’, which indeed she
did with her whole intense almost fanatical being. This
could not be true of her Blaise, the past could not be changed
in this way, after all it was well known one could not change
the past. This deception, if it was a deception, this dense
strange state of being, had been made possible, as she reckoned it, by two factors, one her love for Jack (which, mauled,
maimed, degraded, still lived), and the other her vicious hatred of the unspeakable pair: her gloating sense of her one
advantage, her secret weapon, so precious that she felt she
might never use it, her ability to turn into a furious beast
which would hurt, damage and destroy what it had loved
and cherished and preserved. This did not appal her, it gave
her a kind of relief, not because she felt she would survive
George, but because she apprehended it as her own death.

This discovery alarmed her for many reasons. This double
now stirred and grew in her imagination with the news that
John Robert Rozanov was returning to Ennistone. This
dread made the days of waiting so painful that she began to
want nothing more than to run straight to John Robert and
babble out her explanations, and her love which she could
not help feeling gave her rights, and even powers. This
dreadful running made Diane utter a little bird-cry of helpless terror. This encounter was the unclassifiable encounter
that liberates. This evening is going to be a disaster. This
evening she was actually going over to see Harriet at Hood
House. This feeling was new, she had not missed it before.
This feeling was perhaps for her the essence of freedom.
This feeling, which was in its way blinding and suffocating,
seemed to make it impossible for her to say yes to Felix:
made it impossible for her to say yes then, and if not then,
then not at all, as Felix must not be made to spoil his life by
perhaps fruitless waiting. This great flowering of self-pleasure gave warmth, gave light. This had always been even more
precious than love-making, or was its most precious part.
This had been terrifying in prospect, terrifying in the event.
This had to be. This half-nothingness which Tamar might
have stored to feed resentment, she treasured rather as proof
of some kind of separated dedicated oddity; she was fatherless, motherless, unnaturally conceived, a waif from a land
unknown. This happening itself was something like a vow,
and to this reality she was bound as to a new innocence. This
has nothing to do with Easter. This hope, appearing first as
an intelligent determination, coexisted with the old despair,
which now began to seem like self-indulgence, her sense
that she deserved no happiness and no healing and was
doomed. This hostility had not troubled Pattie at first, but
now it became a torment to her. This idea had been with

her for some time. This idea made her feel ready to destroy
herself. This idea of cutting free shed for her a certain light,
wherein she glimpsed for a moment, like a figure seen in a
flash of lightning, what she herself must look like to Randall,
what she must, in these last years, have looked like, have been.
This idea was hideous. This idea was suddenly acutely painful and Gertrude put it away. This idea, put, perhaps cleverly,
into her head by the Abbess, pleased her, it seemed an illumination. This idea, when it suddenly appeared, caused her
such agony that she felt she might go mad, even be mad
enough to blurt out the whole thing to Gerard simply so
that he could share her misery. This image of an undamaged
whole brought with it a doubt which Franca found piquant
rather than disturbing. This is dangerous insanity and I must
get over it. This is felicity, blessing, luck, sheer wonderful
utterly deserved luck. This is no dream, she said to herself as
she rose in fright and went to look out. This is only the beginning of a drama which will last the whole of our lives.
This is the climax that my life was for, the time which is
worth all the rest, which redeems the rest of time. This is the
end. This is the experience of death after which one becomes immortal. This is the first time in my life that I have
faced another human being as an independent person. This
is what this is all about, this press of ghosts. This kindness to
him, which is just weakness really, is my only and my last
resource. This lapse might provide him with just that little
extra ounce of resentment needed to make him decide to
stop seeing her. This leak of her unconscious mind into her
surroundings, this theft of her vitality by malicious forces,
was now becoming connected for Alex with the problem of
Ruby, and this upset her much more. This little confidence
she placed, without feeling herself in any way remarkable,
indeed conscious that she was the smallest of small fry, in the

centre of her family life. This love Mary felt now for her
dead husband and for the faceless wraith of her perhaps
drowned son. This meant that she was a unique and precious
being to him, but it also meant that it was her special privilege to put up humbly and uncomplainingly with any degree of casualness and neglect. This meant that she was
locked up alone with important, perhaps crucial problems.
This memory came to her with a shock of gratuitous extra
horror. This might account for the increasing apathy, the
slight withdrawal of warmth, which afflicted Muriel and
made her feel for the first time and on her own account a
sort of claustrophobia, a sense of being shut in somewhere
with her cousin. This nervous mania of anxious ‘looking
back’ Harriet recalled having suffered when young in the
Louvre and the Uffizi and the Accademia. This observation
always gave Gabriel pleasure. This picture filled Moy with
horror and distress and tears came into her eyes. This psychological edifice, to the creation and maintenance of which
she now devoted her energy, she pictured as a kind of large
machine erected inside her body, stretching it out and making her tall and rigid like a hard glistening monument. This
regime made for her a slow elegiac ending to the day. This
reminded her too that she was on the brink of a large deception: would she tell Hannah about Denis? This secret homage was tender and welcome to Dora, and as they descended
the path together she smiled to herself over her theory, apprehending in her companion a new consciousness of herself
as incarnate, a potentially desirable, potentially naked woman, very close beside him in the warmth of the afternoon.
This self-centred cheerfulness made a kind of space, a relief
from being pitied and looked after. This sensation was accompanied by a wonderful sense of total relaxation and of
joy. This sense of his not being quite temporarily located had

once seemed, though later she could not see why, an argument for his importance. This sight now seemed uncanny
too, an accidental slit into another world, weird, beautiful,
dangerous, coming nearer. This significance, on which no
one had yet commented, frightened Gabriel. This sounded
more dignified and could be made part of the campaign
which Emily intermittently waged against her lover. This
spirit was not ambition, it was love. This state she spontaneously pictured as if she had become small, about the size of a
jar of marmalade (this image appeared with a kind of authority) and had put herself away in a small square recess in
a wall, just large enough to hold her. This sudden transformation seemed a premonitory omen. This thing could be
dealt with as she had dealt with all crises in the past. This
thought tortured her. This thought was not a direct cause of
her rejection of Tim, it appeared rather as a strong spontaneous element in the state of mind which pictured Tim as
‘impossible’, and was part of her sense that she was falling in
love with Guy all over again. This thought was so heavy
with despair that she almost began to cry again. This time
the privilege of tears would be hers and in those tears the
world would begin again. This time, to her shocked surprise,
she had very nearly succeeded; but on the whole she was
glad to be back again in the freedom of her own dreamy
solitude. This too reminded her strangely of the past, and of
times when week after week and month after month it was
as if Mischa were dragging her by the wrist through hell.
This too was gone. This too was part of the excitement and
the badness. This too was what made tears come into her
eyes when Brian recalled the thé dansants. This too, as the
day went interminably on, she almost cursed. This too, she
felt, she had always known about; but when her love burst
into flames she was driven to a sharper curiosity and a more

exact observation. This troubled Muriel, although Elizabeth’s own awareness of the barrier had in fact made it into
a form of communication. This violence was not the dangerous herald of more. This was a purely happy memory and
she could recall even now that feeling of her face as it were
dissolving into an immediate joy. This was a spell which had
absorbed the old one; it was a higher, more majestic, more
terrible spell. This was an idiotic way of torturing herself, as
idiotic as the impulse she had suddenly had last year to ring
Richard up at the office. This was as terrible to her as the
event of his death which it remained for her to live through.
This was distressing. This was freedom, the freedom to love
and move which she had so terribly lacked. This was Gracie’s
place and she was alone in it and suddenly panting with a
sense of significance and fear. This was her ‘angelic’ gamble,
which so irritated Violet who thought she ‘saw through’ it,
and which led Gerard to regard Tamar as a virgin priestess.
This was it again now, he needed like a drug the regular evidence, to see she was his; and she was his, she had come to
the Roman Road, to this horrible charade, this scene of torture, because she could not gainsay him, she had to obey.
This was just a remnant, representing perhaps the little grain
of selfish mistrust which still remained in Dorina’s poor
shuddering soul after its exposure to Austin. This was mingled with what was almost a feeling of satisfaction at the
prospect of being able to find her husband so palpably in the
wrong. This was new to her as well. This was not just the
melancholia of the ageing woman; there was something
more positive, more like an exasperation with the world expressing itself as a desire for violent change. This was not the
kind of thing which Muriel feared. This was one reason why
she felt she had immediately to perform the task of telling
David. This was possibly the happiest moment of Nina’s life.

This was so much what Alex was not expecting (and yet
what was she expecting?) that she could not answer at once,
could not even immediately understand the words or collect
her wits to consider whether or how she was displeased or
disappointed or – yet what right had she? This was so plain
and palpable as to be almost a kind of thing between them.
This was surely a sign. This was the absolute of what a love
should be. This was the final proof that she was lost, that she
was rejected, that she had fallen out of the world altogether.
This was the most painful thought of all. This was the old,
the unmistakable state of being in love which she had imagined she would never experience again. This was the one
thing in the world which she could not bear. This was the
pain of hell, envy, jealousy, resentment, anger, remorse, desire,
the pain that leads to terrorism. This was the pattern of so
many of her dilemmas about her son. This was the real, the
indubitable and authoritative Eros: that unmistakable seismic
shock, that total concentration of everything into one necessary being, mysterious, uncanny, unique, one of the strangest
phenomena in the world. This was the stuff of which she
was made, she was this huge matted thing. This was the
warmth, the mess, which she had fled from to the convent
and which Guy had wanted so much to exorcise by the precise working of his own private justice. This was unjust, but
with the deep dark logical injustice of forces which govern
us at our most extreme moments and which, though they
have nothing to do with morality, must sometimes be recognised in our lives like gods. This was,Violet knew, no credit
to her but was largely because Tamar was, to her mother, a
‘bit of an angel’. This wish for peace, she realised, had been
wafted to her by Reeve and his children, had come to her at
Fettiston, moving towards her, over the moors, out of that
quiet well-remembered landscape. This whispered clarifica-

tion left Marian suddenly not only more happy but more
free. This will preserve it, in a way, our love. This wish,
which had seemed so full of substance, now seemed empty.
This withdrawal had been the start of her betrayal, her moral fall. This, this, this, she was not to escape this. Thomas
could not morally or legally take Meredith from her, so Meredith would be with her too in that better future. Thomas
could not, in that secret place, help her, though he knew, he
saw, her suffering and was humble and gentle in its presence.
Thomas knew and had gone away ‘leaving her free to decide’. Thomas said Stuart was a ‘negative presence’, a catalyst.
Those suns were shrunken now in memory and gave little
warmth. Those thoughts were vile. Those thoughts, condensed into a moment of complex vision, flashed in Rose’s
mind like some terrifying aerial explosion. Those two awful
years, and they had been awful, had proved it so. Those two
pale cold unforgiving forces haunted Pattie in the night.
Those were the tortures of the night. Though a natural devourer of the women’s magazines and an indefatigable tester
of ‘accessories’, she did not even know how to dress herself
any more. Though coaxed by the children she did not leave
the house. Though even then there were moments when,
like the princess who remembers with a strange nostalgia the
furry snout and fearful eyes which are now gone forever, she
wished to have back some particularly moving moment in
the metamorphosis. Though I am screaming mad in my
heart I can converse. Though lately, perhaps prophetically,
collected quietly in the kitchen at night, she had found herself looking a little with new eyes, had felt a vague need for
change, had sensed even the possibility of boredom. Though
to make the outsider really understand would it not be necessary to infect him a little with her own more lurid vision
of the scene? Thought, surprise, fear made her breathe

quickly. Through a veil she looked into the eyes of the receptionist. Through Tamar she had touched the world.
Throughout her childhood Pattie was sick with a misery so
continual that she failed to recognize it as a sort of disease.
Thus Anne, as she watched that pair, the sight of whom was
such a scandal to her heart, moved between a bitter almost
cynical chagrin and a would-be selfless love which she felt
belonged somehow to her future. Thus she dreamed about
it often, dreamed of a huge sprawling place in the centre of
which were rooms, or a room, which she had never seen
before. Thus she had lived as, it occurred to Louise, they had
all lived, under Aleph’s great brilliant canopy, in her light.
Tim had not just gone, he had gone to another woman, to
whom he gave the physical love, the jests and sweetness and
animal charm which Gertrude had so foolishly thought that
she owned exclusively. Tim had opened a vista of a kind of
pleasure, a vista of youth, which was new to her. Tim had
sown within her some special seed of discontentment. Tim
had turned the light of his countenance elsewhere, and she
would never know why or see that light again. Tim kept
saying that it could not have happened in London SW1, and
that no doubt was true. Tim was not someone who weighed
in any way upon her soul, he was, to Gertrude, a harmless
powerless figure. Tim was useful as someone before whom
she had to keep up appearances. Tim’s presence, her possession of him, made her babble with pleasure. Time and place
fell about her in a dark warm jumble and she seemed almost
to lose consciousness. Time passed. Time still remained to
be lived through. Time waited while she slowly, precisely,
took complete consciousness of what she had seen. To a rational outsider the idea would seem quite ordinary. To banish it she breathed deeply, breathing in some absolutely quiet
air which she knew was really everywhere, but which she

only experienced at these moments of refuge. To be married,
to be ordinary, to love in innocence. To bring them together,
even if this meant no more than juxtaposing them in the
same room, would have something of the thrill of mating
two rare animals, and Muriel found that her imagination had
already busied itself in the matter. To cherish her sister had
been the chief business of her life, a constant unfailing source
of warmth and sense. To comfort herself she stretched out a
hand to touch him, to feel his warmth and his breathing. To
get out of Austin’s flat, to shake off all those messy smelly
connections and horrible memories, was suddenly dreadfully
necessary. To go back there now would be to climb into her
coffin. To have had David on the reception committee
would certainly have helped here. To have him thus at her
feet was unutterably moving to her: she felt pity, compassion,
delight. To have to abandon this animal readiness by becoming two people was a prospect that Dora could not face. To
her surprise she slept fairly well, as if her ordinary healthy
body had not as yet received the message or realised the possibility of mortal pain. To invent an address seemed to her
criminal, while it was no crime to invent a name for this
jelly of being which had never really had much identity even
before its troubles. To kill me. To let him go was all that she
could do for him now. To only half believe in Emily would
have been agony. To search out the gaudiest ones, to stamp
them with exotic stamps, had been such a positive pleasure
and a cumulative satisfaction. To stay, that would be heroism,
yes: but I don’t want to be that sort of hero. To stop loving
Peter was impossible. To stop the wretched tears from rising
she thought, the Count is coming, I shall be glad to see him.
To this hot desire Anne opposed herself, and was cold, cold.
To walk in this way behind him seemed to Annette already a
sufficient marvel. To whom could she talk now? Today she

was moved, but in a new way. Today we are like Siamese
twins, she thought, only we are joined together by some sort
of delicious extensible warm ectoplasm. Today, however, as
she mounted the familiar steps and turned to the left into the
golden company of the Italian primitives all she could think
about was Eric, the image of whom, banished by the bookhunt, now returned to her with renewed force. Today, however, her own trivial thoughts were bubbling in her ear. Tomorrow she would be in America. Tonight she would be
telling the whole story to Sally. Tonight, however, individual
people pressed upon her, and she could not attain the detached nervous vagueness which her aloneness needed. Tonight, perhaps. Tonight, the presence of the girls tormented
her, it made her itch and twitch as if she were covered with
ants. Too late she realized that her heart was involved. Too
much exposure to him damages the tissues. Tormented,
walking up and down the room, Jean felt a piercing growing
need to do something, anything, to relieve the pain of continuous reflection. Tossing on her bed that night she imagined kissing him and groaned into her pillow. Totally disappointed, she had faced her loss with fierce rationality. Tuan
was indeed so absolutely a knight, Rosalind found herself
positively seeing, in and out of her dreams, his glowing silver
armour and his noble helmeted head. Twenty minutes from
now, half an hour from now, how would her life be then?
Two huge tears like drops of mercury emerged slow and
glistening from her eyes. Two opposite passions tormented
her. Two warm tears mingled with the cold rain. Two weeks
had passed since the visit of Jesus Christ, two weeks in which
Anne had been intensely busy in her mind. Unable to decide
what to do she sat and wept. Unconsciously she reached out
and picked up the Italian cameo brooch and put it up against
her cheek. Unfortunately Lily could not think of anything

striking. Unfortunately the vision contained no definite plan
of removal and did not even compose a strong motive to find
one. Unsmiling Muriel still gazed into the mirror as into a
magical archway in whose glossy depths one might see suddenly shimmering into form the apparition of a supernatural
princess. Upon what she thought of as Blaise’s cunning, his
absurd disgraceful relief, his secret continued duplicity, she
looked with indulgence and with love. Upset - I’m frantic,
thought Mary. Used to employing such times for self-scrutiny, she was ruefully examining the way in which she was
leading poor Hector on, while all the time she was vainly in
love with a fellow student, one Joey Tanner, at York University where she was studying History. Usefulness was her
destiny. Utter terror took hold of Harriet and she wailed
with it. Vaguely memory was present, the whole of her available self gradually present. Vaguely, consoled by the presence
of something welcoming and responding in the place, her
footsteps took her to various shrines at which she had worshipped so often before: the great light spaces of Italian pictures, more vast and southern than any real South, the angels
of Botticelli, radiant as birds, delighted as gods, and curling
like the tendrils of a vine, the glorious carnal presence of
Susanna Fourment, the tragic presence of Margarethe Trip,
the solemn world of Piero della Francesca with its early-morning colours, the enclosed and gilded world of Crivelli. Valerie Cossom, looking at him from across the grey
pitted water, constrained her heart with her hand, and stiffened her mind by trying to think about the party line. Valmorana looked like an ordinary house again and brought to
Mavis, suddenly on stairs and landings, memories of her father. Vanity, she thought, not even pride, vanity. Very soon
she would be powerless. Very soon, however, the disagreeable aspect predominated. Violet looked beautiful, serene and

shadowed over, as if a slightly mauve light were touching her
face and hair. Violet was experiencing a sudden total loss of
energy, what a car must feel when there is no more petrol.
Violet was gazing at Tamar with a tense beseeching stare,
ready to dissolve into joy or into anger. Violet, beginning to
cry too, came round the table, moved a chair up beside her
child, and hugged her with gratitude and relief. Violet, well
aware of the baleful repetition, resented Tamar’s existence.
Violet, who had been glaring at Tamar open-mouthed, her
eyes suddenly seeming like blazing rectangular holes, rose
suddenly to her feet, rocking the table and making Gideon
hastily shift his chair. Violet, who had drunk quite a lot of
the tangerine mixture, had decided it was time for her to go
upstairs and rejoin the dark figure who waited for her up
there, herself. Waiting was agony. Was Harriet ‘good’ then?
Was Harriet doing them all good? Was Harriet? Was her
falsity really so intact? Was innocence her good now, not that
intolerable light? Was invisibility the gift she had been given
by a discerning and just God, in lieu of the great gift which
she had sought, the pearl of great price? Was it after all so
grave, to steal this illicit glimpse of her cousin? Was it as
simple as that? Was it for her to alter it? Was it for this that
he had asked to see her? Was it for this that they had met?
Was it giddiness she was feeling now, a dazzled sensation of
spinning drunkenness, or was it something else, disgust, fear,
horror as at some dreadfulness, some unspeakable filth of the
universe? Was it glad to be chosen? Was it good that it had
gone? Was it her future sadness which made the place so dim
and foggy? Was it here, after all, that everything broke down
and descended into a roaring shaft of shattered masks and
crumpled rose petals and bloody feathers? Was it just a symbolic suicide pact because he knew she would funk it and so
bring their relationship to an end by the failure of her love, a

way to be rid of her mercifully, a symbolic killing? Was it just
that, in some quite vulgar worldly way, she had been disappointed in finding her husband less distinguished than she
had imagined? Was it just the long lying that ruined their
chances? Was it not foolish to worry so intensely about the
motives and results of what might after all never happen?
Was it not imaginary? Was it not merely a dream? Was it not
now, as Harry indeed had said, exactly what they had wanted,
had they not been given by chance what had seemed, to her
at least, so impossibly difficult to achieve? Was it not the
damage to her self-esteem, was it not the result of that, the
marring of her role, that so terrified her? Was it not time that
something was done in the house which had not been minutely scrutinized and authorized in the slow darkness of
Carel’s mind, so that it seemed at last that they were all just
the shadows of his thoughts? Was it possible he was returning for her? Was it possible that somehow, within a period of
minutes, she had fallen in love with Crimond? Was it really
a door which led into an altered future? Was it really true at
last, that she might be a woman priest, and hold the Chalice
in her hands? Was it reasonable, was it not mad, to find this
thing so important, so as it were physically important? Was
it simply fear of him that kept her here? Was it simply that
she had broken free from her mother, was that what her
cunning psyche had, under the guise of other things, always
been after? Was it something prophetic? Was it the key that
she was three years older, and that that had laid down the
pattern when they first met? Was it to do with Stuart, that
cloud which had arrived so strangely at just that time, and
had not left her as she was? Was it true though, Paula asked
herself, trying to steady her mind, could she still help Eric,
ought she to try? Was not it above the banality of revenge?
Was not the picture of a rebellious Hattie speaking up for

Pearl quite unrealistic, a wishful dream? Was not this, so
plainly and for all of them, the answer and the only answer?
Was she bewitched? Was she doomed to curse her child, to
hate it, because of Duncan, because of Jean, because she
lacked the special courage that her situation demanded? Was
she getting a cold? Was she going mad at last? Was she going
to drown now, stupidly, wickedly, before Gertrude’s eyes?
Was she in love with him? Was she indeed one of the ‘young’
to whom belonged the ‘new revelation’, new, as revelation is
renewed in every age? Was she learning to be resigned, was
that what being resigned was like, to shout and wave in the
street as the prince passes, and realise he does not know or
care whether you are cursing or cheering – and will smile his
usual smile and pass on. Was she looking for George? Was
she not bound to Anne? Was she not indeed, not only trapping herself, but deceiving herself, being, to herself, a traitor?
Was she now different because some of her had died with
Dorina? Was she perhaps just afraid for him, afraid of his
nightmares? Was she sane now and would be mad later, or
mad now and would be sane later? Was she supposed to
make some significant move, some concession? Was she
thinking and had she decided? Was she to repine that the
ordeal, when it came, was such an odd one? Was such a total
change of view possible? Was that amazing ‘psychic experience’ simply another symptom, a sign of some vast ‘depression’ or mental breakdown which was about to take charge
of her life and perhaps deprive her of her sanity forever? Was
that not something ultimate? Was that the beginning of it all,
was it fated, could it have been otherwise? Was that the principle? Was that the way to see it? Was that what principles
were like? Was the separation from Harry perhaps a cleansing period which would return her to him, truthful resolute
and unashamed? Was there a new world? Was there any

sense in asking, what would Guy think? Was there no action
which she could perform which, like the magic ritual in the
fairy tale, would reverse it all and suddenly reveal her hidden
identity? Was there no other way? Was there not still a way,
was there not always a way, to be innocent and unselfish?
Was there somehow somewhere here an issue from the circle
of her pain? Was there something odd and unnatural about
it? Was there then a power with which Alex would have to
treat? Was this a kind of wickedness? Was this falling in love?
Was this love? Was this religious magic or merely psychological magic? Was this scientifically possible? Was this superstition? Was this the point at which some sort of screaming
slanging match was going to start? Was this what she wanted
to feel, that the die was already cast? Was this what the world
was like when people were intellectual and clever enough to
see it in its reality? Was this, seeing the house, meeting the
son, recognizing it all, her inferior position, her ‘status’ as she
had called it, fully at last and with her whole attention and
her whole heart, was this the worst? Was this, underneath
everything that appeared what it was really like? Was what
she now felt herself to be a permanent condition, or was it
the anaesthetic numbness which preceded the ghastly suffering attendant upon a change of being? Watching her friend
doing her nails beside the flickering television set Emily
thought, we are like a couple of prostitutes waiting for clients. Waters of electric sound closed over her head. We are
being separated, thought Anne. We are both defeated. We
are involved with each other forever. We are made of different material. We are surrounded by demons. We can see so
little of the great game. We could have made her so happy.
We don’t want to grow old, we don’t want to be cripples
either, I mustn’t muff it. We haven’t touched each other yet,
but all that we are has sprung together into one substance.

We must just get quietly used to each other again. We must
let her go in peace. We mustn’t. We shall be very close
friends, she thought, very very close, forever. We shall meet,
but as strangers. We shall never be finished with each other,
never. We should be faint with emotion, thought Mavis, but
this is a kind of game. We think with our body, with its
yearnings and its shrinkings and its ghostly walkings. We
were both breast-fed babies with happy childhoods. We’ll
have fun, and I’ll be kind to people and find out how they
are. We’ll meet again after and embrace and shed tears and
dance. We’ve neither of us ever been married, love has to be
awakened. Weakness and disgust made Muriel want to
whimper. Welcome it in. Welcome it! Well - it was all right
then, in the big house, in the old days, when Teddy was alive
- . Well, Anne matters, in a special separated sort of way.
Well, couldn’t he have killed the dragon quickly and mercifully, and not exhibit its misery and its pain? Well, do I want
to be a saint, she thought. Well, did it matter if her father was
very angry? Well, Gerard had given her leave to go. Well,
had not Anne too lost her way? Well, I did look, but I didn’t
know enough and now I can’t remember. Well, I shall soon
know. Well, if he chooses that, as the final consummation of
our love, that too is what I will; she gave a little cry like a bird
and a kind of ecstasy of fear so possessed her body that it was
as if it were emitting light. Well, it meant something just
now in Hattie’s heart; but Hattie’s heart was entering a danger zone, vulnerable to the world, soon to be public property. Well, it was a long long time ago and it didn’t mean that
even then. Well, it was past. Well, perhaps her intuition had
been wrong. Well, perhaps she did imagine a little, could not
altogether banish beautiful painful fantasies of how on that
evening Crimond could at last have ‘found himself ’ in realising how much he cared for her. Well, she knew how to lie.

Well, she would have to die soon, no being could continue
in this pain, she would starve to death, or form in her emptied womb a cancer to destroy her. Well, she would make
war upon her cousin. Well, that is all I can do, that is all of
my life now. Well, the priest had noticed her; but she had not
liked his notice. Well, the sign had come. Well, there was
always plenty of good she could do if she wanted to. Well,
thought Gertrude, if he hates the universe, if he hates God, as
well he may, let him hate God in me if it will ease his anguish. Well, why not. Well, why not? Were not these just
feelings? Were the stones hostile too? Were there many
many people like herself, or was she alone with a mad priest?
Were they not quite unreal? Were they simply, accidentally
juxtaposed? Were things better? What a desolation she had
now prepared for herself. What a destroyer love is. What a
less secluded temper might have withstood laid her low.
What a long distance lies between an act and its consequences. What a lot of new armour she had suddenly had to forge.
What a ridiculous idea, thought Rose, I feel so tired, I must
be falling asleep, that was almost a dream, seeing Gerard passing by in his coach! (What about my happiness?) What after
all could she do? What am I saying, thought Anne, am I
suddenly trying to push it all back the other way, back my
way, before it’s too late? What an agony, what a tearing pain,
what horrible and evil thoughts darken my mind - oh why
did this awful thing have to happen, my peace and my innocence are gone from me forever. What an extraordinary art
form it was, it told you about everything! What an idiotic
meaningless remark, she thought. What awful misery had
that been? What Blaise called David’s ‘archaic smile’ haunted
her like a sort of erotic enigma. What came back to her now
were the sensations of childhood: the loneliness and boredom and fear of strange places, the hurry and the noise of a

world which was never her own, the alien odour of the expensive hotel and the long-distance train. What came to her
instead, as a sort of consolation prize, was a sense of, perhaps
just an idea of, living in the present. What can help me, what
can help him, now? What can it be said to consist of? What
chaos, what suffering, such passion, such love, such infinity,
she felt faint, she might fall to the ground. What contempt
he must feel for the desperate humble need which had clung
to him and become love. What could be odder? What could
be the matter with her, with Harriet, with Blaise, that this
could happen at all? What could he be thinking of her now,
he so proud a man, who had trusted her with so amazing an
admission? What could she do? What could she say? What
could she see therein but things better not avowed? What
could the wall and the moss really tell her about the mind
and heart of a girl of twenty-three? What did become, with
the passage of hours, of a day, more positive was her own
sense of guilt. What did he intend? What did it matter?
What did it mean? What did it mean to count the weeks, the
months, how did time enter here? What did it mean when
something like that happened? What did people say at a time
like this? What did remain clear and steady, and this comforted Harriet in these days perhaps more than anything, was her
simple sense of duty to her husband. What did remain with
her was a curious shudder which occurred whenever she
saw a teapot. What did they mean? What do I know of
Aleph’s thoughts, of that long long conversation between her
and Harvey, from which I have been excluded? What does
anything matter except helping one or two people who are
nearby, doing what’s obvious? What does it mean, thought
Hilda, and she clutched at her dress with fright. What does
it mean? Marian wondered. What does it mean? What exactly was there to break out of ? What followed it was anger.

What followed was a part of her decision to abandon hope,
though this did not prevent her from almost dying of fright
when she heard Tom enter and thought it was John Robert.
What fun it had been dressing up for Blaise in the old days,
when he watched her at it, boots first of course. What gave
her hope was his assault on her clothes. What had become
plain to Emily at the moment of meeting had been as plain
to Harriet as if she could have looked into Emily’s soul as
into a box. What had been done amiss could here, and only
here, be looked at steadily. What had happened had been in
effect a means by which she had separated herself from Harry, a light in which she had been appalled by the last two
years. What had happened had happened; and even if it were
indeed the case that some obscure degenerate love for Randall had moved her, had it almost seemed frightened her
away from what was rational and beautiful and free, she could
not feel any clear remorse or regret. What had happened to
her mind? What had happened to the strength in which a
moment ago she had been exulting? What had happened to
these brave thoughts which had been, she knew now that
they were gone, such a splendid consolation? What had her
life been? What had her motives been for keeping quiet
then, for not behaving as (perhaps) most women would have
behaved? What had just happened alarmed her even more.
What had most struck her, before seeing him, as essential had
been her image of Randall returning, Randall searching for
her, Randall crying for her, and not finding her. What had
seemed to be an intuition of freedom and virtue was for her
simply a trivial enigma, an occasion for little meaningless
emotions. What had she been thinking, what had she been
doing, since she entered this room? What had she crazily
expected? What had she to complain of, other than the
loneliness and boredom which was perfectly to be expected?

What had so far helped her most perhaps was the way in
which Gertrude, dear Gertrude, had taken her arrival, her
service, so absolutely for granted. What had then frightened
her most was her sense of other horrors in him, quite different and worse perhaps, which she was stirring. What happened inside a telephone when one dialled? What Harry
said about Meredith was wrong, almost a lie, something
which he wanted to believe. What has happened to my soldierly completeness with which I was so content, my satisfaction and my pride? What he charged her with clung to
her and no gracious wedding-ring could change her now.
What her own role would later on be she did not pause to
consider. What hurt her most at first was a sheer almost savingly objective jealousy. What I feel with the pictures is different, she thought, it’s like being let out into a huge space
and not being myself any more. What I felt then was his
exaltation, his joy, and my love for him leaping over all obstacles. What I want now is not to go home but to go to
Gerard’s bed and lie with him until the world ends. What
indeed was left to ‘show that she was still alive’? What is
happening to me, thought Anne, am I given over to devils?
What is happening to me? thought Morgan. What is it,
thought Gertrude, why do I feel in a state of shock? What is
it? Morgan wondered. What judgement would Anne make
upon Gertrude’s life? What made that situation suddenly
intolerable for Morgan was the fact that Tallis had met Julius.
What most immediately tormented her was her uncertainty
about them, the inconclusiveness of her impression that they
must know that she had seen, that they must think that she
had deliberately spied. What nagged her however was a certain new sense of her inferiority; that, and the prospect of
going home with Paul when all this, unnerving as it was, was
over. What nonsense. What now could she do, what great

worthy thing, what profound humility could she achieve,
which was not itself an act of pride and self-satisfaction?
What of all things was more likely to alienate him, to make
him cautious and aloof, than such a claim made upon him by
a hysterical woman? What on earth would that collaboration, if it came to it, be like? What ought she to do? What
ought she to do? What priceless advantage was she now
losing? What profit now even to run away, since discovery
would be so certain and flight merely the fearful waiting in
a stranger’s room for those inevitable feet upon the stair?
What remained behind was an iron resolution and a longing
to see Mischa so strong that she felt she would have been
able to walk through a wall. What remained was awkwardness and effort, the endless effort of confronting people with
none of whom she had any sense of fitting. What remained
was its name, which had for her a certain magic, and a mental picture of it as somehow coming close, glad that she was
thinking about it, reaching out its little black paws in gratitude. What remained were the blackness, the crime, the impossibility. What she checked too during this time was the
steady powerful violent instinct to run at once to Tuan. What
she could imagine, and hung onto desperately, was the idea
that there would come a moment later on in the day, when
she had seen Tallis. What she could only express as his dryness appalled her. What she did not tell him was that she had
despaired. What she experienced was worse than that, something beyond words, a sickness with the whole of being intensified at this time by some old senseless spiritual chemistry. What she feared most of all was a renewal of that fatal
gushing tenderness, that pitiful ‘animal’ feeling which she
had described to Hilda, and which had made it seem to her
long ago that Tallis was the one man whom it was impossible
to leave, the being whom it would be her happiness to ren-

der happy. What she felt now was more like a simple, sensible
invulnerability. What she had not told Thomas and he did
not know was that she had at once had a reply from Harry
which she was keeping hidden in her dressing table. What
she had possessed were not principles but instincts, the warm
wise possessive instincts of a happy wife and mother. What
she had read seemed impossible and her whole mind rejected it. What she had said was not even true. What she had
seen seemed more like flesh, living flesh as one rarely sees it,
in extremis, than like a person. What she had, through some
strange agency, perceived at the very end was that Julius did
not in fact love her. What she most feared was spiritual, some
end point where even love died tortured. What she needed
now was will, some freshness out of her own soul to break
that spell. What she now desperately needed was Monty, his
sympathy and his force. What she regretted most bitterly
however about the recent scene, and what left her now so
limp with apprehension, was that she had actually revealed to
Gerard what she had so often thought, that what she wanted
from him was a promise. What she saw now made her feel
surprise, shock, and then a kind of fear and jealous pain.
What she wanted now was to elude Blaise, to lose him, to
know that he was frenziedly searching for her and not finding her. What she wanted was simply to have the tiny thing
in her possession. What she would do with this talisman,
whether torment herself or torment him, she had not yet
thought. What should she do? What strange and terrible
things lay ahead? What then could have driven him into
these frantic efforts to escape from her? What then had happened this morning? What they conjured up for her was
something very remote yet crystal clear, like a vision procured in a fairy-tale. What treatment I gave to that proud
man, and how I may yet be made by him to suffer for it.

What was all over she did not specify to herself but the
phrase was adequate. What was Elizabeth thinking now,
what could she be thinking? What was from moment to
moment unendurable was not so much what she had seen.
What was it after all to be ‘a person’, able to speak, to remember, to have purposes, to inhibit screams? What was it
like? What was it now, that sudden startling pain: Marian
could have owned all this, all of it, this garden, this house,
these pictures, Edward. What was mysterious about that?
What was now seeping into her troubled consciousness like
a dark dye was the thought that Crimond could not thus
belong to the past. What was now so necessary, coming to
her in a beam of light, was the preservation of Christianity in
the form which the time, the new century, demanded, like
the other great religions who knew how to mediate the past
into the future, to preserve in this pure form the reality of
the spiritual, keeping and cherishing what was profoundly
and believably true, onward into the new eras of the world.
What was precious to her, and to be concealed, was simply
the uneventful, but to her deeply significant, history of her
thoughts and feelings about this man. What was she afraid of
here which made her dream vaguely of an escape, a rescue, a
shock which might dissolve barriers and bring to something
which seemed dark and cramped the sudden light of change?
What was she doing here? What was that quotation about
love being ‘woman’s whole existence’? What was the matter
with her? What was there that seemed so important, something that she could understand now and which she so much
feared to lose? What was this weird unclean ever-present
body, of which she was always seeing parts? What will become of me? Harriet wondered. What would a shade do,
and how can one imagine it as other than a mournful spectator? What would Anne think? What would be enacted

between herself and Denis she could not foresee: she was
prepared for difficulties, she was prepared for pain. What
would happen now? What would her father have thought,
what would Adrian think? What would it look like to an
outsider? What, in these reflections, she tried at all costs to
avoid was the terrible love-yearning, the I want him, I want
him, I shall die without him which kept returning and rising
up in her heart. What’s happened? thought Gertrude, giddy
and frightened as she laid the table in the shadow of the
archway. What’s the matter with me, she thought. Whatever
else should I be between now and the end of the world?
Whatever had she hoped for? Whatever happened now he
would despise her, even pity her. Whatever it was, one effect
of it was to make her sense of guilt in relation to him less
than urgent. Whatever she could do for Randall she could
not do that. Whatever the barrier was, Eugene was on the
other side of it, an emblem of something which Muriel
wanted but which her nature forbade her to have. Whatever
the future might hold, whatever, when she came to have
intentions and purposes again, she might intend and purpose,
the primal shock was over and everything was going to be
ever so much easier and nicer. Whatever this strange exciting
new thing was in her life, Hilda’s knowledge of it would kill
it dead. Whatever this thing was, she was determined to
wade right through the middle of it. When Anne went up to
Cambridge secrecy entered her life. When Annette saw this
she began to cry. When at last Hannah had wanted to break
the mirror, to go out through the gate, ought she then to
have been her gaoler? When Blaise had told her Harriet was
outside she had had an impulse to change. When Carel was
no longer her lover and Pattie could repent more laboriously and with impunity she became for a while both more
pious herself and more puzzled about him. When Diane

murmured that she had sinned in thought, word and deed
and earnestly repented, she could not fix her thoughts upon
George. When Emily had said ‘a common little south London tart’ the phrase (which Harriet would never have dreamt
of formulating for herself) had rung some sort of automatic
bell in her mind. When Gertrude said she had given Tim up,
Anne felt that she had worked but too well, and her laughter
turned to tears and she enjoyed her perfected honour with
an awful bitterness. When Harriet had wanted to reassure
Blaise and to take away his pain she had felt utterly at one
with herself. When he came she was scarlet, faint, but invisible, always efficient. When he did talk he often rambled and
said the strange things which frightened her so: that fine
clear mind in whose light she had lived become helplessly
confused and darkened. When he had come, in order to find
her, there could be no doubt at all about that, to Priory
Grove, she had felt herself indeed to be in the hands of gods.
When he had gone Gerda, rigid in his presence, got up and
went to the window. When he had said to her, at the end of
their last meeting, ‘I shall be going away for a time,’ she instantly conjectured that he might mean that he was going to
kill himself. When he had spoken of suicide she should have
seized him in her arms instead of offering him rational arguments. When he suddenly said, ‘It is finished’, she was taken
completely by surprise. When he was a small child she had
loved him with an obsessive violence, hardly able to stop
touching him, holding him, hugging him. When in that field
he had said, go, take your chance, I shall not see you again, his
love had spoken, his fierce love that had been ready to will
both their deaths. When in the early morning she let the
cold clear water run and filled the kettle to make tea, she felt
innocent and fresh. When it came to it (but why was it now
coming there?) When it had become so dreadfully clear to

her that she must uncover the truth, however awful, she was
possessed of a ferocious urgent energy. When Jean, waking
while he slept beside her, or waiting for his return home, felt,
breathing slowly and deeply, the quietness, the cosmic reality
of this joy which now had no term, she thought that surely
it was occupation enough to fill the days and hours of her
whole life. When John Robert wrote to her she blushed
under her dark complexion. When men said that the spectacle of death could instruct and save they lied. When Mischa had installed her in the room in Chelsea Nina had had,
as she imagined, no illusions; and at that time she loved him
with an intensity and an abjection which left her without
misgivings. When Morgan had told Julius that she had wept
for him in hotel rooms and thought about him ceaselessly
ever since their parting she had told the truth. When Morgan had written her we shall not be divided to Hilda she had
felt cold and hard. When Moy was unhappy a particular
memory image always came back to her. When Pearl reflected how loyal she had been, how totally she had given over
her life to those two people, she felt an anger against Rozanov which gave a little relief to her pain. When poor
Bruno is dead, she thought, I’ll consider about Danby and I’ll
see what to do. When she began to feel how strong, after so
long a time, her interest still was in Mischa, her position with
the Lusiewicz brothers began to seem unendurable. When
she compared herself with Stella or Alex she felt unreal.
When she did she realized that Hannah was once more
thinking hard about something else; and it took her another
moment to understand that the much-ringed hand which
was urgently thrust out towards her amid the finery was intended to be seized. When she felt that she had to go to
Mischa she was quite ready to acknowledge herself to be
under a spell. When she felt this poisonous pain she became

weak, with the weakness which had made her come to Gabriel to be safe and looked after: the weakness which made
her sometimes yearn to take a taxi to Heathrow and a ticket
to Tokyo. When she found herself outside in the heavily
carpeted corridor, she began to laugh. When she had heard
this she had felt a sudden instant confidence that Luca would
get well. When she had thus put it she felt so pleased with
herself that it almost put her anxieties at rest. When she
looked in through the doorway and saw the hall all pretty
and tidy and bright she uttered the second scream which
Alex heard that evening; only it was not a scream, it was
more like an animal’s long howl. When she opened them
again she was transformed. When she realised what she had
said she blushed. When she realized this a dreadful happiness
took possession of her, a dark exotic happiness, not like the
innocence of her joy, but very strong. When she returned to
her hotel at night her bedroom was like a waxwork show.
When she saw him she gave a loud cry and would have fallen to the floor had he not caught her in his embrace. When
she saw that look of puzzlement upon his dear face she
laughed the best laugh she had laughed for a long time.
When she saw the delicate bones there moving under the
skin, she became conscious of her whole body as a sort of
exquisite machine. When she saw the envelope she already
felt a pang of fear. When she saw them moving away, Anne
was filled with a terrible anguish, as if the most wonderful
thing she had ever possessed was being taken from her.
When she thought this she staggered, and the gatepost came
rushing to meet her at an unexpected angle. When she
touched the bone at the knee and the thin shank of the calf
she gave a groan, and bowed her head against him, embracing his legs. When she was alone, she would for long times
shudder and tremble with it. When she was young there had

been scores, hundreds, to laud her beauty. When she went
home would she be going in one piece or mangled? When
so much had clearly happened to her, been done for her and
to her, must she not acknowledge the reality of the source?
When Tamar found herself beginning to fall in love with
Duncan she was surprised, unnerved as by something weird
and uncanny, then pleased, even exalted. When the combination of these two ideas had become irresistible she had felt
winged with joy and under the orders of her deepest self,
directed by cosmic rays expressive of the will of the stars.
When the hidden law was broken Alex, punished by pain
and confusion, always felt it was her fault. When the morning came it felt like the end of the world. When the pictures
had fallen off the wall other people were more frightened
than she was. When the trio had returned to London, Franca had felt, sitting in the back of the car, a despair so terrible
that the idea of suicide, which had never before come near
her, actually appeared, showing its wicked dreadful face,
peering at her through a slit in the real world. When the
world had seemed to be subjective it had seemed to be without interest or value. When they had assembled Louise had
felt a nervous hasty urge to forestall Clement by telling the
news. When this is so one is in extremity indeed. When this
possibility, which she still kept at a distance, came too close
she would suddenly ask herself, so am I never to see him any
more, never, as we once were? When this was not possible,
she pursued some lively daydream, or else fell into a self-induced coma of stupidity. When Thomas kissed my hand I
just knew. When Tom had telephoned to say that he was not
coming to stay at Belmont, Alex had felt a stab of black distress, as if it were a nudge from her own personal private
death. When we stopped being lovers I thought it meant
that I was to be in his life forever, I accepted it, I went

through it because I loved him so much, because I wanted to
be what he wished. When would she begin to scream and
cry? When, after her visit to the chemist’s shop, Tamar, alone
in her little bedroom, had established without doubt that she
was carrying Duncan’s child, she thought that she would go
mad, she thought she would have to kill herself, the idea of
doing so was indeed the only barrier against madness. When,
in speaking to her, Lucas paused, Sefton was to intuit whether this pause was an interval in his thinking or an invitation
to her to speak. Whenever anyone knocked on her door she
was divided between the hope that perhaps it was Gerald
Scottow and the fear that it might be, even now, the arrival
of her order of banishment. Whenever she looked away a
little child appeared in the chamber pot. Where am I? was
Muriel’s first thought. Where beauty and goodness were
concerned, Rosa had of course had no particular expectations from her new life; she was far from sharing her late
mother’s urge to get in touch with the People. Where did
the corruption lie? Where do they come from, these tears?
Where had that extraordinary utterance come from? Where
Harriet had expected the terrifying challenge of hatred, suddenly there was none, there was only an object of pity.
Where Mischa was concerned, Rosa was prepared to believe
anything. Where shall I be this time next year, even this time
next month? Where should she go now to have her hair
straightened? Where was she now? Where will I be a year
from now? Where would she and her Christ wander to now
and what would become of them? Whereas Emily believed,
and had always believed with a simple faith worthy of a peasant, in the quite special and enduring nature of her own
sexual link with her lover. Whereas what I feel looking at
Monty is so absolutely here and now and me, as if I were
more absolutely my particular self than ever, as if I were just

throbbing with selfhood. Whether or not she should kill
herself, whether it would seriously matter to anyone or anything if she did, was a question which had no answer, which
could not even be properly framed. Whether or not the
marriage ‘worked’ Stephanie would disappear, she would be
elsewhere with Henry, in America, gone. Whether she ran
towards him or away it was all the same. Whether this despair made it easier or harder to act, whether it would finally
carry her off, mere chance would decide. Whether this importance had anything to do with love was a question which
did not now concern her; she needed help, she was ready to
run, Gideon appeared. While doing the flowers she posed as
a lady doing the flowers. While he told her at last of his distress, Anne kept her heart within a steel band. While seeming to pass for what she was, she had felt unfairly diminished
and frightened into herself. While she listened to Miles’s
outraged cries she struggled with her own pain. Who am I,
she thought, to interfere with the destiny of a stone? Who
could say precisely what Charlotte had done or not done,
suffered or not suffered, for love of Matthew? Who else
could I help, who else could I make happy? Who had said
that to her? Who had said that, about perfection and reality
being in the same place? Who had said those beautiful words
to her and what did they mean? Who was doing it, who was
working it? Why after all had Rupert so suddenly fallen in
love with Morgan? Why am I always so near to tears? Why
are these awful things happening? Why can’t I sound more
sincere? Why can’t I think of it all more simply, thought
Muriel. Why couldn’t I even feel sorry for him, there would
have been no harm in that. Why did he have to cut everything
up into little pieces and classify it and introduce ideas of
truth and exactness where they held no place at all? Why did
I say that, thought Charlotte. Why did it now seem so like a

sweet warfare? Why did it now seem the most important
thing in the world to find Crimond and bring him back and
talk to him and go on talking to him? Why did loving so
much lead to nothing now but misery and terror? Why did
not her ‘personality’ simply cease to be continuous and disintegrate into a cloud of ghosts, blown about by the wind?
Why didn’t I feel more resentment? Why do I have to do
anything more, is it not already over? Why do I have to suffer
like this? thought Morgan. Why do I retain the notion of
obedience after I have rejected all authority? Why do I think
this, has Thomas put all these notions into my mind? Why
ever did I come here, thought Mary. Why ever had she let
him go? Why had Gertrude imagined that they loved and
revered him so much? Why had Guy said to her, ‘if you
marry someone, marry Peter’? Why had it happened? Why
had she been so sure that he would be a source of new life?
Why had she broken down so pathetically with Alfred at
lunchtime? Why had she brought that with her? Why had
she done it, why had she hastened into such an act, longing
for it to be over, longing for the relief, as if there could be
such relief, not foreseeing the horror of it, now that the child
was dead, as dead and senseless and swept away as the
drowned cat she had seen in the river at Boyars as an omen
of death? Why had she had so little faith in her husband and
her sister? Why had she in an instant judged Rupert? Why
had she ingeniously done herself this awful damage? Why
had she never really tried, why had she not conceived that he
might be in the mood for marriage? Why had she not had
the wit and the creative imagination to cultivate this very
unusual man? Why had she not imagined Daisy’s loneliness,
her possible plight, her possible despair? Why had she not
known this earlier? Why had she not thought of this? Why
had she not understood what a terrible thing it was to de-

prive that child of life? Why had she sent him away? Why
had she so suddenly cancelled that journey, made void those
tickets? Why had she spoken like that almost in Alison’s
presence? Why had she spoken to him in such a crude cruel
way? Why had she taken the tablets? Why had this move,
which was to be in effect simply a throwing of things into
disorder, come to seem so necessary? Why have I been such
a perfectly frightful ass? Why have I landed myself in this
absurd and terrible position, thought Mary Clothier. Why
have I, after all these years, and contrary to all sense and all
hope and all reason fallen quite madly in love with my old
friend John Ducane? Why need this concern me any more?
Why on earth had she introduced this wonderful person to
Linda? Why on earth had she talked to dear well-meaning
Gabriel and allowed herself to be brought to this house?
Why should I sacrifice this true love? Why should she be
hurt by their happiness? Why should she kill herself in a fit
of envy, and then again why should she not? Why should she
suffer the endless consequences of a single moment? Why
should she think that they must feel privileged because she
had, out of a myriad others, discovered them and picked
them up? Why suddenly this emotion, on this occasion, for
this picture? Why that was so awful, even more awful than
Tallis’s knowing that she had returned without telling him,
she was not entirely sure. Why then did she so immediately
feel that it was? Why then had she decided to go to India,
was it to achieve an absolute severance? Why then had she
not cut the painter? Why was I so aggressive, so final, she
thought. Why was she suddenly now so frightened and sickened? Why was she thus destined to carry her fears outside
her? Why was she trembling? Why? Wild mad exhilaration
licked her naked body. Wild peripheral considerations also
tormented Jean. Will he be dead? Will I be dead? Will I be

somewhere else, could I be? Will I ever talk to Jean again,
with openness and love, looking into each other’s eyes? Will
I faint when I see him? Will it be quick? she thought. Will
it be so? Will it last, will Jack not find another Alison, even
the same one, and do the job properly next time? Will scaring her, shouting at her, twisting her arm, though it was incomprehensible, was at least something familiar. Will was
now both a nuisance and a menace, but he was her last connection with a real Adelaide who had once existed, a pretty
girl with two clever sixth-former cousins who lent her books
and flattered her, while she wondered happily in her private
heart which one of them she was destined to marry. Willy
had intrigued and moved her, and before the old tyranny of
love had again incarcerated her poor incurious heart she had
felt a very definite desire to see him again. Willy seemed a
poor shadow now compared with the bursting reality of
these things. Willy was moving now, propping himself up
against a grave, and Mary thought, oh how I wish he would
lean over and lay his head in my lap. Win or lose. Wiping
her hot face, kicking off her shoes and closing her eyes, she
murmured a soft rhythmical ‘oh, oh oh’ and wept into her
already soaking handkerchief. With a certain painful joy she
postponed the moment of taking hold of his hand. With a
conscious sense of madness she even considered going to
Danby. With a mental gesture as if dodging a blow Anne
turned aside from these thoughts. With a physical thrill, she
felt the sudden immediacy, the directness of connection, the
old current once more at last flowing between them. With a
relieved sense of regaining her identity she took the hand
and reassuring grip of the tall man who stepped out of the
car. With a relieved surprise, with a strong shock of pleasure
which drove all other thoughts from her mind, she realized
that Denis had got an exceedingly beautiful tenor voice.

With a savage self-punishing persistence she leaned over the
flowerbed, feeling the light runnels of perspiration crawling
upon her cheek. With a start of alarm she remembered the
piece of green glass which Willy had given her, throwing it
into her lap like the prince finding the princess, only of
course in the story it was the other way round. With a sudden sense of Hannah’s courage, of her sheer indestructibility,
Marian took the look to her heart, but without understanding it. With coldness, with violence, the reality of her situation touched her, the irresponsible silliness of her present
conduct. With her will she could send it away, and yet with
her will it crept, making the room horrible. With horror
Dora realized that it must be Pendelcote. With Leo as her
delightful tool Muriel would move to the attack. With Leo
she would procure Elizabeth an experience. With Lisa she
had enjoyed by nature that animal closeness and identity
which with Miles she had after many years achieved. With
relief and now almost with joy she breathed the sunny stale
air of the shabby street, she looked in wonder at the houses
and the blue sky. With someone like Danby one knew exactly where one was. With that she began, as she never had
before, to grieve over her own abortion, which had been
such a happy relief to her mind at the time. With the characteristic cunning of true love, she was already manipulating
the future. With the first glimpse came the need to hide, to
wait, not to know – to know what, what was there to know?
With the quick awareness of love she took in the already
crowded room, seeing his tall figure with his back to her,
near the mantelpiece. With the resignation of one who had
never in her life got away with anything Dora watched Mrs
Mark get up and tiptoe round the chairs to the back so that
she could lean over Dora’s shoulder. With the return to Gaze
she felt again her connexion with the house and with the

drama it had contained. With the touch of her hand upon
the wall there came the unexpected image of a piano, their
old upright piano long since sold, yet now indelibly associated with the mossy wall in virtue of some lost thought which
Mary must have thought once as she paused with her shopping bag at the corner of the road. With these two words she
seemed to close down a curtain behind which she must now
be able to control her feelings absolutely and conceal her
thoughts absolutely and think quickly. With this idea so
much happiness entered into her that she stood up lightly
and involuntarily as if two angels had lifted her up, their fingertips underneath her elbows. With this reluctance to speak
came a nervous anxiety which was now almost unbearable.
With this she associated a vision of herself, purified and unworldly, ministering to the wretched, an anonymous and yet
oddly mysterious figure. With waking consciousness came
for a second her old bright happy being from the past, then
the recall, the black awareness of a world destroyed, and the
deep sharp pains of remorse and wild regret. With what
hope of good or malicious intent toward confusion and chaos, out of what love or what hate, had Violet spoken to her
today? Within her desire for annihilation a destructive frenzy awoke to life. Within this great pain there was a tiny
sparklet of joy, which joy was presumably hope. Without
Anne she could not endure the flat. Without knowing why,
she felt she could hardly bear Mrs Crean-Smith and the bat
together, as if they were suddenly the same grotesque helpless thing. Without looking at Tim, she half turned towards
him and with a gesture of abandonment, laid her hand on
the table. Words seemed to be meaning something different.
Work had become for her something nauseating and contaminated, stained by surreptitious ambitions, frustrated
wishes, and the competition and opinions of other people.

Worship and adoration became to her like breathing, and
were sometimes a delight so intense as to seem almost sinful.
Worship would have been a relief, like tears. Would Anne
end up by returning to the living death of her convent after
all? Would anybody ever look into her face again and really
see it? Would George be able to ‘afford her’ now that he had
lost his job? Would he be angry, would he be, oh beautiful
thought, jealous, would he decide to write her off altogether? Would he have swerved at the last moment, did he think
I would? Would he return? Would he, if he knew now, laugh
and wish them luck? Would her cousin die there in the
house like a neglected animal? Would her father be very
angry? Would it all have become easier and better if there
had been no Julius? Would it be like this now, or did the
thing at last face extinction, must it die, would it die? Would
it not have to end, must it not end, yet how could it end?
Would it soon begin to seem like a dream - it had somehow
the qualities of a dream, where incompatible things seem
true. Would Jack’s earnings be enough to support her indefinitely in such a role? Would not these fires pale then and
seem quite unreal? Would she be able to study and understand that difficult book whose ‘wrong-headedness’ she
would hate and fear, settle down to hard and perhaps uncongenial work, living with the continual possibility of disappointing and displeasing Gerard? Would she be capable of
such a demanding and such a protracted task? Would she be
taken back into history, rejecting as an episode the shocking,
the revolutionary, the entirely new? Would she dare to lie to
Anne? Would she ever be able to talk to anyone about this?
Would she have to stay here with Hannah perhaps forever?
Would she not, for him, face poverty, destitution? Would she
now be living the process in the reverse direction? Would
she stay the course, would Tim? Would she still exist, con-

scious, untattered, compact in half an hour’s time from now?
Would she, Gertrude wondered, be dismayed, be jealous?
Would she, one day, feel sentimental about it? Would such a
long deception be a deception? Would that body rise and
live again? Would that old happiness, which for a moment in
David’s presence seemed so close, ever come back again?
Would that ‘working out’ be the return to ‘thinking’ which
Gertrude had wished for her when she had spoken of the
‘wasted years’? Would the priesthood have lifted her above
some level where she felt at times that it did not matter what
she thought or did, because she was a woman? Would the
results of all these things ever reach their ends? Would the
strain be less? Would there be a time when it was not pain
to regard herself so? Would there be love again? Would
there still be adoration and worship, could there be? Would
there then be any home for her in that emptiness? Would
they not all be happier if Alison were Mrs Sheerwater and
Franca the ex-Mrs Sheerwater still maintaining, as senior
member of the harem, her old well-known bond with her
prince, whose durable guilt feelings she could playfully and
spitefully exploit? Would they stop quarrelling? Years later
Emily McHugh still remembered this moment with the
greatest clarity. Yes, a little. Yes, absence, that was worst. Yes,
and I’ll change the flat and make everything different and
modern and bright, and I’ll spend some of that money they
left behind in the suitcase, that ransom money, they must
mean me to have it. Yes, I am free, she said to herself, but it’s
not like ordinary freedom, it’s being in hell, a brilliant lucid
hell. Yes, I did think that. Yes, I must be mad, this is madness,
this is the violence of the soul. Yes, I will mourn in my safety, I shall shed tears, and Tim will be silent and he will comfort me, as I weep he will stroke my hair and kiss my hand.
Yes, it was like a dream. Yes, perhaps, I could have married

him if I’d been a different person, if I’d had more courage, if
I’d had more luck, if I’d understood something particular (I
don’t know what) about sex, if I’d become a god. Yes, settle
down into dreariness and quietness and forgetfulness and
boredom. Yes, she could rehearse these feelings still, but her
mind and her heart were already changing. Yes, she was revived and assembled and ready for more torture. Yes, she
would go back to all that now, to the real world. Yes, she
would go: and the idea, now it existed more fully for her, was
delightful. Yes, superstition, thought Anne. Yes, that’s it, that
is the way. Yes, they were real. Yes, thought Anne, and with a
strangely fresh pang she remembered the deaths of her
mother and her brother, when she was already a nun. Yes, we
shall all be so happy and good too. Yes, with Gertrude she
was in safety. Yes, yes, she would, she did. Yes, your love, it’s
the same. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes; and Gertrude had wanted
this too, and ardently. Yesterday she had climbed the cliffs to
impress Gertrude. Yesterday, with a terribly beating heart,
she had run out to post a note which just said, No, I am
sorry. Yet ‘fitting’ was still something that was possible. Yet
Adelaide knew that she was not mad, she was just driven
somehow beyond the bounds of her endurance. Yet all the
time, in a shy roundabout way, she loved him herself, rather
hopelessly and gloomily, as one might love someone to
whom one had never spoken. Yet also it was a bond, she had
played the part of Love’s messenger, and it was not because
of her that Love had been, so mysteriously, vanquished. Yet
also this was not conceivable. Yet at the next moment the
figure of Gerald Scottow appeared in her imagination more
fascinating and mysterious than ever. Yet at the same moment she knew that this was a manifestation of love, of that
untiring and relentless love that Paul went on feeling for her,
and which held her resentful, fascinated, ultimately grateful.

Yet at the same time she believed. Yet could she? Yet did it
make any sense to make that judgment now? Yet did it really make any sense to run to Danby? Yet did she not feel
different, superior? Yet Eric was terribly neurotic, she
thought for the first time. Yet even Anne, thought Gertrude
– how could Anne not be somehow pleased that just as she
returned to the world there I was needing her so much? Yet
even here she had been so far weak, so far selfish, in concealing her violent and terrible feelings, her destructive misery,
her rage. Yet had she not merely and exactly done as she had
decided beforehand she would do? Yet had this too, lately,
imperceptibly, changed? Yet Hannah had been somehow exhausted by that overflow of feeling and for the next few days
was, with Marian, more touchingly dependent and apologetic than usual. Yet he might have died, perhaps he wanted to
die, he offered himself to me as a victim, and I did not take
him. Yet her love for Gertrude was the first reality she had
encountered outside those gates. Yet her manner, it struck
Marian suddenly, was that of a sort of despair. Yet how could
she have done? Yet how could this be? Yet I am his wife and
I desire him. Yet I like her and I get on with her, but I’ll be
relieved when she’s gone. Yet in a sense these feelings were
the very stuff of youth and their occurrence again, after so
many years of quietness, seemed a sort of miracle. Yet is not
reality, perhaps her own, but a dream of oneself ? Yet it all
seemed inevitable and perhaps it was. Yet it had seemed to
her that she had been driven away, even discarded. Yet it
seemed quite natural here, or as if it were compelled from
her. Yet it was a strange purging. Yet it was as if some kind
of not unpleasant guilty or expectant emotion attached to
them. Yet it was beginning to fill the whole of her consciousness and it was, it must be, the deep cause of these
sudden storms of misery. Yet it was exactly here that she

must wait for the night to begin. Yet it was merely the turn
of the screw, the turn to the next spiral. Yet it was not that a
rapture or a glory which had once shone around her had
passed away from the world. Yet it was not that she suddenly
felt it was valuable. Yet it was possible that she had a genuine
duty here; and in the light of that word ‘duty’ she had found
herself able once more to reflect. Yet lately she had begun to
feel that a time of crisis was at hand. Yet looking with desperate glances back over the expanse of her conduct she
could not discern where the actions lay at all or what, amid
the general drift, they positively were. Yet love still existed
and it was the only thing that existed. Yet Mavis’s woes were
real to Mavis and though she was sorry for Mrs Carberry she
could not quite conceive as three-dimensional that awful
world where children whined and a man shouted. Yet Morgan was delighted, and had from the first moment been delighted to receive this feckless homage from her sage and
dignified brother-in-law. Yet now she felt both shocked and
muddled, disgusted by Leo’s behaviour and yet unable resolutely to judge him, as if she herself had already become in
some way his accomplice. Yet oddly enough, the glare and
violence which had, for a time, blotted out Hilda’s image had
not obscured Tallis’s. Yet of course, and she knew as she
spoke, she was saying what she had to say, playing the part
which she had to play. Yet one loves people, this matters. Yet
she could not stop the swift work of her sick thought, the
spinning out of awful pictures. Yet she did feel in her bones
a kind of urgency, a sense of being now in a position of power or trust which she must exploit while she could. Yet she
did not conceive of leaving Carel for an ordinary life elsewhere, and although she was sometimes conscious of an
acute clear wish to be the mother of children she did not
really picture another world where she might love in inno-

cence. Yet she felt frightened of something which was happening in his mind. Yet she felt that she had had a revelation.
Yet she felt too relief and immediate liking. Yet she had the
power, and could not deny it, the power of life and death. Yet
she knew that it was grave. Yet she knew that it was not really the sharp tragic knife of passion that disturbed her now,
it was some vaguer nervous storm out of her unsatisfied
woman’s nature. Yet she knew that when, after reading the
letter, she had so much wanted to telephone Jack, it had been
in order to reassure him. Yet she knew too that she was
deeply discontented and she sometimes suffered fierce feral
moods of confused yearning during which it seemed to her
that her whole life was a masquerade and that she was piously acting the part of a kindly affectionate serviceable woman
who was just not herself. Yet she loved George. Yet she was
living. Yet she was not at peace with Guy. Yet she went on
from moment to moment without doing or saying anything
decisive. Yet some warmth of which the source was Eugene
did for her pervade the house. Yet still she thought, it is impossible that we shall not meet again, it is impossible that we
shall not be together again and talk of this. Yet the idea of
losing the brothers seared her with such pain, the notion of
life without them was now so purely agonising that she soon
veered back towards other even less practicable but less painful plans of action. Yet the room felt watchful, and she almost
feared to find that she had overlooked some person standing
silently in a corner. Yet the sacrifice itself was of value. Yet
the sense of a strange interval, almost of a holiday, was too
strong. Yet the things which she had told herself she so much
needed were not enough for her and soon seemed empty.
Yet there was happiness too. Yet they would make of it the
guilty enforced return of an escaped prisoner. Yet this love
had been long enough in preparation. Yet this was also, for

her state of mind, too powerful and too conscious an image.
Yet to whom and about what? Yet tomorrow she would be
free and rich. Yet was the letter so final? Yet wasn’t it a desire
simply for happiness, for a happiness without guilt which she
could enjoy, which made her dream these dreams at all? Yet
were they not, these things and the sense in which they did
not matter, proof of a distance between her and Gerard, of an
impossibility which had always existed and of which she was
only now becoming fully conscious? Yet what could he
threaten her with? Yet what was living in the present, could
it be done, was it what she was doing now? Yet when it was
done she felt better, more free, as she had not felt free for two
years, more completely herself. Yet when she looked upon
him she could not but believe that his sincere eyes could tell
no lie. Yet when she tried to see her conduct as determined
by emotion, by desire, by a will seeking, however deviously,
its own felicity, she could not on those suppositions either
make sense of her actions. Yet why did she suddenly think of
it all as a diabolical plot? (Yet why not?) Yet why should she,
why did she feel she must consult Gerard’s convenience, why
should it matter to him if she were absent for four weeks
with her family? Yet with a sudden dreadful loneliness, a
sudden nostalgia for the old affectionate vanished world, she
felt how desperately she would want to be needed and to be
loved by the people at Gaze. Yet with daylight, and recalling
again the cries, the howls, which she had heard on the
evening of the music, she told herself that it was leaving her
here, not taking her away, which would be the end of Hannah. Yet, as she reflected, this question seemed less important,
consumed, dimmed by a sort of realism, which she still hesitated to dignify with the name of truth. Yet, between them,
things were changing. Yet, with a pain which had not yet
fully claimed her, she knew that there had been an act and

that it belonged to her. Yielding to what seemed almost like
a vicious temptation, Gertrude had looked up the ballad
which Guy had quoted. You cannot show your suffering for
fear that worse befall. You said that we should meet again.
Your disclosure took me by surprise.
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